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CURRENCY EOUIVALENTS

Before November 15. 1978 US$1.00 Rp.415

Annual Average 1979-88

1979 US$1.00 - Rp.623

1980 US$1.00 - Rp.627

1981 US$1.00 - Rp.632
1982 US$1.00 - Rp.661

1983 US$1.00 Rp.909 la

1984 US$1.00 - Rp.1,026

1985 US$1.00 - Rp.1,111

1986 US$1.00 - Rp.1,283 /k
1987 US$1.00 - Rp.1,644

1988 US$1.00 - Rp.1,686

1989 US$1.00 - Rp.1,770

1990 US$1.00 - Rp.1,843

May 6. 1991 Us$1.00 - Rp.1,941

FISCAL YEAR

Government - April 1 to March 31

Bank Indonesia - April 1 to March 31

State Banks - January 1 to December 31

/a On March 30, 1983 the Rupiah was devalued from US$1.00 - Rp.703 to

US$1.00 - Rp.970.

b On September 12, 1986 the Rupiah was devalued from US$1.00 - Rp.1,134

to US$1.00 - Rp.1,644.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

DEVELOPING PRIVATE ENTERPRISE

(i) As oil prices collapsed in the first half of the 1980s,
Indonesia began a series of fundamental reforms to restructure the economy to
reduce dependence on oil, then the source of 80% of export earnings and 70% of
budget revenues. The Government realized that rapidly building a more diverse
and robust production structure required that the energies of Indonesia's
businessmen, farmers and traders be unleashed to seize profitable
opportunities to expand production and create new capacity in areas where
Indonesia could compete in the world market.

(ii) Two policy thrusts supported this strategy. First,
macroeconomic policies restrained domestic demand through an austere monetary
and fiscal stance and established export competitiveness through two large
discrete devaluations. Second, structural reforms started to dismantle the
web of regulatory barriers and interventions that hampered competition and
private initiative. Both sets of policies encouraged a more outward-oriented
economic structure. This report documents the impact of this strategy and
then sets forth an agenda for sustaining and improving on what has been
achieved.

(iii) Chapter 1 provides evidence that this strategy is succeeding.
The private sector has responded with rapid increases in output, particularly
in non-oil manufacturing and non-oil exports, sharply reducing dependence on
oil. In exploiting the opportunities created by the reforms, producers first
used existing capacities more fully and reoriented them toward the export
market. More recentlv, private investment has increased sharply, creating new
capacity to sustain growth in non-oil output and exports into the future. The
deregulated financial sector has helped ensure a rapid flow of funds from
savers to these investors, speeding the supply response. The evidence
suggests that production and exports have shifted into areas that make
productive use of Indonesia's large pool of labor and natural resources. More
importantly, the strong growth in the non-oil economy created productive, new
job opportunities that reduced unemployment, raised real wages, increased real
incomes and consumption, and contributed to a reduction in poverty.

(iv) The strong private sector supply response is already evident
even though the impact of some reforms is only beginning and others are not
yet complete. This response will support Indonesia's fundamental objective of
generating a pace and pattern of growth that will reduce poverty and raise
living standards widely. Sustaining the dynamism of the private sector into
the 1990s will bring a new set of policy challenges:

* maintaining macroeconomic stability through the coordinated use
of monetary, fiscal and exchange rate policies;

* accelerating the ongoing reforms in the framework of
incentives, regulations and laws to support non-oil exports and
provide greater competition on a level playing field;
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* strengther,ing mechanisms for managing risks in the financial
system, especially prudential regulations and stpervision of
intermediaries to ensure continued sound growth;

* improving the ability of the public sector to complement and
support private sector grewth, particularly in providing
essential infrastructure services; and

* ensuring a widespread participation in the benefits of private
sector growth.

To sustain an adequate rate of growth while meeting these policy challenges
will call for substantial resources, including continued high levels of
financial support from the donor community. This report focuses on how these
challenges can be met.

Growth with Stability

(v) To make substantial progress in raising living standards and
reducing poverty, Indonesia should seek to maintain 6-7% annual growth in the
non-oil economy, or about 5-6% annual growth in GDP. This would imply, given
Indonesia's annual population growth of just under 2%, per capita GDP growth
in the 3-4% p.a. range. Chapter 2 outlines a macroeconomic framework for
realizing such growth, with primary reliance on the private sector. The
private sector's potential contribution is demonstrated by the economy's
recent rapid growth: between 1987 and 1990, the non-oil economy grew by about
7.8% p.a., with private fixed investment growing at 15.4% p.a.

(vi) Achieving 6-7% growth in the non-oil economy while maintaining
macroeconomic stability will call for prudent macroeconomic management.
Developments during 1990 demonstrate how aggregate demand could expand,
generating pressures on the balance of payments and inflation. Monetary
policies in late 1989 and early 1990 reduced interest rates and contributed
strongly to a rapid expansion of credit to the private sector (up 58% in
1990). The economy grew at a brisk pace, driven by a 20% expansion in private
sector investment and a surge in domestic liquidity. This resulted in a sharp
increase in aggregate demand, which was reflected in an acceleration in the
demand for imports and pressure on domestic prices, especially for non-traded
goods. The rapid increase in non-oil imports, combined with a slowdown in
non-oil export growth, caused the current account deficit to widen from 2% of
GDP in 1989/90 to 3.8% in 1990/91, despite the windfall from temporarily high
($23/bbl) oil prices. The deceleration in non-oil exports resulted from three
factors--a substpntial drop in prices of most of Indonesia's primary commodity
exports, several special factors limiting exports of particular products (the
most notable being the sawn timber export tax), and the high domestic demand
for some products (e.g., cement) reducing quantities available for export.
Despite the slowdown, the real growth of non-oil manufactured exports was a
robust 15%. The rapid growth in private investment has been the main force
behind the rise in non-oil imports, with imports of capital goods rising by
50% and accounting for two-thirds of the total increase in imports. Much of
this investment is expected to be in export capacity, in line with the rapid
expansion of profitable opportunities opened up by the structural reforms.
Such investment should generate non-oil exports and improve the balance of
payments over time. In this sense, the pressure on the current account
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represents the success of the deregulation policies in stimulating a wide
array of investment opportunities. It is a success, however, that has created
demand pressures that need to be managed carefully to ensure continued growth
with stability.

(vii) A decline in foreign exchange reserves in the first half of
1990 and early signs of higher inflation, provided a clear signal of the
widening non-oil trade gar and emerging demand pressures. The Government
responded promptly by tightening monetary 22ll&y, primarily by reducing
subsidizod, directed credits (liquidity credits) refinanced by Bank Indonesia
(BI) and by increasing interest rates on Bank Indonesia Certificates (SBIs).
This policy stance resulted in higher leposit and lending rates and a
rebuilding of official reserves in the second half of the year. Growth in
credit to the private sector remained high, in part due to substantial
offshore borrowing by commercial banks, converted into rupiah through BI's
swap facility. Subsequent adjustments in the mechanism for setting the swap
rate reduced the incentives for offshore borrowing. This, combined with
tighter international capital markets, slowed the expansion bf commercial bank
borrowing by the end of 1990. The Government took major additional steps in
February and March 1991 to tighten and improve the effectiveness of monetary
policy. Following instructions from the Government, as the owner, public
enterprises converted about Rp.10 trillion of their deposits in Commercial
banks into SBIs. This was combined with a partially offsetting purchase of
commercial bank debt instruments (SBPUs) by BI. This maneuver tightened
liquidity, caused real interest rates to rise into the 15-18% range, and sent
a clear signal to the business community that BI would seek to maintain a
tight monetary policy. BI also tightoned limits on use of swaps by banks and
discorstinued short maturity swaps. In fiscal pol=c, the Government adopted a
cautious approach to the use of the windfall oil revenues that accrued during
1990/91 following the Gulf crisis. The Government limited the impact of the
windfall on domestic demand art used it mainly to improve the budget balance,
creating reserves against revenu, shortfalls in future years. Nevertheless,
this prudent approach was insufficient to contain the demand pressures
generated during the year and reduce the non-oil trade gap. The challenge for
the coming year will be to put macroeconomic policies in place that will
reduce demand pressures and return the economy to a sustainable growth path.

(viii) The monetary adjustments introduced in February 1991 are a
central element of the necessary policy adjustments. Trends in monetary
aggregates will need to be watched closely over the year to ensure the
monetary stance is having the desired effect and that an adequate reserve
cushion is maintained. Given Indonesia's open capital account, the impact of
these important monetary measures on demand is likely to be offset over time
by inflows of capital. Moreover, maintaining real interest rates at too high
a level for an extended period could have unintended negative effects on the
financial system and the economy at large. Consequently, these measures need
to be supported by fiscal policies designed to contain the growth of aggregate
demand. Given the need to protect priority infrastructure investments to
support private sector development and expenditure programs to meet the basic
needs of the poor, improvements in the fiscal balance could concentrate on
revenue mobilization measures, subsidy reductions and reassessment of large
investment projects other than essential infrastructure. Revenue mobilization
measures could seek continued improvements in tax administration combined with
selective increases in those taxes unlikely to affect the poor. Removal of



subsidies and price adjustments could help improve the budget balance as well
as promote conservation and more efficient use of resources. As Indonesia's
experience in 1983 indicates, a careful review of major projects including
those of public enterprises and joint ventures, could identify opportunities
for short term savings at little long term cost. At the same time, continued
deregulation (discussed below) combined with appropriate exchange rate
Managgement should maintain the incentives for non-oil exports, while measures
to conserve energy would sustain net oil exports.

(ix) As outlined in Chapter 2, the implementation of such policies
would be consistent with GDP growth of 5 to 6% over the next few years,
somewhat below what has been achieved recently, but still above the REPELITA V
target of 5%. These policies would improve macroeconomic balances and would
preserve foreign exchange reserves and borrowing capacity to deal with
potential downside risks.

The Framework of Incentives. Regulations and Laws

(x) The surge in investment and imports and the deceleration in
non-oil exports over the past year have added new urgency to structural
reform. To encourage exports, the remaining export barriers need to be
carefully reexamined and reduced. Removing barriers to trade and entry is
essential to ensure that the rapid surge in private investment flows into
areas in which Indonesia has a comparative advantage. Otherwise the economy
will be burdened with high-cost enterprises that drain its vitality. Removal
of these barriers will also increase competitive pressure, encouraging greater
efficiency. This is particularly important to prevent large firms from
exercising market power at the expense of rest of the economy. While
agriculture is generally much less protected than manufacturing, there are
significant exceptions caused by NTBs and export restrictions that could limit
the sector's ability to adjust flexibly to changing patterns of demand and
supply. The main directions for policy reforms in trade and investment
regulations include: reassessing and rationalizing export restrictions;
removing the NTBs remaining in manufacturing (including agroindustries), and
reassessing NTBs in agriculture; continuing tariff reforms, lowering the
highest rates into the 20-30% range; avd reducing the scope of the negative
list for investments and the list of products reserved for small scale
industry.

(xi) A modern corporate legal framework is also essential for the
sound, long-term development of the private sector. Much of the current
commercial legal framework dates back to early colonial times. Making a
transition to a rew framework will be a complex task, but one that offers
major benefits: lower transactions costs by standardizing contracts and
increasing access to essential information; reduced barriers to entry and
greater mobility of private investment; predictable sanctions for infringement
of rules; and a transparent, equitable mechanism for _- forcement of contracts
and dispute settlement. Over the past year, an interministerial working group
has been established to identify priorities and approaches to legal reform.
The priorities indicated include: a framework of company laws, accounting and
audit requirements, and capital market regulations; strengthening courts and
arbitration boards to deal effectively with the specialized needs o-
commercial legal decisions and dispute settlement; and improved flows of legal
information.
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(xii) Efficient, sustainable private sector development will require
a framework of environmental incentives and regulations that causes firms to
take increasing account of the environmental costs that their behavior imposes
on other firms and society at large. The three main areas for improving the
framework of environmental regulations and incentives in Indonesia are water
and air pollution on Java, forestry management on the outer islands, and land
use management and planning nationwide. Progress has been made in
establishing an environmental agency (BAPEDAL), in initiating a process of
environmental impact assessments for all public and private sector projects
and in issuing industrial pollution standards. The main priorities now are to
build the technical and implementation capacity of BAPEDAL and related
agencies, and to develop market-based incentives to promote environmental
goals, including pricing policies for energy and water.

Strengthening the Financial System

(xiii) The financial system has expanded rapidly following successive
stages of deregulation that have made the system competitive, market-oriented
and dynamic. Private sector intermediaries have shown especially strong
growth. The system has responded to the financing .eeds of private
enterprises with a rapid increase in bank loans and equity finance from the
stock market. At the same time, the large increase in the number of financial
intermediaries and in the volume of their operations has strained the
Government's regulatory capacity. Moreover, the intermediaries themselves
have had to manage unprecedented asset growth while lacking sufficient trained
staff and well-developed internal controls, raising concerns about asset
quality and risk in some cases. Chapter 4 analyses these issues and
identifies several priority areas for strengthening the financial sector's
capacity to manage risk, establishing a sound framework for future growth:

* deveiaRing the legal and regulatory framework, especially the
lawo. now under preparation on banking, pensions, insurance and
the central bank, but also including commercial law and
accounting standards and reporting requirements;

* systematic supervision, including continued development of BI's
supervision capacity and coordination with the Ministry of
Finance; further development of capital adequacy norms and
other standards; improvements in the quality and availability
of data on financial institutions and businesses; and
development of private credit rating agencies to reinforce BI's
prudential supervision avd help private investors make informed
choices;

* strengthening technical and managerial caRacitg, in private
banks through their own training programs and flexible hiring
of expatriate staff to overcome shortages, and in the main
supervisory agencies (BI, Ministry of Finance and BAPEPAM)
through intensive training, expansion of staff, and improved
compensation to develop a highly skilled cadre of experienced
staff; and

* evolving new instrumen, including securitization of small
loan portfolios as an efficient way to increase financial flows
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to small firms, more flexible use of the SBI to support
variable interest rate instruments, and the continued phasing
out of liquidity credits to cr3ate more scope for market-based
term lending instruments.

Public Sector Support for Primate Enterprise

(xiv) The Government's strategy to increase reliance on the private
sector, by removing direct bureaucratic controls and relying increasingly on
indirect instruments and market forces to meet the needs of the economy,
implies important changes in the public sector's role and effectiveness. Its
role will shift from one that uses direct interventions to one that provides
an enabling environment for sound privatA sector development. Such a shift
involves a broad agenda of issues, raT& v across macroeconomic and sectoral
policy formulation, development and xr rntation of the framework of
incentives, regulations and laws, e-.i - ,vision of public goods and services
that generate the human capital aned 'al infrastructure essential for
continued development of the private ,-;tL. From this broad agenda, Chapter
5 focuses on physical infrastructure sert%es--power, telecommunications,
transport and water supply--as critically important public sector activities
in which supply constraints could slow the pace and efficiency of private
sector growth. Four main areas for action emerge from this analysis:

- there are high Driority needs for additional infrastructure
caRacity, particularly in power and telecommunications, to
provide an adequate level and quality of service to support
sustained development of the private sector;

- there is scope for improving the efficiency of supplv from
existing capacity, drawing in some cases on private sector
capacities. Important examples of measures to improve service
efficiency include: increasing the operational autonomy and
strengthening organization and management of the public
suppliers such as PLN (the national power utillty) and PERUNTEL
(the national telecommunications utility); greater coordination
of PLN's grid with private captive generation capacity; and
opening up selected telecommunications services to competition
with the private sector;

* selective use of the private sector to finance, build and/or
operate infrastructure services may present important
opportunities to ease infrastructure supply constraints by
augmenting public sector financial and implementation capacity.
Such arrangements can be complex and need to be approached
cautiously, however, to ensure that the public interest is
served and that the service provided is efficient and cost-
effective. It will be important, therefore, to develop a
regulatory framework and institutional procedures for designing
and negotiating such arrangements and supervising their
implementation; and

* anRrooriate gricing policies have an essential role to play in
managing the demand for, and efficient allocation of,
infrastructure services and in mobilizing the resources to
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expand capacity as needed. More frequent, systematic
adjustments in tariffs, especially for electricity, can avoid
the shocks that large, long-delayed increases place on users
and the financial stress such delays cause the utilities.
Moreover, appropriate pricing policies for energy and water,
for example, can also have strong positive environmental
effects.

(xv) Meeting the needs for improved infrastructure services and
dealing with the broader implications of increased deregulation for public
sector management highlight the importance of basic institutional reforms in
the public sector. Chapter 5 also discusses two important areas of ongoing
reform in the public sector: public enterRrise reforms and civil service
reforms. The public enterprise reforms seek to increase efficiency of the
enterprises providing essential public services while gradually divesting
activities that no longer need to remain in the public sector. The civil
service reforms seek to use an extensive program of job analysis and
restructuring to reorient the public sector to deal effectively with its
changing role in supporting private sector growth. Reforms in both public
enterprises and the civil service are complex and implementation will need to
be phased over time. Concentrating efforts on particular enterprises and
ministries would help maintain progress and develop experience that would
sustain the reform efforts.

Ensuring Widespread ParticiRation

(xvi) A basic objective of the Government in developing private
enterprise has been to widen opportunities for the people at large by reducing
various controls and barriers to entry and providing an appropriate incentive
structure. The data reviewed in Chapter 6 indicate that the benefits of
growth so far have been widespread, with increases in employment, real wages,
and per capita incomes and consumption, resulting in a decline in the
incidence of poverty. Moreover, there appears to have been an improvement in
income distribution up to 1987 (the most recent year for which data are
available). It is important to recognize, however, that these very positive
results will not come automatically in the future. They depend critically on
the pace and pattern of growth in the economy, which in turn depend on
resource availability and the policy and regulatory framework set by the
Government.

(xvii) To permit a widespread sharing in the benefits of growth, it is
necessary first for the economy to generate that growth. Chapter 2 charts a
strategy for growth rapid enough to raise real per capita GDP from its present
level of about US$500 to over US$/00 by the end of the decade. For su2h
growth to generate continued improvements in the living standards of the poor
will call for the sustained implementation of policies along two broad
dimensions:

measures that promote a level Rlaying field so that firms face
the same types of competitive pressures and opportunities
within a transparent framework of incentives that continues to
encourage a relatively labor-intensive pattern of growth.
Important types of measures that support this kind of
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environment include: (a) trade and investment deregulation to
reduce distortions and entry barriers and to ensure larger
firms face effective competition to prevent abuse of market
power; (b) strengthening the legal framework and accounting and
disclosure regulations; (c) improving access to credit for
smaller, newer firms; and (d) developing "arm's length"
procedures for contracts, joint ventures, divestitures and
other business relationships between the Government and the
private sector; and

expenditure policies that provide for effective programs that
enhance the opportunities, productivity and quality of life of
the poor, including especially human resource development,
agricultural services, and local infrastructure development;
and tax policies that improve tax administration and compliance
and increase revenues from property taxes and the VAT on luxury
goods.

grow-th ProsRects and Resource Needs

(xviii) Prudent macroeconomic management, combined with continued,
consistent implementation of Indonesia's reform agenda, will enable Indonesia
to meet the emerging challenges outlined above and to continue a 6-7% annual
growth in non-oil GDP in the medium term. Such growth would permit employment
to continue to rise rapidly enough to absorb the growing labor force at higher
levels of productivity and would enable continued reductions in poverty.
Under this scenario, the non-oil current account balance would improve
substantially during 1991/92 and in the medium term, reversing the trend of
the past two years. Decliaing world oil prices and higher domestic oil
consumption, however, wlll lower net oil exports and offset this gain
initially, leading to a modest increase in the overall current account deficit
in 1991/92 before it resumes its downward trend. External debt service
indicators would rise slightly in 1991/92, reflecting the substantial increase
in foreign borrowing by the private sector in 1990/91, which offsets a
continued decline in the public debt burden. With careful debt management and
continued prudent borrowing, Indonesia's total debt burden would continue to
ease beyond 1991/92. This growth strategy, however, will continue to require
substantial resources to finance the rapid expansion of the private sector,
especially in non-oil export production. The rapid growth of the private
sector over the past several years has also strained infrastructure capacity,
generating substantial investment needs following the period of budget
austerity in the mid-1980s. Thus continued high levels of foreign capital
inflows will be needed as well as a sub,stantial increase in domestic resource
mobilization.

(xix) Much of the increase needed in foreign capital inflows will
come from higher levels of private borrowing and direct investment, continuing
the trends evident in 1990/91. Despite the larger role of private capital
flows, public medium- and long-term (MLT) borrowing will also need to
increase. The increase in public borrowing would be mainly import-related
credits and untied commercial credit. Nevertheless, disbursements of official
assistance would need to be about US$3.8 billion in 1991/92, the same level as
in 1990/91. Provided an appropriate mix of assistance can be identified, and
commitments outside the IGGI remain at the same level, the necessary level of
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IGGI disbursements could be obtained in 1991/92 from a commitment level of
US$4.7-4.8 billion. The priorities for this assistance are mainly in two
areas: (i) investments in infrastructure and human resource development to
support private sector development and economic growth; and (ii) investments
in social and basic services to reduce further the incidence of poverty. In
addition, given the investment needs of the private sector, it will be
important to use mechanisms such as two-step operations and financial sector
operations to channel resources to the private sector and to strengthen the
financial system.

(xx) As noted, achieving the recommended level of disbursements will
depend on an appropriate mix of official assistance. An increase in project
aid disbursements can help, but in order to reach the recommended level of
official disbursements, a substantial share of new commitments will need to be
in the form of relatively fast-disbursing operations, including sector loans
and two-step operations. This level and mix of assistance will enable
Indonesia to pursue its trade and other structural reforms with confidence,
while it seeks to improve its external and internal macroeconomic balances.
Over the medium term, as the current account deficit resumes its downward
trend and the pipeline of project finance builds up, the share of
quick-disbursing finance could decline. Given the substantial uncertainties
in the world economic outlook, including the possibility of oil prices
declining more than projected, Indonesia will need to maintain its substantial
foreign exchange reserves and borrowing capacity. Moreover, the donor
community should be prepared to respond flexibly to support Indonesia's
development efforts in the event of adverse external shocks.



CHAPTER

DEREGULATION AND TIlE PRIVATE SECTOR RESPONSE

A. Introduction

1.01 Indonesia's policies for the private sector have dramrtically changed
since the early 1980s. The need to reduce the economy's dependence on oil and
to tap the dynamic potential of the private sector provided the impetus for
regulatory reform in Indonesia. The objectives of the reform strategy have
been to promote efficiency and wider participation for the private sector in
economic activities. This has been achieved by ensuring a more competitive
environment through lower barriers to entry for both domestic and foreign
firms and reform of public institutions (such as customs). The overall
strategy of deregulation has been supported by monetary, fiscal and exchange
rate policies that managed domestic demand and established export
competitiveness. The economy has been re-oriented to a more outward--Joking
growth strategy. Major financial sector reforms have promoted the efficiency
of financial intermediation and the development of capital markets. The
economy has responded strongly to the Government's balanced adjustment
program, with the private sector taking the leading role.

1.02 The main focus of this Chapter is the supply response of the economy
and the role of the private sector following deregulation. The expanded
opportunities for the private sector in the economy are most noticeable in the
manufacturing and financial sectors, where controls were initially the most
pervasive and deregulation has progressed furthest. The recent surge in
investment in the private sector creates new opportunities and challenges. It
provides Indonesia with the chance for impressive growth through the 1990s,
but is also placing strains on the economy and on infrastructure. Ensuring
that investment is realized within a stable macroeconomic environment and is
directed towards productive activities are key challenges for the years ahead.
This Chapter identifies the tasks ahead for policy making that are discussed
more fully in subsequent chapters. TIhase tasks include ensuring macroeconomic
stability, further deregulation and legal reform, promoting a sound financial
system, overcoming infrastructure bottlenecks and fostering widespread
participation in the benefits of growth.

B. Policy Reforms for Private Sector Development

1.03 The economy has responded strongly to the Government's balanced
adjustment program. Macroeconomic balances improved, growth, investment and
non-oil exports increased substantially and the pace and pattern of growth
enabled per capita incomes and consumption to rise and led to a significant
reduction in the incidence of poverty. Fundamental structur'.l changes took
place within the nor,-oil sector, and particularly manufacturing, providing the
main engine of growth. Deregulation has prompted these changes and
facilitated a movement of resources towards those activities in which
Indonesia has a comparative advantage. In particular the manufacturing,
agricultural and financial service sectors are either dominated by the private
sector or have exhibited dynamic changes following deregulation.
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The Private Sector

1.04 The private sector accounts for the largest part of value-added in
the economy. It is estimated that about three quarters of non-oil economic
activity comes from the private sector. The vast bulk of this activity is by
domestic entrepreneurs. Foreign-owned firms account for only about 7-10% of
non-oil GDP. Agricultural production has always been largely private,
although the public sector is involved in estate crops and forestry
operations. In manufacturing, private firms have led the rapid expansion of
textiles and timber industries and their share of total manufacturing activity
has grown from about 82% in 1982 to 86% in 1990. Public enterprises are
involved in food processing and capital-intensive activities such as basic
chemicals, metals and cement. The public sector still accounts for the
majority of activity in the financial sector, but its share has dropped
sharply during the '.980s. The private sector dominates the construction,
transport, trade and tourism and other services sectors.

Policy Environment

1.05 Policies towards the private sector have changed markedly in the past
decade. For much of the 1970s and early 1980s the rapid increase in oil
revenues led to an expanded role of the public sector across large parts of
the economy. The role of the public sector was seen to be important, among
other things, to balance the economic power of the large business groups, and
to push industrial development into upstream and high-technology areas. The
expanded role of the public sector, combined with a strong orientation toward
the domestic market and a philosophy of close guidance of the private sector,
led to a proliferation of trade and investment restrictions. As a result, the
regulatory environment for private sector activity became distorted and less
transparent. The performance of supporting services, especially in the
financial and transport sectors, was also constrained by regulatory controls
over competition and the dominance of public sector institutions.

1.06 Indonesia faced a sharp deterioration in the external environment
that began in 1983, and intensified in 1986 due to declining oil prices and
adverse currency fluctuations. The need to restore external balance while
restructuring the economy to rely on less volatile sources of growth posed a
major challenge to macroeconomic policy making. The Government recognized
that restructuring the economy was necessary to enable the private sector and
non-oil exports to play a much larger role in providing growth of employment,
incomes and exports. The specific policy responses are summarized in Box 1.1
and can be grouped under the following categories:

(a) Sound macroeconomic management based upon prudent monetary and fiscal
policy. Budget austerity and more careful selection of projects
significantly reduced the level of public investment, while tax
reform measures boosted non-oil tax revenues and improved the
efficiency of the tax system. Monetary policy was designed to
contain inflationary pressure and prevent capital flight. These
restraints on domestic demand encouraged an outward orientation.



Box=1.J POLICY REFORMS, 1983184-1990191

Exchange rate - Rupiah devalued by 28X in March 1983.
- Exchange rate made more flexible ince March 1983.
- RupLah devalued by 31X in September 1986.
- Nomnal exchange rate has depreciated against a falling US Dollar

ince September 1986, preventing appreciation of real effective
exchange rate.

Fiscal nolLc, - Larbi capital- and import-intensive projects rephased in May 1983.
- Major cutbacks La government real capital spending sinee 1983.
- Tight control maintained since 1983 on the use of non-concestonal

import-related credits.
- A major tax reform initiated, starting Ln January 1984.
- Follow-up steps taken to strengthen tax administration,
- Restraints on civil service employment and salaries.

Monetary and
finaeLal - A major financial reform initiated in June 1983, involvLng removal of

interest rate and credit ceilings for state bank operations and
introduction of nev inastruments of monetary control.

- A naw set of financial measures introduced in October and December
1988, aimed at enha ncing financial sector efficiency and developing
capital markets.

- Improved monetary management to control lnflation.
- Improved short-term monetary management to curb exchango rate

speculation.
- Reduction in directed, subsidized credits starting in 1990.
- Intense efforts to improve supervision of financial system, including

restructuring capital market regulations (1990).
- Adopted new capital adequacy and provision standards in February 1991.

Trade policv - An across-the-board reduction in nominal tariffs implemented in March
1985.

- Measures to provide Internationally-priced inputs to exporters
announced on May 6, 1986.

- Significant reduction in import licens1ng restrictions it.c:.ed
through a series of measures in October 1986, January and December
1987 and November 1988.

- Steps taken in December 1987 to reduce the anti-export bias of trade
policy by reducing regulatory restrictions for exporters.

- An across-the-board reduction in most nominal tariffs to a ceiling of
40X in May 1990. The package also encompassed a further easing of
NTBs.

Othar regulatory reforms - Reorganization of customs, ports and shipping operations in
April 1985 to reduce freight costs and cut processing time.

- Steps taken through the May 1986, October 1986, January 1987 and
December 1987 packages to reduce the investment and capacity
licensing requirements, relax foreign investment regulations, and
reduce the role of the local content program.

- Substantial deregulation of maritim activities announced in November
1988 to reduce costs and encourage private sector participation.

- Replacement of restrictive positive list of areas open for investment
with short negative list in 1989.

- Initial steps towards Public Enterprise reform.
- Deregulation extended to pharmaceutical and some agricultural

activities in the May 1990 package.
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(b) ApproRriate exchange rate policy. Two major devaluations were
implemented during the 1980s, and the flexibility of the exchange
rate was increased through a more actively managed float. In
conjunction with prudent fiscal and monetary policies, these measures
supported significant real exchange rate depreciations that played a
key role in boosting non-oil exports and reducing current account
deficits.

(c) Improved incentives structure. Starting in 1985, the Government
initiated a series of trade and other regulatory reforms to support
demand management policies and to enable a recovery of economic
growth over the medium term. A key component has been several trade
reform packages designed to make the economy more outward-looking.
Complementary reforms have also been unuertaken in customs, ports and
shipping operations. The investment process has been streamlined
with the policy stance shifting from control to encouragement of
investment. These reforms are meant to increase competitive pressure
in the economy, reducing opportunities for monopoly profit and
restrictions that had produced a 'high cost' economy.

(d) Reform of the financial system. Credit ceilings and interest rate
controls on commercial banks were removed in 1983, increasing the
flexibility of monetary management and improving credit allocation.
A second round of financial measures was initiated in 1988, aimed at
enhancing financial sector efficiency through easier entry and
greater competition and boosting capital markets. Reforms in 1990
reduced the role of subsidized, directed credits and strengthened the
framework for the capital market.

Tnese reforms have already begun to generate a strong supply response in the
economy. This response is explored in the following sections.

C. Effects of Policy Reforms

1.07 Growth has picked up since the mid-1980s, partly due to the strong
growth in non-oil exports. There has also been a marked increase in private
investment, and an even more rapid rise in inveatment approvals. The
manufacturing and banking sectors have grown particularly strongly. The
change in the pattern of incentives resulting from both the macroeconomic and
trade/regulatory reforms has drawn resources into relatively labor-intensive
activities in which Indonesia is competitive in the world market and this has
been the foundation for the strong supply response.

Macroeconomic Performance

1.08 Macroeconomic balances. The Government's fiscal, monetary and
exchange rate management has been at the center of Indonesia's success in
reducing internal imbalances and containing inflation (Table 1.1). Restraints
on domestic demand combined with continued gradual nominal depreciations
(about 5% p.a.) have preserved the competitive advantage of non-oil exports
achieved through the 1986 devaluation. The current account deficit was
brought down to 2.6% by 1985 but rose again in 1986 when oil prices collapsed.



The current account deficit declined steadily through 1989/90, approaching 2%
of GNP, reflecting a rapid growth of non-oil exports. As discussed in more
detail in Chapter 2, strong private sector investment demand drove a rapid
increase in non-oil imports in 1990/91. This, combined with slower non-oil
export growth caused a widening of the current account deficit. Indonesia's
debt service ratio fell from a peak of 39.7% of exports in 1986 to 27.3% in
1990 and it is projected to decline further in the medium-term. The
implementation of cautious budgets, combined with strong non-oil revenue
mobilization, caused th3 overall public sector deficit to decline from 3.8% in
1986 to about 1% in 1989. In 1990 the overall public sector budget is
estimated to be in surplus, reflecting windfall revenues from high oil prices
and also stronger than expected non-oil revenues. Budget austerity and
appropriate monetary policy have contained inflation to less than 10% in the
period since 1985.

Table 11k: RSY 1ACIOECONONIC INDICATORS JA
(Growth rates. I p.a.)

1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
Cest.)

Ecoonomic actlvity
CDP 7.0 2.5 5.9 4.9 5.7 7.4 7.1
Eon-oIl CDP 5.2 5.4 6.1 5.8 7.4 8.2 7.8

Fixed investment L517 -5 9 5 2L 6 Ll 10 "a1
Public -7.2 1.2 -21.4 -7.7 11.4 6.8 9.6
Prlvate -4.4 -12.3 10.9 10.1 9.7 16.8 19.9

nExtrnal tradc
Non-oil exports 10.0 7.8 6.7 25.5 14.2 21.S 6.7
Non-oil imports -8.7 -13.7 -14.7 5.5 8.0 18.9 25.4

Other indicatorc
GNP/per capita 4.0 0.7 5.6 3.5 4.1 5.5 5.3
Cons'uption per capita 2.0 1.6 2.5 2.0 2.5 4.0 6.0
Current account/CIP (Z) -3.0 -2.6 -5.9 -2.6 -2.3 -2.0 -3.8
Ien-oil exports/CODP (X) 8.1 8.6 8.7 10.0 11.1 12.3 12.7
Eon-oil Imports/CDP (X) 18.9 17.1 13.7 12.7 12.9 13.7 15.3
Domestic Inflation lk 9.1 4.7 5.8 9.6 9.3 6.3 7.9
Debt servLce ratio (X) LI 21.3 24.6 39.7 34.8 34.4 31.6 27.3
Overall budget balance (X CDP) 0.5 -3.0 -3.8 -2.8 -3.1 -1.3 1.8

LJ External trade and fiscal data are for fiscal years. Other indicators are for calendar years.
L/ As meaured by consuer price inde (adjusted).
/ Defined as the ratio of interest and amortisation payments of total MLT debt to exports of goods and

servLoes.

Soutees World Bank staff estimates.

1.09 Growth and trade. The effects of the Government's policies to
promote private sector development are reflected clearly in growth in GDP and
non-oil exports. GDP growth averaged 5.5% p.a. between 1986-88 and has
accelerated to 7.25% in the past two years. The non-oil sector has performed
even better and is growing at significantly higher levels since deregulation
began in the mid-1980's. Non-oil exports have more than doubled from
US$6.7 billion in 1986/87 to an estimated US$14.3 billion in 1989/90, an
average increase of about 29% p.a. Much of this growth has come from a
diversifying base of manufactured goods. Non-oil exports rose from 8.7% of



GDP in 1986 to 12.7% in 1990. The growth of non-oil exports slowed in 1990.
Non-oil imports have also expanded in real terms, at a rate of about 14% p.a.
on average over the period 1986 to 1990. Non-oil imports remained relatively
constant as a share of GDP over the period 1986-89, but increased
'ignificantly in 1990 partly due to a strong surge in private investment.

1.10 Investment. The deregulation measures together with sound
macroezonomic management, have encouraged a recovery of private sector
investment, which increased by 10.2% p.a. during 1986-88 and by 18.3% p.a.
during 1989-90. This was a dramatic reversal of the stagnation experienced
during earlier years. Much of the new investment has been directed towards
export activities. There has been a marked change in the composition of fixed
investment since deregulation commenced. Over the past 4 years the private
sector has accounted for about 60% of total fixed investment compared with
about 52% over the period 1975-83. This investment should be reflected in an
increasing share of the private sector in total economic activity over the
coming years. The positive effects of the Government's policies have had on
private sector investment are further reflected in the recent surge in
approvals of both domestic and foreign private investment by the Investment
Authority (BKPMI. Domestic investment approvals rose by 34% in 1989 and over
200% in 1990 to reach US$30 billion. Similarly after recording a sharp and
steady decline since 1983, foreign investment approvals in dollar terms
increased by 76% in 1987 and by a remarkable 300% in 1988. After a modest
increase in 1989, foreign investment approvals increased by 86% in 1990 to
reach US$8.7 billion. There has been considerable investor interest across a
broad range of manufacturing and service activities. Even if only part of
these approvals are implemented, the figures indicate the widening productive
opportunities and pent up demand for investment in the economy.

Structural Change

1.11 Structural changes over the past decade are highlighted in Table 1.2.
Over the period 1983-90 real GDP grew at an average of 5.8% p.a.. The non-oil
economy grew at an above average 6.6% p.a., a pace that caused its share of
GDP to increase from 78% in 1983 to 82% in 1990. The non-oil economy
accounted for the vast bulk of growth over the period. Both the traded and
non-traded goods sectors of the non-oil economy grew at roughly the same
speed. The non-oil traded goods sector increased its share of GDP from 34% in
1983 to 35.8% in 1990. Within the non-oil traded goods sector, agriculture is
still the largest activity, although it has gradually declined in relative
importance, having grown at 3.6% p.a. over the period. Agriculture now
accounts for slightly less than one-fifth of GDP. However, agriculture is far
from stagnant -- it is simply overshadowed by more rapidly expanding sectors.
In particular, non-oil manufacturing has become the single most important
source of economic growth for the economy. The sector grew by over 12% p.a.
and accounted for about one-quarter of GDP growth over the period 1983-90.
Given the high levels of investment in manufacturing over the past two years,
and given the large volume of investment approvals, the sector is expected to
become increasingly important in the economy.

1.12 The growing diversification of economic activity is seen in the
declining relative importance of oil. Between 1983 to 1990 the oil sector
grew at 2.7% p.a., with its share in GDP declining from about 22% to 18%. The
oil sector accounted for only 10% of GDP growth. The extent of the structural



transformation of the economy also may be seen in the trends highlighted in
Table 1.3. Oil now contributes much less than half of budget revenues and
total merchandise exports. Likewise the oil trade ratio (defined as the ratio
of oil exports plus imports to GDP) declined continuously since the early
1980's (see Figure 1.1). While the non-oil trade ratio also declined in the
first half of the 1980s, it has recovered strongly since then. The rising
non-oil trade ratio indicates that deregulation clearly has led to an
increased importance of trade and a more open economy.

Table 1.2: SHARES OF GDP BY INDUSTRIAL CATECORYs 1983-1990
(Constant 1983 priess)

Shares of CDP growth Rate (ann. avaj Contr. to GDP trowth
1983 1990 1983-90 1983-90

(sat.)

Non-oil traded sector 34.0 35.8 6.6 39.7
- Agriculture 22.8 19.7 3.6 13.3
- Other mining 1.3 1.2 4.7 1.0
- non-oil manufacturing 9.9 14.9 12.2 25.4

OilWLNG sector 22.3 18.2 2.7 9.5

Non-traded sector 43.7 46.0 6.5 50.8
- Banking & finance 3.0 4.2 10.7 6.6
- Electricity 0.4 0.6 12.6 1.1
- Conatruction 5.9 5.7 5.3 5.3
- Trade, hotels & restaurants 14.9 16.3 7.2 15.1
- Transport 6 communication 5.3 5.4 6.1 5.3
- Other 14.3 13.8 5.2 13.2

GOP 100. ,tOO 12.O LI l
- Oil/gas sector 22.3 18.2 2.7 9.5
- Non-oil/gas sector 77.7 81.8 6.6 90.5

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics and World Bank staff estimates.

1.13 The non-traded goods sector grew at 6.5% p.a., over the period 1983
to 1990 and this has allowed it to expand its share of GDP from 43.7% in 1983
to 46% in 1990. Within the non-traded sector the electricity and banking and
finance sectors grew fastest, driven in large part by private activity in the
traded goods sector. Each grew at over 10% p.a., but their contribution to
overall GDP was small because their shares of GDP are still relatively small.
The growth of the banking sector has picked up since the deregulation package
in 1988. The electricity sector will need to continue rapid growth to serve
the rapidly expanding manufacturing sector.

Non-oil Manufacturing

1.14 The incentives reform has reoriented the traded goods sector, and
particularly manufacturing, to a more outward-looking growth strategy. In the
mid-1980s the Government looked to the manufacturing sector to increase its
role in the economy, provide increasing employment opportunities and expand
exports. It is still too early to document fully the response of
manufacturing to the changed policy environment. There are lags between
policy changes and investment and again between investment and output and
exports. Much of the data are either incomplete or not available after 1988
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Table 1.3: SIGNIFICANCE OF OIL IN THE ECONOMY,
1981/82-1990/91

1981/82 1985/86 1990/91
(est.)

Ratios of:
Oil/LNG exports to total
merchandise exports "Lg 81.9 68.0 44.9

Non-oil exports to non-oil imports .L 28.6 53.8 71.0
Oil/LNG revenues to total revenues 70.6 57.1 44.2

La Goods only, in current dollars.

Source: World Bank staff estimates.

and affords little chance to catch the effects of the reform. Nevertheless,
it is already apparent that the sector has responded to the challenge -- its
strong growth since deregulation has been an important factor in ensuring the
success of Indonesia's adjustment program.

1.15 The key role of the private sector. The private sector dominates the
manufacturing sector. Small and cottage establishments are predominantly
private sector and these employ two-thirds of all workers and produce about
17% of value-added in manufacturing (see Figure 1.2).4/ The vast bulk of
output comes from medium and large scale establishments (MLEs). These are
also dominated by the private sector, which has accounted for between 80-85%
of both value-added and employment in the MLE sector since the early 1980s.

1.16 The private sector has increased its role in MLEs over the 1980s.
Initially this was because investment in public enterprises was cut back. The
private sector continued to increase its share of industrial activity in the
post-deregulation period, particularly in terms of value-added. The private
sector accounts for the vast bulk of labor-intensive activities (wearing
apparel, footwear, furniture and non-metallic minerals) and resource-intensive
activities such as wood and wood products. These activities have grown
fastest and now provide most of Indonesia's non-oil exports.

/ According to definitions by the Central Bureau of Statistics: cottage
establishments employ fewer than 5 workers; small establishments employ
between 5 and 19 workers; and medium and large establishments employ 20 or
more workers. Complete surveys of the cottage and small establishments
have been undertaken only in the census years 1974-75 and 1986. However,
the methodology of the survey differs between these two years and
consequently it is difficult to estimate trends in growth in value-added
and employment. Data are more readily available on medium and large scale
establishments as they are subject to annual industrial surveys, the most
recent being for 1988.
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1.17 growth and *^rort. Manufacturing industry has been the primary
target of deregulation since the mid-1980s and the private sector has been at
the leading edge of structural change and growth in recent times. A recent
pilot survey of a sample of small and cottage establitalwents provides some
insight into developments in this sector since 1986,2/ The study indicates
that the small sector in particular has been thriving rince deregulation, with
the number of establishments doubling between 1986 and 1989. Employment by
the small and cottage establishments has grown by almort 18% p.a. over the
same period.

1.18 Growth in the MLE manufacturing sector since th- early 1980s is
outlined in Table 1.4. Capital-intensive activities werb sharply reduced by
the cut in imports and public expenditure during the sta4i- ization period of
1982-85 and this is reflected in a slowdown in value-added and employment
growth. The faster growth of manufacturing in the period 1985-88 reflects a
switch in resources both between and within sectors towards those labor-
intensive activities in which Indonesia is internationally competitive. The
change in the structure of the manufacturing sector had beneficial effects on
exports, which increased from 15% of output in 1982-85 to 26% in 1985-88. It
is also encouraging that during the latter period the strongest growth in
exports has been across a wide range of manufactured products.

2/ Department of Agriculture (with Central Bureau of Statistics), Pilot Study
Agro Industry, September 1990. The study was funded by a USAID grant
(No. 497-0357).
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FIG. 1.2: SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF INDUSITRY 1986
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lable 14: PERFORMANCE OF INDUSTRIAL MLES IN INDONESIA:
SELECTED PERIODS L

1982-85 1985-88

Growth rates %
-Real value added 7.4 10.0
* Employment 6.4 6.6

Exports/output ratio 15.0 26.0

a The value-added and employment data relate to medium and large scale
establishments. There are slight differences between these data and the
national accounts due to differences in methodology.

& Exports include ;.hose from all categories of manufacturing industry,
except for ISIC 3720 (non-ferrous metals) and 3540 (petrol and coal
product.).

Source: World Bank staff estimates.
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1.19 Resource allocation. The structure of output, exports and imports
have all changed significantly over the period 1977-88 (see Table 1.5). The
main changes in the structure of output include the decline in the share of
resource-intensive activities with a corresponding increase in activities
based on unskilled labor and also technology (this largely encompasses the
chemical industry). However, within the resource-intensive category, products
based on timber resources have increased, while those based on agriculture
have declined. The increase in timber products reflects the growth of the
plywood industry, which has benefitted from the implicit subsidy from the ban
on log exports in the early 1980s. Exports have also increasingly included
products using unskilled labor and timber resources. Imports of
technology-based products have increased sharply over the period 1977-88. The
movement of resources towards timber and textile products is most noticeable
in the period since deregulation. These shifts indicate a broad movement of
production into areas using Indonesia's abundant supplies of labor and natural
resources and a focus of imports on products using technology and skills
scarce in Indonesia.

Table 1.5: INDUSTRIAL OUTPUT, EXPORTS, IMPORTS, BY FACTOR INTENSITY:
SELECTED PERIODS La

(in % of period total)

By Factor Intensity OutDut Exports Imports
1977 1988 1977 1988 1977 1988

Resource Based 59.2 54.0 89.5 63.1 27.2 14.2
- Agriculture 46.2 30.1 67.3 15.6 20.5 6.4
- Timber products 4.6 16.0 4.8 32.5 2.2 3.7
- Minerals 8.4 7.9 17.4 15.0 4.5 4.1

Unskilled Labor 22.9 26.2 1.8 22.9 9.6 10.7

Technology 6.9 10.7 4.3 6.8 28.6 40.5

Skilled Labor 11.0 9.0 4.5 7.2 34.5 34.6
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

La Medium and large scale enterprises only.

Source: World Bank staff estimates.

1.20 There are a number of issues relating to ownership and industrial
structure that will have important implications for the development of the
manufacturing sector as the structural reforms continue and deepen. These
include remaining distortions in the incentives regime, the role of public
enterprises, the slow pace of expansion of medium-scale establishments and
overdevelopment on Java. These issues are briefly discussed in the following
sections.
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1.21 Effective protection. The net effect of incentives such as tariffs
and various subsidies in encouraging production activities may be measured by
the effective rate of protection (see Table 1.6 and Chapter 3). The various
estimates of protection indicate that despite substantial progress, non-oil
manufacturing is still relatively highly protected and the incentives regime
continues to impart an anti-export bias. As a result, resources continue to
be drawn to what are high cost activities, including, in particular, the food,
beverages and tobacco and the engineering sectors. The relatively high levels
of protection afforded the manufacturing sector lead to high costs throughout
the economy. Protection is on a downward trend since deregulation, but there
is still considerable room for improvement in the incentives regime for the
sector.

Table 1.6: EFFECTIVE PROTECTION IN INDONESIA

Output

Rp. billion NRP % ERP % RERP %

Non-oil manufacturing 39,363 13 59 43

Agriculture (excl. Forestry) 29,800 11 20 8

All tradeables 98,703 8 14 3

Non-oil tradeables 71,737 11 24 11

Import-competing 58,485 15 35 21

Export-competing 40,218 -1 -1 -11

Source: World Bank staff estimates. See Annex 4 for definitions of these
concepts.

1.22 Public sector involvement in manufacturing. Public sector
involvement in manufacturing industry is significant in the more
capital-intensive and upstream activities such as basic metals (with two large
investments in steel and aluminium), fertilizers and cement. In 1988 the
public sector (including joint ventures) accounted for some 17% of value-added
and 15t of employment generated by MLEs. This represents a slight decline
from the shares achieved in 1982. In many cases public involvement in
industry is a carryover from past nationalizations (in the 1960s) and a drive
to control the "commanding heights" of industry in the 1970s (facilitated by
revenue from the first oil boom). The continuing need for public enterprises
to engage in the production of traded goods needs to be reassessed in the
context of public enterprise reform (for further details see Chapter 5).
Government investment can crowd out potential private initiative in some
manufacturing industries. Moreover, some public enterprises, especially
high-technology industries may have few linkages with the rest of industry and
absorb a significant proportion of skilled engineers, aggravating skill
shortages throughout the economy.
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1.23 Medium-scale establishments. The manufacturing sector is
character'zed by a relatively undeveloped network of medium-scale
subcontractors, due partly to a preference for larger scale establishments to
undertake most production in-house. Possible reasons could include high
transaction costs between firms due to an undeveloped legal system and lack of
transport infrastructure and the inability of sub-contractors to deliver on
time. Most promotion schemes have largely been directed towards improving
access to credit. This is exemplified by the January 1990 guidelines from
Bank Indonesia that commercial banks direct 20% of their lending to smaller
enterprises (defined as having assets of less than Rp.600 million).
Certainly access to credit does seem to be a constraint for new entrepreneurs,
however, this may simply reflect the risk of default and subsequent service
costs by banks. The most useful way to improve access to credit may be to
enhance banking skills in loan appraisal and improve collection systems.
Access to credit, especially in rural areas, appears to be related closely to
the presence of bank branches. Since deregulation there has been a rapid
expansion in bank offices and particularly in rural areas.

1.24 Regional balance. Given the concentration of population and economic
activity on Java, and the problems associated with overcrowding and pollution,
increasing attention is being directed towards achieving a more even
distribution of development throughout the country. Means for securing this
objective include the provision of funds for infrastructure in areas where
growth is to be encouraged, as well as various incentives to business
activities. Recent trends in the pattern of regional industrial development,
as indicated by value-added from medium and large establishments, are outlined
in Table 1.7.1/ Most industrial activity by MLEs is located on Java.
However, there have been substantial changes since the mid-1980s. Since then
Java's share of industrial value-added accounted has declined from 76% in 1985
to 72% in 1988. A number of factors account for this decline, including
shifts in population and the effect of the rapid growth in resource industries
in Sumatra and Kalimantan. There has also been a similar change in the
composition of regional employment. The data also indicate that industrial
activity is generally more labor-intensive in Java and East Indonesia and more
resource-intensive in Sumatra and Kalimantan. On the surface, these trends
point to reasonably broad-based industrial development over the past decade
that has, if anything, accelerated since the adjustment period in the early
1980s.

Agriculture

1.25 Agriculture has been a major source of economic growth and emnloyment
during the past two decades, and its performance has made a significant
contribution to the impressive reduction of poverty over the period. Much of
the growth in agriculture can be attributed to the increase in rice 'uction
made possible by private farmers effectively adopting high yielding varLeties
of rice (HYV) supported by large public investments in irrigation and
fertilizer subsidies. Agriculture has always been substantially a private

j/ These shares would not significantly change if small and cottage industry
were included. They would do so, however, if oil and gas were included.
In this case the shares would be roughly as follows: 50% for Java; 26%
for Sumatra; 21% for Kalimantan; and 3% for East Indonesia.
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Thble 1.7: SHURES OF INDUSTRIAL VALUE ADDED AND EMPLOYMENS £6
BY REGION-SELECTED YEARS

1977 1982 1985 1988
Value- Employment Value- Employment Value- Employment Value- Employment
Added Added Added Added

Java 0.79 0.83 0.79 0.80 0.76 0.77 0.72 0.76

Sumatra 0.17 0.13 0.15 0.13 0.14 0.15 0.16 0.14

Kalimantan 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.09 0.06

East Indonesta lb 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.04

/ Medium and large establishments only.
lb Includes Bali.

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics.

sector activity with a high degree of domestic competition and a relatively
low average level of protection (Table 1.6). Consequently, agriculture has
not been subject to the same deregulatory pressures as the manufacturing and
the financial sector. For the future, it appears that growth in rice yields
as well as demand for rice will slow, and growth will have to come
increasingly from non-rice commodities, livestock and fisheries. The
Government will need to redirect resources to support non-rice based farming
systems, especially in the Outer Islands. In particular, it will be necessary
to ease production controls and restrictions on trade of a number of crops,
since these may be preventing the private sector from responding efficiently
to changing patterns of demand and emerging opportunities.

1.26 The _rivate sector. Private farmers and private estates are
responsible for nearly all agricultural output and employment. The private
sector produces over 98% of agricultural value added, and this share has been
rising slowly since the early 1980s as private investment has outpaced public
enterprise investment in agriculture. The private sector also provides the
vast bulk of total agricultural employment. Public enterprises are
significant only in plantations (estate crops), but even in this subsector
their share has been falling steadily since 1S83. This is partly a result of
financial and management problems combined with a rapid increase in private
sector investment. There are also some large public enterprises in the
forestry subsector.

1.27 The dynamism of Indonesia's small, private farmers, combined with
Government support programs that encouraged the adoption of improved
technology, enabled the agriculture sector (excluding forestry) to grow at an
average of over 4.5% p.a. from 1975-85 (Table 1.8). This growth was driven by
rapid increases in rice production, which accounts for over 25% of agriculture
GDP. The introduction of high-yielding varieties (HYVs), combined with heavy
Government investments in irrigation and subsidies on fertilizer, helped raise
rice yields and production by 4.1% p.a. and 5.7% p.a., respectively, over the
period 1975-85.

1.28 Non-forestry agriculture sector growth slowed by about one third in
the latter half of the 1980s. This slowdown also reflected developments in
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lable 1.8: GROWTH IN AGRICULTURE 1975-1990
(% p.a. at constant 1983 prices)

Share in total
1975-80 1980-85 1985-90 1975 1980 1985 1990

Farm food crops 4.4 4.4 2.5 66 67 66 62
Farm non-food crops 9.1 4.7 3.7 12 14 14 15
Estate crops -3.9 10.0 4.7 3 2 2 3
Livestock 0.9 5.8 4.1 12 10 11 12
Fishery 6.6 3.7 4.9 7 7 7 8

Total non-forestry 4.5 I 100 100 100 100
Forestry 3.8 -12.1 5.9

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics and World Bank staff estimates.

rice production. By the time Indonesia achieved its goal of rice
self-sufficiency in the mid-1980s, a large proportion of farmers (especially
on Java) were already applying heavy doses of fertilizer and using HYVs on
irrigated land. Consequently, growth in rice yields and production slowed
dramatically -- to 1.5% and 2.6% p.a., respectively. This growth was enough
for Indonesia to maintain trend self-sufficiency in rice, but it led to much
lower growth (3% p.a.) for non-forestry agriculture as a whole. All other
subsectors, witb the exception of fisheries, also showed lower growth in the
second half of the 1980s. Nevertheless, estate crops, livestock, and
fisheries continued to grow at over 4% p.a., and these subsectors contributed
a much higher proportion of agricultural growth than during 1975-85.

1.29 Growtn in the forestry subsector over the past 15 years has
fluctuated in part due to export restrictions. The subsector grew by nearly
4% p.a. from 1975-80, but export restrictions reduced demand and caused
forestry value added to fall by a total of nearly 50% from 1980-85. As the
domestic processing industry for forest products was developed in the latter
half of the 1980s, increased demand led to 6% p.a. growth in forestry output.
The imposition of further export restrictions in 1990 pushed down growth to
below 5%, however, and these restrictions may continue to slow growth in the
first half of the 1990s.

1.30 There have been major programs to increase production of sugar and
soybeans with the objective of eliminating imports of these commodities. The
Government has mandated certain cropping patterns, subsidized inputs, and
maintained the domestic output prices of both commodities well above world
levels. Sugar and soybean production have increased rapidly but these gains
have been made at substantial cost to the economy as a whole, since Indonesia
is not currently a low cost producer of these crops. Not only have consumers
paid higher prices for both commodities,but sugar producers have also suffered
income losses. Farmers required to produce sugar on irrigated land could
generate at least twice as much income if they were allowed to grow rice. If
subsidies were removed from input and output prices for these crops,
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production would fall by an estimated 30-35%, as farmers shifted production
into crops such as rice and corn which are more profitable and in which
Indonesia appears to have a comparative advantage.A/ Lower sugar and
soybean prices would benefit consumers.

1.31 During the 1980s, the Government launched a number of schemes to
promote the development of tree crops, which are the only agronomically and
environmentally sustainable crops in many areas of the Outer Islands.
Indonesia has a strong comparative advantage in producing tree crops because
of low labor costs. Unfortunately, problems with financing, cost recovery,
project design, and management have limited the number of smallholders that
have benefitted from these programs, and these problems have temporarily
brought the smallholder tree crop programs nearly to a halt.5./ To date,
only 15% of rubber smallholders and about 5% of coconut smallholders have
received assistance from such programs. The Government is currently
considering ways to address the financing and cost recovery problems, as well
as new approaches that would increase the number of smallholders that can be
reached each year.

1.32 Agriculture has also been an important source of export earnings in
the 1980s, with revenues (excluding forestry) increasing by 11% p.a. from
1981-88 (Table 1.9). At the height of the oil boom in 1980, agriculture
contributed only 9% of total exports, but almost half of non-oil exports.
With the collapse of oil prices in the mid-1980s, agriculture's contribution
to total exports more than doubled, to 21%. Although agriculture's share of
non-oil exports fell due to the response of the manufacturing sector to the
Government's deregulation measures, agricultural exports nevertheless provided
an important "bridge" during the adjustment period of 1985-88 by growing at
over 16% p.a.. A sharp drop in commodity prices caused agriculture's
contribution to fall substantially in 1989 and 1990.

1.33 Exports of primary forest products fell by nearly 25% over the decade
due primarily to two successive sets of trade restrictions. The first, a ban
on log exports, was phased in during the early 1980s, causing log exports to
fall from about $500 million in 1981 to zero in 1985. The log export ban
provided a heavy subsidy to the plywood industry, which strongly expanded
exports (classified under manufacturing) over the 1980s. Sawn timber exports
also increased from about $250 million in 1981 to about $600 million in 1989.
In 1990, a prohibitive export tax on sawn timber reduced sawn timber exports
to almost zero, providing further protection to the wood products industries.

1.34 Effective protection. The various estimates of protection suggest
that agriculture is generally competitive and, if anything, is taxed by the

i/ See "National Food Crops Policy Model: Policy Applications" Research Brief
no. 2, CARD/MOA, July 1989.

5/ The only exception is the PIR-Trans program, which is implemented by the
private sector using subsidized government loans. The land planted is
initially owned entirely by estate companies, and it is unclear how much
of the land being planted in this program will eventually be turned over
to smallholders.
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Table 1.9: AGRICULTURE EXPORTS
(US$ millions)

1981 1985 1988 1989 1990
(est.)

Total Non-Forestry 1.978 2.592 4.063 3.616 3.389
Rubber 770 714 1,236 1,005 942
Palm Oil 79 170 313 295 271
Coffee 343 659 572 490 403
Shrimp 165 228 541 518 583

Total as % of:

Total exports 9 14 21 16 12
Non-oil exports 48 41 33 26 21
Agriculture GDP -a 10 13 21 18 15

Total Forestry A 752 369 79 1.080 575

,a Excludes forestry.
Ab Includes sawn timber; excludes plywood.

Source: Bank Indonesia and World Bank staff estimates.

incentives regime compared to other non-oil traded goods activities (see
Table 1.6). However, the average levels of protection mask significant
variations, with high effective protection for some products such as soybeans
and sugar indicating significant lack of competitiveness. Moreover non-tariff
barrier (NTBs) protection is common in agriculture and such restrictions allow
higher levels of protection if domestic costs increase.

Financial sector

1.35 Financial sector reforms have been a central element in the
Governments deregulation effort, reflecting the need to ensure the sector
effectively mobilizes savings and provides investment resources. The reforms
have been extensive, leaving Indonesia with one of the most dynamic and least-
distorted financial sectors in the developing world. The removal of interest
rate controls and relaxation of barriers to entry led to accelerated growth,
especially by the private sector banks, more diversified products and
services, and greater competition and cost efficiency. The very rapid
expansion of the financial system is mobilizing the resources needed by the
private sector to restructure the economy.

1.36 Asset growth. The rapid growth and changing structure of the
financial sector are illustrated in Table 1.10 and Figure 1.3. Value-added
for the sector grew by more than 10% p.a. between 1982 and 1990, while
financial sector assets grew by more than 20% p.a. The private sector has
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been the dominant force behind these impressit. growth rates, expanding its
share of the financial sector activity from 35% in 1982 to 42% in 1990.
Developments in the financial rystem over this period can be divided into two
separate periods corresponding to the first two major reform packages (see
Box 1.1). At the beginning of the first period (1982-88) the financial system
was dominated by banking, which in turn was dominated by state commercial
banks (SCBs). The value of the banking system's assets as a ratio to GDP was
relatively small, only 33% in 1982. In more financially developed countries
this ratio was three to four times larger.

Table 1.10: INDONESIAt STRUCTURE AND GROWTH OF THE FINANCIAL SECTOR, 1982-90 /a

Asset Growth
Number in Assets (Re. bln) (2 .as.) /b

1982 1988 1990 1982 1988 1990 1982-88 1988-90

Bank Indonesia 1 1 1 13,707 42,445 49,045 18.8 7.2
Deposit money banks 118 111 166 17,105 65,693 135,992 22.4 36.4

State commercial banks 5 5 5 12,257 39,862 64,760 19.7 24.3
Private foreign exchange banks /_c 10 12 23 1,168 10,189 37,311 36.1 64.9
Foreign banks 11 11 26 1,172 3,215 9,777 16.8 55.6
Other commercial banks /t, 60 51 80 720 4,972 10,823 32.2 38.9
Development banks 29 29 29 1,336 5,046 10,247 22.1 35.4
Savings banks LI 3 3 3 452 2,409 3,074 27.9 12.2

Nonbank financial institutions le 13 13 13 805 3,063 4,730 22.3 21.7
Insurance companies 83 106 117 528 1,883 2,566 21.2 30.9
Leasing companies 17 83 83 114 1,735 2,711 L 45.4 22.3
Other credit institutions LA 5,808 5,783 5,994 86 637 856 33.4 14.8
All institutions 6,040 6,097 6,374 32,345 115,456 195,900 21.2 26.4

Source: Bank Indonesia and World Bank staff estimates.

/a, Organized financial sectort end of period.
lb Annual compound rates,
Ic Includes five SCBs. The remainder are national private banks.
/d, National private banks undertaking only domestie currency business.
le Nine investment finance, three development finance, and two other finance companies.
If One state savings bank and two private savings banks.
LI Village and rural banks.
/h Estimated.

1.37 The reform process dramatically altered this structure. The banking
system responded to the initial reforms freeing interest rates with a rapid
expansion -- assets grew at 21% p.a. between 1982 and 1988. As a share of
GDP, financial assets held by the banking system rose to 57% in 1988.
Financial savings were spurred as well, with M2 growth at 22% p.a. (with the
fastest growth in time deposits and savings accounts). The growth of the
financial system was dominated by the private sector. Private banks grew
twice as fast as state commercial banks. Private commercial banks (PCBs)
increased their share of deposit money bank assets from 9.5% in 1982 to ?.4% in
1988.

1.38 The importance of PCBs was boosted further by the second round of
reforms in 1988-90 that focused primarily on reducing barriers to entry and
special privileges for state banks. Once again, overall financial assets
responded with a rapid expansion--26% p.a. between 1988 and 1990, and their
share in GDP continued to climb, reaching 66% in 1990. This time the growth
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of assets was based upon the creation of new banks. Since the lowering of
entry barriers, 40 new domestic banks and 15 new joint venture banks have been
established. No new state banks have been created. Meanwhile, branches of
banks have also grown significantly, from 1640 in April 1988 to 2842 in March
1990. These have chiefly been private bank branches, as branches of these
banks were more tightly controlled under the old regulatory regime. The
branches are particularly important in providing more even access tc .;redit
and other services.

1.39 Product diversification. The financial sector reforms have also
sparked major innovations in the types of financial products and services
available to borrowers and savers. The explosive growth in stocks, after
years of stagnation, is a particularly important example, since non-debt
finance can help provide a more stable financial base for the rapidly
expanding private sector. Since 1988, when deregulation removed many
restrictions on the capital market, about Rp.12 trillion has been raised by
over 100 companies, all of them private. This is equal to roughly a quarter
of the increase in bank loans over the same period. Other newly popular
products and services include domestic syndicated loans, mortgage and consumer
loans, mutual funds, and a variety of attractive savings accounts.

1.40 GoMRetition anld cost efficiency. Competition among banks for loans
and deposits has been keen in the past several years as evidenced by the rapid
expansion of branches and the wider array of products and services. Shrinking
bank profit margins also show increasing competitive pressures. Measures of
profitability have all declined since 1982, with the sharpest drops at private
banks. Competition has especially lowered fees and commissions. As banks
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have lowered their spreads, they have promoted the use of the domestic
financial system through reducing the costs to borrowers of a loan for any
given payment to depositors. SCBs have been able to maintain their
profitability by using their historical relations with public enterprises to
limit increases in interest expense, thereby widening their interest margin.
Higher levels of debt write-offs, however, have brought their overall profit
margin in line with private banks. While growing competitive pressure has
reduced bank profit rates, it has also resulted in increased cost efficiency
until very recently. Non-interest operating costs dropped from 4.3% of total
assets in 1982 to 3.1% in 1989. In 1990, the increase in bank offices and the
attendant overhead expenses these entail have boosted these costs to 3.8% of
total assets. Still private banks have been better able to contain the
increases in non-operating costs than state banks.

1.41 The rapid expansion and the strong competition just described have
created a new challenge: to consolidate this growth through strengthening the
legal, regulatory and human infrastructure of the financial system. The
increase in the number of banks and financial intermediaries has complicated
the regulatory responsibilities of the Government. At the same time,
shortages of qualified staff, inadequate internal controls, as well as the
sheer pace of asset growth, have, in some cases, generated concern about asset
quality. As a result, as discussed in Chapter 4, there are intensive efforts
tv strengthen financial institutions and develop the framework of legislation,
prudential regulation and supervision to deal more effectively with a modern,
rapidly-growing financial sector.

Emplopnent. Incomes and Poverty

1.42 Overall, employment grew about 3% p.a. in the second half of the
1980s, somewhat faster than the growth in the labor force. Labor intensity
appeared to increase as the elasticity of employment rose with respect to
output from 0.44 in 1976-82 to 0.67 in 1982-88. The changing pattern of
output and employment in agriculture and manufacturing was supported by: the
depreciation of the real exchange rate which improved the incentives for
non-oil eYports in both agriculture and manufacturing; decontrol of interest
rates which helped to reduce the bias towards capital-intensive production;
and trade deregulation which increased the efficiency of production while also
significantly reducing the bias against exports. The productive employment of
a rapidly growing labor force is a key issue for the 1990s. Indonesia's
population in 1990 reached 179 million and is growing at slightly less than 2%
p.a..L/ Given current labor force participation and unemployment rates this
translates into a demand for new jobs of over 2 million p.a. during the 1990s.
With a productivity growth of 2%, the creation of these jobs would require
real GDP growth of over 5% p.a..

1.43 The manufacturing sector employed slightly less than 7.0 million
workers in 1990. About two-thirds of this labor force was employed in small
and cottage industries and the remainder (or some 2.4 million workers) in
MLEs. The most important export-oriented activities, namely textiles and
timber products, accounted for the vast bulk of new jobs. The growth of these

i/ See Annex 2 for a discussion of the preliminary results of the 1990
census.
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labor-intensive activities has been stimulated by the reform in incentives
since the mid-1980s. Low labor costs have provided the foundation for the
rapid e-nansion of manufacturing industry. For example, in late 1988 the
average aily wage of industrial production workers was Rp.2,800 (or about
$1.66). The daily wage varied from Rp.2,187 for textile workers to Rp.4,150
for workers in the base metal industry. Creating new jobs while increasing
real wages will require both growth and improvements in labor productivity.
So far the private sector has shown a capacity to train workers as needed and
productivity could be expected to increase as labor moves into manufacturing
from agriculture, or manufacturing capacity expands in the more productive
sectors and as capital deepening takes place. The share of agriculture in
total employment fell from about 64% in 1971 to 55% in 1982, where it remained
throughout the 1980s. Agriculture has thus continued to be the main source of
employment in the economy, providing over 13 million new jobs during the last
two decades. Labor productivity in the sector as a whole has risen as well,
at least through 1986. Labor productivitv appears to have fallen during 1987
and 1988, however, due to a combination of slow agricultural growth (primarily
because of the drought's effect on rice production) and rapid employment
growth.

1.44 The trends in real wages for unskilled agricultural and industrial
workers are shown in Table 1.11. Using wages for unskilled agricultural
workers in Java as a proxy for wages of lower income groups, real wages for
these groups increased by 2.3% p.a. during 1983-90. The increase was
relatively uniform across Java. These results are ronsistent with the
available evidence from village surveys, and also are closely correlated with
changes in the incidence of poverty during the adjustment period. In
industry, real wages increased by 3.4% p.a. during 1983-89. The evidence
indicates that this growth is still slower than increases in average labor
productivity.

Tale 1TREs TDS IN REAL {AGES, 1983-90
(index numbers, 19839100)

Averaes Growth
Rate tX D.&. 

1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1983-90
(eat.)

AMrixulturi I0D 04 4115.9 117.1 115.9 in.9 114.9 117.0 2.l
West Java 100.0 105.7 112.4 114.9 115.9 113.1 115.8 117.6 2.3
Central Java 100.0 102.0 113.5 115.4 115.1 111.3 112.9 115.1 2.0
Yogsyakarta 100.0 99.9 115.3 128.6 125.5 122.8 128.0 129.7 3.8
Ea nt Java 100.0 108.4 121.2 119.5 115.6 113.3 114.6 116.8 2.2

Itndust 100.0 12LI 115.2 120.4 12L_3 IL8 122.4 n.. L3. la

La For 1983-89 only.

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics and World Bank staff ostimtes.

1.45 In general, the growth of the economy through the 1980s, and
particularly since deregulation, has been associated with rising living
standards for the community. As outlined in Table 1.1, the growth in GNP per
capita averaged about 3.6% p.a. in 1984-88, but has increased to about
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5.4% p.a. in the past two years. Similarly, growth has occurred in
consumption per capita. A remarkable feature of Indonesia's adjustment
experience has been the continued reduction of poverty in both urban and rural
areas.Z/ The success in reducing poverty is attributable partly to the
conditions prevailing prior to the external shocks but chiefly to the nature
and speed of the Government's policy response to the external shocks of the
mid-1980s. By improving overall economic efficiency, by shifting resources
away from inward-oriented, capital intensive public sector industrial
activities, and by protecting public expenditure priorities in
poverty-oriented sectors relative to other sectors, the reform program allowed
Indonesia to make solid progress towards restoring financial stability while
sustaining a steady growth of consumption. The Indonesian experience offers
clear evidence of the possibility of combining successful structural
adjustment with poverty reduction.

D. The Tasks Ahead

1.46 Indonesia has continued to grow strongly within a stable
macroeconomic policy framework despite large external shocks and considerable
uncertainty in the world trading environment. Growth has been based upon
dynamic private sector activity in the non-oil sector, and in particular on
the manufacturing and financial sectors. The positive business environment
has led to keen investor interest as it is clear there are widespread
profitable opportunities in the economy. Taking full advantage of the
investor interest will provide the foundation for impressive growth over the
next few years. However, the surge in private sector activity calls for
careful management across a broad range of policies. The following chapters
outline the tasks ahead and these include:

- sustaining a stable macroeconomic framework to provide a sound
environment for private sector development. Chapter 2 elaborates
this issue and indicates that in the short run, economic management
will need to ensure that the recent surge in investment activity does
not place too much pressure on prices and the balance of payments.
The longer run goal of macroeconomic policy remains the attainment of
sustained growth to enable continued poverty reduction, growth of
productive employment opportunities and balanced regional
development;

* identifying and removing distortions in the incentive system to
ensure that the private sector develops in a competitive environment.
Chapter 3 argues that further reductions in protection will help
ensure that private investment be directed towards activities where
Indonesia is competitive. Also it is an opportune time to reassess
the framework of incentives for agriculture and renew the drive for
deregulation. Non-oil export performance could be improved by a
reduction in the scope of export controls. Improving the regulatory
and legal framework will underpin market competition, remove factor

Z/ Indonesia: Strategy for a Sustained Reduction in Poverty, A World Bank
Country Study, World Bank, 1990.
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market rigidities, and establish a level playing field for private
sector firms. Finally Chapter 3 highlights the need to deal
effectively with environmental issues posed by the rapid development
of the private secto..;

* ensuring a sound financial system that promotes financial discipline
by mobilizing and allocating resoturces according to prudential
financial criceria. Chapter 4 discusses the strategic role of the
financial sector in ensuring the smooth flow of resources to
efficient, competitive firms;

* the need for improvements in the efficiency and performance of the
public sector as well as facilitating private sector participation in
the provision of infrastructure. Chapter 5 highlights the
complementary roles of the public and private sectors in providing
physical infrastructure and identifies priority areas for program
improvements; and

* broadening the particiRation in the benefits of future economic
growth. Chapter 6 outlines the measures that could help achieve this
objective including: more equal access to economic opportunities
through deregulation and more transparent decisions; directing
increased resources toward education and social services; and
re-examining subsidy and regional development programs.
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CHAPTER-2

A MACROECONOMIC FRAMEWORK FOR GROWTH WITH STABILITY

A. Introduction

2.01 Chapter 1 demonstrated the positive effects of the structural reform
underway in Indonesia since the mid-1980s. A strong private sector response
to the deregulation measures, combined with a reduced dependence on oil
earnings is creating the basis for sustained growth in the 1990s. Sustaining
growth rates in the range of 5-6% p.a. will be critical for meeting
Indonesia's fundamental development challenge of raising living standards and
reducing poverty. Continued skillful macroeconomic management will be
essential in sustaining such growth. This chapter outlines a macroeconomic
framework for Indonesia designed to meet these development challenges.
Section B discusses recent economic developments. This analysis shows that
economic growth during 1990/91 has put pressures on the balance of payments
and prices. The Government is implementing measures, however, that should
ease these pressures and return the economy to a sustainable growth path.
Section C outlines a macroeconomic framework which will reduce aggregate
demand pressures in the near term while providing the growth Indonesia needs
to raise living standards, reduce poverty and ease the debt burden over the
medium term. The medium-term prospects for growth based on this macroeconomic
framework are then discussed in Section D. A review of policy options for
enhancing public resource mobilization is contained in Section E. Section F

discusses the financing requirements for the medium-term macroeconomic
scenario and a strategy for managing Indonesia's external debt.

B. Recent Economic Developments

Background

2.02 As noted in Chapter 1, the Indonesian economy was buffeted by a
series of external shocks during the 1980s, as the terms of trade deteriorated
severely, primarily due to the collapse of oil prices, and as the US Dollar
depreciated. The Government responded effectively to the challenges posed by
these adverse developments by implementing, since 1983, a broad range of
adjustment measures including prudent fiscal policies, appropriate exchange
rate management, supportive monetary and financial sector policies, and
structural reforms.l This adjustment program was successful in achieving
macroeconomic stability, maintaining economic growth, stimulating structural
change and reducing poverty (see Table 2.1). A stable macroeconomic

1/ The nature of the external shock and the Government's adjustment program
were discussed in detail in the last two economic reports. See Indonesia:
Strategy for Growth and Structural Change, Report No. 7758-IND, World
Bank, May 3, 1989 and Indonesia: Foundations for Sustained Growth, Report
No. 8455-IND, World Bank, May 4, 1990.
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Table 2.1s Key Macroeconomic Indicators J.

Estimated
1975-83 1983-87 1988 1989 1990

Average growth rates (U nPal
GDP 6.5 5.0 5.7 7.4 7.1
Non-oil GDP 7.C 5.7 7.4 8.2 7.8
Agriculture 3.5 3.3 4.7 4.3 2.5
Manufacturtng 10.6 12.0 12.8 11.6 12.8
Mining 6.8 3.4 4.8 11.0 4.1
Construction 10.8 1.1 9.5 11.8 12.1
Other Services 8.6 6.0 6.9 8.5 8.2

CNY 8.5 3.4 6.2 7.7 8.2
Non-oil eXports 10.5 12.2 14.2 21.5 6.7
Non-oil imports 13.8 -8.2 8.0 18.9 25.4
Fixed investment 10.7 -3.7 10.3 13.0 16.2
Public 12.6 -9.1 11.4 6.8 9.6
Private 9.1 0.6 9.7 16.8 19.9

Consumption 8.9 4.0 4.3 5.9 7.9

Macroeconomie balances (SI L
Current account/CNP -7.8 Ld -2.6 -2.3 -2.0 -3.8
Non-interest current accountlOUP -6.0 Jd 1.9 2.1 2.2 0.1
Overall public sector balanct/GDP -4.3 / -2.8 -3.1 -1.3 1.8
1MLT debt servicetexports 16.8 LA 34.8 34.4 31.6 27.3
MLS debt/exports 127.6 234.5 218.1 185.8 183.1
MLT debtIGNP 33.1 65.6 60.3 54.6 58.6

Strueture of the econom (I) lb
Non-oil manufacturing/CDP 9.9 12.8 13.6 14.1 14.9
Non-oil exports/non-oil imports 37.4 80.8 89.7 87.0 71.0
Public savings/GDP 8.9 4.8 5.4 6.5 9.6
National savings/IDP 21.0 19.1 19.8 21.4 21.4
Fixed investment/GDP 25.1 19.2 20.0 21.2 22.9
Private fixed investment/
total fixed investment 52.1 59.0 57.7 61.4 63.0

Consumption/MDP 73.9 75.6 75.0 73.6 73.7
Consumption/GNY 73.9 76.9 75.7 74.5 74.4

Prices
Oil prices (US/Ibbl) Lk 28.9 17.6 15.1 17.9 22.6
Non-oil terms of trade (1983184-100) .k 100.0 96.3 101.1 95.9 92.0
Domestie inflation (I p-a.) lg 16.2 7.9 9.3 6.5 7.9

JA Balance of payments an fiscal data are for fsocal years (starting April 1). other ndicators are for
calendar years.

Lk For last year of multi-year periods.
/c As measured by the consumer price index, with an adjustment for rice prices during 1987-89
Id For 1982183.

Sources Central Bureau of Statistics and World Bank staff estimates.

environment was maintained by reducing the current account deficit;
concurrently, the Government's fiscal and monetary management succeeded in
lowering fiscal imbalances and domestic inflation. Despite the stringent
adjustment measures, reforms of trade and industrial policy elicited a strong
supply response that fostered GDP growth averaging 5.5% between 1986-88, and
then accelerating to over 7% in 1989 and 1990. A remarkable feature of
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the Indonesian adjustment experience has been the continued reduction in the
incidence of poverty in both urban and rural areas.2!

Economic Developments During 1990/91 i/

2.03 Economic activity continued at a brisk pace during 1990. GDP growth
is estimated at 7.1% with non-oil GDP rising by about 7.8%, indicating that
the economy continued to respond strongly to the ongoing structural reforms
(see Table 2.1). The driving force behind economic activity has been the
private sector, particularly private investment demand, which grew by nearly
20% in response to the widespread opportunities afforded by deregulation.
Private consumption expenditures also increased sharply (7.9%) after several
years of modest growth. These trends were accommodated by monetary and credit
policies during 1989 and early 1990. Both Government consumption and
investment also grew strongly in 1990, adding to pressures in the domestic
economy. This surge in domestic demand translated into a rapid growth of
imports, mostly for investment goods, and was accompanied by a slowdown in
exports, substantially diminishing the contribution of the external sector to
GDP growth. Sectorally, growth in the non-oil manufacturing sector
accelerated to 12.8% in 1990, providing a strong impulse to economic growth.
As the exports of non-oil manufacturing goods slowed during 1990, growth in
this sector was driven by consumer goods industries and domestic construction
activities.

2.04 Trends in inflation in 1990/91 suggest that the economy began to
experience capacity constraints arising from the surge in domestic economic
activities. The consumer price index (CPI) showed an average annual growth
rate of 7.9% in 1990 compared with 6.3% in 1989; but, the CPI in December 1990
was 9.9% higher than in December 1989, reflecting the rising trend in
inflation during the year.A/ Moreover, the prices of non-traded goods,
those most sensitive to domestic demand conditions, increased by 12.6% during
1990 compared to 5.2% in 1989 (see Table 10, Annex 1). Inflation began to
slow towards the end of fiscal year 1990/91. But, the Government remains
concerned about the reemergence of inflationary pressures in the economy and
will continue to monitor trends in price levels closely.

2.05 Since Indonesia's economy is very open, much of the domestic demand
pressure translated into pressure on the balance of payments during 1990/91.
The non-oil trade deficit widened sharply (see Figure 2.1). This was partly
due to a slowdown in non-oil exports but mainly due to a rapid increase in
non-oil imports. Non-oil export growth slowed due to three factors: a sharp
downturn in commodity prices; diversion of exports into the local market; and
special factors, such as the emergence of capacity constraints in some

2. For further details, see Indonesia: Strategy for a Sustained Reduction in
Poverty, A World Bank Country Study, World Bank, November 1990.

i/ Economic developments during 1990/91 are analyzed in greater detail in

Annex 1.

i/ The average annual rate of inflation is calculated as the percentage
change between the simple average of the monthly 27-city CPI in 1989 and
the average in 1990.
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manufacturing activities, production difficulties (e.g. aluminum), and the
imposition of a prohibitive export tax on sawn timber. On the other hand,
non-oil imports rose rapidly, growing by about 25% in real terms. Capital
goods accounted for two thirds of the increase in imports, reflecting the
rapid increase in private investment. A large proportion of capital good
imports was machinery, especially for textile and footwear exports. Consumer
goods imports also began to grow rapidly, albeit from a small base. Although
the brisk pace of economic activity largely explains the surge in non-oil
imports, accommodating monetary policy designed to lower interest rates in
late 1989 and early 1990 also contributed. Higher imports during 1990/91 were
partly offset by higher earnings from oil/LNG due to higher oil prices and oil
production as a result of the Gulf crisis; the oil/LNG current account surplus
improved to US$5.9 billion in 1990/91, about US$2.0 billion higher than in
1989/90 (see Table 2.2). Net non-oil service receipts remained at roughly the
same level as in 1989/90. Overall, the current account deficit widened to
US$3.8 billion (about 3.8% of GNP), roughly double the 1989/90 level.

2.06 There were important changes in the sources of financing for the
current account deficit. Gross public disbursements declined substantially to
US$4.9 billion in 1990/91; as a result, net disbursements were only slightly
positive. This reflects the fall in commitments of special assistance, as
expected, and a large decline in the use of commercial credits. A substantial
increase in private capital inflows was the main source of balance of payments

Fig. 2.1 Trends in Non-oil Trade la
1989-1991

25 SS billions

20-

f ~~155 -
10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1112 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1112 1 2
1909 1990 1991

- Non -oil Exports -I Non-oil Imports
la CumulatIBV Non-oli trade daLa tot tbe previous 12 months.

Source Cential Bureau of Statistics.
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Table 2.2: BALANCE OF PAYMENTS, 1986/87-1990/91
(US$ billion at current prices)

Actual Estimate
1986/87 1987/88 1988/89 1989/90 1990/91

Merchandise exports (fob) 1L3. 18.3 .1.A 23. 28.1
Oil & LNG 7.0 8.8 7.6 9.3 12.6
Non-oil 6.7 9.5 12.2 14.3 15.5

Merchandise imports (cif) -12.8 -14.9 -16.2 .19.5 -26.0
Oil & LNG -2.4 -3.1 -2.6 -3.1 -4.2
Non-oil -10.4 -11.8 -13.6 -16.4 -21.8

Trade balance 0.9 3.4 3. A Li

Non-factor services (net) -1.5 -1.2 -1.2 -1.2 -0.7
Interest payments (MLT) -2.5 -2.7 -3.0 -3.1 -3.1
Other factor services and
transfers (net) -1.1 -1.4 -1.3 -1.6 -2.1

Current account balance -4.2 i L.9 -1.8 -3.8
Oil/LNG current account 2.6 3.6 3.0 3.9 5.9
Non-oil current account -6.8 -5.5 -4.9 -5.7 -9.7

Public MLT loans (net) LA Li . O.5
Disbursements 5.2 6.0 7.3 6.1 4.9
Principal repayments La -2.8 -4.2 -4.1 -4.6 -4.4

Other capital (net) -0.7 1.0 -1.6 0.3 7.4

Use of net foreign assets 2.5 -0.9 0.3 0.0 -4.1
Use of official reserves 0.7 -1.0 0.6 -0.3 -3.4
Use of comm. bank reserves 1.8 0.1 -0.3 0.3 -0.7

Mdemo items:
Net official reserves (US$ bln.)/b 5.0 6.0 5.4 5.7 9.1

- Months of imports /c (4.1) (4.4) (3.3) (2.6) (3.9)
Total net foreign assets

(US$ bln.) 10.0 10.9 Ld 10.6 10.6 14.7
Current account/GNP (%) -5.9 -2.6 -2.3 -2.0 -3.8
Non-interest current account
balance (% of GDP) -1.7 1.9 2.1 2.2 0.1

MLT debt service/exports (%) Le 39.7 34.8 34.4 31.6 27.3

/a Includes prepayments of US$626 million in 1987/88, US$341 million in
1988/89 and US$300 million in 1989/90.

/b Net official reserves are defined as gross official reserves minus
outstanding liabilities to the IMF and other short term liabilities.

/c Net official reserves in months of next year's expected imports (oil/LNG
and non-oil) of goods.

Ld Excludes US$326 million of prepayments, committed during the year but not
completed until June 1988.

Lg Debt service on public and private debt, excluding prepayments;
denominator is gross exports of goods and services.

Source: Bank Indonesia and World Bank staff estimates.
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financing during 1990/91. Data on financial commitments between the private
sector and offshore financial institutions indicate that disbursements of
private debt were about US$6 billion, which implies a doubling in the level of
private non-guaranteed debt during 1990.V/ This increase in private
non-guaranteed debt largely reflects inflows related to private sector
investment. These private sector inflows were in sharp contrast to the past.
While the majority of the inflow was related to private investment, state and
private commercial banks borrowed substantially abroad in order to lend to
domestic customers.§/ Much of the private foreign borrowing was swapped
with Bank Indonesia (BI), leading to a sharp increase in swaps outstanding
with BI. Higher private inflows and a reduction in the net foreign assets of
commercial banks more than offset the decline in net public borrowing and the
current account balance. This allowed BI's net official reserves to increase
to US$9.1 billion, more than three months of next years' expected imports.
However, about half of these reserves are swaps, which are a contingent
liability of BI.

2.07 The Government took a number of important policy measures during
1990/91 to curb demand pressures. These pressures were generated primarily by
the private sector's response to deregulation, but monetary policy actions
during the previous fiscal year also contributed by expanding liquidity
credits and reducing interest rates. Signs of domestic demand pressures
emerged in the first quarter of 1990/91 through a loss of international
reserves, emerging inflationary pressures, and a deterioration in the non-oil
trade balance. In the face of these trends, the Government began to tighten
monetary nolicy. The main instrument was a reduction in subsidized liquidity
credits, which had been announced in January 1990.17/ Liquidity credits
decreased by Rp.3.8 trillion by end-December 1990 from their peak at end-March
1990 and reserve money growth was restrained to 19% during 1990. The loss of
international reserves was quickly reversed by the higher domestic interest
rates resulting from tighter monetary policy (see Figure 2.2).

2.08 A number of factors, however, limited the effectiveness of the
tightening of monetary policy in slowing domestic demand. First, Indonesia's
open capital account, in combination with the removal of restrictions on
offshore borrowing by domestic financial institutions and the availability of
international capital, generated large private capital inflows. The exchange
risk on tl'ese capital inflows also could be hedged on attractive terms through
BI's swap facility. Second, tax receipts, which are normally held at BI, and
forestry fees were allowed to accumulate in the Government's accounts with the
state commercial banks. Third, the dynamics of the newly deregulated

l./ These disbursements are included in "other capital net" in Table 2.2.

i./ As indicated by the growth in credit, a portion of this lending,
particularly from the private national banks, was for consumer loans and
real estate transactions, particularly in the first half of the fiscal
year.

2/ The Government also made efforts to increase the sales of SBIs (BIs money
market instruments), but the stock of SBIs outstanding actually declined
during 1990, largely reflecting the BI's reluctance to allow SBI interest
rates to rise to the levels needed to increase the stock outstanding.
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financial sector contributed to excessive credit growth as private national
banks aggressively sought to expand their market share, often at the expense
of short-term profitability. This also led to dramatic changes in the
relationships among monetary aggregates, complicating monetary management.
Finally, expectations were that the monetary tightening would be short-lived
and therefore, the private sector was slow in adjusting its activities. As a
result, domestic liquidity continued to grow rapidly, with broad money rising
by 44% during 1990 and domestic credit to the private sector rising by 58%
(see Figure 2.3).

2.09 The Government subsequently took steps to improve the effectiveness
of monetary policy. The swap premium was adjusted to reflect more accurately
the differential between domestic deposit rates and offshore rates. This
reduced the incentive to arbitrage borrowing between on-shore and off-shore
markets. Tax revenues were also required to be transferred to BI. The
Government tightened monetary policy further by requiring, in February 1991, a
massive transfer of public enterprise deposits from the banking system into
SBIs. To offset the loss of deposits in the banking sector, BI purchased
SBPUs of various maturities from the banking system. The increased stock of
SBIs and the shorter-maturity SBPUs will give BI considerable flexibility to
conduct monetary policy during 1991. In March 1991, the Government took
further steps to improve the effectiveness of monetary policy. These included
limiting the use of the swap facility and reducing the net open position in
foreign exchange from 25% of equity to 20%. It is expected that these
measures will lead to a significant slowdown in the growth of money and
credit. Nevertheless, trends in monetary aggregates will need to be monitored
carefully to ensure that the monetary stance is having the desired effect.

2.10 Fiscal DoliCy in 1990/91 was conservative compared to previous years,
despite the large increase in oil revenues. The 1990/91 budget would have
implied a deficit of about 1.9% of GDP. Higher oil revenues combined with a
better non-oil revenue performance permitted a surplus of 2.0% of GDP (see
Table 2.3). Evidence of the Government's conservative budgetary stance was
the decision to allocate Rp.2 trillion of the oil revenue windfall into a
reserve fund for development expenditures. Nevertheless, the conservative
budgetary stance was insufficient to constrain aggregate demand, primarily
because private sector demand, especially investment demand, grew much more
rapidly than expected. This suggests the need for cautious fiscal policy in
1991/92 to complement the monetary policy measures taken in February and March
1991. The 1991/92 Budget explicitly acknowledged the important
complementarity between fiscal and monetary policy, noting the need to improve
the balance of payments and to reduce inflationary pressures. It also notes
the need to reduce and, in time, eliminate the subsidies on domestic fuel and
electricity. The Budget assumed a US$19/barrel price of oil, which at the
time of the Budget Speech (January 1991) was a conservative assumption. It
also implied a decrease in net domestic expenditures from 2.2% of GDP in
1990/91 to 1.2% in 1991/92. However, total expenditures were budgeted to rise
by 18% compared to the 1990/91 Budget, with development expenditures
increasing by over 23%, resulting in a shift from a fiscal surplus to a
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FIGURE 2.2:
TRENDS IN INTEREST RATES AND RESERVES
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Table 2.3: CENTRAL GOVERNMENT BUDGET, 1986/87-1991/92
(Rp. trillion at current prices)

Actual Estimate Bugte
1986/87 1987/88 1988/89 1989/90 1990/91 1991/92

Revenue and grants 16.7 L1. 2.L 40.2
Oil and LNG taxes 6.3 10.6 9.9 11.8 18.9 15.0
Non-oil taxes 7.9 8.8 11.9 15.4 20.7 22.4
Non-tax revenues /a 2.2 2.0 1.6 2.1 2.3 2.8
Grants 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.7 0.8 0.0

Current expenditures 13.4 15.3 1.L 19.8 A. 24.8
External interest 2.8 3.7 4.3 4.5 4.8 5.2
Subsidies 0.9 1.4 1.0 1.5 4.0 1.4
Other 9.7 10.2 11.5 13.8 15.2 18.2

Government savinas 3.3 6.5 1 1Q.2 18.7 .LA

Canital expenditures MiQ "A.6 11.6& ILI 16.9

Budget balance -3.5 -2.5 .-3.5 -.LA 4.0 -1.4

Financed by:
External loans (net) 3.2 2.3 .21.5
Disbursements 6.8 8.8 11.5 10.2 8.8 10.4
Principal repayments 3.6 6.5 6.5 7.6 7.6 8.9

Asset drawdown.3 0.2 -1.5 .. O

Memo items (% of GDP):
Non-oil taxes

(% of non-oil GDP) 9.3 8.6 10.0 11.2 12.9 12.2
Government savings 3.0 5.0 4.8 5.9 9.5 6.9
Budget balance -3.3 -1.9 -2.4 -0.8 2.0 -0.7
Total expenditure 18.8 18.9 18.6 18.3 19.7 18.7
Net domestic
expenditure lb 3.2 3.8 2.7 2.4 2.2 1.2

Primary balance /c -0.5 1.0 0.6 1.9 4.6 1.7

/a Includes domestic oil surplus in 1986/87.
b Defined as the domestic content of expenditure less non-oil revenues.
/c Budget balance net of external interest payments.
Ld Includes Rp.2.0 trillion allocated to reserves in the development budget.

Source: Ministry of Finance and World Bank staff estimates.
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deficit. The Government, however, recognizes the need to avoid exacerbating
existing demand pressures in the economy and plans to maintain a prudent
fiscal policy stance.

2.11 Exchange rate management continued to be directed towards maintaining
the competitiveness of non-oil exports. After a small appreciation in the
first half of 1990, the real effective exchange rate (REER) depreciated by
almost 7% in the twelve months ending in January 1991, as the Government has
moved to maintain non-oil export competitiveness by accelerating the
depreciation of the Rupiah against the US Dollar.

2.12 In summary, recent economic developments can be characterized by
rapid economic growth, higher inflation and a deteriorating non-oil trade
balance. Private sector demand, particularly investment demand, has been the
driving force behind this surge in economic activity, reflecting a vigorous
response to the Government's deregulation policies of the last several years.
Monetary and credit policies in late 1989 and early 1990 lowered domestic
interest rates and accommodated this rapid growth in demand. In response to
the emerging macroeconomic pressures, the Government has acted to slow
aggregate demand. Monetary measures taken during 1990/91 raised interest
rates and stopped the capital outflows experienced early in the fiscal year.
Fiscal policy was restrained during 1990/91, with budgetary expend&-ures (net
of the oil subsidy) contained at about the 1990/91 Budget levels despite a
significant increase in oil revenues and higher non-oil tax receipts.
However, fiscal policy was insufficiently tight to ease inflationary pressures
and contain the deficit on the non-oil trade account. During 1991/92,
macroeconomic policies need to ensure that higher inflation and a
deteriorating non-oil trade balance do not erode the gains of the past several
years in restoring macroeconomic stability, easing the debt burden, and
reducing the economy's dependence on oil.

C. A Macroeconomic Strategy and Policy Framework for the 1990s.

2.13 Macroeconomic policy during the 1990s needs to support a sustained,
rapid growth in nLon-oil GDP at around 6-7% p.a. to enable Indonesia to realize
its development objectives of increasing per capita incomes and reducing
poverty. The dramatic structural changes of the 1980s have positioned the
economy to make progress towards achieving these development objectives during
the 1990s. An important aspect of macroeconomic policy during the 1990s will
be to ensure that the growth path is consistent with macroeconomic stability
so that Indonesia's sizeable debt burden is eased. In the 1980s, the
Government demonstrated the ability to take firm and timely actions to restore
macroeconomic stability and this will be equally important during the 1990s.
However, managing an economy in which the private sector has a larger and more
important role will be the key macroeconomic challenge of the 1990s.
Structural changes have dismantled many of the Government's direct controls
over the economy, such as credit and interest ceilings, limits on offshore
borrowing, import restrictions, and industrial and investment regulations.
Fundamental reforms of the financial sector have also changed the underlying
relationships among monetary aggregates, complicating monetary management.
Consequently, macroeconomic management will have to rely increasingly on
indirect mechanisms. This implies the need for careful monitoring of economic
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trends so that timely policy adjustments can be made, thereby avoiding costly
interruptions in the growth process and maintaining the confidence of the
business community.

2.14 The emergence of inflationary pressures and a deteriorating non-oil
trade balance during 1990/91, coupled with the expected slowdown in the world
economy and uncertainties surrounding the oil price, require that decisive
actions be taken in the near term to ensure that the economy follows a
sustainable growth path. This will stabilize the economy with little cost to
medium-term growth and without undermining the confidence of the domestic and
international community in Indonesia's macroeconomic prospects. Restoring
macroeconomic stability in the near term, while preserving the economy's
medium-term growth prospects, implies policy actions in three interrelated
areas: (a) a continuation of policies to support non-oil export growth;
(b) monetary policy designed to complement fiscal policy and preserve
Indonesia's international reserves; and (c) fiscal policies to dampen
aggregate demand while preserving key expenditure priorities, particularly in
infrastructure. Given the substantial uncertainties in the world economic
outlook, including the possibility of oil prices declining more than
projected, Indonesia will need to maintain its substantial foreign exchange
reserves and borrowing capacity. This will provide Indonesia with the
flexibility needed to respond to adverse external shocks.

2.15 Exort growth. A continuation of policies to support non-oil eZRort
growth is central to Indonesia's macroeconomic strategy for the 1990s. This
includes maintaining a competitive exchange rate through coordinated fiscal,
monetary and exchange rate policies. More reliance on monetary and fiscal
policy to slow domestic inflation will help minimize inflation differentials
between Indonesia and its trading partners, thereby reducing the need for
nominal adjustments of the exchange rate to maintain a competitive REER. This
would also reduce inflationary expectations. Domestically-imposed
restrictions on non-oil exports are an important factor behind the slow growth
of non-oil exports in 1990/91. The prohibitive export tax on sawn timber
alone has resulted in a net loss of more than US$500 million in exp0oa-
receipts during 1990/91.j/ Other direct export restrictions, such as those
on rattan and cement, and indirect export restrictions, such as those
contained in some investment licenses, also have reduced non-oil exports
growth. Restoring non-oil export growth will require reducing the scope of
export restrictions further.2/ Policies to conserve energy and slow the
growth in domestic demand for oil products will help sustain net oil exports
in the medium-term.

2.16 Monetary policy. Given Indonesia's open capital account, domestic
interest rates are closely tied to international interest rates and exchange
rate expectations. This limits the ability of monetary policy to influence

t/ If increased taxation on wood is desirable for environmental reasons, this
could be accomplished more efficiently through an increase in the stumpage
fee, as this does not discriminate between domestic and export activities.

2/ A continuation of the Government's deregulation policies will also be
extremely important to non-oil competitiveness over the medium-term; this
is discussed extensively in Chapter 3.
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interest rates except in the short term. An expansionary monetary policy
designed to achieve low domestic interest rates, as was attempted during 1990,
will lead to higher inflation, capital outflows and balance of payments
instability. Conversely, efforts to contract demand through tight monetary
policy will raise domestic irnterest rates, leading to capital inflows that
will push down interest rates and offset the decline in domestic credit. The
movements of net foreign assets and domestic credit to the private sector
during 1990/91 illustrate this process. In an open capital account, monetary
policy is most effective in achieving a target level of foreign exchange
reserves. Once that target is reached, fiscal and exchange rate policies are
needed to reinforce monetary policy. Lower domestic interest rates can only
be sustaired in two ways: (i) through coordinated monetary and fiscal policies
that result in lower inflation and dampen expectations of exchange rate
derreciation, thereby reducing the margin between domestic and international
interest rates; and (ii) through the full implementation of financial sector
reforms and other measures that strengthen the financial sector, and improve
efficiency, thereby reducing intermediation margins.

2.17 The conduct of monetary policy during 1990/91 pointed out several
areas for improvement. First, full information on monetary aggregates is
available only after a three-month delay. This, to some extent, prevented the
Government from making timely adjustments to monetary policy. Faster
collection and compilation of data from deposit money banks through an
automated bank reporting system would enhance the Government's ability to
conduct monetary policy. Second, monetary policy needs to be better
coordinated among the various Government departments. The Monetary Board or
its Secretariat is well positioned to ensure effective coordination of
monetary policy between Government departments and agencies and Bank
Indonesia. Third, the main monetary policy instrument of Bank Indonesia, the
SBI, has not been effective in contracting base money for several reasons:
(i) the maturity of SBIs was very short, only up to six months; (ii) there is
no secondary market in sBIs; and (iii) the achievement of quantity targets for
SBI auctions has been constrained by interest rate targets. The recent
tightening of monetary policy in February and March 1991 has increased
significantly the stock of SBIs outstanding and lengthened the maturity of
SBIs to one year. However, for the SBIs to be an effective tool of monetary
management, a quantity target must be set and the SBI interest rate allowed to
rise until the target is reached.

2.18 The monetary adjustments introduced in February and March 1991 were
an important step in achieving a tighter monetary policy stance in order to
reduce pressures on the balance of payments and prices. Trends in monetary
aggregates will need to be watched closely over the year to ensure that the
monetary stance is having the desired effect and that an adequate resezve
cushion is maintained. In this regard, the continued implementation of the
Government's policy to reduce liquidity credits will be essential. Finally,
given the experience gained in the conduct of monetary policy since the
reforms of October 1988 and the important capital adequacy standards and other
prudential norms recently introduced, it is an opportune time to assess the
scope for modifying reserve requirements, including the possibility of
establishing norms for bank liquidity.

2.19 Fiscal Polac. Monetary policy needs to be supplemented by a more
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active use of fiscal policy. This will require raising revenues, reducing
subsidies, and curtailing other budget and off-budget expenditures. To be
effective in restraining demand, the resulting budgetary surplus will need to
be retained by increasing the Government's financial assets or spending only
in ways that do not add to aggregate demand. (her the medium term, the
correction of macroeconomic imbalances, coupled with improvements in public
resource mobilization will allow an expansion of capital spending in priority
areas.

2.20 Reducing budgetaxy subsidies will help to ease demand pressures and
improve resource allocation through better price signals. As President
Soeharto noted in the 1991/92 Budget speech,

wour oil resources are not excessive... .The price of fuel oils
constitutes... a very important element in enhancing the efficient use
of energy.... Consequently, from time to time, we must make
adjustments to energy prices, both for fuel oils and electric power.
Although subsidies are still being provided in the 1991/92 Draft
State Budget, gradually and conscientiously, we must reduce and, at
the right moment, stop them."

Regarding oil product prices, a rapid growth of domestic demand is reducing
Indonesials exportable surplus, thereby contributing to the deterioration in
the balance of payments and bringing nearer the day when Indonesia becomes a
net importer of oil. Moreover, at present oil prices, there is little
incentive for the efficient use of energy. Other Asian countries have
recognized the positive benefits of higher domestic fuel prices for energy
efficiency, the balance of payments and the environment and have raised prices
to levels which are significantly higher than those prevailing in Indonesia
(see Table 2.4). The situation is similar for electricity prices. Higher
electricity prices would help slow demand growth in the power sector. This
would result in slower growth in domestic oil consumption (since power
generation accounts for a large share of domestic oil), lower investment
requirements in power generation and higher public revenues. Finally, the
subsidy on fertilizer amounted to about Rp.660 billion in 1990/91.
Adjustments to these prices will help to improve efficiency of resource use,
while reducing demand pressures in the economy.

2.21 The Government's priorities in public resource mobilization need to
be intensified. Additional non-oil tax revenues could be generated through
improving tax administration and selective rate increases, targeted towards
the better off. Increasing these non-oil tax revenues is also likely to have
a positive effect on income distribution, as well as helping to manage
aggregate demand. Policies to strengthen the Government's resource
mobilization and to improve local government's finances are discussed in
Section E below.

2.22 An important determinant of the Government's fiscal policy stance is
the level of Rublic expenditures both in the Budget and by public enterprises.
The 1991/92 Budget appropriately places priority on expenditures in two key
areas: infrastructure (power, transport and telecommunications) to support
private sector development; and poverty-related sectors. These expenditure
priorities are critical to preserving the economy's medium-term growth
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Table 2.4: COMPARATIVE DOMESTIC SALES PRICES FOR PETROLEUM PRODUCTS, 1990/91
(Rp./liter)

Indonesia Malaysia Singapore Thailand Philippines Korea

Avgas 330 1,405 1,998 ... ...
Avtur 330 280 785 ... ... ...
Gasoline 450 741 1,222 768 1,352 1,000
Kerosene 190 497 454 647 536 498
ADO 245 455 499 623 536 480
IDO 235 301 489 608 536 488
Fuel oil 220 210 281 315 356 354

Average /a 267 475 594 611 664 565

- Weighted by Indonesia's estimated product mix for 1991/92. Excludes Avgas
and Avtur.

Source: Ministry of Finance.

prospects and to maintaining the momentum on poverty reduction. Moreover,
many expenditures plant..-d by public enterprises are designed to create
infrastructure and avoid the emergence of infrastructural bottlenecks that
could be detrimental to the economy in the long run. However, given existing
demand pressures in the economy and the need to improve macroeconomic
balances, the overall public expenditure program (including public
enterprises) needs to be reviewed carefully. Those expenditures not directly
related to the Government's overall expenditure priorities may need to be
reduced or rephased. In 1983, many large import- and capital-intensive
projects were rephased resulting in rapid improvements in the balance of
payments without adversely affecting economic growth. The sharpening of
expenditure priorities which resulted was a key factor in the Government's
progress on reducing poverty during 1983-88. Similarly, a sharpening of
priorities in 1991/92 will allow the Government to focus expenditures in the
critical areas necessary to enhance the economy's long term growth prospects,
while improving macroeconomic balances in the near term.

D. Medium-Term Macroeconomic Proiections

Growth ProsRects

2.23 This section provides illustrative macroeconomic projections based on
the World Bank's current forecast of the external environment (see Annex 3)
and on the Government implementing the macroeconomic strategy as described in
Section C. The correction of emerging macroeconomic imbalances will constrain
aggregate demand in the short term. Both consumption and investment growth
rates will decline. This in turn will lower growth in construction and
services sectors. Higher interest rates and a tighter fiscal policy stance
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will also tend to slow the growth of output in the economy in the short term
to about 5.7%. However, this is still a rapid rate of growth and is above the
target set for REPELITA V. The agriculture sector is expected to return to
its trend growth path, reversing the slowdown in 1990 and providing an impetus
to non-oil GDP growth. Even so, non-oil GDP growth will slow to 6.0% p.a.
during the next two years, as compared with an average of 8% over the past two
years (see Table 2.5).

2.24 Over the medium term, as macroeconomic balance is restored, the rate
of growth in the non-oil economy can rise and be sustained at around 7% p.a.
This will be fuelled by improvements in productivity resulting from structural
reforms and a strong investment effort. Substantial buildups of production
capacity in the agriculture and manufacturing sectors, as well as supporting
improvements in economic infrastructure are incorporated in the base case
projections. This capacity creation will allow non-rice agriculture, non-oil
manufacturing and non-oil exports to provide the main stimuli to future
growth. Accordingly, fixed investment is projected to grow quite rapidly
(about 8% p.a.), reaching around 27% of GDP by 2000, five percentage points
higher than the 1990 level. To finance this increase at the same time that
the current account deficit is being reduced, national savings will have to
grow faster than investment. This will require effective public resource
mobilization combined with expenditure restraint. Structural change in the
economy will continue, with the share of non-oil manufacturing increasing from
about 15% of GDP in 1990 to nearly 24% in 2000.

External Balance

2.25 The balance of payments projections assume that the Government takes
decisive actions to correct the widening gap in the non-oil trade balance (see
Table 2.6). These actions include: measures to slow the growth of domestic
fuel consumption to about 10% in 1991/92; coordinated fiscal and monetary
policy to slow aggregate demand growth; and trade policies to stimulate
non-oil export growth. These actions are expected to constrain import growth
in 1991/92, with non-oil imports increasing by only 1% in real terms. This,
combined with an improvement in non-oil export growth, results in a
substantial improvement in the non-oil current account balance in 1991/92,
which continues into the medium-term, reversing the trend of the past two
years. Nevertheless, lower prices for oil exports and increased domestic oil
consumption offset these gains in 1991/92. Consequently, the current account
deficit is projected to rise to US$4.3 billion in 1991/92 (about 4.1% of GNP)
and decline only to US$4.1 billion in 1992/93 (about 3.6% of GNP). Financing
current account deficits of this magnitude while maintaining the level of
reserves will require additional efforts to mobilize quick-disbursing official
assistance, continuing inflows of private capital and commercial borrowing.

2.26 Over the medium term, the pressures on the balance of payments can be
expected to ease, as new export capacity comes on stream. In the base
scenario, world demand for Indonesia's exports picks up and the demand for
imports return to more normal levels. This is expected to reduce the current
account deficit steadily over the medium term, reaching 1.8% of GNP by the
year 2000. However, management of the balance of payments throughout the
1990s will require a careful balancing between the growth required to absorb
the labor force at increasing levels of productivity and the need to achieve
further improvement in Indonesia's debt-servicing capacity.
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Table 23: PROJECTIONS OF KEY MACROECONOMIC INDICATORS i

Estimated Projected
1990 1991 1991-95 1995-2000

Average growth rates (% R.a.)
GDP 7.1 5.7 5.6 5.9
Non-oil GDP 7.8 6.0 6.6 7.0
Agriculture 2.5 3.0 3.4 3.5
Manufacturing 12.8 10.0 10.7 11.0
Mining 4.1 5.0 5.7 6.0
Construction 12.1 7.0 7.5 7.8
Other services 8.2 5.8 6.2 6.3

GNY 8.2 4.7 6.2 6.6
Non-oil exports 6.7 12.2 10.5 7.6
Non-oil imports 25.4 1.0 8.1 6.9
Fixed investment 16.2 6.5 7.9 8.6

Public 9.6 3.1 6.7 7.6
Ptivate 19.9 8.3 8.5 9.1

Consumption 7.9 5.0 5.2 5.9

Macroeconomic Balances 
Current account/GNP -3.8 -4.1 -2.0 -1.8
Non-interest current account/GNP 0.1 0.5 1.7 0.9
Overall public sector balance/GDP 1.8 1.6 1.2 0.8
MLT debt service/exports 27.3 31.2 25.9 19.9
MLT debt/exports 183.1 177.2 145.2 110.0
MLT debt/GNP 58.6 57.6 50.3 39.2

Structure of the economy Lb
Non-oil manufacturing/GDP 14.9 15.5 18.8 23.7
Non-oil exports/non-oil imports 71.0 79.3 91.3 95.7
Public savings/GDP 9.6 10.2 10.1 10.2
National savings/GDP 21.4 20.8 24.3 27.3
Fixed investment/GDP 22.9 23.3 24.8 27.5
Private fixed investment/
Total fixed investment 63.0 63.1 64.2 65.9

Consumption/GDP 73.7 74.0 71.1 69.2
Consumption/GNY 74.4 74.6 72.2 70.2

Prices
Oil prices (US$/bbl) Lk 22.6 19.4 21.3 31.3
Non-oil terms of trade (1983/84-100) & 92.0 92.4 97.5 98.4

/a Balance of payments and fiscal data are for fiscal years (starting
April 1). Other indicators are for calendar years.

/b For last year of multi-year periods.

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics and World Bank estimates.
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Table 2.6: BALANCE OF PAYMENTS PROJECTIONS, 1990/91-2000/01
(US$ billion)

Estimated Proiected
1990/91 1991/92 1992/93 1993/94 1995/96 2000/01

Gross merchandise
exports (fob) 2L 3.1 323.3 4.L4 1.3
Oil and LNG 12.6 11.1 9.7 10.4 11.7 15.2
Non-oil 15.5 19.0 22.7 25.9 31.7 56.1

Gross merchandise
imports (cif) -26.0 -28.2 -30.4 -33.5 -39.2 -C7.1
Oil and LNG -4.2 -4.2 -3.9 -4.4 -4.5 -8.5
Non-oil -21.8 -24.0 -26.5 -29.1 -34.7 -58.6

Trade balance 2 1 1_9 2.0 4.2 4.2

Net non-factor services -0.7 -0.6 -0.4 -0.3 -0.3 -0.1
MLT interest payments -3.1 -3.9 -4.0 -4.0 -4.2 -4.7
Other factor services
and transfers (net) -2.1 -1.7 -1.7 -2.0 -2.6 -3.5

Current account balance -3.8 -3.1 . -2L. -J4.1i
Oil/LNG current account 5.9 4.2 3.3 3.2 3.7 1.9
Non-oil current account -9.7 -8.5 -7.4 -6.7 -6.6 -6.0

Public HLT loans (net) Q.5. Q0.5 1. L3
Disbursements 4.9 5.3 5.3 6.4 7.2 10.4
Principal repayments -4.4 -4.7 -4.8 -5.1 -4.4 -7.0

Other capital (net) 7.4 3.7 3.6 3.0 2.5 4.4
Use of net foreign
assets -4.1 0.0 0.0 -0.8 -2.4 -3.7

Memo items:
Net official reserves
(US$ bln)/a 9.1 9.1 9.1 10.5 13.7 31.0
(in mons. of
imports) & (3.9) (3.6) (3.3) (3.4) (3.8) (5.0)

Total net foreign
assets (US$ bln) 14.7 14.7 14.7 15.5 19.8 36.8

Current account/GNP (%) -3.8 -4.1 -3.6 -2.9 -2.0 -1.8
Non-interest CA/GNP 0.1 0.5 0.7 1.2 1.7 0.9
MLT debt service/
exports (4) 27.3 31.2 30.9 29.6 25.9 19.9

La Net official reserves are defined as gross official reserves minus
outstanding liabilities to the IMF and other short term liabilities.

i Net official reserves in months of next year's expected imports (oil/LNG
and non-oil) of goods.

Source: World Bank staff estimates.
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2.27 Non-oil exports are projected to grow by 8% a. in real terms during
the 1990s. This will require maintaining the compet 4veness of the exchange
rate, and reducing the domestic cost of production rough continued
deregulation of trade policy, particularly a reduction in export restrictions,
and other regulations and provision of supporting services. The prospects for
Indonesia's non-oil exports remain bright despite the slowdown in 1990.
First, in the near term, substantial export capacity in labor-intensive,
non-oil manufacturing sectors is expected to come on stream, easing existing
capacity constraints. Capacity in existing export iilustries is being
expanded and investments in new, manufacturing export industries are growing
dramatically. Data obtained from the Investment Coordinating Board (BKPM) on
recent investment approvals for foreign and domestic investment also indicate
that these investment outlays are being directed into export-oriented
activities, particularly in textiles, footwear, agroprocessing and wood
processing industries. Second, Indonesia's share of the market for most
manufacturing products (excluding plywood and textiles) is still small,
leaving room for expansion. Market access is also being enhanced since much
of the investment in non-oil manufacturing export capacity is from Korea,
Taiwan and Japan, allowing Indonesia to raise its exports to these growing
markets, as well as to take advantage of their market access and marketing
infrastructure in Europe and North America. Accordingly, the base case
assumes that although non-oil export growth will slow from the rate of the
past several years, their growth will still be robust (about 11% p.a.) in the
near term, and then slow to about 8% p.a. over the medium term (see
Table 2.7).

-Table 2.Z: NON-OIL EXPORT GROWTH PROJECTIONS
(real growth rates, % p.a.)

Anctual Proiected
1985/86- Estimat 1991/92 1992/93- 1996/97
1989/90 1990/91 1995/96 2000/01

Non-oil manufactures 23.6 17.4 10.9 13.3 8.4
Textiles 28.2 24.5 20.0 14.5 9.0
Plywood 19.1 7.0 0.0 3.2 2.0
Other 24.0 19.4 11.0 16.9 9.9

Agriculture 8.6 -6.5 15.5 5.1 5.3

Metals and minerals 9.5 0.3 9.3 8.5 7.8

Total non-oil exports 14.9 6.5 _§

Source: Bank Indonesia and World Bank staff estimates.

2.28 There are several important implications of the base case scenario
for the external financing requirements and external debt (see Section F for a
furt!ier discussion). First, Indonesia will continue to require substantial
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amounts of official assistance to finance priority public investments in
support of higher economic growth and poverty reduction. Moreover, a
substantial portion of this official assistance will need to be in the form of
quick-disbursing, sector-type loans in order to ensure adequate disbursements
into the balance of payments. Second, the projections assume a large inflow
of private non-guaranteed capital, but at a lower level than 1990/91. Two
factors are important: (i) the projections incorporate some reduction in the
availability of private foreign capital flows to developing countries during
1991/92; if flows are lower than projected, then the Government will need to
take further measures to preserve its reserve position; and (ii) the
indebtedness of the private sector increases substantially by the end of
1991/92, which has implications for exchange rate management and the overall
debt service ratio. While the effect of this trend is expected to remain
manageable, Indonesia needs to monitor trends in private sector indebtedness
carefully as they can affect Indonesia's creditworthiness. Indeed, the debt
service indicators are projected to rise slightly in 1991/92, reflecting the
increase in private sector borrowing, which offsets a continued decline in the
public debt burden. Finally, given the projected growth in non-oil exports,
the debt service ratio for public and private medium- and long-term debt (MLT)
declines from 27% in 1990 to below 20% in the year 2000. Similar declines are
also achieved in the Debt/Exports and Debt/GNP ratios, indicating an
improvement in Indonesia's creditworthiness and borrowing capacity.

Internal Balance

2.29 Reducing the current account deficit to more sustainable levels over
the medium-term will require that savings, particularly private savings,
increase from the depressed level of the early 1990s (see Table 2.8). Even
allowing for gains in economic efficiency, the rate of fixed investment will
need to expand from 23% of GDP currently to 27.5% of GDP by 2000 to support
the projected growth rate. These trends imply that investment and saving will
have to grow faster than output and consumption. This expansion in investment
is particularly important given the low rates of investment, especially in
public infrastructure, during the last half of the 1980s, and the need for
critical investments to support infrastructure (e.g., power,
telecommunications, roads and ports). Substantial amounts of private
investment will also be required to create the capacity for non-oil exports,
especially in the manufacturing sector. To achieve this projected expansion
of private investment, further progress with trade and industrial sector
reforms, as well as improvements in the financial sector, will be essential to
enhance the profitability of private investment. Macroeconomic policy will
also be important in maintaining an environment conducive to private sector
investment, as it affects expectations regarding exchange rates, interest
rates and inflation. In order to finance this higher level of investment
activity while reducing the current account deficit, national savings will
need to rise from 21% of GDP in 1990 to about 27% in 2000. Part of the
increase in national savings will be achieved through an increase in private
savings to 17.1% of GDP in 2000 from 14.9% in 1989. Household savings are
expected to improve with sustained higher economic growth, while business
savings will respond positively to higher profitability. However, these
factors alone will be inadequate to achieve the required increases in national
savings; public savings will need to rise almost one percent of GDP from the
already high level of 1990. This will require a strong effort at public
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resource mobilization because the higher oil revenues which contributed to
public savings in 1990 are unlikely to persist over the medium term (see
Section E).

2.30 The likely improvements in public resource mobilization will be
adequate to allow a growth of real public investment of about 8% p.a. during
the 1990s, which should be sufficient to achieve the Government's expenditure
priorities. Given the projected progress in resource mobilization, this
expansion of public expenditures would allow a growing role for the private
sector while maintaining macroeconomic stability. To ensure the
complementarity of public investment with private investment, the public
sector investment effort will need to focus on basic infrastructure (power,
roads, and telecommunications) and essential social services (health, basic
education, water supply and sanitation, and kampung improvement).lQ/

T_bl- 2,8 SavLngs-Investment Balances, 1981-2000 La
(Z of GDP at current prices)

Annual Avr Estimt- roe ctlo
1981-82 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1995 2000

Gross domestic investment 29.5 27.0 25.3 24.0 23.0 22.5 22.2 23.5 24.6 26.4 29.0
- Fixed investment 25.1 25.1 22.3 20.5 20.1 19.2 20.0 21.2 22.9 24.9 27.5
- Change in stocks 4.4 1.9 3.0 3.5 2.9 3.3 2.2 2.3 1.7 1.5 1.5

Gross national savLngs 25.2 21.0 21.7 21.5 17.5 19.1 19.9 21.4 21.4 24.4 27.3
Savings-investment gap Lk -4.3 -6.0 -3.6 -2.5 -5.5 -3.4 -2.3 -2.1 -3.2 -2.0 -1.7

Public sector
Gross domestic investment /c 11.7 12.0 10.2 10.3 8.5 7.9 8.4 8.2 8.5 6.9 9.4
Public savings 8.7 8.9 10.0 8.1 4.9 4.9 5.4 6.5 9.6 10.0 10.2
Savings-investment gap -3.0 -3.1 -0.2 -2.2 -3.6 -3.0 -3.0 -1.7 1.1 1.1 0.8

Private sector
Gross domestic investment 17.8 15.0 15.1 13.7 14.5 14.6 13.8 15.3 16.1 17.5 19.6

- Fixed investment 13.4 13.1 12.1 10.2 11.6 11.3 11.6 13.0 14.4 16.0 18.1
- Change in stocks 4.4 1.9 3.0 3.5 2.9 3.3 2.2 2.3 1.7 1.5 1.5

Savings 16.5 12.1 11.7 13.4 12.6 14.2 14.5 14.9 11.8 14.4 17.1
Savings-iavestment gap -1.3 -2.9 -3.4 -0.3 -1.9 -0.4 0.7 -0.4 -4.3 -3.1 -2.5

/a All data converted to calendar-year basis. As a result, the dta on the current account deficit and
the public sector deficit differ slightly vLth other tables.

lb The inverse of the current account deficit expressed in calendar years.
LI Fixed investment only. Investment in stock chages is assumed to be financed by the private sector.

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics and World Bank staff estimtes.

Sources of Growth and Implications for Emoloyment

2.31 Non-oil GDP growth is expected to slow somewhat in the near term, but
return to 7% over the medium-term. At the sectoral level, the primary impetus
to economic growth is provided by the non-oil manufacturing sector. This
sector is projected to grow by about 10-11% p.a. during the 1990s, raising
manufacturing's share of GDP to almost 24% by the year 2000. Given that the
ongoing program of trade and industrial deregulation will continue to open up

].Q/ Expenditure prioritieu to support private sector development are
discussed in Chapter 5.
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profitable areas for efficient export industries which are relatively labor
intensive, manufacturing growth will also make an important contribution to
employment growth. v/ Agricul&ure will increase by 3.5% p.a., the same
pace as during the 1980s. The pattern of agricultural growth is likely to
change gradually over this period. Increases in rice production are likely to
decelerate somewhat in the 1990s, while other activities, such as non-rice
food crops, smallholder tree crops, and other non-food farm activities will
grow more rapidly. However, this pattern of agricultural development needs to
be supported by policies that encourage farmers to raise their productivity
and diversify their production within an efficient cropping system.12
Nevertheless, agriculture's share of GDP can be expected to decline to about
16% by 2000, although its role in employment creation, particularly off-Java
will continue to be significant. The constructiQn and services sectors will
increase in line with overall economic activity during the 1990s.
Infrastructure-based services, such as telecommunications, electricity and
transport, will need to grow rapidly in the first half of the 1990s to avoid
infrastructural bottlenecks which could slow growth in the industrial and
agricultural sectors. The contribution of the oil/LNG sector to the
Indonesian economy is projected to remain constant until the late 1990s when
it is expected to decline gradually, although the increased pace of
exploration activities currently underway could push growth in this subsector
higher.IJ/ If higher oil/LNG production is realized, GDP growth would be
higher than currently projected with positive implications for the balance of
payments.

2.32 This projected pace and pattern of economic activity, coupled with
complementary specific programs and policies, should allow Indonesia to absorb
its expanding labor force at higher levels of productivity and income. While
a strong agricultural sector will be essential to absorb a large proportion of
the incremental labor force, the manufacturing sector will need to play a
dynamic role in absorbing a much larger proportion of new employment than in
the past. Again, this underlines the importance of expanding manufactured
exports and maintaining the policies necessary to induce this expansion,
including an incentive pattern consistent with labor-intensive growth. The
projected rate of growth of output and investment will also spur productivity
growth in the services sector. The projected level of economic activity is,

11/ Policies to stimulate robust, export-oriented, and labor-intensive
growth in the non-oil manufacturing sector that are consistent with the
macroeconomic scenario outlined in this section are discussed in detail
in Chapter 3.

12/ Policies to effect this shift in the pattern of agricultural growth
require a process of deregulation which will bring the pattern of input
and output prices more closely in line with world prices and which
reduce existing regulatory restrictions. These policies are also
discussed in Chapter 3.

I/ Current projections for the oil sector indicate that production
(including condensates) will be maintained around 1.5 mbd. through 1997
and then will decline to 1.4 mbd. by 2000. This is a significant
increase over the levels in last year's economic report, because of two
important new finds and higher output levels from existing fields.
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therefore, likely to lead to improved earnings for workers currently engaged
in low-wage activities, as well as to generate additional productive
employment opportunities in the sector. Continued deregulation in
transportation and other services, as well as a strengthening of financial
services, will be critical in this regard. Furthermore, the attitude of local
governments towards service sector activities will also be important, as
regulations and restrictions on informal traders and transportation could
inhibit growth in services, which would have an adverse effect upon
employment, particularly for the poor.

Table 2.9: GROWTH AND COMPOSITION OF GDP, 1984-2000 IL

Growth Rates (% p.a.1 Share in GDP /b
1984-87 1988-90 1991-95 1996-2000 Estimate Projected

1990 2000

Non-oil GDP 5.7 7.8 6.6 7.0 81.8 89.5
Agriculture 3.3 3.8 3.4 3.5 19.7 15.7
Manufacturing 12.0 12.4 10.7 11.0 14.9 23.7
Other services 5.3 8.2 6.3 6.5 47.2 50.1

Qil/LNG 2.8 2.5 1.5 -1.2 18.2 10.5

Total GDP 5.0 6.7 5.6 5.9 100.0 100.0

,a Based on revised National Accounts Statistics.
/b In 1983 prices.

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics and World Bank staff estimates.

Risks and Uncertainties

2.33 The macroeconomic scenario out'Lined above is subject to several risks
and uncertainties. First, it assumes that the Government takes decisive
actions to slow domestic demand. Without these strong stabilization measures,
macroeconomic balance could be undermined in the near term. Second, the
assumptions regarding the external environment are subject to considerable
downside risks; the projected recovery in the world economy may not
materialize while oil prices could fall significantly below projected levels,
especially in the short term. These concerns are exacerbated by the
uncertainties surrounding the GATT negotiations which could presage an
increase in protectionism in the industrialized countries. Finally, the
medium-term projections discussed above assume considerable progress on
implementing policy reforms in trade and industrial policy, the legal system
and the financial sector. Without this progress, growth of non-oil exports
could be significantly lower, leading to slower growth and delaying progress
in achieving Indonesia's fundamental development objectives. In general,
therefore, Indonesia's medium-term prospects could be adversely affected by
three types of risks: (a) a deterioration in macroeconomic balances through
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excessive expansion of the economy; (b) a deterioration in the external
environment; and (c) inadequate progress on measures to sustain private sector
growth over the medium term.

2.34 Macroeconomic balance. Without decisive measures to control
aggregate demand and reduce pressures on the balance of payments, the current
account deficit could widen significantly in 1991/92 leading to pressures on
the Government's reserves and necessitating higher levels of commercial
borrowing. Several examples illustrate the importance of cautious
macroeconomic management. First, the projections assume only 1% real growth
in non-oil imports in 1991/92 (compared to 25% in 1990/91) as a result of
fiscal policy measures, coordinated with continued tight monetary policies.
If imports grew at their long-term trend rate for 1985/86-1990/91, non-oil
im,iports could grow by another US$3 billion in 1991/92. Second, these
projections assume that restrictions on exports are reduced, yielding
additional export receipts during 1991/92. Finally, the projections assume
that measures are taken to slow the growth in domestic fuel consumption to
only 10% (compa.red to a growth of 13% in 1990/91). Without this slowdown in
domestic consumption growth, the surplus on the oil/LNG current account would
decline and the oil surplus would be reduced further in future years,
accelerating the time at which Indonesia becomes a net importer of oil. The
Government has already taken important measures in early 1991 to tighten
monetary policy, and other measures to contain aggregate demand are under
consideration. The measures already taken and the Government's successful
record in macroeconomic management indicate a high probability that an
appropriate macroeconomic policy stance will be maintained.

2.35 Adverse external environment. A number of uncertainties cloud the
outlook for the external environment: world growth and trade could be slower;
and oil prices could be lower than projected. A sharper decline of oil prices
to US$15, for example, would imply a loss of about US$1.5 billion in the
oil/LNG current account projected for 1991/92 in Table 2.6. To protect
against this risk in the short-run, the strategy outlined in Section C
maintains Indonesia's foreign exchange reserves and borrowing capacity at
relatively high levels. Nevertheless, in the event of either an unexpectedly
large decline in world economic activity or a rapid decline in oil prices, it
would be 'mportant to move quinkly using the full range of macroeconomic
instruments to ensure that th. e-urrent account deficit remains manageable.
Macroeconomic measures outli:- in Section C would need to be accompanied by
additional measures to improve r.mpetitiveness and promote investment in the
non-oil tradeable sector. In the short term, economic growth would be lower
than projected. However, growth could recover over the medium term, if
supported by accelerated economic reforms. Under such circumstances it would
be important that the donor community stand ready to support the Government's
efforts with additional fast-disbursing assistance, or even renewed special
assistance. To protect against uncertainties in the external environment, the
Government should consider various options to reduce its risks, e.g. forward
sales of oil products and more active external asset and liability management.

2.36 Policy reform. The scenario above assumes continued policy reforms
in trade, industry and investment and a further strengthening of the financial
sector. An alternative scenario, without adequate policy improvements, would
result in slower non-oil export growth over the medium term. Moreover,
without an appropriate incentive framework, private sector investment could be
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channelled into areas which are uneconomic. Similarly without determined
efforts to mobilize public resources, the Government will be unable to finance
the investments in infrastructure required to support private sector
development. The growth prospects of the economy over the medium term would
be adversely affected by policy slippage in any of these three areas.
However, as long as the existing reform programs are producing the kinds of
positive results in economic growth and poverty reduction seen to date, there
is little reason to expect a weakening in the Government's commitment to
policy reform.

E. Public Resource Mobilization

2.37 An important element in reconciling Indonesia's medium term
development objectives with the need to reduce demand pressures in the economy
in the near term is higher public resource mobilization. In addition to
financing higher levels of public investment and dampening private sector
demand, there is also an important role for public resource mobilization,
particularly tax policy, in helping to maintain an equitable pattern of
growth. Greater public resource mobilization will primarily involve
increasing non-oil tax revenues and reducing subsidies. In addition,
enhancing local government resource mobilization, particularly the property
tax, is also important.

Central Government's Non-oil Tax Effort

2.38 Recent tax reforms, in conjunction with improvements in tax
administration, have been very successful in generating additional government
revenues. Between 1983/84 and 1990/91 non-oil tax revenues have increased
more than four-fold. In terms of non-oil GDP, non-oil revenues have risen
from 7% in 1983/84 to almost 13% in 1990/91. Inspite of these gains, the tax
effort in Indonesia remains low relative to other countries in Asia. For
example, in 1988 the tax to GDP ratio for Thailand and Pakistan stood at 16.2%
and 13.6% respectively.

2.39 The tax effort could be raised through either higher tax rates or
improvements in tax administration. Three factors argue for concentrating
primarily on improving tax administration. First, there is considerable
non-compliance. Actual non-oil tax revenues are still significantly below
their potential, (at the current statutory rates), 1_/ and filing ratios
are still low (see Table 2.10). Second, raising tax rates, in the face of
non-compliance, is likely to lead to greater tax avoidance. Finally, lack of

i/ There are two indirect indicators of low compliance. First, only a small
percentage of the personal tax revenue is paid by the self-employed.
Since many individuals with high income would fall under this category,
the share of the self employed in total personal income taxes .s small.
Second, a large proportion of total company tax revenue is still
generated by public enterprises, suggesting that a significant part of
the corporate sector still remains outside the tax system, although there
has been some improvement over the past years.
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adequate and uniform enforcement may also lead to the application of de facto
tax rates that are inconsistent with the efficiency and equity goals of the
original tax reform.

Table 2,10: TAX COMPLIANCE INDICATORS

Registered TaxRayers (000's) Filing Ratios (01
1983 1987 1989 1990 1987 1988 1989

Personal income tax 322.7 674.5 703.1 856.0 63.0 75.6 72.4
Corporate income tax 91.3 178.1 211.4 248.3 46.3 64.7 60.4
Value added tax n.a. 75.9 134.2 149.9 42.0 43.9 43.2

Source: Ministry of Finance and World Bank staff estimates.

2.40 A useful benchmark for assessing the room for further progress in tax

administration is the ratio of actual to theoretical potential tax revenues.
This ratio, the administrative efficiency ratio (AER), illustrates the scope
for increasing tax revenues through improved tax administration. In
Indonesia, the AER is around 50% for the major non-oil taxes (see
Table 2.11).X2/ Therefore, there is still considerable leeway to raise
non-oil income taxes within the existing tax structure through further
improvements in tax administration.

Table 2.11: ACTUAL AND POTENTIAL REVENUE OF MAIN CATEGORIES OF TAXES,
1988/89

(Rp. billion)

Actual Potential
Tax Revenue Revenue La AER

Personal income tax 1,159 2,365 0.49
Corporate income tax 2,348 4,515 0.52

Value-added tax 4,505 8,500 0.53

/a The theoretical tax potential is obtained by estimating the tax base of
each particular tax and applying it to the corresponding statutory tax

rates.

Source: Ministry of Finance and World Bank staff estimates.

w/ The theoretical potential represents the maximum achievable revenues
under the current tax structure. A realistic AER would probably be

around the range of 80-85%, even in industrial countries.
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2.41 ImRrovin2 non-oil tax administration. Further progress in raising
Central Government tax revenues requires the following actions:

* completing the reorganization of the Tax Directorate at the district
level by streamlining or eliminating the reporting function, as the
new payments control system is installed;

* increasing taxpayer regi :ation by cross checking the recipients of
Government payments and registered tax payers, or trade and industry
data and registered taxpayers;

* reducing under-reporting through regular tax audits. To date,
significant progress has been made in the auditing of income taxes.
This effort needs to be extended to the VAT, as the VAT is not
necessarily self-enforcing. Increasing the supply of trained
auditors is the most important step in this regard. This implies the
need for further budgetary support for training and a modification of
the job rotation policy that now allows tax auditors to be assigned
to non-auditing duties;

- reducing non-filing through full enforcement of penalties in cases of
non-compliance. Currently, the penalty process tends to stop at the
issuing of warning letters in most cases, with little follow-up
through to confiscation and auctions of properties.

Local Government Taxes

2.42 The most important source of tax revenues for local governments is
the Property tax. The land and building tax (PBB)--Indonesia's property tax--
was introduced in 1986 as a replacement for the old land tax (IPEDA) and the
net wealth tax (PKk). In line with the tax reform, it aimed to broaden the
local government's tax base and simplify tax administration, as well as
promote equity through fiscal policy. The PBB is levied by the Central
Government. The Central Government is also responsible for the valuation of
property. Despite its relative importance for local government revenues in
Indonesia, property taxes account for only a small proportion of local
government revenues. This stems primarily from two factors. First, the
effective legal rate of the property tax in Indonesia, at 0.1%, (5% tax rate
on an assessment rate of 20% of estimated market value) is also among the
lowest in the world. In the Philippines for example, the effective legal rate
ranges from 0.4% to 1.4%, while in Thailand and India the respective rates are
0.8% and 2.6%. Second, tax administration is poor, particularly in urban
areas where the potential additional revenues from the urban property tax are
estimated to be at least 62% higher than actual revenues.

2.43 Property taxes can play, therefore, a more important role in
financing the cost of local government services, as well as addressing the
Government's equity concerns. The Government has been attempting to improve
the administration of the PBB through several pilot schemes. These pilot
schemes are: (i) establishing a valuation standard for properties;
(ii) improving staff training in property valuation; (iii) increasing property
registration; and (iv) introducing a new payments control system. The effects
of these pilot schemes are not fully reflected in PBB revenues and as further
progress is made in extending these pilot schemes, further increases in
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property tax revenues can be expected. However, there is still considerable
room for increasing revenues even under the current system:

* Since the same tax ID number is now used for all Central Government
taxes, including the property tax, cross checking with Central
Government taxes needs to be undertaken.

* Better enforcement is needed. Although the PBB establishes clear
deadlines for payment and has well-defined penalties, enforcement is
weak and sanctions are rarely used.1iU

* There is also a tendency to establish revenue targets for property
taxes. If other indicators of tax administration performance such as
number of registered properties, filing ratios etc., are included as
targets, the incentives for improvements in tax administration would
be greatly enhanced.

These measures could lead to substantial gains in PBB revenues. However, if
the property tax is to play a more appropriate role in the mobilization of
local government resources, an increase in the effective legal rate will also
need to be considered. Additional revenue could easily be obtained through
higher tax rates, without jeopardizing economic efficiency. In the medium
term an increase in the effective rate to 0.15-0.20% could be considered.
This would not require a change in the statutory rate, since an increase in
the official assessment ratio from 20% to 30-40% would achieve the increase in
effective rates.

2.44 There are also a large number of local taxes. fees. and user charges.
The main provincial taxes are those on the ownership and transfer of vehicles,
while the major district taxes are the hotel, restaurant and entertainment
taxes. Of the plethora of other local taxes, many cost more to administer
than they yield in revenues. Some of these taxes also introduce distortions
and barriers to interprovincial trade (see Chapter 3) and have an adverse
effect upon income distribution (see Chapter 6). The Government is currently
working on reform proposals for the system of local taxes. This reform will
seek to rationalize the local government tax structure by eliminating many
provincial and district taxes, as well as introducing some new taxes to expand
the local government revenue base. The speedy finalization and implementation
of this reform will be an important step in improving the finances of local
governments.

F. External Borrowing and Debt Management

2.45 Projections of Indonesia's external capital requirements and sources
are based on the macroeconomic scenario presented in Section D (see
Table 2.6). The persistence of large current account deficits during the next
two years and the need to protect Indonesia's international reserves will
necessitate higher levels of capital inflows. The gross financing requirement

i6/ In 1989/90 for example, actual revenues received from the urban PBB
amounted to only 73% of total billings.
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is projected to average US$11.2 billion over the next two years. Furthermore,
once allowance is made for rising debt service requirements (both interest and
principal repayments) and, over the medium term, the need to rebuild and
maintain adequate reserves (in relation to the growing import requirements),
the annual financing requirement is projected to continue rising, averaging
US$13.0 billion during 1993/94-1995/96.

2.46 As discussed in last year's economic report, an important recent
change in the sources of external financing is the increasing share of private
capital flows--in the form of direct foreign investment and disbursements of
private MLT loans. In 1990/91, preliminary data from banking sources indicate
that there were about US$ 6 billion in recorded debt agreements between the
Indonesian private sector (including state banks) and offshore financial
institutions; Indonesian banks accounted for about US$ 2.5 billion (of which
US$ 1.5 billion was state banks), and non-bank institutions accounted for the
remaining US$ 3.5 billion. This change reflects the surge in domestic and
foreign private investment in Indonesia. Based upon recent trends in foreign
investment approval, the macroeconomic projections assume that net private
capital flows (excluding short-term trade credits) will total about
US$5 billion during 1991/92-92/93.1 This is a decline from 1990/91 due
primarily to the anticipated slowdown in lending by international banks. Over
the medium term, private non-guaranteed debt and direct foreign investment are
assumed to grow more slowly, but in line with future investment trends.

Table 12 EXTERNAL CAPITAL REQUInUENTS AND SOVRCES
(annual averages in US$ billion)

Actual Iat1mt-d ProJ*cted
1989/90 1990/91 1991192- 1993194- 1996/97-

1992/93 1995196 2000101

Reiremmtn Li ILI IL ILI
Current account deficit 1.8 3.8 4.2 3.2 3.6

(of whch interest payments) (3.1) (3.1) (3.9) (5.1) (4.4)
Principal repayments 5.5 5.4 7.0 8.2 10.0
Increase in not foreign assets 0.0 4.1 0.0 1.6 3.4

Sourcme 7A 3I h3l "Al 17i0
Direct foreign investment 0.7 0.9 1.1 1.4 2.1
Disbursemnt of private MLT loan 1.5 6.4 3.6 4.0 4.3
Short-term and other capital (not) /a -1.0 1.1 1.2 0.8 1.4
Disbursements of public MLT loans 1 L MS L8 9 

of which:
Project aid 2.2 2.5 3.8 4.2 4.6
Special assistance Ib 1.7 1.3 - IA - -
Others I< 2.2 1.1 1.5 2.6 4.6

La Includes errors and omissions, oil export credit, and valuation adjustments.
Lk Fast-disbursing -.ogrm aid end local-cost finaing.
La Import-related credits, untied courcial credits, and credits for LNG epansion, LPG and paraxylee

projects.
Ld Disbursemnts of aooitments in previous years are included under project aid.

Sources World Blank staff etimates.

l/ These flows are estimated from d^:r ollected by Bank Indonesia on the
planned financing of foreign inveatment which indicate that about 228 is
in the form of foreign equity, 67% in foreign debt and the remwinder
from domestic sources.
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2.47 These levels of private capital flows have several important
implications for Indonesia's macroeconomic situation in the 1990s. First,
rapid progress on removing the remaining distortions in the policy environment
is critical, in order to ensure that private capital flows are being used to
finance economically viable and export-oriented projects. Second, higher
borrowings by the private sector and the quasi-public sector -- especially
borrowings for large, capital- and import-intensive projects -- could "crowd
out" the public sector from international capital markets, by either limiting
the access of the public sector to commercial credits or raising the spreads.
Borrowing for a few such large projects could also crowd out a large number of
smaller private sector projects. Third, the borrowings of state enterprises,
particularly state banks, as well as of state enterprises in joint ventures
with the private sector need to be as closely monitored as Central Government
debt, as foreign borrowing under these arrangements could develop into public
sector liabilities (as could liabilities of the private sector under extreme
situations). Guidelines and reporting requirements for these "public"
enterprises need to be established and enforced rigorously. Finally, large
private capital inflows increase the vulnerability of the private sector to
exchange risk, and thereby, raise the costs of employing the exchange rate as
an instrument of macro management.

2.48 Despite the increasing importance of private capital flows,
Indonesia's needs for development assistance remain substantial. Given the
projected increase in the current account deficit, disbursements of official
ssistaNce will need to be maintained at about US$3.8 billion in 1991/92, the
same level as in 1990/91. Provided an appropriate mix of assistance can be
identified and commitments outside the IGGI remain at the same level, the
level of IGGI commitments to Indonesia would need to be USS4.7-4.8 billion in
1992192, slightly higher than pledged in 1990/91. The priorities for this
assistance are mainly in two areas: (i) investments in physical, financial and
social infrastructure to support private sector development and economic
growth; and (ii) investments in social and basic services to reduce furth.jr
the incidence of poverty. In addition, it will be important to strengthen
mechanisms to channel aid funds to the private sector, such as two-step
operations and financial sector operations. The change in the composition of
development assistance will require close cooperation among BAPPENAS, the line
agencies and the donor community. In this regard, the Government needs to
give careful consideration to encouraging bilateral donors to cofinance their
operations with multilateral institutions.

2.49 Maintaining the level of disbursements from official assistance will
be difficult. An increase in project aid disbursements can make up some of
the gap. The pipeline of undisbursed project aid has increased due to higher
co-i.ttnent levels in the past several years. Disbursement ratios can also be
raised. But, the increase from project disbursements from these sources is
likely to be small. Consequently, as recommended in last year's economic
report, faster-disbursing, sector-type operations will also be required. This
faster disbursing assistance will ensure that adequate foreign exchange is
available for the private sector to invest in productive, export-oriented
capacity.

2.50 Since the decline in oil prices and the depreciation of the US Dollar
versus other major currencies in the mid-1980s, special assistance, in the
form of fast-disbursing program aid and local-cost financing, has played a
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critical role in supporting Indonesia's adjustment and development strategy.
Special assistance was designed to provide temporary support to Indonesia
while it implemented policies to adjust the balance of payments and the budget
to external shocks, caused by lower oil prices and adverse exchange rate
movements, while removing trade and investment restrictions. The response
from IGGI members has been substantial, with disbursements of special
assistance totalling US$6.7 billion since 1986/87. Our projections assume
that no new commitments of special assistance are made in 1991/92, beyond
those already pledged. But in order to maintain the level of official
disbursements, a substantial portion of new commitments, virtually the same as
in 1990/91, will need to be in the form of relatively fast disbursing
operations, including sector-type loans and two-step operations. Moreover,
the donor community should be prepared to respond flexibly in the event that
the external environment, particularly oil prices, deteriorates substantially
from that which is envisaged under the base case. This level and mix of
assistance will enable Indonesia to pursue its trade and other structural
reforms with confidence while it seeks to improve its external and internal
macroeconomic balances.

2.51 Indonesia has reduced its reliance on imDort-related credits in
recent years. This trend reflects the Government's decision in earlier years
to reduce public investment in large, capital-intensive projects and to place
strict limits on the use of non-concessional credit under Presidential
Instruction No.8 of 1984. The projections presented in Section D assume that
new commitments of import-related credits rise over the medium term,
reflecting the emergence of opportunities for new investments. However, as in
the past, it will be important to review these proposals carefully, to ensure
that the projects warrant priority in the public investment program and that
the financing arrangements are appropriate. Disbursements of untied
commercial credits, which declined during the adjustment period, were less
than US$100 million during 1990/91.11/ During 1991/92, new commitments are
assumed to total only about US$ 0.5 billion to finance the increase in the
current account deficit in 1991/92. Indonesia will need to preserve its lines
of commercial credit for use in case of adverse external shocks. Even with
the projected US$0.5 billion increase in commercial borrowing, Indonesia's
exposure to commercial banks will decline in 1991/92 as US$ 1.3 billion in
repayments are due. Over the medium term as Indonesia's external debt burden
eases, greater use of commercial credits is anticipated, especially since
these credits are untied and therefore, can be used more flexibly than import-
related credits.

2.52 Implications for external debt management. Despite the higher
current account deficits, Indonesia's creditworthiness is expected to improve
significantly over the medium term (see Table 2.13). Medium- and long-term
(MLT) public and private external debt disbursed and outstanding (DOD) is
projected to rise from US$56.9 billion at end-1990 to an estimated
US$60.1 billion at end-1991, an increase of about 6%. Reflecting the higher
levels of inflows of private capital, private non-guaranteed debt is estimated

1.8/ Indonesia's pipeline of undisbursed syndicated loans totalled about
US$2.0 billion at end 1990/91, an increase of US$ 0.3 billion reflecting
exchange rate movements and the new commitment signed, but not drawn, in
July 1990.
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to total US$11.7 billion at end-1991. The total debt service ratio is
expected to incre?se to 31.2% in 1991. However, the public debt service ratio
will be lower, while the ratio for private non-guaranteed debt -ill be higher,
reflecting the substantial private sector borrowing in 1990. The trend in the
debt ratios in the near term illustrates the need for Indonesia to exercise
caution in its balance of payments management, as larger financing
requirements will imply increases in Indonesia's indebtedness. Since most of
the increase in borrowing over the past several years has been in the form of
official assistance, there has been a significant improvement in the overall
maturity and term structure of Indonesia's external public debt. Furthermore
over the medium term, a substantial improvement in all of the key debt
indicators can be achieved. By the year 2000 Indonesia's debt service ratio
is projected to decline to below 20% under the assumptions of the base case
scenario. The ratios of DOD to GNP and exports also fall significantly over
the medium term.

Table 2.13: MEDIUM - AND LONG-TERM DEBT INDICATORS, 1988-2000
(w%)

Actual Projected /a
1988 1989 1990 1991 1995 2000

DOD/GNP 60.3 54.6 58.6 57.6 50.3 39.2
Public 55.0 49.2 48.1 46.4 40.0 32.4
Private 5.3 5.4 10.5 11.2 10.3 6.8

DOD/exports Lb 218.1 185.8 183.1 177.2 145.2 110.0
Public 199.0 167.3 150.2 142.7 115.4 90.8
Private 19.1 18.5 32.9 34.5 29.8 19.2

Debt service/exports Xb 34.4 31 27.3 31.2 25.9 19.9
Public 29.0 26.6 22.7 22.4 15.2 13.2
Private 5.4 5.0 4.6 8.8 10.7 6.7

Interest/exgorts A 13.8 j 11.9 10.1 11.4 8.5 5.9
Public 12.0 10.2 8.6 8.6 6.1 4.4
Private 1.8 1.7 1.5 2.8 2.4 1.4

/a Based on exchange rates of December 31, 1990.
a Denominator is gross exports of goods and services.
/c Debt service excludes prepayments.

Source: Bank Indonesia and World Bank staff estimates.

2.53 The Government continues to handle the administration of its external
debt payments in an efficient manner, with no significant errors or delays.
However, two areas of debt management require attention. The priority is to
establish a unified debt reporting and analysis system, which can provide
up-to-date and comprehensive information to policy makers on the status of
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Indonesia's public external debt. Cutrently, there are at least four debt
reporting systems in operation within the Central Government. Unifying and
streamlining debt reporting activities in one place will improve information
flows and thereby, help to guide more efficiently the Government's overall
borrowing strategy. The system should also be expanded to include state
enterprises, such as Garuda, Pertamina and the state banks which are currently
considered private. Second, given that private sector debt is increasing
rapidly, there is also a need to monitor closely trends in private
non-guaranteed debt, without impeding individual transactions.
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CHAPTER 3

THE FRAMEWORK OF INCENTIVES. REGULATIONS AND LAWS

A. Introduction

3.01 Beginning in 1984, the Government embarked upon a concerted effort to
reduce and simplify economic regulations in order to encourage the private
sector. Deregulation has gathered momentum over the past six years,
culminating in a series of major reforms on trade policy, investment licensing
and transport regulations. This Chapter argues that the momentum for reform
should be maintained, because it is important that future investments be
directed towards th.ose activities in which Indonesia has a comparative
advantage. The need to stimulate non-oil exports calls for a reassessment and
reduction of export controls. Deregulation could also reduce the scope for
the exercise of monopoly power by larger enterprises.

3.02 A well-functioning legal system would also promote competition by
reducing legal barriers to entry and increasing mobility of private
investment. In this way the legal system would complement the deregulation
taking place in the incentives framework. Company law should better provide
for the formation of limited liability companies and thereby improve access of
business to risk capital. A proper accounting system would help to make the
legal system more effective and extend the operations of the capital market.
The whole legal process could be made more effective with wider publications
of laws, interpretations and decisions. The reform of land laws are of
particular urgency as delays in obtaining clear title to land is becoming a
bottleneck for investors.

3.03 Natural resources are critical to Indonesia's development.
Exploitation of some natural resource-intensive activities has adversely
affected the environment and raised concerns about the sustainable use of
these resources. Indonesia's key environmental concerns are: land
degradation; deforestation; inefficient use of water; and pollution. Some
corrective steps have been taken recently to reduce environmental degradation,
particularly through regulatory instruments. However, environmental
objectives could be better achieved through more extensive use of market-based
instruments and fiscal policies (such as taxes, charges, subsidies, marketable
permits and ownership rights). Correcting the distortions in energy prices
would also result in a more environmentally sound pattern of energy production
and consumption.

B. Trade Policy and Domestic Lefulations

The Changing Pattern of Price Incentives

3.04 Since the mid-1980s, the Government has embarked on a series of trade
and deregulation measures to reduco the high cost of doing business in
Indonesia and enhance the international competitiveness of domestic
production. Those measures have supported demand management policies in
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reducing macroeconomic imbalances and enablAd a recovery of economic growth.
To maintain balance of payments stability the Government has adopted an active
exchange rate policy. Significant real exchange rate depreciations in 1983
and 1986 played a key role in boosting non-oil exports and reducing the
current account deficit. A central component of economic strategy has been
trade reform. Between 1985-89, four major policy packages were introduced,
addressing three principal areas: (a) non-tariff barriers (NTBs); (b)
tariffs; and (c) duty-free inputs for exporters. In May 1990 the Government
issued a new deregulation package which encompassed measures to reform the
trade regime further and streamline investment licensing procedures.

3.05 Non-tariff barriers. Trade policy reforms have been designed mainly
to move away from import licenses towards tariffs. The removal of NTBs
through the various reform packages up to November 1988 reduced the share of
total domestic production protected by import licensing from 41% in mid-1986
to 29% by end December 1988 (see Table 3.1). The reduction in NTBs was
concentrated in the manufacturing sector, where both nominal and effective
rates of protection were highest. The share of domestic manufacturing
protected by NTBs declined from 68% of production in 1986 to 45% in 1988.

3.06 The May 1990 package reduced NTB coverage by about 10%. Most of the
changes have taken place within manufacturing where the production coverage
ratio has been reduced to 33%. Very little change occurred in the
agricultural sector. In the May 1990 reform the Government removed import
licensing restrictions on some 335 products, including non-metallic minerals,
fertilizers, synthetic yarns and some machinery and electronic products. The
incidence of the remaining NTB protection varies across sectors. Over 60% of
NTB coverage is attributable to restrictions on imports of rice and rice
products. For such products, import licensing has been used to achieve
domestic distribution and food security objectives, and not necessarily to
protect domestic producers. After the May 1990 reforms, and excluding rice
and rice milling, only about 10% of traded goods production benefits from
import licensing protection. In the manufacturing sector, NTBs remain
extensive within food, beverages and tobacco, engineering and paper products.
In these sectors NTBs continue to protect over 30% of domestic production.

3.07 The removal of NTBs has increased competitive pressure on local
industry and improved the profitability of many exporting operations.
Domestic producers can import inputs more easily, benefitting not only from
lower prices but also from more certain delivery times and improved quality.
Such 'non-price' factors are crucial for export production and encourage
domestic producers of inputs to become more cost and quality conscious.
Finally, the move towards tariffs based protection has greatly increased the
transparency of the trade regime.

3.08 Tariffs. In 1985, the tariff schedule was rationalized together with
an across the board reduction in rates. This lowered the import-weighted
tariff to 13%, and the production-weighted tariff to 19%. Between 1986 and
May 1990 there were few further improvements to the tariff schedule, except
for the almost complete elimination of specific rates of duty (see Table 3.2).
However, this progress was partly offset by a proliferation of import tariff
surcharges and split tariff positions.
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T_able3.1: IMPACT OF REFORM PACKAGES ON IMPORT LICENSING COVERAGE
SINCE 1986 Jg

Mid-1986 End-1987 End-1988 Early 1990 May 1990

% of CCCN items 32 22 16 - -

% of HS items - - - 17 14
% of import value 43 25 21 17 15
% of total production value 41 38 29 28 25

Memo items:
% of domestic production
coverage of NTBs:
- Manufacturing 68 58 45 38 33
- Agriculture 54 53 41 40 38
- Mining and minerals Lb 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

/a There is a discontinuity in the series from end-1988 due to two causes:
the shift from CCCN to the HS system of tariffs; and the update from 1985
to 1987 production as the basis fo: calculating production coverage ratios
of NTBs. However, this discontinuity does not compromise the analysis of
trends since 1986. It should be noted that the food, beverages and
tobacco industries are included in the manufacturing sector.

Lk Including oil and gas.

Source: World Bank staff estimates.

3.09 The May 1990 package changed almost one-third of the 9662 tariff
items. The vast bulk of these changes reduced tariff duties and surcharges.
The intention was to move towards a tariff ceiling of 40%. However, at the

Table 3.2: CHANGES IN THE TARIFF SCHEDULE SINCE 1985 La

Pre-1985 1985 1988 1989 May 1990

Average tariff rates (W)
Unweighted 37 27 24 27 22
Weighted

- by import value 22 13 15 12 10
- by domestic production 29 19 18 19 17

Index of dispersion fb 62 108 90 93 89

LA Includes surcharges.
A& Measured by the coefficient of variation.

Source: World Bank staff estimates.
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same time the tariffs on some lightly dutiable items were increased. Some of
the changes focused on specific industries. For example, the structure of
protection of the electronics industry was rationalized by lowering tariffs on
inputs into the indubtry in order to encourage assembly operations in
Indonesia. This is an example where tariff reductions could lead to increased
effective protection. With this most recent reform, the import-weighted
tariff has declined by almost a fifth to the current level of 10%. The
production-weighted tariff has also declined. Importantly, the index of
dispersion has now declined, which reverses a troublesome trend of earlier
years. This reversal is largely c1ue to the reduction in the tariff ceiling
and also the reduction in the number of split tariffs.

3.10 Despite the progress made, there is still much to be done to increase
competitive pressure on local industry. Some 468 items (or 5% of the total)
are still subject to duties in excess of 40% and these exceptions
significantly increase the average tariff levels. The highest rates of duty
are levied on transport equipment (cars, buses and motorcycles), footwear,
handtools and meat products. The rates of duty on these products range from
70% to 200%. Also the tariff changes to date have had the largest impact on
the manufacturing sector. Within manufacturing, reductions in tariff rates
for textiles and leather, non-metallic, and wood and wood products are
unlikely to have had much effect on effective rates of protection. This is
because Indonesia is already generally competitive in these activities.

3.11 Surcharges have become an increasingly important source of distortion
in the tariff regime. The number of surcharges has increased from 376 to 542
as a result of the May 1990 package, in part to compensate for the elimination
of NTBs and reductions in tariffs. Surcharges provide a means for
made-to-measure protection for specific firms or product lines, undermining
the effectiveness and transparency of the tariff reform by enabling selected
firms to escape competitive pressures. Concerns about dumping have also been
used as a justification for surcharges, but they do not constitute an
appropriate anti-dumping mechanism. Surcharges apply to whole commodities
over a period of time whereas anti-dumping procedures constitute essentially
legal actions by one party (for example, a firm) against another with respect
to a particular shipment. Thus, the appropriate response to dumping is the
imposition of specific penalties on a particular supplier rather than measures
that apply to a broad commodity group. If dumping is indeed a significant
problem within certain industries, then the appropriate response is to
establish anti-dumping procedures aligned with GATT rules.l/ Where
surcharges are used to allow a firm to adjust to the sudden removal of
protection from a NTB or a very high tariff, they should be temporary with a
clearly specified expiration date.

3.12 Effective rate of protection. The net effect of changes in tariffs
on the value-added of economic activities is captured by the concept of the
effective rate of protection (ERP). Estimates of ERPs across the traded goods
sector are outlined in Table 3.3, which shows small reductions between 1987

1/ GATT principles require that duties only be imposed to the extent of any
dumping margin and after it has been established that: (a) dumping has
occurred; (b) injury has been caused or threatened to a domestic industry;
and (c) there is a causal link between dumping and injury.
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and 1990. Specifically between these two years the ERP for manufacturing
declined from 688 to 59%, while that for agriculture fell from 16% to 15%.
The real effective rate of protection (RERP), which takes into account the

Tablg 3.3: PROTECTION IN BROAD ECONOMIC SECTORS, 1987 AND 1990

Output NRP /1 RP / RERP 1/
Industry sector (Rp billion) 1987 1990 1987 1990 1987 1990

Food crops 15768 9 11 18 20 6 8
Estate & Other crops 6202 6 5 14 12 2 1
Livestock 5306 22 21 33 31 19 18
Forestry 1543 -17 -38 -20 -43 -29 -49
Fishing 2525 12 12 15 16 3 4
Oil & LNG 15397 0 0 -1 -1 -11 -11
Non-oil mining 1031 1 3 0 1 -11 -9
Food and tobacco 17984 14 14 122 124 99 102
Textiles, cloth & footwear 4348 32 12 102 35 81 21
Wood products 2812 2 -5 25 33 12 20
Paper products 977 22 13 31 20 17 8
Chemicals 3129 6 5 14 13 2 2
Oil refining 11569 0 0 -1 -1 -12 -11
Non-metal products 3065 17 14 57 49 40 34
Basic metals 1823 7 6 13 10 1 -1
Engineering 4929 40 38 152 139 126 115
Other 297 40 26 124 79 101 61

Agriculture 31343 9 8 16 15 4 3
Excl. forestry 27276 11 11 19 20 7 8

Manufacturing total 50932 13 10 39 33 24 20
Excl. oil refining 39363 17 13 68 59 50 43

All tradeables 98703 9 8 16 14 4 3
Exel. oil sector 71737 13 11 26 24 13 11

Import-competing LI 58485 17 15 39 35 24 21
Export-competing e2 40218 -1 -1 -2 .1 -12 -11

Anti-trade bias of commercial policy LI 1987 - 41% 1990 - 36%
Nominal wage effect of commercial policy 2 1987 - 12% 1990 - 11%

/1 The definitions of these concepts are outlined in Annex 4.
iZ The dividing line between export- and import-competing sectors is whether

they involve exports of more or less than 20% of output.

Source: World Bank Staff estimates.
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effect of trade policy on general prices, shows a similar pattern, with the
RERP for manufacturing declining from 50% to 43% and that for agriculture
declining from 4% to 3%.

3.13 While the movements in average protection rates for agriculture and
farming between 1987 and 1990 are only small, there have been significant
changes in protection of individual commodities. Since the agricultural trade
regime is characterized primarily by direct controls rather than import
tariffs and export taxes, many of these changes are due to movements in world
and domestic prices rather than to changes in trade policies. For example,
the .ecovery in world prices for crude palm oil (CPO) raised the implicit
taxation in the sector. This taxation arises from a Government scheme whereby
producers are directed to sell a certain amount of output to refiners at a low
price. This allocation price was substantially below the FOB price in 1990.

3.14 Average levels of protection can mask very large differences between
various activities. For example, in manufacturing, food beverages and
tobacco, engineering and other manufactured goods have ERPs well above the
average. Agricultural activities are in general much less protected than
manufacturing, but there are significant variations. Thus, despite the low
average protection rate in agriculture there remains substantial scope for
improving the incentive framework for many commodities. Within agriculture,
several import-competing goods significantly benefit from the structure of
protection while most export-competing goods are effectively taxed (see
Table 3.4).

3.15 Recent changes in agricultural incentives. Overall, the effects of
trade reform on agriculture have been mixed reflecting the main focus of the
reforms on manufacturing. The May 1990 package extended deregulation to some
agricultural products and this has been a positive development. Specifically
the package decontrolled cassia, nutmeg and tengkawang exports (previously
controlled by government-sanctioned marketing associations) and exports of
vegetables from North Sumatra. Until 1989/90, coffee exports were also
subject to control by a marketing association, within a government-
admirnistered scheme that allocated rights to export to International Coffee
Organization (ICO) countries in proportion to exports to non-ICO countries.
ICO quotas were suspended in July 1989, and the coffee marketing association
was abolished in May 1990. Some of the restrictions on the size of poultry
farms were also lifted, allowing poultry producers to take advanteae of
economies of scale. In the fishery subsector, the Governmert began to allow
the leasing (but not purchase) of foreign vessels. Earlier reforms of
international trade in corn and pepper reinforced this deregulatory stance.

3.16 Other developments in agriculture, however, have led to increased
regulation in some areas. For example, in 1990, Government granted to a
private consortium the exclusive rights to international and domestic trade in
cloves (Box 3.1). The 1986 ban on the export of raw rattan was extended to
semi-finished rattan in 1988, with a subsequent drop in the farmgate price of
up to 75% in some areas (Box 6.1). The ban on the export of logs, introduced
in the early 1980s, was followed in March 1989 by an export tax on sawn logs
of certain species, and the tax was raised to prohibitive levels in November
1989. Since 1987, bans have also been imposed on the export of certain low
grades of rubber and coffee. While the intention of these bans is to upgrade
quality and thus improve the image of the commodities on the world market, the
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Toble 3,4s PROTECTION OF BZLZCTZD AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS

Output NRP ERP
Industry sector (Rp billion) 1987 1990 1987 1990 1987 1990

X X X X X

Imoort-competing sector
of which
Rice 7611 20 0 11 11 -1 0
Corn 928 10 0 25 12 12 1
Peanuts 566 46 30 63 45 44 30
Soybeans 462 60 38 101 74 80 57
Vegetables 2284 21 21 28 29 15 16
Fruit 1608 28 25 31 28 17 1S
Sugarcane 576 33 35 90 93 70 74
Brown sugar 413 33 35 69 78 51 60
Tobacco 581 14 13 36 35 22 21
Cloves 487 5 0 8 3 -3 -8
Livestock 1293 15 1S 17 17 4 5
Milk Livestock 105 100 0 600 -42 600 -47
Poultry 1501 22 17 29 21 15 9
Freshwater fish etc. 671 29 29 34 35 20 21
Dried smoked fish 72t 2& 21 34 * 35 20 21

Avg. imDort-comoeting 23286 14 13 25 23 11 10

Exoort-comnetins sectors
of which
Cassava 1343 0 33 1 35 -10 22
Dried cassava 243 0 33 -1 39 -12 25
Rubber 345 0 0 S 5 -6 -6
Coconuts 884 0 0 3 3 -8 -7
Coconut oil 319 0 0 -2 -2 -12 -12
Palm oil 542 0 -7 9 -1 -3 -11
Coffee 949 0 0 2 2 -9 -8
Tea 239 0 0 2 2 -9 -8
Nutmeg 38 -19 0 -19 3 -28 -8
Wood and bamboo 1328 -18 -38 -21 -43 -30 -49
Marine fish etc. 1133 0 0 -1 -1 -12 -11

Avs. exogrt-comoeting 8058 -4 -3 -4 -3 -14 -13

Source: World Bank staff estimates.

bans are unlikely to have the desired effect. There are well-defined niches
for all grades of these products in t1.e world market and the effort should be
focused on maintaining appropriate standards for each grade. Efforts to
impro,e quality control through bans may induce processors to mix these lower
grades into a final product that was previously of a higher quality, lowering
the proportion of exports in the higher quality grades. The allocation system
for the EEC export quota for cassava, the production and import controls on
sugarcane and sugar, and the import ban on soybean meal are other
interventions in the agricultural trade regime that appear to distort
incentives. The sugar c3ntrols raise costs to consumers and provide excessive
incentives to produce sugar, while the soybean meal ban has important
downstream effects by raising livestock feed costs throughout the economy.

3.17 A recently introduced scheme to subsidize private sector timber
plantations could prove both to be costly and to provide inappropriate
incentives. Under the scheme, th. Government provides one-third of total
project costs through a loan at zero interest. This is equivalent to a
subsidy of over 25% of total costs and exceeds the size of the equity
contribution of the private partner. This subsidy has been justified on the
grounds that timber plantations developed on degraded land generate valuable
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|Bex3.1: EFFECTS OF THE CLOVE TLADING MONOPOLY

Due to increased production at home and abroad, the farmgate price
of cloves in Indonesia fell from over Rp.15,000/kg in the late 1970s
to Rp.4,000/kg in early 1990. In an attempt to increase prices, the
Government recently accepted the offer of a private consortium of
traders to operate a buffer stock. In exchange for operating the
buffer stock, the consortium was given monopoly control over the
domestic market for cloves. Under the agreement, the farmgate floor
price will be set at Rp.7,000/kg. All cloves must be sold through
cooperatives (KUDs), which will receive a margin of Rp.570/kg, plus a
non-cash "equity share" in the private consortium. The consortium
will thus receive the cloves at a financial cost of Rp.7,570/kg, while
the estimated price charged to the cigarette manufacturers will be
Rp.10,525 to 12,000/kg. This would result in a margin to the
consortium of about Rp.3,000 to Rp.4,500/kg, at least double the
trading margin of the current free trade system. The scheme is not
fully operational, however, as the consortium has not been able to put
in place a nationwide trading system. Confusion over trading
arrangements in some areas has made it impossible for farmers to sell
their cloves.

Even if the consortium is able to develop an adequate trading
network, it will be impossible to purchase all cloves at the floor
price over the long term without massive subsidies. Farmers are
already increasing production in response to higher prices, and
cigarette companies are now pursuing the development of synthetic
flavorings that could significantly reduce clove use, Traders and
cigarette producers already hold an estimated 2 to 3 years of clove
stocks. The consortium will face rising stocks and carrying costs,
forcing it to stop purchases. The resulting oversupply in the market
would cause the farmgate price to fall, probably below the levels
prevailing before the scheme. Over the medium-term, then, the welfare
of farmers may be reduced by the attempt to over-ride market forces in
setting prices directly.

environmental benefits that cannot be realized by the private investor.
Preliminary analyses indicate, however, that the type of investments likely to
be made under this scheme would have high financial returns if regulatory
obstacles were to be removed. In addition, some of the schemes proposed would
actually involve cutting down existing forests, raising questions about their
positive environmental impact. Improving the regulatory framework would allow
the objectives to be achieved at a lower cost.

Directions for Future Reform

3.18 Continued steps to deregulate the trade regime are of high priority.
First, without such reforms, much of the rapid increase in actual and planned
private sector investment could flow into products that cannot be exported and
in which Indonesia is uncompetitive. This would impose costs on the economy
for years to come. Second, import deregulation will stimulate competition,
lowering costs and increasing incentives for greater productivity.
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Competition will also prevent the larger domestic firms from exercising market
power to earn excessive profits while imposing high costs on the rest of the
economy. Third, the need to stimulate non-oil exports calls for a
reassessment and reduction of export controls as well as a rapid reduction in
protection, which still creates a high-cost economy and an anti-export bias.

3.19 Non-tariff imRort barriers. The Government has indicated that a main
priority in this area is to remove re..aining NTBs in manufactuxing in the near
future. The focus will be on products with high levels of protection that
generate high costs to the economy and distort investment incentives. Removal
of the manufacturing NTBs would reduce the coverage of NTBs from 25% of
production of tradeable goods to less than 20%.

3.20 Further substantial reduction in NTBs will call for reforms in the
agricultural sector. Given the low average level of protection in the sector
and the strong competitive forces generated by millions of private farmers,
the focus should be on removing interventions that prevent farmers from making
appropriate adjustments to changing market signals and that result in high
costs to consumers and downstream producers. The recent decontrol of imports
of pepper and corn are steps in this direction. Other areas where
deregulation could offer significant benefits include removing NTBs on imports
of sugar, wheat and soybean meal and removing area and production quotas on
sugarcane. Where necessary, tariffs could replace NTBs. Food security
concerns may make decontrol of rice trade difficult to consider and the
relatively low level of distortions suggests the short-term gains may be
small. Conversely, Indonesia appears to produce adequate supplies of rice
competitively, and this suggests that rice production can 'hold its owno so
that the need for intervention on the present scale may no longer be great.

3.21 Tariff reform. Some progress has recently been made in reducing the
incidence of tariff duties and these are now largely within a ceiling of 40%.

The Government has indicated that it intends to reduce tariff levels in stages
so that only a few rates lie above a range of 20-30%. Higher rates would be

limited and temporary, allowing only a specified time for concerned activities
to adjust to the tariff reduction in an orderly fashion. Such a reform would
reduce the range of protection provided to different economic activities,
lower the tax on domestic consumers, and remove the pressures to provide
special treatment.

3.22 In addition, the Government intends to "tidy up" the tariff schedule
by eliminating the remaining split tariff positions. The existing surcharges
are also to be reviewed and it is expected that a substantial proportion of

them will be eliminated. Concerns about dumping may need to be addressed
through an appropriate anti-dumping procedure aligned with GATT rules. More
generally, there continues to be a need for the Government to monitor how the
reform program is proceeding and assess its effects in an economy-wide
context. This task could be best addressed by a unit within the Government
able to provide quantitative information and analysis concerning the effects
of reform and represent the public interest in dealing with the inevitable
lobbying for exceptions. Further, trade reform needs to be implemented within
a balanced macroeconomic framework which takes into account adjustments in the

trade regime.
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3.23 ExRort restrictions. The need to revitalize non-oil export growth
calls for a reassessment and reduction of the remaining export controls.
Accordingly, the Government is undertaking a review of these restrictions.
The priority areas for reassessment include:

* the export tax on sawn timber, the bans on rattan exports, and the
licensing of palm oil exports, 2/

* the export quota allocation procedures for cassava, and possibly
other products, by developing a quota auction system that would also
generate revenues for the budget,

* the bans on lower quality grades of commodities such as rubber and
coffee,

the ban on cement exports.

C. Lomestic Regulations

Domestic and Foreign Investment

3.24 To improve domestic incentives and the, regulatory er.ironment for the
private sector, the Government combined trade reform with a series of other
regulatory measures over 1985-89. In investment licensing and the regulation
of foreign direct investment, the policy stance has shifted sharply from
control of investment to encouragement. In particular, the Government
replaced a long list of activities open to both domestic and foreign
investment with a short list of activities that are closed. Investors have
reported that investment applications are being processed and approved
speedily on the basis of the negative list. Most new investment approvals are
directed towards export activities and the dramatic response is discussed in
Chapter 1.

3.25 In the May 1990 package, the Government has further deregulated
investment procedures in agriculture and the pharmaceutical industry. In
agriculture various restrictions in the poultry, livestock, and fisheries
industries have been eased. In the poultry industry, the reform eliminated
the restriction on the maximum farm size and eased limits on foreign
investment. Likewise, in the livestock industry licensing has been reduced in
scope, procedures simplified and licenses made permanent. To promote the
fishing industry, certain licensing procedures have been delegated to
provincial authorities, while licensing requirements have been eliminated for
small indigenous fishermen. At the same time, quality control procedures have
been deregulated. For the pharmaceutical industry, the reform has eased

2. If the primary goal of the prohibitive export tax on sawn timber is to
reduce deforestation, a more economically efficient means would be to
increase fees on the basis of trees felled in the natural forest. This
would avoid the adverse effects that the export tax has in providing
protection to domestic wood processing and wou.d not discourage export of
sawn timber produced from plantation-grown wood such as rubber.
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licensing procedures for both production and distribution. In addition, the
processing requirements for applications and registration of drugs have been
simplified. These changes comrlemcnt the reduction in levels of import
protection for pharmaceutical production and should facilitate increased
competition in the industry, leading to increased efficiency and lower health
care costs. At the same time, the Government intends to supervise the quality
control systems of the industry more tightly.

3.26 Although most fields of investment have been declared open to
domestic and foreign private investment, there are still 165 sectors where
entry is restricted in the negative investment list. These restricted sectors
are concentrated in the metal products subsector (71 items); food, beverages
and tobacco subsector (44); wood products subsector (13); the chemicals
subsectors (13); and the paper subsector (6). In addition, there are a large
number of production activities where entry is limited to small-scale domestic
investors. Although these restrictions are not applied rigidly, they are a
source of uncertainty and a potential barrier to new investment. The
restrictions are particularly important in the food and textiles sectors and
could prevent small firms growing into an efficient scale of operations.

3.27 The policy objective and criteria for selecting goods to be included
in the negative list could be re-examined. In general, there are likely to be
few grounds apart from national security, for maintaining a negative list.
With the adoption of the negative list, the capacity expansion license has
become redundant. Steps to reduce entry barriers that would also be more
consistent with efficient investment could be to: reduce the number of
products restricted to the small-scale sector; raise the limits of the
definition of a small industry; and permit foreign investment in the
small-scale sector by reducing the minimum foreign investment requirement.

Labor Regulations

3.28 Labor markets in Indonesia are flexible and barriers to labor
mobility are low. The relatively smooth functioning of the labor wazet has
underpinned the structural transformation of the economy and facilitated the
expansion of the activities in which Indonesia is competitive. Labor
regulations are guided by the Basic Law of 1969, which covers among other
matters: hiring and retrenchment of workers; protection and supervision of
workers; and employment of expatriate workers. These regulations are enforce'
by the Department of Manpower (DEPNAKER) and labor inspections are carried out
by 27 provincial and 170 district-level offices.

3.29 While seeking to protect workers, welfare, the Government has tried
to implement these regulations flexibly. However, the business community's
concern about the extended process of DEPNAKER approvals required for layoffs
and dismissals has led companies to minimize the hiring of permanent labor and
rely more on temporary workers. The Government has taken some steps to ease
this prob'lem by abolishing requirements for permits for dismissing workers on
probation or on short-term contracts. Other initiatives to reform labor
regulations include: abolishing the requirement for companies to obtain
permits in employing workers from 40 to 54 hours a week; decentralizing to
regional offices approvals for employing workers in excess of 54 hours a '.$)ek;
and allowing regional offices to approve night work for female workers. The
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controls implied by these permits may be justified on safety and health
grounds. However, labor regulations could be eased in the area of hiring
expatriate labor, particularly in the financial sector.

Land Laws and Regulations

3.30 Private enterprises face particularly difficult problems in acquiring
land. Currently, there are over 300 sets of laws, regulations, decrees, and
instructions governing land acquisition. The mechanism to implement these
regulations is equally complex, often involving several different committees
-nd levels of government for granting location permits, release of rights, and
for land investigations. This increases the administrative loal and delays
investments (delays average almost two years). Consideration might be given
to simplifying regulations, and improving public access to them through
improved cross-referencing and indexing of the regulations into a unified land
development code. The land acquisition process could also be simplified by
combining the functions of the various committees and reducing the number of
steps involved in the approval process.

3.31 The problem of land acquisition by private enterprises is also made
difficult by the lack of systematic land registration and titling. While the
Basic Agrarian Law stated the Government policy of progressively registering
all land holdings, it is estimated that fewer than 30% of land holdings have
been registered in the legal cadastre so far. This complicates and adds
further risks to land acquisition by private enterprise, since a protracted
survey of land title is needed at the time of land acquisition, with the risk
of paying the wrong party for the land. Systematic and accelerated land
registration in the faster developing areas of the country should be carried
out as a matter of urgency. For this the Land Agency (BPN) needs to be
strengthened with improvements in procedures and training, supported by
increased funding and technical assistance.

D. The Legal Framework

3.32 Regulatory reforms to date have focused primarily on the core areas
of trade and investment regulations. The Government has recognized, however,
that other aspects of the regulatory framework -- including the legal
framework and land laws -- have important effects on the pace and efficiency
of private sector development. Reforms in these areas will be complex and
time-consuming since they will require substantive revisions to laws,
modifications of procedures and reorientation of institutions. However, the
Government has taken some important initial steps to lay the groundwork for
further reforms. For example it has set up a working group of the legal
advisors in the economic ministries to identify priorities and approaches to
the modernization of the corporate legal framework.

3.33 The principles of commerciL. law are that the legal system should
provide certainty, predictability and confidence. The key economic objectives
that the legal framework would aim to achieve are: to reduce transaction
costs by providing standard contracts and increasing access to information; to
reduce legal barriers to entry end mobility of private investment; to provide
for sanctions for infringement of well-defined rules of market functioning;
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and to provide mechanisms for dispute settlement. The following sections
discuss the application of these principles to priority areas of commercial
law reform.

Comnanies Law

3.34 A sound framework of company laws, accounting and audit requirements,
and capital market regulations is essential for the development of an
efficient corporate sector. Of critical importance is a modern company law
providing for limited liability. A modern company law is important to guide
economic conduct efficiently in a standard fashion and thereby lower
transaction costs for suppliers of risk capital. Procedures for forming a
limited liability company could be relatively simple and quickly followed.
Ease of entry helps to ensure market competition, ar.d will facilitate
adaptation to changing market conditions by allowing the expansion of firms
into new areas and products and withdrawal from others in a timely fashion.
Under the existing law, formation of a limiteCT company may take over a year
and the procedures are complex and costly. Moreover, limited liability
companies may be formed only for specific purposes and for defined time
periods. This can cause great difficulty in adapting to market changes. The
exit of firms from an activity should also be subject to clear and fair rules.
The law should facilitate changes in the structure of a company as the market
changes, and rules about merger and acquisition should be clear. Although the
Bankruptcy Law of 1905 provides a framework for efficient exit, the perception
is that implementation is difficult. The establishment of specialized courts
or specially-trained judges might provide a better mechanism to handle these
problems.

3.35 Proper accounting of transactions is also fundamental to the
effi.cient operation of an economic system. Without proper accounting and
auditing it is impossible to assess enterprise performance. The various
participants in business (such as shareholders, investors and creditors) need
accurate and adequate information on the operations of enterprises to enable
them to take decisions on investing funds and assessing risks posed by the
enterprise. Additionally, separate capital market regulations that are
comprehensive, and efficiently implemented, will reduce the burdens on company
law (for further details see Chapter 4). The basic company law framework can
set out its main provisions in a simple standard form and use the capital
market regttlations and its regulatory agency to apply them to public
companies.

3.36 The most modern company, credit and contact laws would be of little
use without means of enforcing their provisions, or of efficiently and
pre.ictably resolving disputes about their meaning. Strengthening the court
system would provide a reliable dispute settlement system. Some measures
could be taken quickly, including better training and compensation to increase
the technical competence of judges handling complex commercial cases and
establishing specialized courts, or judges, to handle commercial disputes. On
a pilot basis, these efforts could be focused on district courts with a high
concentration of commercial activities so that measurable improvements can be
realized in a relatively short time. Another method of resolving commercial
disputes is through arbitration. Arbitration often avoids the confrontational
aspects of a court trial and may encourage settlement by mediation and
consensus. Indonesia has well-defined procedures for arbitration, and an
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arbitration board for the private sector. However, the quality of arbitrators
could be improved by including more people from technical and business fields.
Additionally, the board could be more active in publicizing its rules and
responsibilities.

Access to Legal Information

3.37 Widely available publication of laws, interpretations and decisions
would help ensure the consistent application of laws. Inadequate legal
information raises barriers to entry for private businesses (especially small
businesses less able to pay for a costly private search for legal information)
and leads to inefficient economic transactions. Even experienced lawyers
spend costly hours trying to unravel or assimilate details of regulations.
The lack of transparency also burdens the government officials who must spend
time with the information-seekers. Better access to legal information would
allow legislators, economic policy makers, and government officials to know
and master the existing laws and rules, helping them avoid inconsistencies and
contradictory policies.

3.38 Establishing official Indonesian translations of existing legal codes
would help address some of these problems. At present, major components of
the formal legal system remain in Dutch, without an official Indonesian
language version. This is in itself a major impediment to a coherent economic
law framework in Indonesia and results in problems of understanding and
enforcement../ The distribution of existing publications (including open
sale to allow for cost-recovery) could be improved, and consideration could be
given to publishing court decisions in the commercial area. In many countries
there are registries which allow public access to important legal information.
Although Indonesia has a number of registries, the public is often given only
limited access to the information.

Imnlementation

3.39 Legislative actions to implement law reforms usually take a long
time. Host of the changes mentioned above, however, do not require
legislative action. The working group of legal advisors could make an early
start by developing a detailed action program, giving specific agencies the
responsibility for producing schedules for change. The private sector should
be closely involved.

E. The Framework of Environmental Incentives

3.40 It is increasingly recognized that economic development not only can
cause--but can also be constrained by--environmental degradation. The
constraint arises in large part because of "externalities", which arise
because individuals and firms do not always have to pay for damages they

/ Unofficial translations remain in circulation today and are relied on to
understand the Dutch codes. Although often excellent, they are frequently
descriptive rather than precise, and more importantly, have never been
enacted as official Indonesian language versions of the Codes.
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cause. The presence of externalities leads to economic behavior that is
optimal for individual producers but which decreases welfare and growth in the
economy as a whole. A sound environmental framework involving a complementary
set of incentives and regulations is needed to make sure that individuals and
firms bear all the costs of their behavior.

3.41 An environmental incentives fra:mework for Indonesia needs to address
at least three areas in which externalities are reducing overall welfare: (a)
water resource management (including industrial pollution) and air pollution,
especially on Java; (b) forestry management on the outer islands; and (c) land
use managemen- and planning nationwide. Addressing these issues will require
a combination of different approaches, including: changes in policies and
pricing; improved cross-sectoral coordination; and increased expenditure on
pollution abatement. Greater use could be made of market-based incentives
because they can often achieve environmental cbjectives at a lower cost than
direct regulatory measures. Market-based incentives can also be easier for
the Government to administer.

3.42 In July 1990, the Government established a national Environmental
Impact Management Agency (BAPEDAL), which has a broad mandate to de,;ise and
enforce all types of pollution control measures. This Agency is not yet
staffed, however, and discussions are still ongoing regarding its exact role
and powers. One of the major tasks facing the BAPEDAL will be to coordinate
and make more manageable the environmental impact assessment (AM)AL)
regulations, which require environmental impact analyses prior to the
commencement of all investment projects, both private and public. Because it
is complex and requires substantial technical skills, the assessment process
is fully operational only in the Ministries of Miiies and Energy, Public Works,
and Industry. For private sector investments, responsibilities for reviewing
environmental impact statements and stipulating required follow-up measures
are shared by a variety of central and regional agencies. However, shortages
of technical skills have meant that the screening process for private sector
investments is not yet effective.

3.43 Water and air pollution. Despite the formidable obstacles to
implementing the environmental impact assessment process, the Government has
taken steps to address some of the most severe pollution problems. The Clean
River Program (PROKASIH), which got fully underway in 1990, aims at
dramatically reducing waste flows of major industries in eleven provinces. So
far over 300 factories in the Jakarta area alone have pledged to reduce
pollution levels by 50% in the next year. To support this program, a recently
issued regulation defines the limits of pollution levels more clearly for a
wide range of industries. Under the regulation, these industries are required
to install liquid industrial waste flow meters and to provide daily reports on
waste flows. Waste samples are to be analyzed each month at a government-
appointed laboratory. The new regulation is an improvement over a similar one
issued three years earlier, because it specifies limits on total waste load
rather than limits on waste concentration alone, which could be met simply by
diluting the waste before discharge. While PROKASIH has succeeded in raising
the consciousness of industry regarding the harm caused when waste is dumped
untreated into rivers, it is important that such initiatives not be overly
ambitious, either in geographical scope or in the degree of waste load
reduction sought. Government pollution control programs risk being
discredited unless they are both technically feasible and administratively
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enforceable. Since the cost of pollution abatement can vary widely between
different industries, Government should consider adopting over the longer term
a system of market-based incentives. A well-designed effluent tax or charge
would be an important first step. Untreated sewage from domestic sources is
also a major source of water pollution, particularly in large cities.
Regulations in this area need to be supplemented with effective, low-cost
programs to provide safe disposal of sewage.

3.44 An emphasis on market-based incentives should also be coupled with a
review of sectoral and macroeconomic policies that might affect the
environment. An important example is the effect of current energy pricing
policies on air pollution.4/ Fuel subsidies increase the use of the most
polluting fuels, such as diesel and fuel-oil. Pricing fuels on the basis of
efficiency prices would not only improve energy efficiency, but it would also
promote use of the more environmentally benign fuels, such as low-sulfur fuel,
natural gas, LPG, and LNG. Full economic pricing of fuels could eventually
include a separate surcharge over efficiency prices to cover the cost of
pollution damage caused by each fuel.

3.45 Water quality degradation can also be caused by inadequate supply and
demand management. Public water companies are often unable to provide a
reliable supply of clean water to many customers. In addition, the tariff
structure provides for a substantial cross-subsidy of domestic consumers
financed by high tariffs on industrial and commercial consumption. Many
industrial and commercial users therefore rely primarily on groundwater, which
is cheaper even though the firms have to invest in their own wells and pumps.
However, overextraction of groundwater resources in many areas is leading to
salinization and land subsidence, both of which cause major economic losses.
To curb these losses, three initiatives need to be pursued simultaneously: (a)
a concerted effort to improve the reliability and quality of water supplied
throt.gh the public systems; (b) an adjustment of tariff and fee structures to
make publicly supplied water more competitive with groundwater; and (c) much
more vigorous collection of groundwater fees in congested areas.

3.46 Forestry and land management. Although Indonesia is well endowed
with natural resources, their proper management is essential to ensure a
sustained resource base for private sector development for the longer-term.
For example, export-oriented industries such as wood products and fisheries,
depend directly on natural resources. These resources can be exhausted if
they are not properly managed. An appropriate incentive framework is
essential to ensure that future development of the resource-based private
industries is not endangered. Inappropriate forest and land resource pricing
policies, in particular, have provided excessive stimulus for
over-exploitation and degradation of the resource base.

3.47 In the forestry sector there are a number of incentive issues that
require attention. Despite recent increases in fees and rovalties, Government
still recovers less than 30% of the rents from trees removed from the natural
forest by private concessionaires, far lower than the 85-90% rent-recovery
levels achieved in parts of Malaysia. This results in enormous private

i/ See Indonesia: Energy Pricing Review, Report No. 8684-'I4D, World Bank,
1990.
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profits and lowers the incentives for efficient utilization of the wood. In
addition, these fees should be charged on the basis of trees felled in the
forest rather than at export or processing points, so that stronger incentives
are given for better utilization of the wood during logging, transportation
and processing. Raising fees and basing them on the number of trees felled
would be a more appropriate way of conserving resources and assuring a
sustained supply of raw materials to private industries than the export bans
and taxes now in place.

3.48 There is only a 20-year lease period on forest concessions. This
short tenure gives concessionaires little incentive to ensure regeneration of
the logged forest, a process that takes 35 years or more. To promote
regeneration, one option might be to adopt a perpetual lease system, making
the leases extendable every five years, contingent on satisfactory management.
This would help keep the planning and investment horizon long enough to give
an incentive for replanting. Allowing leases to be privately traded would
also give concessionaires the incentive to maintain the value of the
concession. To collect the information needed to evaluate concessionaire
performance, monitoring and inspection needs to be strengthened, a process
that the Ministry of Forestry has recently initiated.

3.49 The recently announced timber plantation scheme, which will be funded
by reforestation fees, could potentially make a major contribution to the
reforestation effort. However, it appears that the scheme as currently
designed will provide large subsidies to firms establishing plantations,
although little analysis has been done to show that these subsidies are
needed. Special care should also be taken to ensure that firms do mot cut
down existing natural forest areas under the scheme. The scheme thus needs to
be reviewed to ensure that the reforestation fund is not depleted on
unproductive investments.

3.50 Thera are similar problems with pricing land use more generally. The
Indonesian Constitution of 1945 vests control of all the land in Indonesia
with the Government. In granting ownership or long-term lease rights to the
private sector, the land is often undervalued and transferred at prices that
are far below market price. This leads to rent-seeking behavior and extensive
rather than intensive use of land, which in turn increases demand for land and
accelerates environmental degradatior. Consideration should be given to
charging more appropriate market-relate4 prices to encourage better
utilization of land.
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CHAPTER 4

THE STRATEGIC ROLE OF THE FINANCIAL SECTOR

A. Introductin

4.01 Maintaining growth and development in the private sector and the
economy at large requires a complementary financial system capable of
providing indispensable financial services and resources to growing markets as
efficiently as possible. As shown in Chapter 1, Indonesia has progressed far
in its efforts to stimulate the domestic financial system. This chapter
examines the connections between real and financial activity and the role of
the private sector and highlights remaining challenges for the sound
development of finance in Indonesia. The agenda stresses the need for better
pricing and management of risk. To meet this goal requires strengthened
supervision, revamped legal and accounting structures, improved accounting
standards, increased disclosure of information, improved professional skills
and a more diverse menu of financial instruments.

B. The Role of the Financial System in Promoting Private Sector DeveloDment

4.02 An expanding role for the private sector will require development of
a broad array of financial services and intermediaries: commercial banks
providing working capital and long-term debt finance; venture capitalists and
the stock exchange contributing equity; insurance and pension funds supplying
long-term funds; and leasing companies and securities houses offering alterna-
tive financing options. Such a diversified financial system contributes to
savings, investment and growth by mobilizing greatPr amounts of financial
savings through offering instruments better suited to the needs of savers and
transforming the maturity and size of savings to fit the needs of investment
projects. The financial system can contribute to economic stability by more
accurately assessing, pricing and dispersing risks throughout the economy.
The information and expertise available in financial institutions improves
risk assessment. The profit motive promotes accurate pricing and lending
decisions. Diversified portfolios lessen the risk to the intermediaries and
depositors of individual project failures.

4.03 For these favorable effects to flourish requires access to accurate,
plentiful information and sound supervisory, legal and accounting frameworks.
Indeed, one view of banking stresses that the key role of financial interme-
diaries comes from the comparative advantage they develop in collecting
information on borrowers and their projects and enforcing financial
discipline.1/ Enhancing the role of financial intermediaries then becomes
synonymous with improving banks' ability to collect and process information
and to enforce debt contracts. For this reason much of the discussion in the

See Eugene Fama, "What's different about banks?", American Economic
Review, Vol. 74, December 1985, pp 29-40.
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rest of this chapter focuses on the need to improve the risk-assessment and
disciplinary role of financial institutions through improving the enabling
environmint of the financial system.

4.04 A favorable enabling environment will lead to less credit rationing.
At present, because of a lack of information and legal difficulties, it is
often in the bank's best interest to deny a potential borrower access to a
loan at any price. Promoting a sounder basis for finance will therefore have
the added benefit of promoting efforts to extend credit to new or tradi-
tionally underfinanced groups such as small and medium-sized borrowers.

4.05 As long as information and the legal environment are imperfect, banks
will have an incentive to ration credit to some risky borrowers. Borrowers
with a strong balance sheet--a relatively low debt-to-equity ratio--will be
less likely to suffer from credit rationing since they will be better able to
provide collateral or use retained earnings in financing a project. This will
lower the borrower's cost of capital since it lowers the risk to potential
lenders. In the aggregate, if firms have lower debt-to-equity ratios,
investment will be promoted. This important link between financial capacity
and real economic activity highlights -he need for expansion of equity
markets, as well as loan markets, in developing a sound financial system and
in promoting macroeconomic stability.

C. Banking Performance in Promoting DeveloRment

4.06 In sketching out the role of the financial system in promoting
private sector development, three key areas are emphasized: (a) asset growth,
(b) transforming the maturity of savings to match the needs of investment
projects, and (c) allocating funds to high-return projects while appropriately
managing risk. This section examines how the Indonesian financial system has
progressed in these three areas. Special emphasis is given to changes in
risks faced by the banking system.

Asset Gro_wth

4.07 As discussed in Chapter 1, there has a'ready been substantial
progress in increasing the amount of financial savings within the economy (see
Table 1.10). The ratio of M2 to GDP has risen from 18% in 1982 to 42% in
1990. Lower spreads have allowed banks to attract more business into the
financial system. Much of this growth has been concentrated in private banks,
which have led the way in creating new products and in lowering costs (see
paragraphs 1.37-38). Since 1988, the equity market has awakened, providing
equity finance to complement greater amounts of debt finance (see Table 4.1).
This has helped to promote a healthier balance between debt and equity for
over 130 companies that have listed shares.

4.08 Despite this phenomenal growth, there is further room for expansion.
Analysis of a flow of funds in Indonesia shows that until 1988, 56% of public
and private enterprise investment was still financed out of retained earnings.
In 1990, financiai savings--currency, demand deposits, quasi-money, and
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securities--equaled only 62% of gross domestic savings. The ratio of M2 to
GDP, dlthough growing quickly, is still below the levels of such neighboring
countries as Malaysia (68% in 1989) and Thailand (67% in 1989).

Iable 4.1: THE INDONESIAN STOCK AND BOND MARKET, 1986-90

Total Shares Share Bonds
Number of Number of Value of Price Number of Value of
Issuers Companies Issues ,A Index Companies Issues/a

(Rp. bn) (1982-100) (Rp. bn)

1986 27 24 132.7 69.69 3 404.7
1987 27 24 132.8 82.58 3 535.7
1988 34 25 166.7 305.12 9 935.7
1989 89 67 3,998.7 399.69 22 1,535.2
1990 155 132 8,033.8 417.79 23 1,940.2

LA At offering price.

Source: BAPEPAM

4.09 The sheer pace of growth has created its own difficulties. In
banking, the growing complexity due to new products, new banks and several
thousand new branches has stretched the supervisory resources of Bank
Indonesia. In the capital market, the flood of firms into the market has
strained the supervisory agency, Bapepam. Burgeoning markets have stressed
the legal and regulatory structures underpinning them. Talented professional
staff--bank managers, financial analysts, public accountants, lawyers--have
been in great demand as banks and other financial institutions try simulta-
neously to expand. This had led to a sharp acceleration in wages for experi-
enced professionals. A key challenge today is to treat these growing pains so
that the financial markets continue to thrive.

Maturity Structure

4.10 Accompanying the rapid expansion of bank balance sheets was a
lengthening of deposit and credit maturities (see Table 4.2). On the credit
side this has meant that loan maturities are somewhat better matched to the
profiles of investment projects. The lengthening of credit maturities,
however, has occurred only at the private banks. State commercial banks
(SCBs) and development banks have shortened the maturity of their credits,
chiefly because of the declining importance of subsidized, directed
(liquidity) credits in their portfolios. On the liability side, maturities
lengthened because of a fall in the importance of demand deposits relative to
time deposits. This trend has been reversed, though, in recent years. The
1986 devaluation, combined with the 1988 deregulation of savings deposits, has
lead to a shortening of the average deposit maturity from the 1986 peak of 8.6
months.
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4.11 The modest lengthening in the maturity of credits, combined with
shorter deposit maturities, implies an increasing maturity mismatch since
1986. This has increased exposure of banks to interest rate risk. Some of
this risk is hedged by the use of variable rate loans (see para. 4.50). In
order to lessen this risk for the banking system further, longer term sources
of funding are needed. One possibility is to offer firms such as insurance
and pension funds, which naturally have longer term liabilities, longer term
bank deposits as assets.

Table 4.2: COMMERCIAL BANR MATURITY STRUCTURE
(Billions of rupiahs end of period)

1983 1986 1988 1990 Maturity Weight
(months)

3t%nk Credits
< 3 months 1,829 1,991 2,354 3,495 1.5
3-6 months 1,787 3.443 5,392 5,057 4.5
6 mths - 1 ye: 4,438 11,237 18,866 43,753 9
1-3 years 1,604 2,092 3,731 8.778 24
> 3 years 3,944 8,974 14,825 29,904 60
unclassified 105 56 105 191 1.5

Total 13,707 27,793 45,273 91,178

Average Maturity (mths) /a 23.8 25.5 26.0 26.3

Bank Funds
Demand Deposits 6,031 8,157 10,350 19,254 1
Savings Deposits 584 1,387 2,174 9,662 1
Toti.1 Rupiah Time Deposit 4,441 10,525 19,732 38,985

< 3 months 934 1,280 3,464 11,650 1.5
3-6 months 605 1,448 4,133 6,197 2
6 mths - 1 year 843 1,767 2,716 6,195 9
1-3 years 1,948 5,898 8,955 13,913 24
unclassified 111 132 464 1.030 1.5

Total All Deposits /b 11,056 20,069 32,256 67,901

Average Maturity (mths) /a 5.8 8.6 7.8 7.3

Ratio of Credit to Deposit
Maturity 4.1 3.0 3.3 3.6

la Calculated by weighting the share of each maturity in total credit (deptsits)
by he assumed maturity weight (the last column of the table).

lb This t,tal does not include forelgn exchange time deposits.

Source: Bank Tndonesia and World Bank staff estimates.

Credit Allocation and Risk

4.12 One of the central aims of financial deregulation was to improve the
allocative efficiency of the banking system by eliminating ceilings on credit
and interest rates and limiting directed credits. These moves were designed
to allow resources to flow to high-return sectors of the economy, at prices
that reflected the risk inherent in those sectors. To assess the effects of
the reforms in this area, the section looks first at the sectoral allocation
of credit, ane follows this with an analysis of changes in the riskiness of
bank lending.
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4.13 The overall allocation of credit was not greatly affected by the
reforms of 1983-88 (see Table 4.3), though the pattern roughly followed
changes in GDP. In part this may have been due to the continued importance of
liquidity credits during the period. Trade continued to receive about 30% of
all credit between 1982 and 1988. Manufacturing's share of credit rose to
almost one third at the expense of lending to mining. These changes mirrored
movements in value added over the period. The figures on value added share
compared to credit share also show the relative credit intensiveness of trade
and manufactures compared to services and agriculture.

4.14 Since 1988 credit growth has accelerated most rapidly in services and
"other", areas that have not seen a corresponding increase in value added.

Table 4.3: SECTORAL SHARES IN CREDIT AND GDP
(percent)

Mbrch Dec.
1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1990

Share in Total Bank Credit
Agriculture 8.7 9.0 8.7 7.4 8.2 8.0 8.4 9.5 8.4 7.6
Mining 16.0 9.5 4.4 2.0 1.2 1.4 1.2 0.9 0.7 0.6
Manufacturing 24.9 30.5 33.6 34.8 33.9 34.2 33.3 34.4 31.4 30.2
Trade 31.4 30.7 32.6 32.9 32.2 30.7 30.8 32.2 31.9 31.5
Services 14.2 15.1 15.9 17.5 17.1 15.3 16.5 16.7 16.6 18.4
Others 4.8 5.1 4.9 5.3 7.4 10.3 c.; 6.4 11.1 11.7

Share in GDP
Agriculture 24.1 22.8 22.7 23.1 24.1 23.3 24.1 23.4 23.1
Mining 19.5 20.7 18.9 14.0 10.8 13.9 11.6 13.1 12.0
Manufacturing 12.0 12.7 14.6 16.0 16.8 17.0 18.5 18.4 19.4
Trade 15.9 14.9 14.9 15.9 16.7 16.8 17.3 17.0 17.0
Serviees 24.8 25.0 24.8 26.9 27.5 25.2 24.6 24.6 25.1
Others 3.7 3.9 4.1 4.1 4.2 3.9 3.8 3.5 3.4

Memo items: (trillion of Rp)
Total Credit 10.2 12.8 15.0 18.7 22.1 27.3 32.7 45.5 71.5 97.2
Total GDP /a& 62.4 77.6 89.7 96.8 102.5 124.5 139.4 166.3 189.9

/a 1990 GDP is a World Bank estimate.

Source: Bank Indonesia, Central Statistics Bureau.

This seems to be due to expanding home mortgages, car loans and other consumer
finance. Part of the increase in 1990 was in response to the Government
decree mandating that 20% of a bank's portfolio be lent to small borrowers.
Most consumer loans satisfy the Government's criteria. There is also a
widespread belief that the 1989/90 boom in property development was fueled by
lending categorized as "other". Experience in other countries would support
the view that lending for commercial real estate can be riskier than lending
to other sectors. Consumer lending also requires higher interest rate spreads
to cover the higher average losses in this line of business. For tnis reason
the surge in lending to "other" could signal an increase in the riskiness of
banks' portfolios that may require higher levels of provisions or equity to
safeguard bank soundness.
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4.15 Allocative efficiency, loan pricinf and default risk. Looking at
the sectoral allocation of credit gives only a partial picture of the allo-
cative effects of the banking reform. Increased lending to sectors that have
low returns, as measured by high loan default rates, is not an efficient
allocation of credit. Efficient allocation requires that banks have an
incentive to price their loans appropriately. However, until 1990, because of
the predominance of liquidity credits with fixed interest rates and targeted
markets, for many loans there was little scope or need for adequate loan
pricing. Credit risks could be passed off to government insurance companies
at subsidized premiums, further lessening the incentive for banks to price
such loans adequately. This was particularly true of SCBs because of the
importance of liquidity credits in their portfolios. The recent scaling back
of liquidity credits, couplsd with the strong growth in non-liquidity-credit
loans, however, has allowed banks greater freedom in pricing their loans and
in choosing borrowers. 0..e of the first reforms undertaken in 1983 eliminated
restrictions on deposit interest rates. By altering bank cost of funds and
thereby bank profitability, this has had profound effects on banks loan
pricing. Both these changes should lead, a priori, to an improvement in
banks' management of default risk. Offsetting this, though, has been the
pressure in the newly competitive market for banks to build market share by
aggressively expanding their lending portfolios at the cost of underpricing
loans. Some analysts have argued that the sheer speed of the growth in
credit, 145% since 1988, has led to a weakening of credit quality which is not
yet apparent.Z/

4.16 Determining which effect has predominated ot: pricing and allocative
efficiency is difficult. To answer this requires a judgement about changes in
the level of risk in bank portfolios and the adequacy of measures to zover
that risk. One approach to this question is to look at how loan loss reserves
and actual losses have behaved over recent years (see Table 4.4). These
figures show that loan loss reserves rose as a share of loans between 1982 and
1989, while since then they have declined. The declining loan loss reserves
could be evidence that bankers expect lower losses in the future. Write-offs
have decreased when measured as a share of the interest margin which would
seem to imply that lower losses are being experienced now.,J Both of these
indicators are consistent with increased allocative efficiency. Some of the
sharpest declines in both ratios are in private foreign exchange banks.
Private foreign exchange banks, however, have been subject to greater pres-
sures to show improving profitability as many issued stock in the last two
years. This may be taken as a response, then, to competitive pressures,
rather than only a response to lessened default risk.

/ See Center for Policy Studies, The Indonesian Economy, Vol. 10:9, Septem-
ber 1990.

]/ The interest margin has decreased as a share of assets so that write-offs
as a percentage of loans have fallen as well. Some of this decline may
reflect the interaction of rapid asset growth and the limit on the tax
deductibility of provisions.
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Iakli .J*A: LOAN LOSS RESERVES AND PROVISIONSi
(percent)

1982 1988 1989 1990

Loan Loss Reserve/Total Loans
State Banks 3.2 4.2 4.5 4.4
Private FX B-nks 1.7 1.2 1.0 0.8
Private Non-FX Banks 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.6
All Banks 2.7 3.3 3.3 2.7

Provision Expense/Interest Margin Ja
State Banks NA 44.9 36.0 35.5
Private FX Banks NA 20.7 16.3 18.1
Private Non-FX Banks NA 17.1 16.7 13.4
All Banks NA 29.2 28.2 22.3

Loan to Deposit Ratio b
State Banks 1.34 1.40 1.32 1.28
Private Banks 0.91 0.95 t..94 1.04
All Banks 1.30 1.33 1.26 1.33

/a The interest margin is defined as the difference between interest income
on loans and interest expense on deposits.

h Includes both Rupiah and foreign exchange deposits and loans.

Source: Bank Indonesia and World Bank staff estimates.

4.17 There are several reasons to treat any conclusions from Table 4.4
cautiously. First, shortcomings ir. bank portfolio examinations and accounting
standards weaken the link between loan provisions and credit quality. Tax
laws limit loan loss reserve deductibility to 3% of loans for private banks
and 6% for SCBs, restricting banks' interest in exceeding these levels. All
of these factors combine to reduce the usefulness of loan loss reserves as a
reflection of default risks. Finally, the fastest growth in credit has come
in the last two years as the overall economy has grown strongly. Such r..rong
growth would lower compan- loan defaults until economic growth slows, making
it appear tnat current levels of reserves are adequate based on recent experi-
ence, but potentially inadequate in the future.

4.18 Capital is the traditional cushion for absorbing losses (after
specific provisions). A higher equity base reduces the risk that
mismanagement by the bank of credit or other risks will lead to losses by
depositors. Higher amounts of capital also serve to dampen a bank's appetite
for risky projects since more of the bank owners' money is subject to loss.
As a share of total assets, capital has risen for banks overall, particularly
after 1988 (see Table 4.5). This is a healthy sign, but must be treated
cautiously since unrecognized losses in assets could wipe out some of the
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general reserves now counted as part of capital. Some state commercial banks
are under apitalized due to a combination of legal constraints on paid-in
capital and division of profits and portfolio problems. However, for private
foreign exchange banks, capital asset ratios are also below their 1982 levels,
despite the increases due to floating new issues. Since these banks have the
lowest levels of loan loss reserves and have most aggressively expanded
lending, some further increase would be prudent.

Table 4.5: BANK CAPITAL ASSET RATIO
(Capital as a % of total assets)

1982 1988 1989 1990

State commeicial banks 3.3 2.8 2.9 2.4
Private FX banks 9.0 5.1 6.2 7.2
Private non-FX banks 14.2 7.6 9.4 11.7
Foreign and joint venture banks 3.2 3.3 11.7 12.8
All banks 5.5 4.9 5.6 6.0

Source: Bank Indonesia and World Bank staff estimates.

4.19 Risks from new operations. Besides managing credit or default risk,
the opening up of other areas of financial intermediation to banks has added
to the risks they face. The difficulties of dealing with new markets are
exacerbated by inexperienced staff exposing the bank to excessive risks.
Providing new products and services, however, is critical to the banking
sectors role in supporting private sector growth. Managing the risks and
opportunities of the new environment, both for banks and for regulators is a
major challenge (see section D). One step announced in March 1991 was tighter
restriction on margin trading in foreign exchange and the outlawing of bank
lending for stock market transations.

4.20 Liguidity risk. A more traditional component of risk to banks is the
likelihood of becoming temporarily illiquid. Illiquid banks jeopardize the
role of the banking system in providing the means of payment for transactions
in the economy and the gains of a smoothly functioning payments mechanism. To
lessen this risk, a key element of the reforms has been aimed at strengthening
the interbank money market to provide individual banks with liquidity to meet
temporary shortfalls. Much progress has been made as the average weekly
volume of lending has increased eight-fold since 1986. Maturities have
lengthened to as long as one month, though the bulk of lending is still
overnight. Despite the growth the market remains shallow with quite volatile
rates. Since the tightening of monetary policy in mid-1990, rates have ranged
between 7% and 60% p.a., up from 7% to 25% in 1989. The major suppliers of
funds are still the five SCBs who act as de facto market makers. However, in
periods where liquidity at SCBs is tight the interbank market can dry up.
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4.21 The reduction of reserve requirements to 2% from 15% in October 1988
had important implications for commercial banks, liquidity policies. At 2% of
third party liabilities, required reserves are lower than prudential liquidity
management would warrant (6-8%). For this reason banks overall have held
"excess" reserves since 1988, with the bulk of the excess accounted for by
SCBs. The tight money policy implemented since May 1990 has decreased the
excess reserves held by the banking system to less than 2%. The tighter
monetary policy has also led some banks to access BI's discount windows to
maintain needed liquidity when funds have become scarce in the Interbank
market. Besides evidence of the direct effect of tightening liquidity, this
may also be evidence that some banks have been relying excessively on the
interbank market to fund their lending activities, leading to heightened
liquidity and interest rate risk.

4.22 Bank loan-to-deposit ratios also rema'l.a above the 70-80% level
usually considered prudent (see Table 4.4). Their level is higher than in
1982 for most groups of banks. Such high levels make it difficult for banks
to adjust to temporary illiquidity, in part because loans are not as
marketable as other assets. Levels are particularly high for the state
commercial banks because of their traditional funding through liquidity credit
from Bank Indonesia (BI) ratner than deposits. A reduction in the loan-to-
deposit ratio would help to improve bank soundness.

D. Ensuring a Sound Financial Syste

4.23 The comprehensive reforms undertaken by the Government have fostered
strong growth in financial assets, improved loan maturities slightly, and
allowed banks to allocate credit roughly in line with growth in value added.
The reforms have also engendered two challenges. First, financial markets
need to continue to grow to fulfill their role of supporting real investment
and growth. Second, the stability of the financial system and the overall
economy require that this growth be based on sound institutions opuracing
competitively under a transparent legal, regulatory and supervisory system.
The mushrooming of financial assets and institutions is straining the capacity
of the authorities to supervise and regulate markews. There is also evidence
that the growth is increasing risk at financial institutions. Meanwhile, the
capacity of financial institutions to continue to grow is hampered by the
scarcity of qualified staff and management. The imperatives of sound and
stable growth leave four printcipal items on the agenda:

* strengthening the prudential regulation of financial markets;

* enacting updated laws governing financial institutions and commercial
relations;

* bolstering managerial and technical expertise in financial institu-
tions; and

* continuing to broaden the array of financial instruments available to
the public.
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Strengthening Prudential Supervlsion

4.24 The rapid expansion of banks, branches and assets in the past two
years has greatly expanded the scope of work for BI's supervision department.
The sheer pace of the growth has led to concerns about the quality of some
bank3s portfolios and the adequacy of their management. At the same time, the
removal of interest rate and credit controls has heightened the importance of
banking supervision as a means of ensuring the soundness of banks. Some
difficulties have already surfaced with the failures of two small private non-
foreign-exchange banks. Such events reflect the dynamism that is a normal
part of the growth and consolidation of a financial system. The challenge for
the supervisory authorities is to ensure that the process of failures and
mergers strengthens the financial system, rather than undermining confidence.

4.25 Bank Indonesia has begun to respond to the new challenges. The
latest development occurred in March 1991 when a new series of regulations on
supervision were announced. Important elements of the package include: new
guidelines for capital adequacy linked to the Bank for International Settle-
ments (BIS) standards; new levels of mandatory provisioning based on asset
quality; new public reporting requirements; a prohibition on lending for
securities trading and limits on margin trading in the foreign exchange
market; limits on a bank's net open position and its swaps with BI to 20% of
equity; a tightening of lending limits to include on and off-balance sheet
items; minimum experience requirements for bank directors; minimum soundness
ratings before opening new domestic or foreign branches. BI, with the
assistance of the World Bank, the IMF and other agencies, has begun a compre-
hensive program of staff training and systems improvement that will ensure
that the new regulations strengther the soundness of the financial system.

4.26 Examination procedures. Bfs examinations are also being revamped.
The information used in and method of quantifying bank soundness has been
altered. BI is training its staff to carry out an improved examination
covering five basic areas including 4/: (a) a greater emphasis on the
quality of management and management systems rather than accounting values and
compliance with regulations; (b) off-balance-sheet items; (c) an evaluation of
liquidity based on an appraisal of asset and liability managemer.t rather than
simply adherence to minimum reserve requirements; and (d) assessments of
portfolio quality based on the financial condition of borrowers rather than
simply the state of interest payments.

4.27 To cope with the burgeoning number of banks and branches, BI will
concentrate more heavily on off-site examinations, and target detailed
examinations to banks based on apparent riskiness. A prototype questionnaire
for early detection of potentially unsound banks has been designed and tested
on 10 banks. Further refinement and training are planned before it is used on
a broad scale.

4.28 The type and timeliness of data required from banks for supervision
has changed because of the new, deregulated marketplace. To meet the new
needs, BI has revised lts data collection and management system including more

4/ The five areas are those used in the US under the C.A.M.E.L. system:
capital, assets, management, earnings and liquidity.
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information on off-shore branches. Improvements in this will prove essential
in BI's efforts to adjust its procedures to the new banking environment. This
is true not only for banking supervision, but also for the implementation of
monetary policy. BI's new NBFI section is also preparing revised supervision
guidelines.

4.29 Effective supervisior will also require changes in the regulations
governing the interventions BI can make in banks once problems have been
discovered. At present, BI's legal recourse is limited, making it difficult
to tailor its response to the severity of the problem. One improvement made
in the last package is the issuance of a decree authorizing BI to issue
"cease-and-desist" orders to bank management for specific actions deemed to
endanger the bank's soundness. Further improvements are platmed for inclusion
in the revised Commercial Banking Law presented to Parliament in April 1991.

4.30 Promoting public oversight through greater disclosure. Just as
important as expanding BI's capacity and authority in banking supervision, are
efforts to devolve banking supervision onto the private suctor itself. Given
that BI must now supervise some 11,000 institutions (including rural banks),
every effort must be made to tap depositors' concern for preserving their
capital as a means of regulating bank behavior and enforcing market
discipline. The most important means of bringing this potentially powerful
influence to bear is to require greater disclosure of information on the
financial status of banks and other financial intermediaries to the public.
Only with such information can the public reasonably assess the soundness of
these intermediaries and enforce market discipline. An effort in this
direction has been made in the latest package of regulations that requires all
bank and NBFIs to publish audited income and balance sheets. Extension of
this requirement to all financial intermediaries, and its strengthening
through requiring ar. auditor opinion, would serve as an excellent next step in
improving the public's access to information. Not only would such information
improve financial discipline, but, if extended to private liability companies
more generally, it would also improve banks' credit allocation decisions and
reduce the costs of such decisions. If banking is unique because of the
information bankers develop on their clients, then publishing financial
statements will also serve to increase comfetition among banks and between
banks and other financial intermed'aries. As Minister Radius recently stated:

"To nurture and enhance this growth (of investment) we must move boldly
and quickly to ensure honesty, accuracy and objectivity in the disclosure
of information . . ."51

4.31 Greater availability of accurate information on banks will not only
serv3 to improve market discipline, it will also help to lessen the chances
that the failure of one bank will provoke a general run on banks. In the
present environment it is difficult for the public to assess the soundness of
any individual bank. Therefore, the failure of one bank could be treated as
an indication of general malaise that could cause deposit runs at other banks.
But with accurate information readily available, depositors will be able to
distinguish between the particular and systemic problems of a bank. Better

lJ Speech by Minister Radius Prawiro to the South East Asia Universlty
Accounting Teachers Conference, January 21-23, 1991.
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information on banks would also improve the usefulness of the interbank market
as a means of tracking the soundness of banks on a daily basis.

4.32 For private sector market discipline to be enforced, depositors must
feel that their cap.tal, or at least the return on their deposits, is at risk.
At present Indonesia has no deposit insurance, a fact that strengthens
depositors, incentives to watch over their funds. Although BI's efforts to
avert bank runs through the merger of banks can lessen depositors' wariness,
as it did in the US, cases in which large depositors suffer losses serve to
strengthen it. As mentioned above, perceptions of favoritism, or of being too
big to let fail, can undermine market discipline. In increasing reliance on
market discipline imposed by depositors, then, BI must make every effort to
avoid actions vnat give implicit or open-ended guarantees to depositors.

4.33 Market confidence is also increased by having banks with a strong
capital base. In this regard the announced move to the BIS standard is
welcome. Consideration could be given to mandating capital requirements for
other areas of risk beyond credit risk, suce as positions taken in foreign
exchange trading or risks due to maturity mismatch. Confidence would be
further heightened by including off-balance sheet items in the calculation of
capital adequacy. In the case of the SCBs, the weak capital footing requires
prompt efforts to restore a stronger balance sheet. Recognizing this, BI has
begun a portfolio audit of the SCBs as a first step in restoring the banks'
capital footing.

4.34 For the private sector to bolster BI's own supervisory efforts
through increased information, the quality of, as well as access to, informa-
tion must be improved. Efforts in this area necessarily involve improvements
in accounting standards, and the quantity and quality of auditors (see fuller
discussion below). Of critical importance for the banking system is the
clarification of the rules governing accounting for accrued interest, interest
past due, and reserves against loan losses. To overcome .his obstacle, BI has
initiated a joint effort with the Indonesian Accountants Association (IAI) to
establish accounting standards for banks. The new standards are scheduled to
be completed by the middle of 1992.

4.35 Supervisory regulation in the capital market. Stricter regulation of
the capital markets is also critical to maintain the confidence of small
investors and eliminate opportunities for manipulation. This imperative has
been addressed in the last year by the issuance of new decrees governing the
capital market. One of the fundamental elements of these decrees is to
reconstitute Bapepam as a supervisory agency with management of the stock
exchange given over to the private sector. The new decrees require more
disclosure of information for issuing companies and intermediaries,
strengthened minority rights, higher standards of professionalism for firms
operating or connected to the stock market, and a more up-to-date transfer,
payment and settlement system. To attract more investors to the market,
regulations governing stock manipulation have been tightened and closed end
mutual funds have been authorized. The challenges of the moment are to
establish private management of the Jakarta exchange, and to ensure Bapepam's
efficient operation in its newly strengthened supervisory role. General
market discipline would also be bolstered if a credit rating company could be
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established.§/ The creation of a company registry listing major
shareholders would help BI enforce lending limits, as well as increase the
information available to potential investors in the stock market.

Improving the Legal and Accounting Framework

4.36 An integrated legal framework spelling out the scope and activities
of BI, MOF and BAPEPAM and various financial intermediaries is important for
creating a stable financial system. As mentioned above, new decrees covering
the capital markets have already been announced. Draft laws on commercial
banks, insurance companies, pension funds were submitted to Parliament in
April. These laws provide ground rules for the operation of these entities.
It is also crucial that a draft law on BI be submitted as quickly as possible
so that BI's authority and ability to set and carry out monetary policy be
clearly delineated.

4.37 The supervisory umbrella for all financial in3titutions needs to be
reviewed to ensure that risks are being properly monitored and that the
different regulatory regimes are harmonized. The new capital market decree,
for example, excludes banks and NBFIs from operating directly in the capital
markets. Their subsidiaries, however, can do so. To ensure that certain
financial corporations do not shift risks between subsidiaries, Bapepam, BI
and MOF will need to coordinate their supervisory efforts. Clear lines of
responsibility will avoid unnecessary conflicts between agencies while
ensuring that intermediaries are adequately supervised.

4.38 Commercial and credit law. Another key element of legal reform is
the commercial code. Modernizing commercial law is critical for advancing not
only the stable growth of the financial system, but also the growth of the
private sector overall. A comprehensive and enforceable commercial code can
help companies avoid the costs and uncertainties associated with the present
legal framework. Of paramcunt importance for the financial system are laws
governing credit and security interests.2/

4.39 The credit laws and institutions in Indonesia suffer from a lack of
(a) effective enforcement procedures; (b) acceptable security or collateral
and standard, modern loan terms and documentation recognized by the laws; (c)
accessible registration/information systems for property, credit and security;
and (d) a modernized bankruptcy law and collection procedure. To overcome
these shortcomings requires:

(a) establishing an authoritative version of contract and credit laws in
the Indonesian language to assist the courts in defining and applying
the ruias found in the Codes and to facilitate subsequent modifica-
tion of the provisions; and

§/ Efforts to establish such an agency are being supported by an Asian
Development Bank loan.

2/ A security interest is the right to take ownership of some asset if
certain conditions are met. It includes such things as mortgages and
liens.
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(b) establishing a simple, effective and readily accessible system of
security registration. Such a system might cover collateral based on
a personal filing system whereby rights, pledges, guarantoLs, fidu-
ciary transfers of ownership and other securities would be registered
and recorded under the name of the borrower. The ability to extend
credit to small-scale and rural enterprises and to new enterprises in
development areas with high growth potential will in large part
depend on bringing increasingly more of the country's land under the
land registration system. Much of the economic advantage currently
enjoyed by urban groups can be traced to their longatanding access to
credit based on the hypothecation of registered land.

4.40 Auditing and accounting. The earlier discussion of prudential
regulation highlighted the importance of increasing the transparency and
availability of information on the financial system. This requires three
related improvements in accounting and auditing:

* grounding modern accounting and auditing standards in an updated
commercial law;

* improving examination and training standards for acsountants and
auditors along with a body to enforce these standards; and

* increasing the number of qualified accounitants.

Current law generally requires only that firms maintain "adequate records",
though banks are required to provide BI with audited annual accounts. The
Indonesian Institute of Accountants has developed some general accounting and
auditing standards, but these are not mandatory. After passing the State
Accountancy Examination, there are no further mandatory training requirements
for accountants, nor separate standards for auditors.

4.41 The general thrust of accounting reform needs to put the onus . c the
generation of adequate financial statements on firms. To do this requires a
revision of existing company law. This change will increase the demand for
accounting services. Although establishing detailed accounting standards is
time-consuming, the process can be accelerated by the initial adoption of the
standards proposed by the International Accounting Standards Committee. These
standards are less intricate and may be more relevant in Indonesia than those
of developed countries.

4.42 With the development of mandatory accounting requirements and
standards will come a need for a body to regulate the accounting profession
and maintain accounting standard. A reconstituted IAI, given statutory
authority for examinations, determining those eligible to give an audit
opinion, and setting accounting standards, could fulfill this role.

Technical and Managerial Expertise in Financial Intermediaries

4.43 The rapid surge in the numbers of financial institutions has put
severe pressure on the market for skilled employeen. While the private sector
can be expected to provide and finance training for staff, adequate oversight
by BI, BAPEPAM and MOF will require that their staff training keep pace. Not
only training, but also levels of staffing and salaries will need to be
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increased to cope with the demands of the burgeoning financial sector. An
excellent example is the accounting industry. The financial system is
severely constrained by the lack of trained accountants operating in the
private se-tor, only about 2000 for over 160,000 private sector firms.
Strengthened accounting requirements will create a growing demand for
accountants. This will lead to more training programs and larger numbers of
students. To overcome the acute shortage of trained accountants in the
private sector, however, regulations on hiring of foreign consultants cculd be
relaxed.

4.44 Within private sector firms the need to improve skills has led to the
creation of new training programs. The Indonesian bankers association,
Perbanas, for example, has developed a program in banking. After the much
publicized difficulties of prominent banks in new areas, such as international
foreign exchange trading, other banks have scaled back expansion plans,
waiting for competent personnel before embarking in new areas. Further
training efforts may be spawned by the new BI regulation requiring that five
percent of bank personnel expenditures be dedicated to training.

Iproving the DeRth and Diversity of Financial Instruments

4.45 Strengthening prudential supervision and solidifying the legal
foundations of the financial system will go far in improving the system's
coundness. These actions will also help to promote a further deepening and
widening of the system. Improved laws on credit, securities interests and
bankruptcy, coupled with improved accounting information, for example, will
lessen banks costs and promote credit expansion based on the finances of a
project rather than the influence of the borrower. The revised capital
markets regulations offer the potential investor greater protection from stock
manipulation and false claims. This should spark increasing activities by
institutional and individual investors. A flourishing stock market will also
promote venture capitalist by providing a liquid market for the sale of stocks
of firms they have invested in.

4.46 Promoting leasing. Other improvements are possible to spur the
development of new financial instruments or the expansion of existing ones.
One such change already undertaken is a revision of the regulations governing
the operations of leasing companies. In the past year, the government has
exempted from VAT imported capital goods leased to export industries, allowing
leasing companies to play a larger role in project finance. They have also
changed the treatment of income derived from operating leases, decreasing the
tax burden of leasing companies../ However, leasing companies still cannot
raise money in the money market.

4.47 Further reduction in liguidity credits. Private sector expansion in
the financial system would also benefit from the further reduction of
liquidity credits. Despite last year's curtailment of the sectors eligible to
receive these credits, the stock of liquidity credits is likely to rise in
the coming year, though fall as a share of total credit. At pro ent, such
credits are sometimes defended on equity grounds or because private banks will

L/ An operating lease is one in which the leasing company contract- to
maintain the equipment that it leases.
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not lend in support of the sectors receiving liquidity credits. However, the
mere presenc- of subsidized liquidity credits--current rates of 17% for most
categories are well below market rates--drives out private lending. Equity
goals can be reached through direct subsidies that would not distort credit
allocation. If, in taie absence of liquidity credits, loans would not be
forthcoming to particular sectors of the economy, gc-ernment resourcer would
be better spent addressing the factors constraining the provision of credit.
In this fashion, once the difficulties are overcome, potentially far greater
resources would be available from the private sector than through the
Government. A case in point is the planned expansion during the coming year
of liquidity credits to small-holders for estate crops through the PIR-Trans
program. Repayment performance under similar previous credit programs was
dismal. This is partly due to the long gestation period and fluctuating
yields and prices of many estate crops, which often make it difficult for
small-holders to service large debts.2/ An expansion of liquidity credits
risks a 3imilar fate. Besides these negative effects on private financial
intermediation, the expansion of liquidity credits threatens to undermine the
orderly control of monetary policy by BI by increasing the size of a non-
discretionary component of base money.

4.48 Promoting small business lending. Another direct intervention on the
part of BI is designed to promote lending to small businesses and coopera-
tives. This is the regulation requiring banks to place 20% of their lending
with small businesses. This regulation has resulted in an increase in lending
to this sector with related improvements in employment and exports. It has
done so at a cost, however. Because each bank is subject to the requirement,
rather than the system overall, banks that would overwise focus on wholesale
and corporate business must restructure themselves to provide services to this
sector. For all banks to do this simultaneously reduces the scope for
erficiency gains through specialization. Some banks have attempted to meet
the requirement through agreements with rural banks (BPRs). While successful
for the commercial banks, the availability of funds from _akarta has weakened
the rural banks' incentives to mobilize savings locally. S,nce lending to
small business is a priority of the Government, more targeted programs,
combined with technical assistance to small businesses could achieve the same
aims at a lower cost. One promising but currently small-scale program is the
BI-sponsored pilot project linking small savings groups through financial
institutions established by Community Self-Help Coordination Organizations
(Lembaga Pembina Swadaya Masyarakyat, LPSM). Another positive development is
the revival of inactive village banks.

4.49 Another alternative worth exploring is to allow the securitization of
banks' small loan portfolios. At present, banks can sell their loans out-
right, but cannot create securities from them. ican sales have been limited,
however, both because of small banks' fears that they will lose good customers
and large banks' fears that they will be sold poor loans. Loan securitization
can avoid these problems. It entails pooling a group of small lcans and
selling securities backed by the pooled loans. Buyers of the securities are
protected from the credit risk inherent in the pooled loans by a guarantee
offered by another financial intermediary, often an insurance company or

2/ Repayment performance has also been affected by a number of
institutional, administrative and legal factors.
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another bank. The guarantor evaluates the redit risk and charges the bank
who originally made the loans for the guarantee. The premium will roughly
equal the dxpected credit risk in the grouped small loans, otherwise the
guarantor will stand to lose money. The small bank, then, benefits from not
having to absorb the risk of large, unexpected losses since these wi.; be be
born by the guarantor. Securitized loans wiould allow the same overall amount
of lending to small business with lower costs for the financial system
overall, since the banks originating the loans could specialize. Smaller
banks would not need to fear losing clients, while larger banks would get a
solidly performing asset.

4.50 Deegening the money market. As noted above, the maturity mismatch of
banks has increased since 1983 (see Table 4.2). This has not translated fully
into interest rate risk because of the use by commercial banks of variable
interest rate loans. However, variable rate loans tend to be set at six month
intervals, while many time deposits have one to three month maturities. Part
of the difficulty in adjusting variable rates more frequently is the lack of
an adequate reference rate for determining loan rates. In many countries,
commercial rates are pegged to the rate on some form of government paper. In
Indonesia the central government's policy of avoiding domestic finance of its
deficit means that no such paper is available. BI does issue the Sertifikat
Bank Indonesia (SBI), a bill with one week, and one, three, six and twelve
month maturities. This paper could provide a good basis for determining a
reference rate. Unfortunately, the secondary market in SBIs remains
thin.IQ/ Boosting sales of SBIs to the public would serve to increase the
liquidity in this market and improve the SBI as a reference for pricing
variable rate loans. Furthermore, an active and liquid market in SBIs would
provide BI with the instrument it needs to affect the domestic component of
base money. Given its positive benefits in reducing interest rate risk for
banks and improving the conduct of monetary policy, full attention should be
paid to overcoming the constraints to increasing the liquidity of the SBI
secondary market.

4.51 Deepening the interbank market will also help banks manage their
liquidlty more easily. To this end the Government has recently authorized the
establishment of market makers in the interbank market. Access to one of BI's
discount windows has been changed so that it requires no more than any other
transaction in the interbank market.

1Q/ The primary market has been greatly expanded by the recent purchase of
Rp.10 trillion in 1 year SBIs by 12 public enterprises. While this move
allows BI greater flexibility in controlling base money, it does not
help to create a secondary market in SBIs.
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CHAPTER5

PUBLIC SECTOR SUPPORT FOR PRIVATE SECTOR DEVELOPMENT

A. Changing Role of the Public Sector

5.01 A greatly modernised and higher quality public sector is a central
ingredient of Indonesia's development strategy based on a larger role for the
private sector. Improving the quality of government embraces the oroad agenda
of elements constituting the enabling environment necessary for the private
sector to function efficiently. Elements of this agenda are discussed
throughout this report. Chapter 2 argued the need for government to maintain
a stable macroeconomic environment through coordinated management of fiscal
policy, monetary policy and the nominal exchange rate. Chapter 3 reviewed the
role of government in designing an appropriate framework of incentives, laws
and regulations which are essential for ensuring a stable and supportive
business climate, both for domestic and foreign investors. Chapter 4
discussed public policy to strengthen the financial system as its importance
in mobilizing and intermediating resources for the private sector expands
rapidly. Chapter 6 will discuss the government's special role in influencing
the distribution of income and reducing poverty. The public sector also has a
major role to play in providing public goods and services that are essential
inputs for sound private sector growth. These include the supply of physical
infrastructure as well as social services that raise the quantity and quality
of human resources. This Chapter focuses on the priority need for expanding
provision of physical infrastructure since the rapid development of the
private sector has already put strains on existing capacity. The Chapter
concludes by assessing progress in strengthening the public sector through
public enterprise and civil service reform.

5.02 Adequate infrastructure services are essential for sustained
development of the private sector and economic growth. These services affect
the cost of doing business and competitiveness in international markets.
Power and water are essential inputs into production. Transport and
telecommunications systems are critical in linking production points with
domestic and foreign markets. Education and training services affect the
productivity of labourers and managers. If these physical and human
infrastructure services are limited in quantity, low in quality and high in
cost, the growth of the private sector and the whole economy will suffer. The
additional demand for infrastructure services emerging from Indonesia's pace
and pattern of growth in the 1990s, combined with the backlog from past unmet
demand, presents a substantial policy challenge for the Government in terms of
developing an efficient strategy for infrastructure provision. Many
infrastructure services are recognised to be primarily the responsibility of
government because an unregulated private market would not be able to provide
them as efficiently. However there can be a greater role for the private
sector in providing some services that are traditionally public because of
limitations on the effectiveness of government intervention. Section B
reviews the framework for public and private sector provision of physical
infrastructure services in Indonesia, including power, telecommunications,
transport and water resources. Section C discusses the complementary need for
appropriate pricing policies for publicly provided infrastructure services to
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help overcome the constraints of finance and inefficiency which impede the
public sector in providing adequate infrastructure. Section D then examines
the implications for public expenditure priorities of the additional
investment in infrastructure services needed to support private sector
dqvelopment.

5.03 Improved public institutions are spsential for the public sector to
adapt to Indonesia's changing development strategy. The moves towards
increased deregulation, public enterprise reform and decentralisation have
important implications for the size, functions and structure of the public
sector and the civil service. For example, deregulation in trade, investment
and finance has eliminated many of the controlling and licensing functions of
a large number of civil servants. Similarly, moves towards decentralisation
imply a shift in planning and implementation responsibilities to regional
governments. Furthermore, public enterprise reform, involving privatization
of some and enhanced autonomy for others remaining within the public sector,
will reduce the need for operational control by supervising line ministries.
These examples illustrate the new challenges for otganization and management
of the public sector implied by the major policy reforms now underway. A
major long-texm task, therefore, will be to reassess and realign both the role
of institutions within the public sector and the skills and incentives needed
for the civil service to perform these changing functions. Against this
background, section E reviews recent developments in public enterprise and
civil service reform.

B. Public and Private Provision of Infrastructure

Introduction

5.04 The relative role for public and private provision of infrastructure
services differs from sector to sector. Public intervention is needed where
markets fail to provide appropriate levels of service at least cost because
private competition is hindered. In the case of natural monopolies such as
power and telecommunications, efficient system expansion requires a few large
investments rather than a series of small ones. Economies of scale in
production can create a technological barrier to entry of competitive private
providers and efficient production requires a publicly owned or regulated
private monopoly. For public goods (such as urban roads) it may be impossible
or undesirable to identify and charge individual users and the private market
would under-supply services that benefit society at large. But the government
need not spend scarce resources on activities (such as urban bus transport)
that the private sector can do as well or better. Where competitive ownership
is not feasible, there may be scope for private involvement in some stages of
production. Although natural monopolies exist in power transmission and
distribution, generation can be done efficiently by smaller producers who can
sell power through or to the public utility. In other infrastructure sectors,
free market entry to qualified private contractors can be encouraged by
contracting out for construction (for example, of roads) or for operation and
maintenance (such as publicly-owned water supply systems). Initiatives such
as these require improvements in the regulatory framework and in institutional
capability (see Box 5.1). One barrier to private investment is the risk that
price controls or other government interventions will reduce returns. Another
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lex S.l: POLICY FRAMEWORK FOR PRIVATE SECTOR PARTICIPATION

To help avoid potential bottlenecks constraining rapid private
sector growth, the Government is actively considering proposals for
private investment in the provision of key infrastructure services.
The potential benefits of private investment will depend critically
on meeting the additiongli_y test of either providing needed
infrastructure capacity that would not otherwise be provided by the
public sector, or providing infrastructure at lower investment and
operating costs, given the likely constraints on public sector
finance, management skills and access to technology. These benefits
need to be weighed carefully agains. the potential costs of private
investment:

* the higher cost of funds mobilized by private borrowing and
equity inveetment;

* the financial risks of exposure to debt repayment, foreign
exchange and profit guarantees likely to be sought by private
investors;

* the supply risks of non-performance in project completion and
operation by private contractors;

* the efficiency risks of inadequate coordination of the size,
location and timing of private investments with the least-cost
expansion plan for the sector.

Ensuring that private sector participation effectively serves
the public interest will require the development of a sound policy
Aframework that (a) provides for an appropriate balance between the
benefits and costs of private investment, and (b) presents a
transparent basis for negoti.ation between the public sector and
private investors. Key ele_..nts of this policy framework will
include:

l * a high-level consensus on the ge-.eral objectives and scope of
private sector participation;

l * specification of an acceptable security and technical packages
covering the sharing of financial and implementation risks;

l * definition of the criteria for setting prices governing the
sale of private infrastructure services;

l * specification of applicable laws and regulations, including
environmental and health protection;

l * specification of the investment approval process, including
competitive (or prequalified) bid tendering and evaluation;

l * preparation of detailed policy guidelines for private sector
participation in each of the infrastructure sectors based on a
well-defined long-term investment program;

l * institutional procedures for designing, negotiating and
supervising these arrangements that provide the Government
with the financial, legal and technical skills to ensure that
they serve the public interest.
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may be the difficulty of designing and supervising contracts that ensure
equitable risk sharing and efficient performance. Thus, these initiatives
call for a shift in the role of government from being a producer to being a
regalator.

Electric Power

5.05 During the 1970s and 1980s there was a rapid expansion in the
availability of power. The installed capacity of the state-owned National
Electricity Corporation (PLN) grew from 0.5 gigawatts (GW) in 1970 to 9.0 GW
in 1990, while sales grew from 1.6 terawatt-hours (TWh) to 26.9 TWh over the
same period. This expansion played a key role in accommodating the large
increase in power demand from the fast-growing manufacturing sector, including
many small enterprises. In the 1990s rapid growth in economic activity,
especially manufacturing, implies a widening gap between the demand for power
and PLN's capacity to supply it. As shown in Table 5.1, power demand in Java-
Bali is forecast to grow by over 50% from 1990/91 to 1994/95. At the same
time, the maximum feasible expansion in PLNs system would increase sales
capacity by around 50%. Even with this augmented expansion program, the PLN
power supply deficit would rise fro, 8.5 Twh to 12.8 Twh. The private sector
will need to play an important complementary role in making up this capacity
shortage to avoid the economic disruptions associated with load shedding.

Table 5.1: POWER DEMAND AND PLN SALES IN JAVA-BALI
(in Twh)

Demand PLN Sales Captive
Generation

1990/91 29.8 21.3 8.5
1991/92 33.5 24.0 9.5
1992/93 37.3 26.8 10.5
1993/94 41.2 29.6 11.6
1994/95 45.5 32.7 12.8

Source: World Bank staff estimates.

5.06 Private enterprise already plays an important role in the power
sector in Indonesia. Private enterprises are actively involved in three
areas: captive power generation in industrial plants, small-scale power
generation and distribution in rural areas, and in contracting out of PLN
services such as equipment installation and maintenance and customer
administration. By far the most important is the provision of captive power
in the industrial sector. Captive generation currently accounts for nearly
half the total installed capacity in Indonesia. About two-thirds of
industrial power requirements are supplied througlh these captive power plants.
Much of this captive capacity was installed in the late 1970s when PLN
suffered serious capacity shortages. Despite the rapid growth in PLN apacity
since then, captive generation capacity has continued to grow.
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This growth reflects the inadequate reliability of PLN's power supply and its
inability to respond efficiently to new industrial load requirements.

5.07 A first option to strengthen private sector involvement is for PLN to

coordinate its grid with existing captive generation capacity. Recent
estimates indicate that there is more than 1.0 OW of large captive generators
that could supply electricity to PLN's grid, improving PLN's reliability and
capacity to meet emergency loads. To take advantage of this surplus energy
supply, PLN needs to expedite preparation of a policy framework for
negotiating power purchase agreements with the private sector. A key issue to
resolve is pricing. Given that this capacity support would reduce PLNs
capacity reserve requirements, it should be willing to pay the long-run
marginal cost of the capacity it avoids having to install at the relevant
location. At the same time, PLN should encourage existing customers to use
their existing captive generation capacity instead of the grid supply. This
can be done through tariff incentives, such as an exemption from the demand
charge for customers who agree to reduce their load requirements from the PLN
grid.

5.08 A second option is to encourage additional private investment in

captive power plants. In some industries where cogene.Ation of electric power
and steam is feasible, captive generation is more cost-effective than
large-scale grid supply. PLN could induce private firms to undertake more
cogeneration by offering to purchase the electricity generated at its long-run

marginal cost. In addition, PLN needs to freeze new connections to industrial
customers that are large enough to invest in efficient captive generation. To
encourage firms to install generators to support their own operations, the
government lifted import duties on large diesel generators in January 1991.
More than 290 firms have since been licensed to import generators with
capacity exceeding 375 KVA.

5.09 A third option is to create incentives for the private sector to
finance, construct and operate dedicated power plants. So-called build-
operate-transfer (BOT) schemes are being explored to encourage private
contractors to own an equity interest in public sector projects. These offer
several potential advantages: (a) additional resources to supplement
constrained budgetary resources; (b) more efficient design, construction and
operation of the plants; and (c) a useful private sector benchmark to assess
the efficiency of similar public sector projects. Offsetting these advantages
are the potential costs resulting from inequitable risk-sharing between the

government and the private sponsors, and from excessively complicated and
lengthy negotiations between the parties. The Government has invited private
investors to establish new power stations and 44 companies have reportedly
expressed interest in setting up plants with a total designed capacity of
8.0 GW, including two coal-fired steam power units each with a design capacity

of 0.6 GW at Paiton (East Java). These proposals need to be evaluated
carefully to ensure that they do offer real economic advantages compared to

traditional public investments (see Box 5.1).

Telecommunications

5.10 Telecommunications services are essential for a wide range of

information processing activities that support the productivity and
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competiti-'..iess of business enterprises. Despite the expansion of Indonesia's
telephone network, from 210,000 lines in 1976 to 900,000 in 1989, it has not
kept pace with the growth in demand. As a result, excess demand for
telecommunications services has emerged and the gap has widened over time from
39% of available telephone lines in 1982 to 68% in 1988. For the great
majority of the population access to telecommunications is very limited. The
current telephone density in Indonesia is only 0.5 lines/100 people which lags
far behind other ASEAN countries such as Thailand with 1.8 lines/100 and
Malaysia with 7.3 lines/100. This acute shortage of subscriber lines causes
serious congestion of the existing network with the result that a large
portion of call attempts fail. The low quality of service is compounded by
poor traffic and facilities management resulting in a high number of faults
per line and excessive time taken to correct defective lines. Major, well-
designed investmants will be required to -.nlerate network expansion and
improve the quality of telecommunicatiot.- vices. These may not be feasible
with the current orgarization and mana.weyw of the telecommunications sector.
With telecommunications restructuring - etives now taking place in many
countries, it will be important to examh.. i.cther similar policy reforms on
competition, regulation, market structure an-: ownership could improve
performance in Indonesia.

5.11 The government owns almost all telecommunications facilities and is
the monopoly provider of basic services. Domestic telecommunicatiotas services
are provided by the state-owned enterprise PERUMTEL, and all international
telecommunications services are provided through state-owned PT. INDOSAT.
Manufacturing of telecommunications equipment, is dominated by a third state-
owned enterprise, (PT. Inti). However there is limited private sector
participation in providing services through revenue-sharing agreements with
PERUMTEL. These include cellular mobile radio telephone services, and
satellite network telecommunications services. New telecommunications
legislation passed in 1989 modified PERUMTEL's domestic monopoly to allow
provision of nonbasic services by private entities. A detailed regulatory
framework for private sector participation in these services is now under
preparation.

5.12 Improving the performance of PERUMTEL will be the key to improving
performance of the telecommunication sector as a whole. Until recently,
Government management of the sector has not given sufficient incentive to
PERUMTEL's management. Indeed, the Government's close relationship with
PERUMTEL has tended to blur accountability, and bureaucratic procedures have
contributed to delays in project approval and hindered long-term planning. An
essential measure to improve PERUMTEL's performance will, therefore, be to
increase its operational autonomy by changing its status to a corporation
(along the lines of PT. INDOSAT) that would be allowed to retain earnings
subject to the payment of dividends and taxes. This could constitute an
initial step towards partial privatisation by selling equity in the enterprise
to private investors. In the longer run, partial divestiture could mobilise
additional private sector resources to overcome budgetary limitations in
financing rapid system expansion and quality improvements. However, a
prerequisite for successful divestiture would be implementation of extensive
measures to strengthen PERUMTEL's organization and management in order to
improve its efficiency and productivity.
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5.13 PERUMTEL faces virtually no competition in the provision of network
services and, therefore, has no compelling incentives to improve its
performance. However, the Government has already recognised the merits of
permitting competition in the provision of nonbasic services under the new
telecommunications law. These include all services except telephone, telex,
telegraph and leased lines. This approach will require development of a
regulatory capability that monitors PERUMTEL's costs and tariffs to ensure
that it does not cross-subsidise services that are subject to competition with
private providers. It also calls for periodic review of the appropriate
allocation of services between public sector monopolies and private sector
competitors. For eAample, cellular mobile radio could be considered as a
nonbasic service open for competitive provision by the private sector.

5.14 The Government is examining revenue-sharing arrangements (RSAs) as
the major option for expanding private sector participation. During 1990 the
Government awarded RSA contracts to six companies for adding 425,000 lines to
the Jakarta network, under which the firms would receive the subscribers'
installation charges and 70% of monthly service charges and telephone bills
for periods up to nine years. To ensure that this option leads to efficient
expansion of telecommunications services, it will be necessary for the
Government to develop a policy framework that protects the public interest in
key areas of tendering, bid evaluation, contract design, technical inputs and
financial structure associated with these arrangements (see Box 5.1). The
recent RSAs appear to impose a considerable managerial and financial burden on
PERUMTEL. Future RSAs should be subject to stringent tests to ensure they
provide genuine additionality which will relieve PERUMTEL of key financial and
skills constraints, thus allowing it to focus its scarce resources on the
substantial tasX of upgrading and accelerating development of basic telephone
services.

5.15 Private sector participation can also be increased by contracting
out. PERUMTEL has already made extensive use of local private consultants and
contractors for outside plant construction, construction of ducts,
installation of primary and secondary cables, wiring of subscriber pi.emises
and maintenance of buildings. If carefully managed, subcontracting can lower
PERUMTEL's overhead costs and personnel requirements, especially for line
installation in the distribution network. However, the potential for cost
reductions depends critically on PERUMTEL's capacity to supervise these
arrangements. Future joint-venture arrangements are expected to increase the
efficiency of sub-contracting firms through transfer of know-how, thus
allowing PERUMTEL to achieve greater cost savings through reliance on private
sector suppliers. The range of contracting out could be further extended to
include maintenance of all civil works relating to outside plant, special
services such as telecom service shops, and the provision and maintenance of
public call boxes.

TransRort

5.16 During the 1980s the Central Government progressively transferred
responsibility for the management of revenue earning facilities and services
from line departments to state enterprises, giving them more autonomy and
accountability to foster a more commercial orientation in providing services.
More recently, the private sector has also been permitted to play a greatly
expanded role, especially in operating transport services.

.
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5.17 Transport infrastructure. Government continues to provide and manage
public goods (such as the public road network) and those which serve the basic
transport needs of communities (such as bus terminals, medium and small
airports, small seaports and river terminals). Most other public sector
infrastructure is now owned and managed by public enterprises, including
seaports, airports, toll roads, and ferry terminals. In addition, government
also provides regulatory services which have an important bearing on how
efficiently infrastructure and services are used.

5.18 The private sector role in the provision of transport infrastructure
has traditionally been limited to own-use facilities such as special
industrial ports and private roads and airstrips, but this is now changing
rapidly. Private consortia have demonstrated their capacity to participate in
major infrastructure projects, notably through the construction and operation
of toll roads and urban bus terminals under BOT arrangements. The first toll
road involving private sector participation is now in operation while the
first privately developed bus terminal is being constructed in Jakarta.
Recently a private consortium confirmed its intention to construct a major
bridge to link Surabaya with Madura. Following the recent deregulation of
industrial estate development many private companies are proposing to
construct inland container depots and cargo distribution centers which promise
to support more efficient operation of the seaports. The Government is now
considering increased private participation in the major seaports and airports
by permitting the responsible public corporations to participate in joint
ventures or joint operations with private partners. The objectives of these
arrangements are to reduce demands on the budget, to speed derelopment of new
faailities and to manage existing assets more efficiently. An important
co.acern is to avoid arrangements which would enable the private partner to
malke large guaranteed profits while leaving the public sector to shoulder the
risks (see Box 5.1).

5.19 TransDort services. Public enterprises remain a major provider of
revenue-earning transport services. In land transport these include freight
and passenger rail services and urban bus services. In maritime transport,
there are three state-owned shipping lines which operate deep sea general
cargo services, inter-island general cargo and passenger services, and bulk
and other specialized services. In air transport, Garuda is the sole operator
of long-haul scheduled international services and, together with its daughter
company Merpati, is the dominant operator of scheduled domestic services.

5.20 The private sector has dominated provision of road transport services
except for the principal urban bus services in major cities. Small and medium
sized private companies, cooperatives and individuals provide all road freight
services, most interurban bus services, and all secondary and tertiary urban
road passenger services. In Jakarta, one large private company operates urban
bus services while several private firms provide taxi services. The private
sector is also the main provider of inland waterway transport services and
shares the provision of inter-island ferry services. In future there will be
opportunities for private sector participation in the railways, including
commercial development of station areas and other inner city land assets, and
investments in rolling stock. In maritime transport, the role of the private
sector shipping lines has grown steadily during the 1980s, with the exception
of the rapidly growing inter-island passenger market. Private companies have
traditionally provided stevedoring services under the "landlord port" system,
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while Inpres 4/85 has permitted the emergence of a freight forwarding industry
which is also dominated by private companies. In air transport, private
operators have until recently played only a minor role in the provision of
domestic scheduled services but have long been important operators of
secondary, tertiary and specialized air charter services. Recent decisions to
admit an additional domestic scheduled carrier (Sempati) and to allow private
airlines to use jet aircraft on the longer domestic routes have enabled the
private airlines to compete more actively with state-owned Garuda and Merpati.

Water Resources

5.21 The development of Java's water resources has been a major factor
supporting Indonesia's economic growth. Although most of Java is well endowed
with rainfall, most of its rivers are less than 50 km long. Very shallow
catchments combined with deforestation cause a rapid runoff of surface water
resulting in downstream water shortages in coastal areas during the dry
season. In addition, pollution in the downstream areas of almost all the
north coast rivers has seriously reduced the availability of raw water of
adequate quality for municipal and industrial purposes. Hence, continued
development of several large cities is now dependent on their ability to find
alternative sources of water. Under these circumstances, the allocation of
surface water and groundwater for agricultural and industrial use is an issue
of growing importance.

5.22 Java has total surface water flows of about 170 billion cubic meters
(Bim3) annually, but firm water resources (minimum flows in a dry year) are
only about 78 Bin. Publicly-provided irrigation water for agriculture is by
far the largest user of surface water, requiring about 60 Bm3 annually or
three-quarters of the firm water flows. Demand started to climb sharply in
the mid-1970s when high-yielding varieties of rice were introduced on a large
scale. Future water requirements in the year 2010 are projected at about 88
Bm', suggesting that shortages could rise to 10 Bm3 in a dry year. Two-thirds
of this water shortage could be eliminated by increasing the efficiency of
water used for irrigation. Average efficiencies on larger schemes in Java
barely exceed 30%, although these systems are designed for efficiencies of
50%. Part of the problem is due to underfunding of operation and maintenance
(06M). To improve efficiency, the Government has initiated an "efficient" O&M
program, which involves special maintenance follwed by much higher O0M
expenditures. By 1991, this program had been extended to 1.7 million ha out
of a total of 4.4 million ha of publicly managed irrigated area. The
Government has also turned over about 20,000 ha of small irrigation schemes to
water users associations (WUAs), reflecting a long-term policy of turning over
to WUAs all irrigation schemes under 500 ha. These measures should provide a
powo-ful incentive for farmers to improve O&M and thus improve efficiency.

5.23 Water use by publicly-supplied municipal piped water systems (mainly
from rivers and springs) is minor at about 2.25 Bm3 or 3% of the water used
for agriculture, but its importance is growing. Despite these low
requirements, urban and industrial pollution are reducing the quality of raw
water supply and competition for watbr in the dry season is already intense in
urban areas like Bandung, Jakarta and Surabaya. Urban and industrial water
use is expected to grow at high rates (between 7-9% p.a.), reflecting rapid
urban population and industrial growth. Unaccounted-for-water (water lost
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from piped systems or used without payment) accounts for around 40% of
municipal water supply, and major efficiency improvements will be needed to
meet this future demand.

5.24 Groundwater extraction, mainly by the private sector for its own use,
is about 8.7 Bmi3 per year, or 10% of firm water flows. However, because
groundiwater is relatively safe and convenient, it is the major source of water
in cities that have polluted surface waters. In Jakarta, private groundwater
extraction provides about four times as much water as the municipal piped
water supply. This massive withdrawal has caused saline intrusion into
shallow aquifers, which presents a serious problem since shallow wells are an
important source of water for domestic use by the poor. Most industries rely
on groundwater. In West Java around 65% of industrial water is drawn from
private wells and another 25% is private extractions from rivers and lakes.
Only 10% of industrial water use comes from town or city water systems.
However, with the worsening of water pollution in the river systems and tO
deterioration of groundwater quantity and quality in some areas, future
industrial water supply needs will have to be met from expansion of municipal
piped systems.

5.25 Efficient water resource use to meet growing future demands will
require more effective management both of surface and groundwater resources
through better coordination between and strengthening of the public sector
agencies involved. Many different public institutions are responsible for
providing and regulating irrigation, municipal piped water supply, and
groundwater use. The Ministry of Public Works (MPW) is charged with overall
planning, development and management of surface water resources. Within MPW,
the Directorate General of Water Resources Development (DGWRD) plays the major
role. Its Directorate of Irrigation works with staff from the Ministries of
Agriculture and Home Affairs, the Provincial Irrigation Services and
Irrigation Committees and the local farmers, Water Users Associations to
develop, operate and maintain irrigation systems. The Directorate General of
Public Works (DGCK) is in charge of nationwide planning and design of
municipal piped water systems for household and industrial use. DGCK is
responsible for constructing new public water systema (BPAMs) and supervising
their operation before their transformation into semi-autonomous water
enterprises (PDAMs) which are wholly owned by local governments. The
Directorate of Environmental Geology in the Ministry of Mines and Energy is
responsible for managing groundwater resources and issuing licenses for
groundwater abstraction. However, many private users circumvent these
licensing requirements, and aquifers are being overdrawn. This reflects
jurisdictional problems in relation to municipalities, inadequate enforcement
avz;.lority and limited staff. This complex institutional structure hampers
effective planning and regulation of public and private provision of water
resources.
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C. Efficient Demand Management for Infrastructure Services

Introduction

5.26 While the rapid pace of private sector growth generates a demand for
expanding infrastructure services, it is equally important to ensure that this
demand is moderated by appropriate prices so that the available infrastructure
is used efficiently. The role of the public sector in formulating appropriate
pricing policies is critical to ensure efficient demand management of
infrastructure services. This efficiency goal requires that the prices that
guide the decisions of producers and consumers reflect the marginal costs of
production. Unsatisfied demand at these efficiency prices indicates a need to
expand production by making it clear that users are willing to pay for the
expansion. In some infrastructure sectors, such as power and
telecommunications, system expansion requires lumpy investments. Setting
price to short-run marginal cost can result in unacceptable price instability
and long-run marginal cost provides a smoother approximation. User charges
are also a potentially important source of revenue. Raising user charges to
levels closer to long-run marginal supply costs can help to finance expansion
of services. Social objectives of poverty reduction and equitable
distribution of income also influence public utility pricing but often result
in subsidized services for the better-off. If public utility pricing is used
to address distributional objectives, proper targeting of subsidies to reach
the poor is a critical part of designing the pricing policy. This section
reviews the current pricing policies for electric power, telecommunications,
transport and water resources in Indonesia in light of these efficiency,
revenue and equity objectives.

Electric Power

5.27 Pricing policy plays a critical role in managing electricity demand
to ensure that the available supply is efficiently allocated among useru.
Meeting this economic efficiency objective requires the power tariff to signal
to consumers the economic cost of electricity supply. If demand remains
unsatisfied at these efficiency prices, it is clear that system expansion is
appropriate. The long-run marginal cost of supply (LRMC) varies significantly
depending on the location, voltage level, time of day and consumption pattern
of the user. These cost differentials need to be signalled to consumers
through the level and structure of the power tariff. In Indonesia, power
tariffs are regulated by the Government, but there is no automatic and regular
linkage between tariff adjustments, marginal supply costs and demand growth.
Power tariffs were last raised, by 25% on average, on April 1, 1989. Under
the new tariff the average revenue generated per Kwh sold was estimated to be
about 13% below LRMC in 1989/90.

5.28 This departure from the efficiency price benchmark resulted in a
total economic subsidy of about Rp.600 billion in 1989/90. Most of the
subsidy is channelled to residential consumers but only about one-twentieth of
this actually benefits poor consumers, while the rest encourages excessive
consumption by the better-off. The remaining tariff subsidy is channelled to
small industrial customers, but this is unlikely to contribute to the creation
of new enterprises or expansion of existing ones. The cost of electricity
accounts for only a small proportion of production costs and hardly affects
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investment decisions. The Government has already recognised the inefficiency
of such subsidies by phasing out subsidised credits for promoting small-scale
industry.

5.29 These considerations suggest the need for careful review of the level
and structure of the power tariff. In the past, tariff adjustments have been
implemented only after prolonged delays. This has reduced PLN's earnings and
capacity to finance system expansion to serve the unmet demand, and it has
prevented the effective use of pricing policy to manage the growth of demand.
It will be important, therefore, to adjust the power tariff to reflect changes
in PLN's costs (for example, fuel prices, inflation and the exchange rate,
adjusted for efficiency improvements). A system of regular tariff adjustments
using agreed criteria would result in frequent small changes and avoid the
stress and risks of delay associated with a large tariff increase. Higher
tariffs would also provide an important improvement in the incentives for the
private sector to supply captive power to the PLN grid, since these prices are
presently governed by the administered power tariff.

Telecommunications

5.30 The Government announced important changes in the level and structure
of telephone tariffs on October 8, 1990 in order to strengthan the financial
performance of PERUNTEL to fund system expansion in the face of growing unmet
demand. First, telephone installation charges were raised substantially to
moderate the excess demand for new services. For Jakarta the installation
charge was doubled from Rp.500,000 to Rp.l million. An additional measure
that could be considered is to reserve a significant portion of new lines for
customers willing to pay a higher installation fee in exchange for priority
service within one month. Second, monthly subscription charges had been low
compared with costs and with charges in other countries. These were raised to
encourage subscribers with low utilisation to terminate telephone services so
they can be reallocated to customers who value the service more highly. For
Jalarta, the subscription fee was nearly tripled, from Rp.3,500 to Rp.10,000
per month. Third, the charge for local calls was raised from Rp.75 to Rp.100
per three minutes to bring it into line with marginal cost.-. Fourth, the
charge for long-distance calls over 1,000 km was lowered from kp.2,250 to
Rp.2,000 per minute in view of the low marginal costs of accommodating the
additional long-distance traffic. Given the congestion problems on the
telephone network it would be appropriate in future to differentiate the
tariff structure to reflect peak and off-peak use for local as well as for
long-distance service.

5.31 These improvements in the level and structure of telecommunications
charges are appropriate and an integral part of the telecommunications
investment strategy to manage demand growth and finance a rapid expansion of
the telephone network. It will be important to undertake a regular review and
revision of telecommunications tariffs in order to avoid larger and more
sensitive rate changes that would otherwise be required at longer intervals.

Transport

5.32 Transport pricing policy is most complex for road use. Facilities
such as ports and airports have well-defined tariffs which users must pay
directly to use their services but, except for toll roads, there is no direct
pricing mechanism linked to road use. Because direct road user charges are
not feasible, other indirect taxes are applied to reflect user costs. These
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include the gasoline tax and provincial government fees for vehicle
registration and ownership transfer. These taxes are imperfect substitutes
for road user chargas because tax incldence varies among users and may not
reflect actual road user patterns and the economic costs they impose. Thus,
annual lump sum charges overtax infrequent road users who cross-subsidize
frequent road users. Fuel taxes are a closer approxlmation to an efficient
road user charge because they vary with distance travelled which is one
determinant of economic costs. However, they do not reflect other important
determinants such as the type of vehicle used, the size and distribution of
the load carried, and the route and timing of road use.

5.33 In Indonesia the publicly regulated prices of motor fuels and other
road user taxes have not been based on the efficiency objective of signalling
to users the road infrastructure costs imposed by operation of their vehicles.
This distorts the pattern of demand for different transport modes. Host
importantly, some traffic is attracted to road which could be transported more
economically by other modes such as rail, and road transport operators are
encouraged to purchase those type of vehicles (notably medium-sized two-axle
trucks) which are most easily overloaded and hence cause heavy damage to road
pavements. The Government will need to restructure the road user taxation
system to promote efficient transport use. Such a system could reduce the
cost of meeting rising transport demands, in particular by inducing truckers
to take efficient investment and operating decisions. This will mean
eliminating the present pricing distortion under which medium and heavy trucks
lmpose around 40% of total road infrastructure costs but generate revenues
that recover only about 4% of those costs. This will require actions to:
(a) raise the subsidised price of diesel not only to cover its economic costs
but also to include a road user tax component; and (b) to restructure the
annual registration fee for commercial vehicles to reflect their road damaging
potential and size rather than age and engine capacity as at present.

Water Resources

5.34 Although urban industrial and household use of water is still small
compared to agriculture, these water requirements are growing and will impose
increasing pressures on the traditional claims of irrigated agriculture.
Within urban areas, the use of publicly supplied piped water versus privately
extracted groundwater also poses important tradeoffs. Pricing policy will
have to play an increasingly important role in resolving the choices among the
uses of scarce water resources in Indonesia.

5.35 &griculture. A large part of the future water shortage could be
eliminated by improving the efficiency of water use in irrigation. The
economic costs of capturing, delivering and distributing irrigation water,
including the opportunity costs of diverting water from industrial use, are
large. Farmers who do not appreciate these costs are likely to waste water,
reducing productivity and economic growth. Publicly provided irrigation
facilities cover over 80% of the lrrigated area and this irrigated water is
generally not priced. As a result, irrigation water is the most heavily
subsidised agricultural input amounting to over Rp.l.0 trillion per year. The
Government has initiated a program of imposing an irrigation service fee on
700,000 ha of publicly lrrlgated land over the next four years. This
represents an important first step in establishing an appropriate pricing
regime for irrigation water. However, these lump sum fees are not linked to
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the volume of water used. Thus, while system efficiency will be improved
through better maintenance, appropriate economic incentives for efficient
water use still remain to be put in place. Over the medium term it may be
feasible to charge for bulk sales of water to irrigation schemes, but this
will require further development of the river basin allocation and management
concept.

5.36 Industry. Private groundwater extraction is the major source of
industrial water use. In principle, licenses are issued for groundwater
extraction, the rate of extraction is metered, and charges on water use are
levied by the municipality. In practice, groundwater use is not adequately
regulated. Unlicensed wells are common and tariffs are both low and
undercollected. This underpricing of groundwater leads to considerable waste
by private industrial users. This is a serious problem in coastal areas where
aquifers cannot adequately recharge, so current use lowers the water table and
increases the future cost of groundwater extraction. Proper design and
collection of groundwater charges is, therefore, a critical issue in pricing
water resources.

5.37 The tariff structure for publicly supplied piped water is
characterized by a high surcharge levied on industrial and commercial users
and a subsidy for residential users. This tax on industrial and commercial
consumers is appropriate to mobilise resources needed to expand piped water.
However, there is a clear risk that these high rates reinforce the incentive
towards inefficient private extractior. of underpriced groundwater in areas
where groundwater is scarce. In these areas it is critical, therefore, to
complement the municipal tariff structure with strict enforcement of
appropriate prices for private groundwater extraction. In addition, the
residential subsidy fails to meet the intended equity objective because it is
poorly targeted. It disproportionately benefits the better-off consumers who
can afford to pay the high lump sum connection charge and who also consume
water more heavily than low income users. These considerations indicate a
clear need to redesign the piped water tariff structure. To serve the equity
objective, the residential subsidy would be better targeted only at lifeline
consumption levels of piped water, and the rest of the subsidy reallocated to
expand provision of public standpipes serving the poor.

D. Public Expenditure Priorities for Infrastructure Expansion

Introduction

5.38 Private sector participation and improved pricing policies can play
an important role in mobilising resources and managing the demand for
infrastructure services. Nevertheless, the public sector will continue to
have an important role in providing and financing expansion of infrastructure
systems to sustain rapid private sector growth. This section examines
selected issues in setting public expenditure priorities in the key
infrastructure sectors of power, telecommunications, transport and water
resources.
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Electric Power

5.39 The rapid growth in private sector power demand calls for a
substantial investment program to expand PLN's capacity. The large resource
requirements raise important questions about the future financing strategy.
As s.own in Table 5.2, power investment is projected to rise to Rp.19 trillion
in 19S9/90-1993/94 and then to triple to Rp.66 trillion in 1994/95-1998/99.
In the past, only a small proportion of PLN's investment program was self-
financed by internal cash generation (about 14% during REPELITA IV), with the
remainder funded through the budget. About half of these funds are government
borrowings from multilateral and bilateral sources, onlent to PLN at
subsidised interest rates with the government carrying the foreign exchange
risk, and the rest contributed in the form of government equity.

Table 5.2: PLN INVESTMENT AND FINANCING PLAN
(at current prices)

1989/90-1993/94 1994195-1998/99
Rp.billion Percent Rp.billion Percent

Investment 18,799 100 65,768 100

Financed by:
Internal cash generation 5,023 27 19,123 29
Borrowing 9,593 51 42,545 65
Equity 4,183 22 4,100 6

Source: World Bank staff estimates.

5.40 Given the growing size of PLN's future investment requirements, this
financing strategy will need to change in order to reduce PLN's dependence on
constrained public resources while ensuring adequate expansion. Three major
elements would underlie this change in strategy. First, the power tariff
needs to be adjusted periodically to reflect the economic cost of supply. In
1989/90 the average revenue per Kwh was about 13% below LRMC. The financing
plan in Table 5.2 assumes that tariffs are adjusted in line with changes in
nominal LRMC so that the self-financing ratio rises to around 30%. A second
step to reduce PLN's need for government subsidies would be to target subsidy
payments on clearly defined social objectives such as financing the rural
electrification program. Implicit subsidies channelled through subsidized on-
lending of government borrowings are not appropriate and can be phased out.
These measures could limit the Government's equity contribution to around
Rp.4 trillion in both 1989/90-1993/94 and 1994/95-1998/99, and imply that
PLN's borrowing requirements would rise to about Rp.10 trillion in 1989/90-
1993/94 and about Rp.43 trillion in 1994/95-1998/99. As a third step, the
Government will need to enable PLN to explore ways of borrowing the remainder
from the domestic capital market through the sale of bonds to institutional
investors or issuing capital stock.
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Telecommunica', -U

5.41 PERUMTEL has proposed a long-term investment plan that would achieve
a ratio of 1.34 lines per 100 population by the end of REPELITA VI. The cost
of this plan assumes a much lower average unit cost (Rp.3.7 million or
US$2,050 per line added) that would be realized if PERUMTEL adopts: (a) cost-
effective technology, (b) a competitive procurement and financing strategy,
and (c) an integrated system approach in project implementation. Targets and
costs are summarised in Table 5.3. Although implementation of the plan would
not reduce the absolute size of the waiting list, there would be a substantial
relative improvement in that about 49% of total demand would be met in 1994,
compared with 34% in 1989. Most important, the quality of service and access
to service would be vastly improved.

lable 53.: PERUMTEL DEVELOPMENT PLAN

1984/85-1988/89 1989/90-1993/94 1994/95-1998/99

Added lines (million) 0.25 0.90 1.10

Density (lines/l0O)La 0.45 0.95 1.34

Investment requirement
(Rp. trillion at
constant prices) 1.30 3.20 3.90

La At the end of each five-year period.

Source: PERUMTEL and World Bank staff estimates.

5.42 Table 5.4 shows the estimated investment requirements and outlines a
possible sector financing plan. This assumes that: (a) the foreign costs of
investments would average 40% of total costs, (b) PERUMTEL would self-finance
a minimum of 40% of the total investment costs, (c) local bank borrowing would
be maintained at current levels, and (d) subscriber bond financing would be
introduced later in REPELITA V and would ultimately provide about 1.2% of local
cost financing in REPELITA VI. This plan is based on the premise that foreign
costs will continue to be met by government onlending of foreign loans and
grants.
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Table 5.4: PERUMTEL INVESTMENT AND FINANCING PLAN
(at constant 1989/90 prices)

1984/85-1988/89 1289/90-1993/94 1994/95-1998/99
Rp. Rp. % Rp. t

trillion trillion trillion

Investment 1.44 100 3.20 100 3.90 100

Financed-by:
Internal cash generation 0.32 22 1.49 47 1.67 43
External borrowing 0.67 47 1.28 40 1.56 40
Domestic borrowing 0.45 31 0.43 13 0.67 17

Source: World Bank staff estimates.

Transgort

5.43 There are no simple indicators to assess the adequacy of existing
transport infrastructure capacity or to relate future development requirements
to projected economic growth. A starting point in assessing future
expenditure priorities is REPELITA V which reflects government's spending
priorities for individual subsectors. The plan projects development budget
expenditures on road, land, sea and air transport of Rp.23.7 trillion at
current prices.

5.44 Interurban roads. The geometry and pavement of key interurban road
links have been improved to a satisfactory condition and appropriate
maintenance programs have been put in place. During the coming years, the
main challenges will therefore increasingly shift to: (a) providing additional
capacity in those corridors, principally on Java, where traffic volumes are
ncw approaching capacity and where heavy freight traffic will necessitate
further pavement strengthening; and (b) upgrading provincial and other
national links that have not recently undergone betterment. There are several
options for providing the additional road capacity needed in the densely
trafficked trunk corridors, ranging from the widening of existing roads
coupled with the construction of urban by-passes through to the construction
of a strategic network of restricted access toll roads. In order to make
private sector participation in toll roads more attractive to potential
investors, the Government intends to maintain existing trunk roads in a
satisfactory physical condition but to allow them to become congested.

5.45 District roads. The current level of spending on district roads is
commensurate with the absorptive capacities of local governments and their
contractors, and is providing improved access to rural communities at a
reasonably rapid rate. In the medium terdb, there seems to be no need to
increase the level of real expenditure, although progressively larger shares
of the total will need to be allocated to m4intaining those roads that have
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recently been improved. Continued efforts will also be needed to develop
further the capacities of district level agencies to plan and implement their
road programs.

5.46 Urban transport. Expenditures on urban roads and other public
transport infrastructure and services will need to increase iapidly in the
coming years. Such spending needs to be combined with effective traffic
restraint measures to slow the growth in demand for private transport to
manageable levels. Such measures could also reduce air pollution, which is an
increasingly important problem in big cities. Estimates for the Jabotabek
region indicate an investment requirement of around US$3 billion at current
prices over the next twenty years to provide a basic network of segregated
busways and light rail lines to serve existing major corridors. 'In those with
significant land development potential, there are opportunities to secure
efficient private sector participation that should reduce demands on the
budget. Additional investments will be needed in the Jabotabek region to
provide more road capacity in some inner city corridors, to construct grade-
separated intersections at heavily congested junctions, and to open up new
peripheral areas for efficient development. In other major cities, increased
road investments will also be needed to open up new areas on the peripheries.

5.47 During the 1980s, the government invested large sums in providing the
public bus corporations with new buses needed to maintain and increase the
size of their fleets. This investment has .iot been effective. Although
initiatives to improve performance of these corporations are in progress,
opportunities for improving services by allowing competition from private bus
companies need to be considered. Many competent private companies have
already expressed interest in operating city buses.

5.48 Railways. The public railway corporation (PJKA: has recently changed
its status to a perum and will need to streamline its operations and implove
its efficiency. A major priority is to reduce the bacidtg of deferred
maintenance and asset r:eplacement of its locomotive fleet, much of which is
inoperable or operating below capacity and prone to in-service failure as a
result of shortages of basic spare parts. In addition, minior investments in
rollingstock are needed to serve high potential markets. Expenditures
approaching US$400 million would be required in these ar ns over the coming
five years. Other investments in railway system capacitN expansion can be
deferred until the operational performance and financial co.ndition of the new
perum has improved significantly.

5.49 Maritime transport. The rapid increase in non-oi. exports has been
reflected in very strong growth in throughputs at Java's main general cargo
ports, and particularly in the movement of containers through Tanjung Priok,
where the tonnage of international containerized cargos increased at an
average rate of 24% pa from 1986 to 1989. This caused mounting congestion at
the container terminal during 1990. Providing additional capacity at this and
other large general cargo ports in Java and Sumatra will account for the major
proportion of all port investments in the medium term. There will also be a
need for continuing government funding of the development and rehabilitation
of small ports in more remote areas, particularly eastern Indonesia, although
the annual cost of such projects will be small. Before undertaking these
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investments, improved approaches for the planning and design of small port
projects need to be established. Required expansion of shipping services as
well as shipbuilding and repair services can be left to the private sector.

5.50 Air transgort. The second phase of Jakarta's new international
airport is nearing completion and major capacity expansi.on projects are
underway at Bali and Balikpapan. Once these projects are complete, there will
be a need for continuing investments to add capacity at certain other major
airports, although some of the proposals have been driven by very high
projections of tourism development and require review. A government decision
to permit private sector participation in the development and management of
airport facilities would also serve to reduce demands on the budget.

Water Resources

5.51 Agriculture. The main choices in setting public expenditure
priorities for irrigation are the balance between new system development and
completion of existing schemes, and between new investment and O&M.
REPELITA V targets include 500,000 hectares of new irrlgation area, 334,000
hectares of irrigation rehabilitation and upgrading, and 444,000 hectares of
swamp area rehabilitation. However, several studies have indicated that rice
self-sufficiency could be maintained with a less ambitious expansion of the
irrigation network than that foreseen for the REPELITA V period. Moreover, by
placing priority on completion of existing command areas instead of
construction of entirely new systems, the cost of expanding irrigated area can
be reduced. A substantial amount of investment on rehabilitation and
upgrading (R&U) is needed to restore the irrigation infrastructure to its
designed state and to achieve the substantial improvements in efficiency of
water use which are required. In general, however, R&U will not be effective
unless followed by efficient operation and maintenance (O&M) activities, which
are necessary to prevent the infrastructure from deteriorating once again.
O&M of irrigation systems is under-funded in Indonesia. Total expenditures on
O&M were only about Rp.69 billion in 1989/90, or 0.3% of the Rp.25 trillion
value of the irrigation capital stock. Economic returns to incremental
expenditures on O&M are very high, usually more than 50%. A nationwide
program of efficient O&M would require annual expenditures of only Rp.175
billion, but increased expenditures should be phased in as the irrigation
infrastructure is rehabilitated to its designed standards. Appropriate user
charges levied on farmers based on the quantity of water used would finance
O&M costs and encourage farmers to use scarce water more efficiently.
Recently adopted measures indicate important progress towards this objective
(see para. 5.22).

5.52 Non-agriculture. REPELITA V sets ambitious plans to expand and
protect the public water supply. Physical targets include: (a) expansion of
water production capacity from 51,000 to 65,000 liters/second; (b) piped-water
distribution increased from 32% to 47% of the urban population; (c) access of
the rural populatlon to nublicly supplied ground or surface water raised from
30% to 600. These targets assume that a great deal of the existing private
ground and surface water supply would be replaced with public piped systems.
If these quantity targets are achieved at the expense of ensuring proper
quality of project design, implementation and O&M, and without careful
analysis of the effective demand for piped watex, the resulting infrastructure
will remain underutilized and deteriorate quickly. To prevent this, local
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Governments will need to assume increasing responsibilities for project
selection and management in accordance with local priorities. PDAMs will also
need to generate sufficient funds to operate and maintain existing systems
properly and to repay loans undertaken for system expansion. Appropriate
design and enforcement of the municipal water tariff structure (including
groundwater charges) will, tharefore, be a critical complement to the public
investment program. To improve the quality of the raw water and thus reduce
treatment costs, larger expenditures and low-cost approaches are also needed
for sanitation and sewerage programs.

E. Recent Developments in Public Sector Management

Introduction

5.53 The changing role of the public sector towards enabling greater
reliance on private sector development cails for major improvements in the
quality of government services. This Chapter illustrates the complex and
interrelated policy agenda facing the Government in meeting the challenge of
providing adequate infrastructure to sustain private sector growth, includlng:
shaping a policy framework for private sector participation that protects the
public interest, formulating efficient pricing policies for infrastructure
services, and designing and implementing high quality public investment
programs. The ability of the Government to address this agenda depends on the
effectiveness of its constituent parts, the central and regional governments
and public enterprises, and on the administrative capabilities of these
government institutions. This section reviews recent developments in public
sector management aimed at improving public enterprise efficiency and reform
of the civil service.

Public Enterprise Reform

5.54 The Government has been developing a policy framework for the longer-
term reform of PEs based on Presidential Decree No.5 in October 1988. With
the development of the economy and the recent deregulation measures, the
number and range of enterprises that need to remain under government ownership
have declir.ed. Accordingly, the two major objectives of the longer-term
reform program for PEs are to: (a) introduce organisational and managerial
reforms in enterprises that will remain in the public sector to improve their
efficiency and reduce their burden on scarce public resources; and (b) divest
enterpfises that need not remain under public ownership, in a phased and
orderly manner.

5.55 In preparation for these reforms, two ministerial decrees issued in
June 1989 set out the financial performance criteria for public enterprises
and outlined a number of options to improve their efficiency and productivity.
Using financial data from 1985-88, some 189 enterprises were classified into
four categories; very sound, sound, less sound and unsound. Based on the type
of good or service involved and these financial indinators, a set of corporate
restructuring strategies has been jointly decided on by the Ministry of
Finance (MOF), the line ministries and the various enterprises. These range
from change in legal status of the firm, to sale of equity on the bourse, to
liquidation. This initial design for restructuring was accompanied by
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instructions to the PEs to prepare five-year corporate plans and annual work
programs for use by the management of the PEs, the line ministries and the
MOF. In addition, the roles for PE management, line ministries and the MOF
have been defined more clearly. Thus, routine management for most PEs will be
the responsibility of the Boards of Directors (BODs). The interventions of
the technical ministries and the MOF will be done in the context of approving
an annual work program and a five-year corporate plan.

5.56 The Government is now proceeding with a phased implementation of its
reform strategy. As a first step, some of the options have been implemented
selectively, including change in the legal status of six enterprises to
facilitate commercial operation, the establishment of management contracts for
four PEs, the merger of six PEs, Joint ventures for two PEs, and the sale or
liquidation of ten PEs. Furthermore, significant changes in the compensation
package and accountability for PE directors have been introduced, aimed at
enhancing performance through better incentives and instituting better
accountability for poor performance. A merit pay system for employees has
been tied to that of the directors. Efforts are also underway to improve
staffing flexibility by separating PE employees from the civil service.
Together, the new salary structure, the clarified roles of the PE management,
MOF and line ministries, and the five year corporate plans and annual work
programs, constitute the nucleus of an improved system of accountability and
control of PEs. At the same time, deregulation measures should expose public
enterprises to increasing competition by reducing barriers to imports and
investment.

5.57 In parallel with steps to improve the performance of PEs that will
remain in the public sector, the Government is pursuing a policy of gradual
divestiture and privatization. There are two main elements in this strategy.
First, the Government is actively seeking ways in which the private sector can
invest in and operate a wider range of infrastructure services, including
power, telecommunications and ports. The Government has recognized that in
developing specific proposals in this area, it is important to take account of
the public interest to ensure the arrangements are efficient and cost-
effective. Consequently, the Coordinating Minister for Economic Affairs
(EKUIN) is coordinating work to develop guidelines and review specific
proposals. A second element of the Government's privatization strategy is to
divest enterprises that need not remain under public ownership. This would be
achieved through sale of shares in the stock market as well as through
outright sale to the private sector. The Government has taken a cautious
approach in implementing this policy in view of important practical
difficulties that remain to be resolved. These include: (a) the transparent
definition of rules for divestiture to ensure fairness in valuation and
bidding;' (b) minimizing the burden on government of compensation for
retrenchment: and (c) improving the capacity of the stock market to handle
effectively large sale of PE shares. However, 52 companies have been
identified as potential candidates for issuing shares in the stock market, and
preparations are underway to allow three cement companies and a sugar estate
to float shares in the stock market in the near future.
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Civil Service Reform

5.58 The rcorientation of the public sector towards managing private
sector growth requires different skills from the civil service and a changed
set of incentives. Middle-level staff involved in routine controlling and
licensing functions will need to be replaced with highly skilled professionals
capable of working on policy analysis, monitoring and regulation in support of
private sector activities. Recognizing this, the Government has embarked on a
process of civil service reform led by the Ministry for the Utilisation of
State Apparatus (MENPAN). The focus of this process is on clarification of
tasks and responsibilities through a wide-ranging job analysis initiative.
The generalized adoption of job analysis is expected to support a government-
wide streamlining of organizational structures and size, together with an
improvement in management and technical skills.

5.59 MENPAN expects job analysis to serve as a vehicle for reducing the
size of the bureaucracy. First, careful specification of tasks and
responsibilities should result in a better fit between workers and their
assignments by drawing attentiun to public employees who are underemployed and
eligible for reassignment. Secondly, job analysis implies a thorough mapping
of the functions and activities of work units as well as agencies as a whole.
This procedure should identify the extent to which staff who performed
assorted regulatory tasks and other activitics have been made redundant by
deregulation.

5.60 Improving pay and incentives systems is required to attract skilled
professionals to the civil service. Educational attainment and skill levels
remain low on average. In 1989, only 11% of Indonesia's civil servants had at
least a bachelor's degree, compared to 5% in 1975. Base salaries and
allowances have remained low, while a complex system of supplementary payments
has emerged. For example, those holding "structural" positions with mainly
administrative duties, get regular allowances and have better access to other
forms of supplementary income, including project-related honoraria, per diem
payments, housing, training and other allowances. The proposed remedy is to
create functional positions and career streams using job analysis. Functional
positions would carry clearly specified allowances tied to skill and
performance and consolidate the various supplementary payments and benefits.
This approach would introduce more competitive promotion procedures and
opportunities. Currently, promotion within grades is semi-automatic and
largely a function of elapsed time. Compared to those working in provincial
and district offices, employees of central government agencies have greater
promotion opportunities si.nce central service has four rather than three
grades four additional steps in the extra grade and many more structural
positions. Limited scope for advancement is one of the factors that make
recruitment of good staff outside Jakarta difficult. When the functional
position structure is in place, individuals in different functional jobs "I.
earn numerical credits for their work contribution, professionalism and
performance. Promotion within an explicit career structure and receipt of
larger functional allowances will follow once sufficient credits have been
accumulated.

5.61 By tackling key civil service reform issues of size, skill and
compensation the MENPAN job analysis initiative promises to help prepare the
government for the management challenges of the 1990s. MENPAN has pursued its
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administrative agenda vigorously. More than twenty ministries or independent
agencies have assigned staff to be trained in job analysis and follow-up staff
work. Most agencies have completed at least one round of job analysis, while
the number of approved functional positions has been growing. Despite these
determined efforts, Indonesia's current civil service reform is still in its
initial phase. Only one-quarter of the newly defined positions have been
recognized through budgetary allocations. Without the funding required to
cover the salary increments and allowances tied to each position, the new job
descriptions and task roles are likely to remain abstractions. Moreover, a
huge number of civil servants (almost two million) remain to be included in
MENPAN's planned blanket coverage of job analysis and functional
classification. Although expectations should be realistic given the daunting
size of the task, the potential benefits of this civil service reform effort
are great.
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CHAPTE6Li

ENSURING WIDESPREAD PARTICIPATION IN THE BENEFITS OF ECONOMIC GROWTH

A. Introduction

6.01. An important objective of the Government in developing private
enterprise has been to widen opportunities for Indonesians to share in the
benefits of economic growth. The evidence presented in Chapter 1 shows that
the process of structural change in the economy has resulted in employment and
real income growth in the poorest income groups and a dramatic decline in the
incidence of poverty. Furthermore, trends in income distribution (available
through 1987) also indicate that income growth in lower income groups has been
more rapid than in upper income groups. Nevertheless, concerns have arisen
about the distributional effects of rapid private sector growth in the
industrial and modern sectors. One area of concern is the role of
conglomerates, which accumulated a large amount of market power during the
period when the economy was heavily regulated. These large corporate groups
were better placed to take advantage of the opportunities afforded in the
period following deregulation. A second area of concern is regional
disparities in the growth process, as certain areas of the country have lower
incomes and a higher incidence of poverty. These are legitimate concerns.
However, appropriate measures can ensure that future growth continues to be
widely shared throughout all segments of society. Two types of initiatives
will be important: (i) a determined continuation of the Government's
deregulation policies to create a level playing field, thereby exposing large
firms to greater competition; and (ii) tax and expenditure measures that
ensure that taxation policy is fair and that public expenditures enhance the
productivity and quality of life of the poorest members of society.

6.02. Section B of this chapter reviews the evidence regarding recent
trends in the distribution of the benefits of economic growth. Section C
outlines recent Government efforts to promote a wider participation in
economic development. Section D discusses initiatives that would help level
the playing field through further trade and industrial deregulation, legal
reform, more equal access to credit, and a transparent interaction between the
Government and private sector. Section E considers fiscal policy initiatives
that would improve the fairness of the Government's taxation policies and
would ensure that public expenditures are directed into areas, such as upland
agriculture and human resource development, that enhance the quality of life
and the productivity of the poor.

B. Trends in the Distribution of Growth

6.03. A key goal of the New Order Government has been to ensure an
equitable pattern of economic growth. As noted by President Soeharto in the
presentation of the 1991/92 Draft Budget:

*From the very onset we realized that equitable distribution without
growth will only mean sharing poverty. Growth without equitable
distribution means sharing injustice."
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Beginning with the first five-year development plan, the Government's programs
and policies have been directed towards achieving broad-based economic growth.
The primary focus of its strategy was to improve the productivity of the rural
economy and in particular, to attain rice self-sufficiency. During the
turbulent 1980s, the Government undertook prompt macroeconomic adjustment
measures and comprehensive structural reforms that encouraged the growth of
labor-intensive manufacturing while protecting agriculture and the rural
sector. These development policies have done a remarkable job in ensuring
that the benefits of economic development were widely shared. One aspect of
this is the trend in the incidence of poverty. In 1976, 40% of the
population, about 54 million people, were in poverty; by 1987, the incidence
of poverty had been reduced to only 17%, about 30 million people.1/

6.04. Other indicators also show considerable progress. The share of
consumption expenditures by the poorest quintile of the population has
increased from 6.9% in 1970 to 9.2% in 1987 (see Table 6.1)../ The share of
consumption by the poorest quintile in Indonesia is also comparatively high:
in the Philippines, the lowest quintile accounts for only 5.5% of consumption
expenditures; in Malaysia, only 4.6%; in Sri Lanka, only 4.5%; and in India,

Table 6.1: EXPENDITURE DISTRIBUTION, 1970-1987
(% of total expenditure)

Decile 1970 1978 1980 1981 1984 1987

Lowest 2.83 2.81 3.28 3.53 3.43 3.72
Second 4.11 4.48 4.44 4.72 4.56 5.48
Third 5.46 4.59 5.40 5.90 5.58 5.67
Fourth 6.29 6.25 6.43 6.29 7.18 6.00
Fifth 7.34 6.71 7.63 7.48 7.64 7.82
Sixth 8.71 8.05 8.32 8.14 7.64 7.82
Seventh 10.07 9.63 9.91 10.92 10.26 10.88
Eighth 12.24 12.14 12.32 10.92 11.74 10.95
Ninth 15.47 14.86 14.44 14.55 14.91 14.61
Tenth 27.47 30.48 27.83 27.56 27.06 27.04

Gini Coefficient 0.35 ia 0.38 0.34 0.33 0.33 0.32

Source: 1970: Early estimates by World Bank staff; 1978-1987: Statir ih
Indonesia. 1989, Central Bureau of Statistics.

L& Estimated from decile-level data.

1/ See Indonesia: StrategX For a Sustained Reduction in Poverty, on. cit..

/ These expenditure data are drawn from The National Socioeconomic Survey
(SUSENAS). There are concerns about the completeness and accuracy of the
SUSENAS sample among higher income groups; as a result, income and
expenditures in the higher income classes may be somewhat understated.
See ibid., Annex 1.
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only 8.l%.2/ Indonesia's low and declining level of inequality is also
evident from the Gini coefficient, which has fallen from 0.38 in 1978 to 0.32
in 1987._4/ Finally, per capita income growth averaged 3.7% p.a. during
1984-87, the period of economic adjustment. Per capita incomes rose more
rapidly in rural areas than in urban areas during this period. As indicated
by ,hese trends, Indonesia's growth path during the past two decades (and
particularly during the 1980s), benefitted lower income groups and the
relatively poorer rural areas. Thus, income inequality was reduced during the
two decades since the beginning of the New Order Governmen:.

6.05. Since 1987, it appears that poverty has continued to decline and that
income growth has remained strong. Growth in the non-oil manufacturing sector
has been robust during 1987-1990, averaging about 12% p.a.. Real wages for
unskilled labor in the non-oil manufacturing sector have also increased
slightly since 1987 (see Table 1.11), and employment has continued to expand.
Similarly in the agricultur- sector, real incomes for unskilled laborers have
grown in Java. These tre ' -ggest that real incomes in the poorest income
groups has continued to ex' ; n the late 1980s.

6.06. Despite these gains, two important areas of concern have begun to
emerge about the potential effect upon income distribution of the rapid growth
of the private sector. One area of concern has been conglomerates. A number
of the large companies that benefitted from government-sanctioned monopolies
on production and trade in the period before deregulation have experienced
rapid growth in the late 1980s. Initially, these firms were better placed
than other companies in terms of capital and personnel to take advantage of
the opportunities presented by the newly deregulated environment. These
companies had accumulated considerable market power from the inward-looking,
import-substituting industrial strategy pursued by Indonesia during the late
1970s and early 1980s.

6.07. One measure of this market power, which was established before the
period of deregulation, is the level of output concentration in the non-oil
manufacturing sector, as measured by the share of output produced by the four
largest firms (CR4). In 1985, about 30% of domestic output was produced by
extremely concentrated industries (i.e., a CR4 above 70%), and another 30% was
produced by highly concentrated industries (i.e., a CR4 above 40%).5-/ These
ratios indicate that concentration was high in the non-oil manufacturing
sector. Moreover, the concentration ratios probably underestimate the
concentration of market power since these data apply to plants rather than
companies or ownership groups. This concentration of market power resulted in

2./ See World Development Report 1990, The World Bank, Oxford University
Press, 1990, Table 30, pp. 236-237.

£/ The Gini coefficient measures aggregate income inequality and can vary
from 0 (perfect equality) to 1 (perfect inequality). A decline in the
Gini coefficient, therefore, indicates a decline in income inequality.

2/ World Bank staff estimates. Note that these data include public
enterprises. Since public enterprises tend to dominate the sectors in
which they operate (e.g. steel, cement, fertilizer), these CR4 ratios may
overstate somewhat the market power concentrated in the hands of the
private sector.
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supernormal profits in the period prior to deregulation and led to a
concentration of assets. A second measure of the harket power concentrated in
the hands of the conglomerates is the turnover generated by these firms. In
1988, the turnover of the ten largest company groups in Indonesia was roughly
equivalent to 15% of GNP.§/ Howeve , it is important to note that this
concentration is not necessarily high by international standards. The
turnover of the ten largest company groups in K1orea was equivalent to 67% of
GNP in 1984,2/ and large corporate groups in Japan and Taiwan also account
for a significant share of GNP.

6.08. A second area of concern is regional disparities. Income disparities
still exist across different areas of Indonesia. In particular, the eastern
areas of Indonesia have lower income levels and higher incidences of poverty
than the rest of Indonesia, although in many eastern areas the rate of growth
of incomes was abovs the national average during the 1980s. These income
disparities are the result of regional variations in agricultural and
industrial production and employment. Java is much more heavily
industrialized than most of the Outer Islands (see Table 6.2). Even though
Java accounts for only 60% of employment (and population), it contributes
about three-quarters of industrial value-added and employment. With the
exception of Kalimantan, the industrial output and employment shares of the
Outer Island regions are much lower than their overall employment and
population shares.

Table 6js Regional Distribution of Agriculture and Industry. 1988
(X share of total)

alue nad x alovment Pl tion
Agri- Industry Lk Total LA Agri- Industry Lk Total Lg

culture culture

Sumatra 25 16 19 23 14 19 20
Java 53 72 64 54 76 61 60
Kalimantan 7 9 6 5 5 5
Other eastern are"s 15 3 11 18 4 15 15

Total IndonMsi& }QQ 100 1a 100 121 ;01

J. Current terno. *xcludes *i1 and ga.
Lb Medium and large-scale only excludes oil and gas.
Le All sectors, excluding oil and a".
ld All sectors, including oil mnd gas.

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics and World Bank staff estimates.

i/ This measure exaggerates the conglomerates' share of economic activity,
because it includes inputs purchased from other firms, but it does give an
indication of the size and importance of these large company groups in the
economy. See Hal Hill "Ownership in Indonesia: Who Owns What and Does It
Matter", Indonesia Assessment 1990, Hal Hill and Terry Hull eds.,
Australian National University, Canberra, 1990.

7/ See Alice H. Amsden, Asia's Next Giant, Oxford University Press, New York,
1989, Chapter 5.
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6.09. The limited industrial development of the eastern areas of Indonesia
is especially evident. That region's share of national industrial value-added
has been relatively constant and amounted to only 3% in 1988 despite the fact
that the region accounts for 15% of Indonesia's total employment and
population. The scale of activity is typically smaller than the national
average and nearly all exports are resource-based. Also, foreign investors
have shown little interest in the eastern areas of Indonesia. This pattern of
regional concentration primarily reflects several factors: (i) the relatively
small labor market with a low level of skills; (ii) distance from product
markets for inputs and outputs; (iii) the better availability of
infrastructure and supporting industries on Java and Sumatra, and (iv) the
regulatory regime, which requires frequent contact with Central Government
officials and therefore places a premium on easy access to major urban areas.

6.10. These are legitimate areas of concern. However, trends in the
incidence of poverty and income distribution since the period of deregulation
indicate that promoting efficient private sector development is a powerful way
of achieving sustained income growth in the poorest income groups. This is
evident from the growth of small and cottage industries over the past several
years.3f/ It is also evident from trends in real wages and employment among
unskilled workers. As noted in Chapter 2, careful macroeconomic management
combined with structural reforms would lead to 3-4% p.a. growth in GNP per
capita during the 1990s, and this should be sufficient to generate substantial
improvements in the living standards of the poor.

6.11. Such a result, however, is not guaranteed. Policies that promote
private sector development and encourage the widest possible participation in
the growth process are necessary to ensure a broad-based, labor-intensive
pattern of growth. Therefore, appropriate actions need to be taken by the
Government to ensure that Indonesia continues to achieve a pace and pattern of
growth that results in sustained increases in the real incomes of lower income
groups. Exposing the Indonesian corporate sector to greater domestic and
international competition can reduce their market power and eliminate their
supernormal profits. Removing constraints on regional development and labor
mobility will also help to lower regional income disparities, although
regional variations are likely to remain because of different resource
endowments.

C. Recent Government Efforts To Ensure Equitable Growth

6.12. The Government has responded to these concerns by taking initiatives
in several areas to help promote the widest possible participation in economic
growth. First, the Government has intensified its efforts in the past two
years to reduce the incidence of poverty and promote development in the
relatively disadvantaged regions of the country. Spending through the INPRES
program has been increased, and some adjustment has been made to the
allocation formula to improve the regional equity aspects of the system.
There has also been increased spending in health and education, with
additional outlays provided for rehabilitating primary schools, expanding the

I/ See Pilot Stud! Agro Industry, Department of Agriculture, September 1990,
Executive Report II.
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rural health center network and providing more adequate levels of O&M for
hospitals. A program for the development of integrated zones has been
established to concentrate development funds and programs in poor, isolated
and border areas. This has been supplemented by a poverty fund to finance
projects for village infrastructure or income generating projects in poor
villages.

6.13. In addition to these fiscal policy measures, the Government has also
issued two directives intended to foster a more equitable distribution of the
gains of development. First, the Government called on large business groups
to sell 25% of their shares to employee and associated cooperatives. A
follow-up set of guidelines states that companies are expected to help
cooperatives finance the purchase of these shares. Second, the Government
established a guideline that banks must place 20% of their lending with small
businesses, as part of the reform of liquidity credits announced in Jantuary
1990.2/ A promising new initiative is the effort to revitalize 1,300
inactive village banks (BKDs) that have the potential to reach very small
borrowers with little collateral in relatively remote areas.

6.14. These measures demonstrate the Government's recognition of the need
to foster an equitable sharing of the benefits of deregulation and growth.
Over the longer term, two types of initiatives are likely to be important:

* continued ceregulation to provide the proper incentives for broad-
based growth and other measures to ensure a level playing field;
and

* fiscal measures to ensure the achievement of the equity objectives
of the tax system and a more equitable pattern of public
expenditures.

These are discusEed in the two following sections.

D. Level Playinf Field Initiatives

6.15. Promoting equitable participation in economic growth requires, as a
first step, an incentive framework that encourages continued labor-intensive
and export-oriented growth. The features of such a framework are described in
Chapters 2 and 3. In addition to the broad incentive framework, however, it
is important to make sure that all actors in the economy are treated fairly,
and that small or nascent entrepreneurs are not iLnadvertently handicapped by
Government institutions or policies that favor larger firms or particular
regions of the country. To address these concerns, level playing field
initiatives need to be taken in four broad areas: (a) trade policy; (b) the
legal and accounting framework; (c) credit; and (d) the interface between the
Government and the private sector.

6.16. Trade and Investment Policy. One of the most powerful influences on
the distribution of gains from growth is trade and investment policy. The

2/ This does not apply to foreign banks. They are required to extend 50% of
their lending for export-oriented projects.
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Government's deregulation measures in these areas have wldened opportunities
and fostered wage and employment growth among unskilled laborers. The
combination of lower tariffs, and fewer non-tariff barriers has also
dramatically reduced the ability of protecte4 industries and privileged
traders tc nake supernormal profits. In doing so, it has lowered prices to
domestic co..sumers and increased prices paid to many producers of export
goods, especially small farmers. To facilitate investment in the Outer
Islands, the Ministry of Industry and the Investment Coordinating Board have
also recently simplified their licensing procedures by transferring part of
their authority to regional offices.

6.17. A number of distortions in trade and investment policy still hinder
equity goals, however. For example, a number of sectors are still closed to
new investment, Pnd in many of these sbctors a small number of firms,
sometimes public enterprises or large conglomerates, control a large part of
the domestic market. Sectors closed to investment (e.g. food and beverages)
also tend to be more highly protected from international competition by either
non-tariff barriers or high tariffs. In thG most extreme cases (e.g., the
steel, automotive, and some electrical equipment industries), imports are
banned altogether or can be undertaken only by those firms that also produce
the goods domestically. In other cases, such as palm oil refining, investment
restrictions have prevented the development of refinery capacity in the Outer
Islands, where it would be more efficient.

6.18. Moreover, several recent policy measures run counter to the general
thrust of the Goverrnent's deregulation program and mat_ have adverse effects
on equity and income distribution. The ban on exports of raw and semi-
processed rattan in mid-1988 has reduced incomes of farmers in several Outer
Island provinces (see Box 6.1). The prohibitive export tax on sawn timber,
levied in late 1989, has driven a number of small saw mills out of business.
The recent creation of a monopoly on domestic clove trading (see Box 3.1 in
Chapter 3) is likely to hurt small farmers in the medium-to-long term. A
number of other export restrictions (e.g. on palm oil and low-grade coffee and
rubber) also may reduce the incomes of small farmers. These restrictions
typically reduce the farmgate price of crops grown on the Outer Islands while
lowering input costs to manufacturers on Java, thereby aggravating inter-
regional disparities as well.

6.19. The development of the Outer Island economies is also impeded by a
large number of local-level regulations and restrictions on economic activity,
particularly inter- and intra-provincial trade. For example, both the Central
Government as well as many provincial governments levy taxes on the movement
of copra. "Customs" fees on rattan in West Kalimantan ports increase
transport costs to Java by 200%. If buffalo are moved across kabupaten
borders by truck in South Sulawesi, a large fee must be paid to the provincial
government. Consequently, many traders move their buffalo by foot, causing
long delays and significant weight loss. Cattle cannot be exported directly
from East Timor, but must be trans-shipped through Java, which increases costs
and also shifts value added to Java. Such impediments to trade add to the
natural distance and infrastructure constraints in the Outer Islands, making
it difficult for remote regions to exploit their comparative advantage.

6.20. Local governments technically are required to get the approval of the
Central Government prior to imposing taxes on the movements of commodities.
In some cases local governments can bypass this requirement by referring to
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Box 6.1: DISTRIBUTIONAL EFFECTS OF RATTAN TRADE POLICY

To encourage the growth of the local rattan furniture
industry, the Government has banned all exports of raw and semi-
finished rattan products. By providing heavy protection to the
rattan manufacturing industry, the bans have led to higher output and
export of finished rattan products, but the bans have also had a
regressive impact on income and regional distribution. The furniture
manufacturers who benefit from the export restrictions are mostly
based in Jakarta and Surabaya and are owned by large investors. By
contrast, those hurt by the restrictions have primarily been low-
income farmers and traders on the Outer Islands, particularly
Sulawesi, Kalimantan, Sumatra, and Nusa Tenggara Barat.

Case studies carried out in 1990 in West and Central
Kalimantan indicate that, following the 1988 ban on semi-finished
rattan, the farmgate price of rattan fell by 24% to 68% in fcur
villages, decreasing farmers, total income by about 35%. In one of
the villages, an estimated 70%-90% of all farmers have ceased
harvesting rattan due to the low prices. The fall in demand and
farmgate prices has also hurt local traders and processors. Traders
in two of the villages have gone out of business altogether, and
those in the other villages are trading much lower volumes than
before. Most local processors have also gone bankrupt or are rumuling
at far below capacity. One of the largest processors saw a decline
of 50-80% in orders from Java and laid off over 1,000 (out of a total
1,200) workers, many of them women. The only processor operating at
full capacity is one owned by a major rattan furniture manufacturer
on Java.

the charges as administrative service "fees," which can be imposed on the
authority of the provincial governor. In practice, however, many of these
fees are set at levels much higher than the actual cost of services rendered,
making them valuable sources of official and unoificial revenue. The
Government is aware of this problem and has sent directives to provincial
authorities instructing them to reduce certain local trade barriers. The
revenue structure of local governments is also being reviewed, and draft
legislation to reform the existing system is being prepared. From an equity
standpoint, it will be important that reforms to the existing system eliminate
taxes and fees that hinder inter- and intra-provincial trade while maintaining
(and preferably increasing) resource mobilization by local governments.

6.21. Legal and Accounting Framework. There has been some discussion in
Indonesia regarding a possible anti-trust law to prevent excessive
concentration and "unfair" trade practices. Experience in other countries
indicates that anti-trust laws are difficult to devise and administer, since
what constitutes "excessive" concentration and "unfair" trade practices varies
by industry and is hard to define precisely. Firms in some industries must be
fairly large to achieve economies of scale. In any case, effective
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administration of a complex anti-trust law requires a sophisticated and well-
functioning court system. In the absence of such a court system, the law
might actually prove counterproductive if its enforcement were unduly
influenced by the more powerful economic actors or if it were used against new
entrants only. In the short-to-medium term, further deregulation of trade and
investment policy, as discussed above, is a much more promising approach to
preventing excessive concentration and monopoly pricing. More basic reforms
of the legal and accounting system would be essential prerequisites before
attempting to design anti-monopoly legislation in Indonesia.

6.22. The discussion of the legal and accounting framework in Chapter 3
concludes that major reforms are needed to ensure the efficient development of
the private sector. Such reforms would also promote equity. A strengthened
legal system would promote a level playing field by improving the balance of
economic power between small and large firms. For example, large firms often
have the ability to enforce agreements through economic sanctions, something
that smaller firms usually cannot do. Smaller firms' uncertainty over their
ability to enforce contracts through the court system substantially increases
transaction costs. These costs not only reduce profitability, but they make
it difficult for smaller firms to expand rapidly, since the breach by a
customer of a single large contract can lead to bankruptcy. To the extent
that the lack of an enforceable contract law increases transactions costs for
large firms as well, they have an incentive to avoid subcontracting to smaller
firms.

6.23. Larger firms also have better access to information through their
networks of business connections. Smaller firms and individuals are forced to
rely on limited public information, and the accuracy of available information
is often questionable. More comprehensive disclosure and standardized
accounting rules would improve the quantity and quality of public information,
thus reducing risk to smaller firms.

6.24. Devising and enforcing appropriate environmental standards can also
have a positive impact on the wel£are of the lower income classes, who are
often disproportionately affected by pollution and other environmental
degradation. For example, the poor depend heavily on untreated water sources
for drinking, cooking, and bathing, and the current levels of water pollution
in rivers--especially in urban areas--already threaten the health (and,
consequently, labor productivity) of many poor families. Without enforcement
of appropriate effluent standards, the situation will deteriorate further. In
rural areas, the poorest families are often located in fragile upland areas or
near forests. Soil erosion, caused by poorly defined property rights, and
uncontrolled commercial forest exploitation can significantly affect the
income and welfare of these families.

6.25. Credit. An improved legal framework would also help equalize access
to the credit market in Indonesia, which is important because of the role of
credit in accumulating assets and increasing future income. The range of
instruments that can be used as collateral for loans in Indonesia is extremely
limited, and neither land titling nor property registration is well developed.
In the absence of enforceable credit agreements, banks reduce their risk to
the extent possible by relying on personal and corporate guarantees and on the
reputation and business links of borrowers. Larger, well-established firms
thus enjoy easier access to credit than smaller firms and new entrants, which
are either denied credit or face much higher interest charges.
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6.26. Past attempts to target low-income borrowers with subsidized loans
have failed in Indonesia as almost everywhere else in the world. Default
rates have been high and many of the benefits have accrued to higher-income
borrowers, who have been able to influence the allocation of the limited
subsidized funds. Recognizing this, the Government has been phasing out
subsidized credit programs in favor of schemes such as BRIPs highly successful
KUPEDES program, which provides small loans at market interest rates while
keeping transaction costs to a minimum. While most subsidized credit programs
have now been eliminateA, several remain. These programs tend to impede the
development of viable, market-based term-lending instruments for the
activities involved. In addition, some programs in the estate crops and
forestry sectors provide substantial credit subsidies to relatively large
firms. These programs should be re-examined to see whether their objectives
could be met at a lower cost.

6.27. The rapid increase in the number of bank branches following the 1988
banking reforms should help reduce transaction costs by bringing banks closer
to potential customers. The added competition in the banking sector as a
whole should also induce more lending to small-scale firms. Another way of
encouraging more small-scale lending would be to allow banks that specialize
in small loans to securitize and sell some of these loans to other banks.
This would enable the banking sector as a whole to meet the Government's 20%
small-loan guideline while maintaining the efficiency benefits of bank
specialization. The new initiative to revitalize the village banks also has
the potential to increase lending and deposi; services to small borrowers.
This initiative would be facilitated by an improved regulatory framework that
clarified supervision responsibilities and set out specific guidelines for the
revival of inactive banks and the eventual establishment of new ones. A key
to the financial viability of the village banks will be providing them the
ability to mobilize voluntary savings at positive real interest rates. The
promotion of credit unions may also hold promise for extending financial
services to small borrowers and depositors. There are almost 1,500 credit
unions in Indonesia, and many of them have been successful in making loans for
housing and education. Currently these credit unions are recognized only as
foundations (yayasan), because they generally are too small to meet the
minimum capital standards set for financial institutions. It may be
worthwhile to consider flexible application of these standards to credit
unions so that they can profit from better integration with the rest of the
financial sector.

6.28. Government-grivate sector interface. Although the role of the public
sector in the economy has been declining, it still accounts for about 40% of
total fixed investment in the economy each year. The awarding of Government
contracts can thus have a major effect on the distribution of income and
assets and the perception of equity. The Government has taken steps to
streamline and rationalize its procurement procedures, and written guidelines
are quite strict regarding the minimum number of bidders, evaluation criteria,
etc. Implementation of these guidelines has been uneven, however, with
smaller firms sometimes complaining that larger companies are able to
influence shortlists and evaluation procedures. In some cases, direct
appointments of contractors have been made for large projects. Strong efforts
are needed to ensure that the Government maintains an "arm's-length"
relationship with the private sector to ensure an equal opportunity for all
qualified bidders. The duty drawback scheme, administered by BAPEkSTA, is an
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excellent example of how governments can maintain such a relationship with the
private sector (see Box 6.2).

Box 6.2: BAPEKSTA:

MAINTAINING AN "ARM'S LENGTH" RELATIONSHIP WITH THE PRIVATE SECTOR

An important factor in Indonesia's export performance in the
past five years has been the duty exemption and drawback scheme for
exporters, which was redesigned by the Government in 1986, and is
administered by BAPEKSTA. The current scheme demonstrates how
government agencies, by insulating themselves from private sector
pressure, can ensure that a program's objectives are met. The main
administrative features of the scheme include: (a) no direct contact
between BAPEKSTA staff and exporters; (b) minimal staff discretion in
the evaluation process; and (c) a commitment to evaluate all
applications within a fixed period. These procedures promote
efficiency as well as fair treatment of all exporters.

Prior to the current scheme, the regulations on duty
exemptions were complex and subject to lengthy negotiation with
officials at three Government agencies. Under the current scheme, the
regulations are relatively simple and well publicized, and all
applications are handled expeditiously by a single agency. To apply
for duty relief, an exporter submits an application form and a small
number of documents either by mail or in person at a special window.
Exporters are encouraged to submit the application on a computer
diskette using a special software program provided free. The clerks
who receive the documents only issue receipts; they are not involved in
evaluating the applications, which are reviewed by staff members who
never come into contact with the exporters. If exporters have
questions, special staff not involved in the evaluation process come
downstairs or speak to the exporter by phone.

Computers are used to check the application and to calculate
the duty exemption. Staff members verify only the documents that
cannot be computerized. If the application is incomplete or otherwise
unacceptable, BAPEKSTA informs the exporter in writing (usually by
telex or fax). Contact by phone can be made only as a last resort, by
designated higher-level officials, in accordance with strict
guidelines; contact in person is never allowed. When the application
is in order, payment is transferred directly into the exporter's bank
account.

6.29. A related issue concerns joint ventures between public enterprises
(PE) and the private sector. Although such joint ventures have the potential
to increase efficiency and may also provide an interim step toward
privatization of some PEs, care should be taken to ensure that large
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influential firms do not get special treatment. Vigorous competition needs to
be encouraged through negotiation with several potential private partners, all
of whom must be provided with full information about the proposed venture,
including an accurate valuation of the PE assets involved. The regulatory
environment applying to each joint venture should also be thoroughly reviewed
to make sure that the private partner does not benefit unfairly from special
privileges accorded to the PE. A procedural framework is needed to address
these issues in an orderly and consistent manner for all joint venture and
privatization activities.

6.30. Given the need to expand infrastructure and services to accommodate
rapid growth, the Government is looking at ways to increase private provision
of public goods. As discussed in Chapter 5, there are many areas where the
Government can effectively subcontract certain infrastructure investment and
services to the private sector. This type of subcontracting typically
involves very large projects or complex, long-term service agreements,
however, and thus special care needs to be taken to ensure that financial
arrangements do not enable the chosen private firms to make supernormal
profits at the expense of the Government and public (see Box 5.1).

6.31. One common theme that applies to all level playing field initiatives
is transparency. The potential for an equitable distribution of benefits in
any area is significantly enhanced when decisions on legal cases, trade
licenses, franchises, tenders, joint ventures, etc. are made in a transparent
fashion. Even when decisions are made on the basis of strict guidelines,
failure to keep the public fully informed may lead to perceptions of
unfairness. Maximum effort is needed to make decisions in accordance with
clear criteria and then to publish the results of these decisions regularly.
For example, one way to increase transparency in the allocation of trade
licenses and quotas would be to use an auction system. This would reduce both
administrative discretion and the supernormal profits that often accrue under
the existing allocation schemes. It would also raise Government revenue.

E. Fiscal Policy Measures

6.32. Fiscal policy is an important tool of the Government to help ensure a
more equitable distribution of income and assets. Over time, fiscal policy
measures can help move the distribution of income and assets gradually in the
desired direction and can be used to help meet the needs of the poor. Two
areas are especially important: (i) taxation policy, particularly the
personal income tax and the property tax; and (ii) expenditure policies in
human resources development, agriculture, and transfers to local governments.

6.33. Taxation Rolicy. The Government undertook a comprehensive and far-
reaching reform of the tax system during the mid-1980s. In addition to
improving the efficiency of Indonesia's tax system, the tax reform of the mid-
1980s was also designed to improve the equity of the system. Since the
implementation of these tax reforms, the Government has concentrated on
improving tax administration. However, further improvements in tax
administration are needed to ensure that the equity goals of the tax reform
are fully realized. First, while significant improvements in income tax
compliance, both personal and corporate, have been achieved, compliance rates
remain low. For the personal income tax, estimates for 1988/89 indicate that
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only about half of potential tax revenues are collected. In particular,
non-compliance for the personal income tax is relatively high in the group of
self-employed with high incomes. Regarding the corporate income tax, a large
proportion is paid by public enterprises. This suggests that a significant
part of the private corporate sector remains outside the tax system. This is
supported by the fact that only about half of the registered corporate
taxpayers filed returns in 1989. Second, our analysis of the property tax
indicates that compliance is also low in the relatively wealthier urban areas
and for commercial pioperties. Therefore enforcing compliance with the
existing tax system will ensure that the equity goals of the tax system are
realized and will generate revenues that could be directed toward improving
the welfare of lower income groups. In addition to improving compliance, the

equity of the existing tax system could be enhanced further by raising luxury
tax rates and the effective rate of property taxation, as well as reviewing
the role of capital gains and inheritance taxes.

6.34. The role of tax incentives should be assessed carefully. The
Government has recently taken several measures to promote investment in the
eastern areas of Indonesia. Firms will be allowed to carry forward tax losses
for eight years instead of the usual five. They will also be given a fifty
percent rebate on the property tax for eight years and in East Timor, a
temporary reduction on duties on imported goods. The benefits and costs of
such tax incentives, including the potential loss of local government
revenues, should be carefully reviewed. In the meantime, removing local
restrictions and levies on trade is likely to have a greater effect on
promoting development in the Outer Islands.

6.35. Expenditure policies. Expenditure priorities can be enhanced in
three areas: (i) human resource development; (ii) the agricultural sector;
and (iii) transfers to local governments. Human resource development improves
the immediate well-being of the poorest members of society and increases their

capacity to take advantage of the wider opportunities created by private
sector development. It also enhances the growth prospects of the economy by
providing a pool of skilled labor upon which private industry can draw.
Progress in human resource development requires a long-term commitment to

making education, health care, family planning and basic social services--
water supply, sanitation, and other related infrastructure--accessible to all

levels of society. In urban areas, increased funding for the Kampung
Improvement Program (KIP) could be an important vehicle for improving delivery
of these service;s to the poor.

6.36. The Government emphasized the importance of improving human resource
development in REPELITA V. Improvements in this area would involve three
basic thrusts. First, it would direct public expenditures towards these
sectors and also slant the allocation of funds within these sectors towards
the poor by emphasizing, for example, preventive over curative health care,
basic education over higher education, and water supply and sanitation over
large urban transit systems. Second, institutional changes may be needed to
ensure that delivery systems are effective in reaching the poor. Third,
community groups could be more actively involved in the planning and
implementation of these social programs, in order to increase participation
and to reach lower-income groups more effectively.

6.37. Aericultural development programs can also be a powerful tool for

improving equity. The Government's rice intensification program was closely
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correlated with the dramatic decline in poverty from 1976-84, and detailed
analysis of the period 1984-87 reveals that 60-70% of the decline in poverty
came from households primarily engaged in agriculture. About half of all
remaining poor households are still in the agriculture sector, however. These
households tend to have very small landholdings or be landless, to cultivate a
variety of secondary food crops or be fishermen, and to be located in
resource-poor or remote areas. A large proportion of these households have
not been reached by Government extension efforts, since the focus of
agricultural support services has been mostly on irrigate'd rice cultivation,
which is not economically viable in most of the areas where the poorest
farmers reside.

6.38. Given their meager resource base, these poor households need
eventually to move out of the agricultural sector altogether. In the short-
to-medium term, however, their incomes could be improved through enhanced
Government efforts to target research and extension efforts to the particular
circumstances of these households. The complexity and heterogeneity of upland
and Outer Island farming systems presents a major challenge to the current
structure of agricultural support services. The Government has already begun
to establish a network of rural extension centers that would provide advice on
different types of crops as well as livestock and fishing. However, the
research system needs substantially more resources, as well as a fundamental
reorientation of programming and administration, before it will be able to
develop viable technical packages that can be extended to low-income farmers.

6.39. As part of the Government's overall strategy, measures will be needed
to stimulate income-generating activities and employment, particularly in
poorer areas. Central Government transfers to local governments, particularly
the INPRES program, are an important vehicle to create employment
opportunities in these depressed areas. These programs, which have been a
major factor in the poverty reduction achieved in the past two decades, have
created social and physical infrastructure and provided O&M funding, using
local labor and materials in labor-intensive construction projects.
Concentrating and augmenting Central Governments transfers, particularly the
INPRES, in the relatively disadvantaged areas--a process which the Government
initiated in the 1990/91 Budget--would contribute positively to income
distribution in three ways. First, these programs will directly provide
employment to unskilled and semiskilled workers at low wages in low income
areas. Second, these programs will be an important factor in fostering
economic growth in those areas where private sector activity is relatively
small and the ability of local governments to generate their own resources is
extremely limited. Finally and more importantly, physical and social
infrastructure will be created in these areas. Further refinements to the
allocation criteria, particularly for the INPRES programs, may be warranted
given Indonesia's changed economic structure, in order to achieve Indonesia's
equity and regional development objectives effectively. As a greater share of
transfers are devoted to low income areas, the effectiveness of these
resources can be enhanced by improving local administrative capacity and by
granting local officials more flexibility in the use of these funds.
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RECENT ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS

Economic Activity

1. Indonesia's gross domestic product grew by over 7% in 1990 for the
second straight year (Table 1). Slower growth in the agriculture and mining
sectors was offset by higher growth in manufacturing and continued strong
performance in oil/LNG construction, and other services. The manufacturing
sector, which constitutes only 15% of GDP, contributed more than 25% of the
growth in the economy.

Table 1: GROWTH IN SECTORAL VALUE ADDED, 1975-1990 /a
(% p.a. at 1983 prices)

Sector
Shares

Average in 1990
1975-83 1983-86 1987 1988 1989 1990 (% of GDP)

Oil/LNG Sectors 22 3.3 1], 6 .Q6 4.1 4.1 18.
Oil & gas 0.3 0.3 -0.1 -3.5 4.8 2.7 13.8
LNG & refined oil 14.9 20.0 8.3 9.7 1.7 8.6 4.4

Non-Oil Sectors 70 5.6t 7.4 8.2 7.8 8I.8
Agriculture 3.5 3.7 2.1 4.7 4.3 2.5 19.7
Mining 6.8 2.2 7.0 4.8 11.0 4.1 1.2
Manufacturing 10.6 12.2 11.4 12.8 11.6 12.8 14.9
Construction 10.8 0.1 4.2 9.5 11.8 12.1 5.7
Other services 8.6 5.8 6.4 6.9 8.5 8.2 40.3

Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) i_L ILI 4.9 Z 7.4 2_I 1QL0.

LA In 1989, CBS released new GDP estimates for the years 1983-1988. The
series prior to 1983 has not been revised, however, so the average growth
rate for 1975-83 is derived using the 1983 production level from the old
series, which is at constant 1973 prices.

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS) and World Bank staff estimates.

2. The oil/LNG sector continued growing by about 4% in 1990. However,
the composition of this growth changed. In 1989, growth was due primarily to
increased production of crude oil and natural gas, with low growth in both the
refinery and LNG subsectors. In 1990, oil fields were already running near
capacity, so crude oil production could be increased only slowly, despite the
lifting of OPEC quotas in August. However, production increased substantially
in the first quarter of 1991. Natural gas production increased rapidly in the
second half of the year as several pipelines came into operation. Refinery
production increased by over 10% for the year, as throughput was increased to
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meet growing domestic demand for fuels. The March 1990 inauguration of a
fifth LNG train in Bontang, East Kalimantan made possible 6% growth in LNG
output for the year.

3. Growth in the non-oil sector was sustained at about 8%, despite lower
growth in agriculture. The surge in investment following deregulation
continues to be reflected in the expansion of the manufactuxin sector, which
grew by nearly 13% in 1990. The footwear and textile industries grew rapidly
and exported most of their additional output. Automobile production also
increased sharply in response to high domestic demand. Production of basic
chemicals rose substantially as well.

4. Growth in the construction sector remained high, reflecting the boom
in commercial property development as well as continued investment in the road
network. Growth in this sector may have been constrained, however, by a
shortage of both expertise and raw materials, including cement. Other
services also continued to expand rapidly. Growth in the banking sector was
slower than in 1989, the year following the reforms, but it still exceeded
12%, as banks expanded credit rapidly in a bid to gain market share. Overall
economic growth, combined with the expanding road network, led to 9% growth in
both trade and transportation. Value added in hotels and restaurants was up
8% but would have been substantially higher if tourist arrivals had not been
adversely affected by the Gulf Crisis.

5. Growth in agriculture, which makes up one-fifth of total GDP, fell
from 4.3% in 1989 to 2.5% in 1990. The biggest factor in this slowdown was
lower growth in rice production, which accounts for over one-quarter of
agricultural GDP. Adverse weather conditions, pest attacks, and a December
1989 harvest that included some areas that would normally have been harvested
in January 1990, combined to reduce rice output growth to 1%, compared to over
5% in 1989. Production of corn was up over 9%, and intensified extension
efforts for soybeans, combined with the Government's policy of maintaining
producer prices well above world levels, helped production grow by over 5%.
By contrast, production of cassava fell by 9% after several years of rapid
growth, as Indonesia's EC quota finally became binding. Sweet potato
production also fell by over 12%.

6. Growth in many non-food crops was also slow, especially on
smallholder farms. Production of tea was down 7%, and rubber output grew less
than 5%, reflecting an aging tree stock, the continuing lack of an effective
replanting scheme, and lower prices. By contrast, the maturing of private oil
palm estates planted in the second half of the 1980s made possible growth of
over 16%. Copra also performed well (10% growth), rebounding from the
previous year's 3% production decline.

7. Fishery output continued to grow at 5%, the average for five years.
This growth continues to come mostly in captive fisheries, as exploitation of
marine and open inland fisheries have neared or exceeded sustainable levels in
many areas. Shrimp production, in particular, continued to rise despite lower
world prices. Growth in the livestock subsector accelerated from 5% in 1989
to 7% in 1990, with poultry production continuing to expand rapidly. Forestry
production growth slowed from nearly 7% in 1989 to about 4.5% in 1990. A
major factor in the decline was the imposition of a prohibitive export tax in
late 1989 on sawn timber.
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8. Income and Expenditure. Gross National Income (GNY) rose by about 84
in 1990, as GDP growth remained high and oil prices rose substantially due to
the Gulf Crisis (Table 2). Consumption and investment were also higher in
1990. Government consumption rose by over 6.5% as higher world oil prices led
to a much larger subsidy on domestic fuel prices. A 10% pay raise for
Government employees also took effect in January 1990. Private consumption
increased by about 8%, which was facilitated by rapid growth in domestic
credit. Fixed investment growth was the fastest of the decade. Higher oil
revenues allowed Government and public enterprises.to increase capital
spending by almost 10%, and the continuing effects of deregulation led to
nearly 20% growth in private investment.

Table 2: INCOME AND EXPENDITURE, 1975-1990
(at 1983 prices)

Growth rates (% R.a._ 1990
Average Average Share in
1975-83 4a 1983-86 1987 1988 1989 1990 L: GDP (%)

Consum=tion gL9 4.1 3.9 4.3 5.9 7.9 ALI
- Public 8.5 3.6 -3.7 2.6 6.6 6.6 8.8
- Private 11.9 4.2 5.1 4.6 5.8 8.1 60.9

Fixed investment 10.7 -5.7 2.6 10.3 13.0 16.2 21.
- Public 12.6 b -9.6 -7.7 11.4 6.8 9.6 7.2
- Private 9.1 A -2.4 10.1 9.7 16.8 19.9 13.9

GDP 6.5 la 4.9 5.7 7.4 ZA 10Q.0
GNP 6.4 5.5 5.4 6.0 7.4 7.2 96.7
GNY 8.5 2.5 5.9 6.2 7.7 8.2 90.4

La 1975-83 average is at 1973 prices.
A& 1978-82 only, and at 1983 prices.
/c Preliminary.

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics and World Bank staff estimates.

Ih-c Balance of Payments

9. Since Indonesia's economy is very open, much of the domestic demand
pressure translated into pressure on the balance of payments during 1990/91,
when the non-oil trade deficit widened sharply. Non-oil export growth slowed
markedly because of: a sharp downturn in commodity prices; diversion of
exports into the local market; and some special factors, such as the emergence
of capacity constraints in some manufacturing activities, production
difficulties (e.g. aluminum), and the imposition of a prohibitive export tax
on sawn timber. Non-oil imports rose rapidly. Capital goods imports showed
the largest increase, reflecting the rapid rise in private investment. But
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Table 3: BALANCE OF PAYMENTS, 1986/87-1990/91
(US$ billion at current prices)

Actual Estimated
1986/87 1987/88 1988/89 1989/90 1990/91

Merchandise exports (fob) 1LI Z.3 19.8 236
Oil & LNG 7.0 8.8 7.6 9.3 12.6
Non-oil 6.7 9.5 12.2 14.3 15.5

Merchandise imports (cif) -12.8 -14.9 -16.2 -19.5 L26.0
Oil & LNG -2.4 -3.1 -2.6 -3.1 -4.2
Non-oil -10.4 -11.8 -13.6 -16.4 -21.8

Trade balance 0.9 3.L 2.LJL

Non-factor services (net) -1.5 -1.2 -1.2 -1.2 -0.7
Interest payments (MLT) -2.5 -2.7 -3.0 -3.1 -3.1
Other factor services and
transfers (net) -1.1 -1.4 -1.3 -1.6 -2.1

Current account balance -4.2 -1.9 -1.9 -1.8 -3.8
Oil/LNG current account 2.6 3.6 3.0 3.9 5.9
Non-oil current account -6.8 -5.5 -4.9 -5.7 -9.7

Public MLT loans (net) LA Li ill 0.5
Disbursements 5.2 6.0 7.3 6.1 4.9
Principal repayments /a -2.8 -4.2 -4.1 -4.6 -4.4

Other capital (net) -0.7 1.0 -1.6 0.3 7.4

Use of net foreign assets 2.5 -0.9 0.3 00 -4.1
Use of official reserves 0.7 -1.0 0.6 -0.3 -3.4
Usie of comm. bank reserves 1.8 0.1 -0.3 0.3 -0.7

Memo items:
Net official reserves(US$ bln.)Lk 5.0 6.0 5.4 5.7 9.1

- Months of imports /c (4.1) (4.4) (3.3) (2.6) (3.9)
Total net foreign assets
(US$ bln.) 10.0 10.9 -d 10.6 10.6 14.7

Current account/GNP (%) -5.9 -2.6 -2.3 -2.0 -3.8
Non-interest current account
balance (% of GDP) -1.7 1.9 2.1 2.2 0.1

MLT debt service/exports (%) /e 39.7 34.8 34.4 31.6 27.3

La Includes prepayments of US$626 million in 1987/88, US$341 million in
1988/89 and US$300 million in 1989/90.

4L Net official reserves are defined as gross official reserves minus
outstanding liabilities to the IMF and other short term liabilities.

ic Net official reserves in months of next year's expected imports (oil/LNG
and non-oil) of goods.

Ld Excludes US$326 million of prepayments, committed during the year but not
completed until June 1988.

La Debt service on public and private debt, excluding prepayments;
denominator is gross exports of goods and services.

Source: Bank Indonesia and World Bank staff estimates.
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consumer goods imports also continue to grow rapidly, albeit from a small
base. Although the brisk pace of economic activity and private sector
investment largely explain the surge in non-oil imports, monetary policy in
late 1989 and early 1990 also accommodated these trends. The higher import
bill was partly offset by higher earnings from oil/LNG due to higher oil
prices and oil production as a result of the Gulf crisis. The oil/LNG current
account surplus improved to US$5.9 billion in 1990/91, about US$2.0 billion
higher than in 1989/90. Net non-oil service receipts remained at roughly the
same level as 1989/90. The overall effect of these factors was that the
current account deficit widened to US$3.8 billion (about 3.8% of GNP), roughly
double the 1989/90 level.

10. There were important changes in the sources of financing of the
current account deficit during 1990/91. Gross public disbursements declined
to US$4.9 billion in 1990/91, substantially lower than in 1989/90. As a
result, net disbursements were only slightly positive. This primarily
reflected a fall in special assistance and a large decline in the use of
commercial credits. A substantial increase in private capital inflows was the
main source of balance of payments financing during 1990/91. Data on
financial commitments between the private sector and offshore financial
institutions indicate that disbursements of private debt were about
US$6.0 billion, which implies a doubling of the level of private non-
guaranteed debt during 1990.1/ This increase in private non-guaranteed
debt and the rapid growth in capital imports reflected the strong investment
demand discussed earlier. While the majority of the inflow was related to
private investment, state and private national banks both borrowed
substantially abroad in order to lend to domestic customers.2/ Much of
the private foreign borrowing was swapped with Bank Indonesia (BI), leading to
a sharp increase in swaps outstanding with BI. Higher private inflows and a
reduction in the net foreign assets of commercial banks more than offset the
decline in public debt flows and the current account balance. This allowed
BI's net official reserves to increase to US$9.1 billion, 3.9 months of next
years, expected imports. However, about half of these reserves are swaps,
which are a contingent liability of Bl.

11. Exorts. Due to the Gulf Crisis, crude oil prices averaged about
US$23/barrel in 1990/91, compared to US$18/barrel in 1989/90. Prior to the
crisis, prices had fallen to under US$15, but the August invasion of Kuwait
caused prices to double, with prices peaking at nearly US$35 in
October. The cessation of hostilities in the Gulf in late February brought
the price down below US$20. The lifting of OPEC quota restrictions in August
allowed Indonesia to increase its oil exports (including refined products) by
6%, to about 369 million barrels in fiscal year 1990/91, with much of the
growth coming in early 1991. The combination of higher prices and higher

j/ These disbursements show up both in direct borrowing overseas by private
firms (shown as other capital (net)) and direct borrowing overseas by
banks which is shown under use of commercial bank reserves in the
balance of payments.

2.1 A portion of this lending, particularly from the private national banks,
was for consumer loans and real estate transactions, particularly in the
first half of the fiscal year.
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quantities increased oil export revenues by 33%, to US$8.3 billion for the
fiscal year. Export revenues from LNG and LPG rose by about 42%, reflecting
both price and volume gains.

12. In 1990/91, non-oil export revenues grew in nominal terms by 8.5%,
only about half as fast as the previous year and a third as fast as the
average over the last two years. The poorest performance was in agriultuAral
exports, where a prohibitive export tax on sawn timber caused sawn timber
exports to fall by 95% in real terms and about US$500 million (87%) in nominal
terms. Exports of other non-manufactured timber products were up slightly,
but total export revenues from timber products were down about US$450 million
for the year. The Gulf Crisis disrupted exports of tea, which fell over 20%
in both real and nominal terms. Declining prices for rubber and oil palm
caused export revenues to fall slightly, despite strong growth in export
volumes. The only major commodity that showed increased export revenues was
shrimp, which was up by 14%. Shrimps now contribute 15% of total agricultural
export revenues, compared to less than 7% in 1982/83.

13. Total export volumes of minerals and metals changed little from the
previous year, but lower prices caused a 15% drop in export earnings in
nominal terms. A contractual dispute and production problems reduced export
volumes of aluminum by 35%, which, together with lower prices, caused export
revenues to fall by over 40%. Nickel prices fell by nearly 50%, which more
than offset the 12% increase in export volumes.

14. The only category of exports that grew significantly in 1990/91 was
manufactured goods, which now make up two-thirds of total non-oil exports
(versus about one-fourth in 1983/84). Export revenues in 1990/91 were up
nearly 25% (US$2.0 billion), but this growth rate was still well below the 36%
average rate achieved over the previous two years. Higher unit values
contributed much of the revenue increase in 1990/91, but volumes were also up
15%. Textile export revenues continued to grow rapidly (36%), as Indonesia
successfully exploited a number of non-U.S. markets. Plywood exports grew by
about US$400 million (17%).

15. Growth in exports of many "other" manufactured goods slowed
dramatically or was even negative in 1990 (Table 5). The main reason for this
slowdown was a diversion of production to the rapidly expanding domestic
market, especially the construction sector. Exports of iron, steel, and metal
products were down about 40%, while exports of cement fell 25% in response to
a surge in demand in the domestic market, which caused shortages toward the
end of the year. But there were several exceptions to the general trend.
Large increases in capacity allowed footwear exports to more than double to
nearly US$500 million. The heavily protecte&furniture sector also increased
its exports by more than 50%. Exports by the emerging plastics sector were up
30%.
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Zeble 4: NON-OIL MERCHANDISE EXPORTS, 1983/84-1990/91

Value at current prices Growth in volume terms
(USS million) (% g.a)

Actual Estimate 1983/84- 1987/88- 1990/91
1983/84 1987/88 1989/90 1990/91 1987/88 1989/90 (est.)

AgriulturAal
commodities 3,095 3.852 4.497 3.964 4.0
Timber products 582 627 1,024 575 -2.6 -6.6 -52.3
Rubber 984 1,055 952 942 1.1 0.8 5.0
Coffee 506 497 448 403 -2.1 20.0 -0.3
Palm oil 92 214 279 271 26.0 15.7 15.0
Tea 156 119 176 136 3.6 8.3 -23.5
Shrimp 206 368 513 583 19.9 20.0 7.0
Rattan 87 162 0 0 13.0 -100 -

Others 483 811 1,105 1,053 6.5 16.4 -7.6

Minerals & metals 800 1,ll2 1.551 J 1.320 1 6.4 0.
Tin 309 143 208 170 -2.6 9.0 4.8
Gold - 308 218 240 - -8.9 3.5
Aluminum 165 245 267 152 7.9 2.9 -35.0
Copper 89 186 321 295 11.0 8.4 0.0
Nickel 170 146 373 252 -12.9 9.5 11.7
Others 67 83 163 212 -7.3 66.6 34.7

Manufactured
goods 1.484 4.538 8.445 1Q.447 26.7 31.5 15.3

Textiles 365 t,.,95 2.421 3,282 28.8 36.9 27.5
Plywood/
panel products 579 1,834 2,430 2,845 24.2 15.0 8.0

Others 540 1,509 3,594 4,320 27.8 42.0 12.0

Total non-oil
*3201M S 3Z9 9.502 14.493 15.732 18.6 6.

Source: Bank Indonesia and World Bank staff e2timates.

16. Imports. Non-oil imports grew by about 35% in current terms in
1990/91 (Table 6). The most rapid growth was in imports of capital goods,
reflecting the continuing response of investors to deregulation. Capital
goods imports increased almost 60% and contributed two-thirds of the total
increase in imports. A large proportion of capital good imports was
machinery, especially for textile and footwear exports. Imports of
intermediate goods grew relatively slowly, partly as a result of the slowdown
in non-oil exports.
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Table St MUJOR ITS4S WITHIN *OTNU MAIW ACTURED EXKPRT8, 1985-90
(US$ million at current prices)

AVg.Annual
Aotual G 1g&Jaio Orowth Rata

Products 1985 1986 1987 1988 1N89 1990 1985-90
(Z)

Ceramics 0.5 1.2 4.5 14.1 28.6 25.4 128.5
Plastics 1.5 12.5 24.7 56.1 77.6 102.4 119.6
Sandal, Shoes 8.2 8.8 23.5 82.6 220.4 488.8 93.3
Furniture 7.1 9.2 27.2 69.7 153.3 241.0 84.9
Other articles of
basic metal 5.4 1.6 17.4 56.9 90.2 69.1 75.9

Irontsteel 34.2 69.5 196.0 296.2 452.8 271.3 67.6
Glass & its product 8.3 12.7 30.7 93.7 91.5 93.0 61.6
Rubber products 7.5 11.3 24.2 48.8 72.8 69.5 57.5
Paper & its products 20.9 31.8 95.8 138.2 168.3 137.3 51.7
Cement 21.5 39.8 56.1 75.6 128.4 96.4 43.0
Ptocessed food 56.7 81.5 105.9 139.2 237.4 249.7 33.2
Matting 13.3 19.4 47.2 76.4 48.1 36.1 29.4
Other 93.8 122.7 91.9 240.7 311.7 382.0 27.2
Leathte 6 its product 37.5 43.9 53.8 77.6 84.0 76.0 17.5
Fertilizer 80.0 127.3 86.0 134.1 165.4 171.7 15.6
Animl feod 90.8 97.8 113.2 147.5 128.7 132.1 7.2
Pharmactutical products 6.5 7.0 9.4 15.4 8.0 8.9 4.4

Total of maior itm 4293.5 703.9 1007.7 1762.6 2467.3 2650.5 3A8

Sources Central Bureau of Statistics nd World Bank staff estimates.

Tble 6: NON-OIL MERCLANIO8 IMPOP. 8, 1983184-1990191 lc

Value at current prices Growth Ln current prices
(US8 million) X( R.-.)

Actual Estimaea 1983184- 1987188- 1989190-
1983184 1987188 1989190 1990191 1987188 1989190 1990191 (est.)

HaMaglurinm 8.79 10.263 14.542 20L022 Li 19.0 S7.7
Consumer goods 1,225 1,062 1,599 2,182 -3.5 22.7 36.5
Intermdiate goods 3,305 4,343 6,573 7,717 7.1 23.0 17.4
Capital goods 4,264 4,860 6,371 10,123 3.3 14.5 58.9

hmigulture An 754 1.12 1.231 22.S 9.

Mining 211 21 294 221 8L1 LA 1Qf*

Zgtal 92.59 11.229 15.96L 21.391 *l

LA Import date from the Central Bureau of Statistics differ slightly from Bank Indonesta data, which are
usod in the balnes of payments.

Sources Central Bureau of Statistics and World Bank staff estimates.
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As much of the new investment has been in export-oriented industries,
intermediate good imports can be expected to grow rapidly in the near future.
Growth in consumer imports was over 35%, with especially large increases in
automotive products. Nevertheless, consumer goods imports remained a small
proportion of total imports and contributed only about a tenth of the total
increase in imports for the year.

17. Capital flows and debt. In aggregate, public MLT disbursements
declined by US$1.2 billion, resulting primarily from a substantial decline in
the use of commercial credits (about US$1.1 billion), and lower disbursements
of special assistance (about US$0.4 billion). Repayment of principal also
declined, by about US$0.2 billion. Therefore, net disbursements of public MLT
were only US$0.5 billion, a significant decline from previous years. An
important change occurred in capital flows during 1990/91, as inflows of
private capital, both private non-guaranteed debt and direct foreign
investment, increased substantially. The total debt service ratio fell from
31.3% in 1989/90 to 27.3% in 1990/91, reflecting higher total export earnings,
particularly higher oil prices.

18. Disbursements of project aid, primarily from the IGGI, increased by
about US$0.2 billion to US$2.4 billion in 1990/91 and accounted for more than
one half of public MLT disbursements. Given the need to maintain
disbursements of official assistance in order to finance higher current
account deficits in the near term, it will be important to ensure an
appropriate pace of project disbursements. Identifying methods to speed the
processing of disbursement applications could help in raising project
disbursements. Such measu: 3s could also help ensure smooth project
implementation.

19. The provision of sgecial assistance, in the form of fast-disbursing
program aid and local-cost financing, again made a significant contribution to
financing the current account deficit. Out of a total of US$1.3 billion in
special assistance pledged at the 1990 IGGI meeting, actual commitments
amounted to US$1.1 billion. Total disbursements of special assistance during
the 1990/91 fiscal year, however, were about US$1.3 billion, reflecting carry-
overs from commitments made in previous years. This brings total
disbursements of special assistance over the past four years to
US$6.7 billion. Special assistance has continued to play a valuable role in
helping the Government push ahead with its trade deregulation measures and in
facilitating the recovery of private investment and economic activity. It has
also enabled Indonesia to improve the term structure of its external debt,
while maintaining confidence in financial markets about the viability of the
Government's adjustment program.

20. There has been a decline in the use of import-related credits in
recent years, with disbursements falling from a peak of US$2.1 billion in
1983/84 to an average of about US$600 million in the last two fiscal years.
This trend reflects the Government's decision to reduce public investment in
large capital-intensive projects and to place strict limits on the use of non-
concescional financing under Presidential Instruction No.8 of 1986 (INPRES 8).
Disbursements of untied commercial credits totalled less than US$0.1 billion
in 1990/91, a substantial decline from the previous year, when disbursements
totalled about US$1.2 billion. Undisbureed lines of commercial credits rose
to about US$2.0 billion at the end of March 1991, reflecting changes in
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exchange rates and the new commercial credit signed during the fiscal year,
but not disbursed.

21. Other capital flows i/ were significantly positive. Privat
capital inflows increased significantly during 1990/91. Direct foreign
investment flows during 1990/91 are estimated at about US$0.9 billion,
reflecting the surge in private investment activity particularly from foreign
investors. Data on private non-guaranteed debt agreements between the
Indonesian private sector and offshore financial institutions indicate that
disbursements of private debt were at least US$6 billion. Roughly half of
these transactions were with the Indonesian banking sector, including state
banks.V/ The remaining private non-guaranteed borrowings were by
Indonesian private sector companies and many of these transactions were
related to investment activities. These large private capital inflows were in
sharp contrast to previous years. The inflows of private capital more than
offset the higher current account deficit. This resulted in a significant
increase in net official reserves from US$5.7 billion in 1989/90 to an
estimated US$9.1 billion in 1990/91. However, a significant portion of net
official reserves are swaps, which are a contingent liability of BI.

22. Indonesia's stock of public and private MLT external debt outstanding
rose significantly, from US$48.5 billion at end 1989 to an estimated
US$56.9 billion at end 1990. Public debt rose 7% to US$46.7 billion,
including US$28.9 billion of assistance from the IGGI. Private non-guaranteed
debt outstanding rose to US$10.2 billion at end-1990. Total MLT debt payments
were US$8.5 billion in 1990 roughly the same level as in 1989. Due to higher
export earnings, the debt service ratio declined from 31.6% in 1989 to 27.3%
in 1990. As discussed in Chapter 2, the debt service ratio and other debt
indicators are also projected to decline over the medium term.

Budgetary Develogments

23. The Central Government Budget for 1990/91 conservatively assumed an
average oil price of US$16.50/barrel, lower than the average price for 1989/90
of US$17.90. To offset the loss of oil/LNG revenues, the Budget projected an
18% increase in non-oil taxes. As shown in Table 7, the stronger non-oil tax
effort was budgeted to allow the Government to finance a higher level of total
expenditure while maintaining a cautious fiscal stance by holding the budget
deficit below 2.0% of GDP. The actual revenue outcome is estimated to be
better than expected, primarily because of much higher oil revenues, but also
because non-oil taxes were higher than budgeted. This additional revenue
enabled the Government to undertake a sizeable expansion in total spending
while running a budget surplus instead of a deficit. Thus, the overall budget
balance is estimated to have run a surplus of 2.0% of GDP, while the primary
budget balance (net of external interest payments) ran a surplus of 4.6%.

./ As defined in Table 3, other capital flows are a residual item, including
direct foreign investment, oil/LNG export credits, all private capital
flows, valuation adjustments, and errors and omissions.

i/ BI does not classify borrowing by state banks as public debt.
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Table 7: CENTRAL GOVERNMENT BUDGET, 1989/90-1991/92
(Rp. trillion at current prices)

1988/89 1989/90 1990/91 1991/92
Actual Budget Estimate Budget

Revenues and grants 23.2 3. _42.6 40.2
Oil/LNG 9.9 11.8 10.8 18.9 15.0

Non-oil taxes 11.9 15.4 18.2 20.7 22.4

Non-tax revenue La 1.6 2.1 2.6 2.3 2.8

Grants 0.5 0.7 0.0 0.8 0.0

Current expenditures IL. 1. 21, 24.0 24.8
External interest 4.3 4.5 5.2 4.8 5.2

Subsidies 1.0 1.5 0.8 4.0 1.4

Other 11.5 13.8 15.7 15.2 18.2

Government savings 7.1 1. 9.9 18.7 15.4

CaRital expenditures 10.6 I. 13. 14.l7 16.9

Budget balance -.35 -1.4 .7L2 4.0

Financed by:
External loans (net) 5.O 3.7 1 5

Disbursements 11.5 10.2 11.3 8.8 10.4

- Project aid Al (5.9) (5.1) (7.3) (6.2) (8.8)

- Other /C (5.6) (5.1) (4.0) (2.6) (1.5)

Amortization 6.5 7.6 7.6 8.2 8.9

Asset drawdown -1.5 -1.2 0.O -5.2 /d C_O

Memo items (as % of GDP)
Revenues and grants 16.2 17.5 16.1 21.2 18.0

Non-oil taxes /e 10.0 11.2 11.3 12.9 12.2

Government savings 4.8 5.9 5.0 9.5 6.9

Budget balance -2.4 -0.8 -1.9 2.0 -0.7

Total expenditure Lf 18.6 18.3 17.9 19.7 18.7

Net domestic expenditure /g 2.7 2.4 0.9 2.2 1.2

Primary balance /h 0.6 1.9 0.8 4.6 1.7

GDP (Rp. trillion) 147.4 172.1 -- 196.0 221.0

,/a Includes domestic oil surilus in 1989/90 (Budget)
a Includes import-related credits.
/c Includes program loans, rupiat, suppol;t and commercial borrowing.

Ld Includes Rp.2.0 trillion allocated to reserves in the development budget.

ae As % of non-oil GDP.
I£ Current plus capital.
La Domestic content of expenditure less non-oil revenues.
ih Budget balance net of external interest payments.

Source: M'nistry of Finance and World Bank staff estimates.
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This surplus offset the decline in financing from net external loans
disbursements (which were Rp.2.5 trillion lower than budgeted), and allowed
the Government to build up its assets by Rp.5.2 trillion.

24. Revenues. Oil/LNG revenues in 1990/91 are estimated to have exceeded
the Budget target by 75% (Rp.8.1 trillion), largely because of the steep rise
in world oil prices in the wake of the Gulf crisis, which averaged
US$23/barrel. Non-oil taxes were also 14% higher than budgeted. Income tax
receipts exceeded the Budget target (increasing by 45% over the previous
year), while VAT and import duties were also significantly higher (by 28% and
51%, respectively, over the previous year) because of the rapid growth in non-
oil imports. The property tax also exceeded the Budget target, but its yield
remains well below potential.

25. Expenditures. Central Government current expenditures in 1990/91 are
estimated to have grown by 21% (Rp.4.2 trillion) over the previous year,
mainly because of higher subsidies. Despite the 18% average increase in
domestic oil prices implemented on May 25, 1990, oil subsidy payments
ballooned to Rp.3.4 trillion, compared to Rp.0.7 trillion last year. This
reflected a combination of higher crude oil prices and rapid growth in
domestic consumption, which raised the subsidy requirement in 1990/91 to
Rp.2.6 trillion.5/ In addition, arrears amounting to Rp.0.8 trillion were
paid to Pertamina for shortfalls in subsidy payments made in the previous two
years. This was slightly offset by a small decrease in the fertilizer subsidy
(from Rp.760 billion to Rp.660 billion) resulting from the retail price
increase implemented in October 1990. The main additional factor underlying
the rise in current expenditure compared to 1989/90 was the 10% pay increase
for Government employees that became effective in January 1990. This resulted
in an increase of Rp.1.4 trillion in payments for Central and Regional
Government personnel.

26. The level of capital expenditure in 1990/91 is estimated to be
Rp.14.7 trillion, higher than the Budget target of Rp.13.6 trillion. This was
made possible by the Rp.8.8 trillion increase in government savings, which
more than offset the large decline in net loans relative to the Budget target.
As a result, real capital spending rose significantly. However, it remains
lower than the level of real capital expenditure achieved in 1985/86.

27. The 1991/92 Budget. In presenting the new Budget, the President
affirmed the Government's commitment to prudent macroeconomic management,
noting the need to coordinate fiscal policy with monetary policy to improve
the balance of payments and reduce inflationary pressures. The fiscal stance
adopted in the Budget attempted to reflect these policy concerns by preserving
flexibility in the face of uncertainties in the world oil market. At the
time, the Budget assumption of an average oil price of US$19/barrel (around
US$4 lower than the likely average for 1990/91 and slightly lower than the
World Bank's projected price of US$19.4 for 1991/92) appeared conservative.
In order to help offset the projected decline in oil/LNG revenue, the
Government continued to emphasize the need for non-oil revenue mobilization.
Together with a budgeted level of net foreign assistance of Rp.1.5 trillion,

./ Oil consumption volume is projected to total 33.6 million kiloliters,
or 10% higher than the level of 30.5 assumed in the 1990/91 Budget.
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these revenue targets would allow the Government to finat a higher level of

capital spending in real terms to support its infrastrvc :e development and

poverty alleviation objectives. Based on these assumptr .s, the overall

budget balance would switch back to a deficit of -0.7% . GDP (from a surplus
of 2.0% oi GDP in 1990/91). Nevertheless, the overall fiscal stance of the

Budget would tighten, with net domestic expenditure projected to fall to 1.2%

of GDP (from 2.2% in 1990/91), and the primary balance would remain in surplus

at 1.7% of GDP. However, continued strong private sector demand indicates a

need to reduce expenditures and increase revenues further

28. The 1991/92 Budget projects a large drop in oil/LNG revenues compared

to the 1990/91 outcome because of the lower oil price assumption. The non-oil

tax targets proposed in the Budget anticipate an increase of 8% over the level

realized in 1990/91. While this is much slower than the 34% increase in non-

oil tax revenues that was achieved in 1990/91, it will need to be realized in

a year of slower projected growth in imports and GDP.

29. Almost none of the budgeted increase in spending over the expected
outcome in 1990/91 is for current expenditures. This reflects the
Government's intention to preserve flexibility in the face of oil price
uncertainties. Civil service pay scales have not been adjusted, but outlays

on salaries are expected to rise because of structural increases and new

hiring. This will be financed by reallocating current expenditure from

subsidies, which are budgeted to fall because of the lower oil price. The
Budget assumes no increase in the domestic sales price of petroleum products,

resulting in an oil subsidy of Rp.1.2 trillion.

30. The Budget calls for an increase in capital spending of
Rp.2.2 trillion over the level expected for 1990/91. The broad policy
priorities outlined for development expenditure in the Budget are consistent
with REPELITA V. The main features include: (a) strengthening infrastructure

support for private sector development, reflected in rising sector shares for

energy and roads (from 31.5% to 32.7%); (b) sustained support for human

resource development for poverty alleviation (22.1%); and (c) a further shift
of resources into regional development transfers (12.7%). However, the level
of development expenditures needs to be carefully reviewed in order to avoid

putting additional pressure on the balance of payments and prices.

Money and Prices

31. Monetary golicy. As in past years, the goals of monetary policy were

to maintain an adequate level of international reserves and to control
domestic inflation. Rapid expansion in the monetary base in late 1989, which
resulted from efforts to ease domestic interest rates, led to pressures on
both international reserves and domestic prices during the first half of 1990.
In response to these events, BI moved in May 1990 to tighten domestic monetary

policy, by reducing liquidity credits and subsequently moving government
accounts from commercial banks to BI. Interest rates responded quickly to the

new policy, with the SBI rate increasing almost four percentage points between

May and June. International reserves at BI also recovered quickly. Since May

1990, BI has persisted in its efforts to maintain a tight domestic monetary
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stance. Reserve money growth has been slowed from an annualized rate of over
30% in April 1990 to less than 20% for the calendar year (Table 8).

Table Si FACTORS AFFECTING MONEY SUPPLY AND LIQUIDITY,
1986-90

(Billions of Rupiah)

ChaRae in Yeat End Stocks lb X Chance in Stocks lb
Changes in 1986 JA 1987 Ls 1988 1989 1990 1987 IS 1985 1989 1990

Net foreign assets 1,850 2,452 -549 409 -2,171 15.3 -3.0 2.3 -11.9
Use of Government
deposits 470 1,529 -248 -1,176 -3,877 -2.2 -S.3 -16.4 -46.4
Credit to public
enterprises 227 729 659 1,444 -921 12.2 9.8 19.6 -10.1

Credit to private
sector 4,547 6,245 11,069 22,132 35,809 28.1 38.9 56.0 58.1

Net other assets -2,586 -4,731 -3,314 -6,102 -2,915 -62.5 -27.0 -39.1 -13.4
Broad money (M2) 4,508 6,224 8,113 16,707 25,925 22.5 23.9 39.8 44.2

Narrow money (MI) 1,573 1,008 1,707 5,722 3,705 8.6 13.5 39.8 18.4
- Currency 898 444 464 1,180 1,668 8.3 8.0 18.9 22.5
- Demand deposits 675 564 1,243 4,542 2,037 8.9 18.0 55.8 16.1
Time & saving deposits

(QM) 2,935 5,216 6,406 10,985 22,220 32.6 30.2 39.8 57.6
Rupiah liquidity id 3,180 5,883 6,416 15,301 19,337 25.5 22.2 43.3 38.2
Reserve money 1,373 8S8 -490 1,909 1,921 11.0 -5.7 23.3 19.0

Memo itemst
M21GDP ratio 28.3 29.6 31.8 34.9 42.6
QMIGDP ratio 16.4 18.5 20.9 22.8 30.4

La Includes effeot of exchange rate adjustment on September 12, 1986.
Lk December vs. previous December.
le Excludes recording adjustment on unused coamercial loans amounting to Rp. 1,725 billion, which were

previously shown as 'net sovernment deposits" but since September 1987 shown as Bank Indonesia assets
and moved to 'net other assets'.

Jd Excludes foreLgn currency deposits.

Sources Bank Indonesia.

32. The tightening of reserve money by BI was less effective in slowing
credit growth and reducing aggregate demand. Domestic credit over the year
grew at an annual rate of 50%, with credit to the private sector growing at
almost 60% p.a. The pace of growth slowed somewhat toward the end of the
year. Sectors with the fastest growing shares of credit were Services and
"Other", which appears to reflect the increase in consumer finance and growth
in real estate investment. Some of the growth in these sectors is the result
of banks' attempts to comply with a guideline that 20% of their portfolio be
in small loans.

33. The minimal impact of BI's actions on domestic credit can be
attributed to Indonesia's open capital account. In response to tighter
domestic liquidity, commercial banks expanded off-shore borrowing to fund
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their operations, thus avoiding a sharp curtallment in credit. This was
reflected in the decline in net foreign assets shown in Table 8. Official net
foreign assets expanded sharply, but this effect was offset by the expansion
of commercial bank borrowing.i/ Excess reserves were also drawn down,
allowing further credit expansion.

34. The growth of credit was mirrored in expanding levels of M1 and K2,
resulting in a higher money multiplier. M1 grew at 18% over the year, a
decline from the 40% growth rate of the previous year. M2 growth, however,
continued to accelerate, reaching 44% for the year.

35. SBIs (central bank notes) and SBPUs (commercial bank paper), designed
to be the chief instruments of monetary control, until recently played only a
minor role. SBIs contracted over calendar year 1990, while the stock of SBPUs
at BI dried up in March 1990. In a bid to tighten the money supply and
increase the importance of the SBI and the SBPU, GOI ordered 12 public
enterprises (PEs) to move Rp.8 trillion from their deposits in commercial
banks into SBIs in March 1991. PEs actually converted about Rp.10 trillion
into SBIs. Banks that lost deposits were partially compensated through the
sale of SBPUs to BI. These steps drove interest rates up sharply, which in
turn generated strong capital inflows, followed by some easing of interest
rates from their peak in March 1991 (Table 9). Since the SBPUs are of shorter
maturity than the 12-month SBI, BI will be able to control the domestic
component of base money through decisions on the timing of SBPU repurchases.
While this development will facilitate monetary policy, further efforts are
needed to expand the secondary market in SBIs so that such mandated
transactions will not be necessary in the future.

it' In the monetary accounts, medium- and long-term borrowing by commercial
banks by convention has been considered as a liability in calculating
their net foreign asset position. For BI, medium- and long-term debt is
excluded. In constructing the BOP accounts, BI has changed this
convention so that MLT borrowing is excluded from commercial bank net
foreign assets as well. This change is not reflected in the monetary
accounts, however.
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Table 9: INTEREST RATES OF COMMERCIAL BANKS, 1985-90 /A

December Jun Dec Mar
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1990 1991 Lb

Nominal deposit rates "
State banks 16.0 14.7 17.3 18.2 17.2 15.5 19.4 25.4
Private banks 17.8 16.2 19.3 20.3 18.8 17.5 21.3 26.0
All Banks 16.9 15.4 18.4 19.0 17.7 16.3 20.4 25.6

Real deposit rates /c
State banks 13.3 2.7 4.5 11.3 11.6 3.1 11.1 15.0
Private banks 15.0 4.0 6.2 13.3 13.1 4.9 12.8 15.6
All banks 14.1 3.3 5.5 12.0 12.1 3.8 12.0 15.2

Nominal lending rates i_
State banks 15.3 18.5 20.0 20.2 19,7 18.2 20.8 n.a
Private FX banks 24.2 23.0 23.6 23.8 21.7 20.0 22.9 n.a
All banks 22.1 21.1 22.1 22.3 21.0 19.8 23.0 28.2

Real lending rates /c
State banks 12.6 6.1 6.9 13.2 14.0 5.5 12.4 n.a
Private FX banks 21.3 10.1 10.1 16.6 15.9 7.1 14.4 n.a
All banks 19.2 8.4 8.7 15.1 15.2 7.0 14.5 17.6

Memo items (Annual Avg.) 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990
LIBOR /e 8.6 6.9 7.3 8.1 9.3 8.4
Domestic inflation LE 4.7 5.8 9.5 9.3 6.3 7.9
Inflation differential
between Indonesia 5.2 8.7 6.5 5.3 1.4 4.3
and USA L&

La For Rupiah transactions, excluding liquidity credit program. Rates shown
include all outstanding loans or time deposits, not marginal rates.

Lb Average rates on six-month time deposits.
le Rate calculated using a moving average of annualized semester inflation as

a proxy for expected inflation. Expected inflation in March 1991 assumed
to be 9.0%.

i_ Average nominal rates on working capital. Because of long credit
maturities, the average shown responds slowly to current rates on offer
and thus the lending rates cannot be compared directly to deposit rates.

Lft London Interbank Offered Rate on 6 month US Dollar deposits.
/f CPI 27-cities.
ig US WPI inflation less Indonesian adjusted CPI-27 inflation.
Lb Unweighted average rate currently on offer.

Source: Bank Indonesia and IMF International Financial Statistics, and World
Bank staff estimates.
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Domestic Inflation

36. As mentioned above, inflation as measured by the 27-city CPI 1/
rose from 6.3% in 1989 to 7.9% in 1990.1/ Inflation was particularly rapid
in May through October. This rise in inflation was due to excess aggregate
demand, which is reflected in the increase in nontraded goods inflation from
5.2% in 1989 to 12.6% in 1990.2/ Nontraded goods price inflation was
running at over 20% p.a. in the first half of the year prior to the tightening
of monetary policy, substantially increasing the relative profitability of
production for the domestic market. This helps explain some of the slowdown
in export growth experienced during the year.

37. Indicators of price inflation for the poor in Indonesia show a
somewhat harsher impact of inflation relative to other groups in 1990. The
index of 9 Essential Commodities for urban and rural areas, which rose more
slowly than general inflation in 1989, both show an acceleration of inflation
to levels higher than the general CPI in 1990. The same is true of the
Farmer's Consumption Index, though to a much lesser extent. The impact on the
poor, however, was mitigated by the fact that rice prices rose only 5.9%.

' The introduction of a new CPI in 1990 substantially improved the available
price information. Based on a larger market basket and extended to all
regional capitals, the new 27-city CPI provides a more comprehensive
measure of consumer price inflation. The introduction of the new index,
however, does create some technical difficulties in presenting time series
on inflation. In this report the two indices have been spliced by
updating the CPI-17 index numbers with the CPI-27 inflation rates.

WX Except where otherwise specified, this report calculates inflation rates
by comparing period averages of the CPI index; this gives greater weight
to the past than does a month-on month method. The 1990 inflation rate on
December-to-December basis was 9.9% .

2/ Because of Indonesia's open capital and trade accounts, prices of
nontraded goods are much more nensitive to domestic monetary policy than
are prices of traded goods. Prices for traded goods are closely linked to
international prices and movements in the rupiah exchange rate, whereas
nontraded goods are by definition not subject to international
competition, and thus increases in demand spill over into higher prices
rather than greater imports.
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Table 10: DOMESTIC INFLATION INDICATORS, 1985-90
(% change in yearly average)

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

General Indicators
CPI-27 cities /a 4.7 5.8 9.5 9.3 6.3 7.9
WPI i 5.4 8.5 18.9 10.0 £ 7.4 6.4
Non-oil GDP deflator 6.6 7.1 12.1 7.9 8.0 6.2

Specific Indicators
CPI-Jakarta -a 4.7 5.5 9.6 8.0 6.5 7.0
KFM-K3 Ld 4.2 -2.0 10.6 3.9 -1.9 n.a
Nine essential commodities
- Urban A 2.4 5.4 6.7 13.4 5.0 8.9
- Rural Zf -1.1 11.8 12.9 17.1 5.9 8.6
Farmers household consumption Lg 0.6 9.2 12.3 12.0 7.5 8.1

Proximate Indicators
Import goods prices Lh 5.3 8.4 22.7 11.5 X 8.5 7.4
Non-oil export goods prices Lb 1.0 13.0 30.8 7.6 6.6 0.4
Urban rice prices Li- 2.6 -10.6 11.8 36.4 4.1 5.9
Non-traded goods prices ii 7.0 3.7 6.4 4.7 5.2 12.6

LA Revised estimates from 1987-89 reflecting adjusted rice prices for
Jakarta. Spliced to the CPI-17 by updating the old index numbers with the
inflation rates of the CPI-27. Splicing begins in April 1990.

Lb Excluding exports of oil and gas.
La Revised estimate reflecting adjusted import prices.
Ad Physical Minimum Requirements index for 3-child family; weighted average

for 26 province (excluding East Timor).
Se Component of CPI-27 cities index.
LZ Unweighted average of Java and Madura and Outer Island.
Ig Component of Farmers' Terms of Trade index rebased last year to 1983 -

100; weighted average for Yogyakarta and West, Central and East Java.
Lb Component of WPI.
Li Weighted average of urban medium-quality rice prices in 14 provincial

capitals.
Li Constructed from components of the CPI. 1990 based only on Jakarta.

Spliced in the same fashion as the CPI-27.

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics and World Bank staff estimates.
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NOTE ON THE RESULTS OF THE 1990 CENSUS

1. The 1990 Census showed that population growth in Indonesia was much

slower than projected in the second half of the 1980s.1/ The Census put the
total population at 179.3 million in October 1990, which implies that the

population grew at slightly under 2.0% p.a. over the past decade. During the
second half of the decade, however, growth was only 1.8% p.a., compared to a

projected rate of 2.1% p.a. This compares with growth of 2.2% p.a. in the
first half of the 1980s, 2.4% p.a. in the 1970s, and 2.1% p.a. in the 1960s.
The slowing population growth in 1980s reflects not only declining fertility
rates, but also a slower decline in mortality rates, which had fallen rapidly
in the 1970s. Indonesia thus appears to be progressing steadily through the
demographic transition. Population growth rates did increase in a number of

provinces, but since detailed fertility data are not yet available, it is

difficult to determine to what extent migration has been responsible for

faster growth in those areas.

2. During the second half of the 1980s, population growth on Java (1.5%

p.a.) was much slower than off-Java (2.2% p.a.). There was a wide variation
among provinces in both groupings, however. Riau (5.5% p.a.) was the fastest

growing province, and a number of other provinces in Sumatra and Kalimantan
grew faster than 4% p.a. Growth in West Java was not only higher than the
national average but actually increased, from 2.3% during 1981-83 to 2.8%
during 1985-90. This high growth was due largely to migration induced by the
accelerating industrial development of the BOTABEK cities of Bogor,
Tanggerang, and Bekasi.2/ By contrast, the census shows that population
growth in Jakarta fell from almost 4% p.a. to under 1% p.a. Although
population growth undoubtedly did slow in the late 1980s as employment
opportunities shifted toward the BOTABEK area, the magnitude of the decline
may be overstated because of the many inhabitants of Jakarta who lack official

residency permits. An even more dramatic decline in population growth was
recorded for Lampung (0.3% p.a.), which had been a major transmigration
destination and had grown by 5% p.a. for several decades. The decline was due

to a combination of factors, including Government's decision to halt sponsored
transmigration to the province, the opening of a new road to Bengkulu (which

induced migration especially to urban areas of that province), and migration

to the industrial centers of West Java.

3. In 1990, Indonesia remained largely a rural society, with nearly 70%
of the population living outside urban areas. However rapid urbanization has

taken place over the past decade (Statistical Annex Table 1.4). During the
i980s, Indonesia's urban population grew by 5.4% p.a., with rates of 9-13% 'n
seveeral provinces. Rural population grew by only 0.8% p.a., with the rural
population of Java virtually unchanged over the decade. The rural population

in the Outer Islands grew faster (1.7% p.a.), with growth exceeding 3% p.a. in

1/ Statistical Annex Table 1.1 shows the 1990 population breakdown by
province. The breakdowns by age group and employment are not yet
available.

2/ If these cities are excluded, the growth rate for West Java is much closer
to that for the rest of Java.
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a number of provinces. Urban and rural population trends reflect a
combination of factors, including fertility rates, migration, and
reclassification of areas from rural to urban..I/ Assessing the contribution
of these individual factors will be possible when the necessary data are made
available within the next year.

j' Areas are classified as urban or rural based on a standardized evaluation
process that takes into account population density, the percentage of
households engaged in agriculture, and the availability of facilities such
as schools, hospitals, paved roads, and electricity. The criteria and
weights were the same for both the 1980 and 1990 censuses.
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The External Environment

1. A major objective of the Government's adjustment program has been to
improve the economy's capacity to withstand external shocks. During the
1980's, the economy's dependence on oil was substantially reduced and the
export base was expanded from a reliance on a small group of resource-based
commodities to a broad range of agricv ural, mining and manufacturing
products. Even so, events during 1990 illustrate the continued vulnerability
of the Indonesian economy to changes in the world economy, as the economic
slowdown in industrialized countries depressed commodity prices and
uncertainties surrounding the crisis in the Gulf led to wide fluctuations in
oil prices and exchange rates, as well as a decline in tourism receipts.
Table 1 summarizes the key external assumptions underlying Indonesia's medium-
term prospects during the decade of the 1990s.

Table Is SELECTED INDICATORS OF INTERNATIONAL
ECONOMSC ACTIMVTY, 1990-2000

tinated SProiseted la Growth Rate (X o.a.)
1990 1991 1992 1995 2000 1990- 1991- 1996-

1991 1996 2000

Economic activity
G-S growth (Z p.a.) /b 2.7 2.3 2.9 3.0 2.9 2.5 2.9 3.1

Price indices (1985-100)
Commodity prices in 75.5 69.2 70.7 73.1 79.3 -10.3 1.4 1.6
constant dollars /a

Manufacturing unit values 147.2 160.5 162.3 170.4 204.9 7.6 2.0 3.7
in current dollars

OI Drices (USSLbarrel)
In 1983 dollars /4 lI 16.8 13.0 11.4 13.5 16.5 0.8 1.6 4.0
In current dollars LI 22.6 19.4 17.3 21.3 31.3 4.1 3.6 7.9

Interest rates (X)

LIBOR 1£ 8.5 8.5 8.0 7.0 6.4
Real interest rate La 4.6 2.8 5.5 4.0 3.2

L_ End of period.
/b Weighted average of real growth rates for USA, UK, Japan, France and Germany.
la Nominal price index for 33 commodities (excluding energy) deflated by the World Bank's C-5 manufacturing

unit value (tM) index.
Id Deflated by MUV index.
le Prices are for the IndonesLan fiscal year (April 1 - March 31).
If Six-month US$ London Interbsnk Offered Rate (LIBOR).
L& LIBOR deflated by the changos in the US GNP deflator.

Source: World Bank staff estimates.

2. During 1985-90, economic activity in the G-5 countries 1/ expanded
by 3.4% p.a., leading to a rapid growth in world trade. In the near term,
economic activity in the G-5 is expected to slow down considerably, averaging
only 2.3% in 1991. This implies that the growth in world trade will slow to

/ The G-5 countries are the five leading industrialized economies: France,
Germany, Japan, the United States, and the United Kingdom.
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less than 5% in 1991 from about 5.5% in 1990. Over the medium term, however,
the industrial economies are expected to expand at around 3% p.a., after
taking into account productivity improvements and a high investment rate since
the mid-1980s which will lead to about a 6% p.a. increase in world trade.
Real interest rates are expected to decline over the medium term to 4.0% in
1995 and 3.2% in 2000, substantially lower than the average (5.4%) for the
previous decade. The rate of inflation, as measured by the manufactured unit
value index (MUV),2/ is expected to average 3.4% p.a. for the 1990s, the
same rate as the 1980s.

3. Crude oil prices rose dramatically during 1990/91, averaging
US$22.6/barrel. ThA short term outlook for oil prices remains highly
uncertain, due to uncertainty surrounding the resumption of Kuwait and Iraqi
oil production and, consequently, a rationalization of production levels
within OPEC. The World Bank's forecast for oil pricec during 1991/92 assumes
a crude oil price of US$19.4/barrel, slightly above the level projected by the
Government in the 1991/92 Budget. This assumption is, however, subject to
considerable downside risk, us international oil stocks and production levels
are at historical highs, implying that oil prices could fall significantly in
the near term. Over the medium term, however, the real oil price is expected
to increase by 2.7% p.a. during the 1990s. Even so, the real oil price in
2000 is expected to be only about 50% of the 1980 level.

4. The short-term outlook for non-oil commodity prices remains
pessimistic, although some recovery from the depressed levels of 1990 is
expected in 1991. This trend combined with the large increase expected in the
KUV index, about 9% in 1991, implies that the non-oil terms of trade will
improve only slightly in 1991, remaining very low in historical terms. The
medium-term outlook for non-oil export prices is better, but import prices are
expected to keep pace. As a result, the non-oil terms of trade is projected
to show an improvement of less than 1% p.a. during the 1990s (see Table 2).
Even after including oil, Indonesia's terms of trade can be expected to
improve by only 1.5% p.a.

5. Projected lower oil prices and the expected sluggish performance of
the world economy in the near term imply that Indonesia will face a difficult
external environment in 1991 and possibly, 1992. Furthermore, there is a
significant risk of even lower oil prices in 1991, adding to the difficulty of
macroeconomic management in the near term. Over the medium term, the external
environment is expected to be more favorable, as economic growth in the
industrialized countries is sustained at about 3% p.a. and real interest rates
decline. This will help, Indonesia to sustain the higher levels of growth
during the 1990s, which were achieved during the late 1980s.

2.! The Unit Value Index of Manufactured Exports to developing country markets
(MUV index) from the G-5 industrialized countries is expressed in US
Dollars and is a measure of the US Dollar inflation faced by developing
countries in the export and import of manufactured products to and from
the industrialized countries.
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Table2s INDONESA'S TERMS oF TRADED 1989190-2000101
(1983184-100)

-Rato a growth { -
1989190 1990191 1991192 1995196 2000101 1990191- 1995196- 1990191-

1995196 2000101 2000101

Exoort orile index
Total exports 90.7 101.7 102.X 122.2 164.7 3.7 6.2 4.9
Non-oil exports 120.7 122.7 133.9 142.9 183.7 4.1 4.1 4.1

Import nrt.o index
Total imports 126.6 134.2 146.0 154.8 187.4 2.9 5.9 3.4
Mon-oil imports 125.8 133.4 145.0 153.9 186.7 2.9 3.9 3.4

Terms of trade index
Total 71.7 75.8 70.1 78.9 87.9 0.8 2.2 1.5
Non-oil 95.9 92.0 92.4 97.5 98.4 1.2 0.2 0.7

Sources World Bank staff estimate.
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DEFINITIONS OF VARIOUS MEASURES OF TRADE PROTECTION

The Nominal Rate of Protection (NRP)

1. The NRP of a sector is defined as the average ad valorem tariff, in
percent, on the output of the sector; or, in cases in which non-tariff barriers
are important, the tariff which would have the same price raising effect as the
non-tariff barrier. Where non-tariff barriers are important, NRPs are estimated
from price comparisons as follows:

NRP - 100 x (PD-PW)/PW,

where PD is the actual domestic wholesale price in rupiahs and PW is the "border
price" in US dollars, converted to rupiahs at the current exchange rate. The
border price is the c.i.f. price for import competing goods and the f.o.b. price
for export-competing goods.

The Effective Rate of Protection (ERP)

2. The ERP measures the percentage change in value-added due to Government
trade and subsidy policies. It is defined as the excess of value-added (VAD)
under existing policies over value-added under free trade.

ERP - 100 x (VAD - VAW)/VAj

The Anti-Trade Bias of Government Policy

3. Protection to import-competing sectors tends to reduce trade both
directly (by import substitution) and also indirectly (by drawing factors from
export-competing sectors into import-competing sectors). In contrast, protection
to export-competing sectors tends to increase trade both directly (by expanding
exports) and also indirectly (by drawing resources out of import-competing
sectors into export-competing sectors). Therefore policy can be said to be
biased against trade if import-competing sectors are more heavily protected than
export-competing sectors.

4. The anti-trade bias of Government policy can be clarified by an example:
in 1990 the average ERP for all import-competing sectors was 32.9 percent, while
that for all export-competing sectors was -3.7 percent. The negative number for
export competing sectors means that they are taxed by the system of incentives
and would receive an average ERP that is less than one. The anti-trade bias of
policy was therefore 38 percent, since 1.329/(1 - .0377) - 1.38.

Exchange Rate Adjustment and Real Effective Protectio

5. In the economy such as Indonesia's, in which tariffs and non-tariff
barriers on imports are much more important than export taxes, commercial policy
raises the general level of all prices, corresponding to any given nominal
exchange rate. The main defect of the ERP as a measure of protection is that it
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includes this general price raising effect, which has no protective consequences
at all, with the genuinely protective effects of changes in relative prices. A
measure of protection which iLs free from this defect is the real effective rate
of protection.

6. The RERP of a sector is defined as the average percentage excess of
actual value added in the sector, deflated by the wage rate, over estimated tree
trade value added, deflated by the free trade wage rate. The estimates reported
in this report are derived on the assumption that the wage in rupiahs is directly
proportional to the conswuer price deflator in rupiahs. This means that the
RERPs measure the percentage increases in value added in the various sectors due
to Government policy, relative to the policy-induced increase in the average
level of prices, as measured by the consumer price deflator.

7. An example may help to clarify the concept of the RERP. It is estimated
that Government policies raised value added (in rupiahs) in estate and other
crops by 12 percent relative to what it would have been at the same nominal
exchange rate under free trade; however, these policies also raised the rupiah
wage corresponding to any given nominal exchange rate (and, by assumption, the
consumer price deflator in rupiahs) by 11 percent. Therefore the real protection
in 1990 received by the sector estate and other crops was only 1 percent, not 12
percent. In some cases the ERP for a sector may be positive, giving the
impression that Government policies assist the sector, when their real effect is
to disadvantage it. For example, in 1990 the ERP for tea was 2 percent, i.e. its
value added in rupiahs was increased by 2 percent by Government policies (such
as the fertilizer subsidy); but, since Government policies also increased the
general level of prices by 11 percent their real effect was to disadvantage the
tea sector. This is shown by the negative RERP for tea of -8 percent. Under
certain strong simplifying assumptions, including the assumption that labor is
the only mobile domestic factor, RERPs correctly predict the direction "'f
resource movements, in the sense that sectors with positive (negative) RERPs are
expanded (contracted) by Government policy, relative to free trade.
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External Debt & Capital Flows

4.1 Summary of External Debt Data, 1980-1990
4.2 External Public Debt Outstanding as of December 31, 1990
4.3 Service Payments, Commitments, Disbursements and Outstanding Amounts of

External Public Debt, 1980-1997
4.4 Development Assistance Flows, 1985-1989

Public Finance

5.1 Central Government Budget Summary, 1978/79-1991/92
5.2 Central Government Receipts, 1978/79-1991/92
5.3 Central Government Expenditures, 1978/79-1991/92
5.4 Development Expenditures, 1978/79-1991/92
5.5 Development Expenditures by Sector, 1978/79-1991/92
5.6 Project Aid by Sector, 1978/79-1991/92

i« With the exception of the tables on External Debt, the Statistical Annex
is a compilation of official data from Government 3ources. In some
instances, these data may differ from data in the main text and Annex 1
due to different Bank definitions and methodologies in construction the

statistical series.
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Monetary Statistics

6.1 Money Supply, 1974-1990
6.2 Changes in Factors Affecting Reserve Money Supply, 1974-1990
6.3 Consolidated Balance Sheet of the Monetary System, 1980-1990
6.4 Banking System Credits by Economic Sector, 1980-1990
6.5 Banking Credits Outstanding in Rupiah and Foreign Exchange by Group of

Banks, 1980-1990
6.6 Investment Credits by Economic Sector, 1980-1990
6.7 Outstanding Bank Funds in Rupiah and Foreign Exchange by Group of Banks,

1982-1990
6.8 Interest Rates on Deposits at Commercial Banks, 1978-1990

Agricultural Statistics

7.1 Principal Agricultural Products by Subsectors, 1978-1989
7.2 Production of Major Crops by Type of Estate, 1979-1989
7.3 Rice-Area Harvested, Production and Yield, 1974-1989
7.4 BULOG Rice Program, 1978/79-1990/91
7.5 Area Covered Under Rice Intensification Programs, 1974-1989

Industrial Statistics

8.1 Index of Manufacturing Production by Selected Industry Group, 1986-1990
8.2 Production of Minerals, 1974-1990
8.3 Crude Oil Production by Company, 1980-1990
8.4 Petroleum Product Supply and Demand, 1980-1990
8.5 Domestic Sales of Petroleum Products, 1980-1990

Prices

9.1 Consumer Price Index, 1979-1990
9.2 Indonesia Wholesale Price Index, 1983-1990
9.3 Domestic Prices of Petroleum Products, 1980-1990

Investment Statistics

10.1 Approved Foreign Investment by Sector, 1977-1990
10.2 Approved Domestic Investment by Sector, 1977-1990
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Table 1.1

INDONESIA

COUNTRY ECONOMIC REPORT

Population And Growth Ratos by Prov_neS, 1930.1990

Region Population ('000) Average growlh rate (% p.a.)
1930 1901 /a 1971 /a 18o0 1985 1990 193041 1961-71 1971-80 IO9805 1985.90

Java 41L71tl 03.059 760 9,270 99.852 107.574 1.3 19 2.0 1.8 3.5
DKI Jakarta 811 2,973 4,579 8,503 7,885 6,254 4.3 4.4 4.0 3.9 0.9
West Java 10,580 17,015 21,624 27,454 30.830 35,381 1.7 2.1 2.7 2.3 2.8
Central Java 13,700 18,407 21,877 25,373 20,945 28.522 1.0 1.7 1.7 1.2 1.1
Di Yogiakarta 1,559 2,241 2,489 2,751 2,930 2,913 1.2 1.1 1.1 1.3 -0.1
East Java 15,050 21,823 25,517 29,188 31,262 32.504 1.2 1.0 1.5 1.4 0.8

Sumatra 8a255 157S9 20,809 28.017 32.o03 30.455 2L 2 3.4 S. 1 L2
Lampung 36l 1,668 2,777 4,025 5,905 0.006 5.1 5.2 5.8 5.0 0.3
Bengkulu 323 400 519 768 943 1,179 0.7 2.5 4.5 4.2 4.6
South Sumatra 1,378 2,773 3,441 4.630 5.370 6,277 2.3 2.2 3.4 3.0 3.2
Riau 493 1,235 1,642 2,1609 2,548 3,306 3.0 2.9 3.1 3.3 5.3
Jambi 245 744 1,006 1,446 1,745 2,016 3.0 3.1 4.1 3.8 2.9
West Sumatra 1,910 2,319 2,793 3,407 3,698 3,999 0.6 1.9 2.2 1.7 1.6
North Sumatra 2,542 4,s95 6,622 8,361 9,422 10,2568 2.2 2.9 2.0 2.4 1.7
Aceh 1,003 1,629 2,009 2,011 2.972 3,416 1.6 2.1 3.0 2.6 2.8

Kalimontan 2.170 4.102 5.155 0.723 7.722 9.110 2.1 2. S.0 2.8 3.4
West Kalimanton 802 1,581 2,020 2,488 2,819 3,239 2.2 2.5 2.3 2.5 2.8
Central Kalimantan 203 497 702 954 1,318 1,390 2.9 3.5 3.5 3.2 4.5
South Kalimantan 836 1,473 1,699 2,005 2,273 2,598 1.8 1.4 2.2 1.9 2.7
East Kalimanton 329 551 734 1,218 1,512 1,877 1.7 2.9 5.8 4.4 4.4

Sulawesi 4231 7.079 8,528 10.409 11,554 12.521 1.7 1.9 2.2 2.1 1.6
Central Sulowesi 390 093 914 1,290 1,511 1,711 1.9 2.8 3.9 3.2 2.5
North Sulawesi 748 1,310 1,719 2,115 2,313 2,479 1.8 2.8 2.3 1.8 !.4
Soulh Sulawesi 2,e57 4,517 5,181 0,002 60610 6,982 1.7 1.4 1.8 1.7 1.1
Southeast Sulawesi 436 559 714 942 1,120 1.350 0.8 2.5 3.1 3.5 3.8

Cther slands 4.219 7.100 8 30 11.07L 12.316 130,61 1.7 2.0 2.8 2.2 2.1
Bali 1,101 1,783 2,120 2,470 2,049 2,778 1.6 1.7 1.7 1.4 1.0
West Nusa Tenggara 1,010 1,808 2,203 2,725 2,995 3,370 1.9 2.0 2.4 1.9 2.4
East Nusa Tenggara 1,344 1,987 2,295 2,737 S.001 3,269 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.3 1.3
Maluku 579 790 i,os9 1,410 1,609 1,856 1.0 3.3 2.9 2.7 2.9
Irian Jaya 179 758 923 1,374 1,371 10641 4.8 2.0 2.7 3.2 3.7
East Timor n.a n. n.a 555 631 748 n.a n.a n.a 2.6 3.5

T o t a I Indonesia s00593 97.085 119 147.490 1s4.047 179.322 1.5 2.1 2.4 2.2 1.8

/a Indudes adiustment for the exclusion of rural Iran Jaya.

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics, Population Census Reports, 1961, 1971, 1980 and 1990;
Statistical Yearbook Of Indonesia, 1984; and SUPAS 1985.
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COUNTRY ECONOMIC REPORT

Dstbution of Pofulaion by A4. Ghoup and Sex 1961-1985 /a

('000)

1961 1971 19 80 19 85
Age Group NIes Females Toal Males Femeks otai Males Females Total Moles Femaks Totl

0-4 8,629 8,649 17,178 9,675 9,560 19,235 10,872 10,422 21,294 11,008 10,643 21,551
5-9 7,744 7,701 15,445 9,593 9,302 18,895 10,889 10,446 21,335 11,379 10,739 22,118
10-14 4,353 3,892 8,245 7,406 6,875 14,281 9,179 8,525 17,704 10,783 10,113 20,896
15-19 3,865 3,905 7,770 5,627 5,779 11,406 7,552 7,806 15,358 8,335 8,232 16,567
20-24 3,480 4,373 7,853 3,627 4,461 8,088 6,010 7,055 13,065 6,385 7,903 14,288
25-34 7,392 8,610 16,002 7,722 9,226 16,948 9,685 9,920 19,605 12,026 12,442 24,468
35-44 5,765 5,406 11,171 7,062 7,119 14,181 7,876 8,172 16,048 8,538 8,485 17,023
45-54 3,587 3,511 7,098 4,360 4,213 8,573 5,761 5,856 11,617 6,418 6,514 12,93Z
65-64 1,913 1,865 3,778 2,224 2,373 4,597 3,297 3,354 6,651 4,150 4,474 8,624
65+ 1,183 1,245 2,428 1,450 1,539 2,989 2,200 2,593 4,793 2,619 2.954 5,573
Unknown 60 57 117 7 8 15 11 i 20 4 3 7

Total 47.871 49.214 97.086 68.753 60.6 119.208 73.332 74.158 147A490 81.645 82.402 164.047

Peroentane distribudon

0-4 17.8 17.6 17.7 16.5 15.8 16.1 14.8 14.1 14.4 13.5 12.8 13.1
5-9 16.2 15.6 15.9 16.3 15.4 15.9 14.8 14.1 14.5 13.9 13.0 13.5
10-14 9.1 7.9 8.5 12.6 11.4 12.0 12.5 11.5 12.0 13.2 12.3 12.7
15-19 8.1 7.9 8.0 9.6 9.6 9.6 10.3 10.6 10.4 10.2 10.0 10.1
20-24 7.3 89 8.1 6.2 7A 6.8 8.2 9.5 8.9 7.8 9.6 8.7
25-34 15.4 17.5 16.5 13.1 15.3 14.2 13.2 13.4 13.3 14.7 15.1 14.9
35-44 12.0 11.0 11.5 12.0 11.8 11.9 10.7 11.0 10.9 10.5 10.3 10.4
45-64 7.5 7.1 7.3 7.4 7.0 7.2 7.9 7.9 7.9 7.9 7.9 7.9 ' cA

SDft
56-64 4.0 3.8 3.9 3.8 3.9 3.9 4.5 4.5 4.5 5.1 5.4 5.3
65+ 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.6 2.5 2.5 3.0 3.6 3.2 3.2 3.6 3.4
Unknown 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.v 0.0 0.0 0.0

Tock 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

/a Da afor 1990 are not avAble.

Soure : Cntra Bureau of Siuis, Ceo"u Reps, 1961, 1971, 1980, cnd 1990; btecens PpAution Survey, 1985.



INDONESIA

COUNTRY ECONOMIC REPORT

EmRlovsnut by Mam Indudryr. 1971-1985 /a /b

1971 1980 1982 1985
main Indusiy million % million % million % milion %

Aiculkre, oesaty, huing & lahey 26.5 64.2 28.0 64.8 31.6 54.7 34.1 54.6

Mning and quaoyng 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.7 0.4 0.7 OA 0.7

Manufadnng 2.7 6.5 4.4 8.6 6.0 10.4 5.8 9.3

Electuiciy, gs & ater 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

Comudion 0.7 1.6 1.6 3.1 2.2 3.7 2.1 3.4

Whol"ak and retal Iade & reants 4.3 10.3 6.6 12.9 8.6 14.8 9.4 15.0

Trspoptnk, sorge & conmnniinsw 1.0 2.3 1.6 2.9 1.8 3.1 2.0 3.1

Finae, insuance, eal este & 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

essw semce 
Pak srvic 4.1 10.0 7.7 15.1 7.1 12.3 8.3 13.3 g'

Othen 1.9 4.8 0.7 1.4 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1

TOtal 41.3 100.0 51.2 100.0 57.8 100.0 62.5 100.0

/a Rees to popdion 10 yaon of age and above who war.d duing ih week prious to e 

/b Dat for 1990 ae not available.

Souc: Cetral Bueau of Staisic, Stil Yeabook of hInoneIa, 1975, 1982, 1985.

F'to
I-rt_ @.

m 
'-I

'-
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Table 1.4

INDO-NESIA

COUNTRY ECONOMIC REPORT

Pouulation Distribution by Provlnce and Urban & Rural. 1980-1990

1980 1990 Growth Rates ( pa
Region Urban Rural Urban Rural Urban Rural

Java 22.926.377 68.290.59S 88.835.297 69.182.666 5.28 0.00
DKI Jakarta 6,071,748 408,906 8,222,516 0 3.08 0.00
West Java 5,770,868 21,678,972 12,208,176 23,170,307 7.78 0.67
Central Java 4,756,007 20,611,337 7,694,539 20,822,247 4.93 0.10
DI Yogyakarta 607,267 2,142,861 1,294,066 1,618,566 7.88 (2.77)
East Java 5,720,487 23,448,617 8,916,011 23,671,557 4.54 0.06

Sumatera .488 22.514.439 9.293.747 27.128.789 5.42 1.88
Lampung 576,872 4,047,366 747,327 6,266,782 2.62 2.65
Bengkulu 72,492 695,496 240,192 938,759 12.73 3.04
South Sumatra 1,267,009 3,360,710 1,839,492 4,438,453 3.80 2.82
Riiau 588,212 1,575,684 1,047,464 2,233,592 6.94 3.55
Jambi 182,846 1,261,630 432,727 1,681,327 9.00 2.28
West Sumatra 433,120 2,973,012 807,983 3,190,694 6.43 0.71
North Sumatra 2,127,436 6,223,514 3,638,832 6,613,479 6.61 0.61
Aceh 233,501 2,377,027 539,740 2,875,663 8.74 1.92

Kalimantan 1.441.300 5.275.596. 2.506.657 6.596.249 5.69 2.26
West KalLmantan 416,923 2,067,968 642,989 2,592,377 4.43 2.29
Central Kalimantan 98,257 865,919 246,249 1,160,612 9.58 3.00
South Kalimantan 440,901 1,622,326 702,960 1,893,697 4.78 1.66
East Kalimantan 485,219 729,383 915,469 959,663 6.55 2.78

Sulawesi 1.654.190 8.746.S58 2.761.021 9.750.142 5.26 1.09
Central Sulawesi 116,472 1,169,056 281,134 1,422,196 9.31 1.98
North Sulawesi 364,607 1,760,215 564,795 1,913,151 4.76 0.84
South Sulawesi 1,096,076 4,963,489 1,686,443 6,295,146 4.40 0.66
Southeast Sulawesi 88,036 853,598 229,649 1,119,649 10.06 2.75

Other Islands 1.342.474 9.659.008 2,494.449 11.150.256 6.89 1.45
Bali 363,336 2,106,388 734,237 2,043,119 7.29 (0.30)
West Nusa Tenggara 383,421 2,340,257 582,180 2,789,619 4.26 1.77
East Nusa Tenggara 205,467 2,531,531 372,242 2,895,677 6.12 1.36
Maluku 152,944 1,265,607 362,438 1,498,649 8.71 1.79
Irian Jaya 237,316 869,976 395,131 1,233,966 6.23 3.66
East Timor 0 566,350 68,221 689,336 0.00 2.18

T o t a I Indonesia 32.845.829 114.48S.994 6S.891.171 128.808.02 6.86 0.79

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics
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Table 2.1

INDONESIA

COUNTRY ECONOMIC REPORT

Gros Domestic Producd by IndustdIq OrTein a Currn Market Prices, 1979-19S9 Ia
~~~ {~Rp. billion)

1

1979 1980 1981 1982 1 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 /b

Ariculture 84 11,726 1098 15.002 1 17.90 20.420 22.513 24.871 29.116 34.193 s8.998
Farm food crops 4,774 0.103 7,826 9,162 1 11,057 12,692 13.860 158085 17,540 21,124 24,187
Farm non-food crops 1,614 1,924 2,048 1,915 1 2,295 2,789 2,979 8,534 4,140 4,.89 4,784
Estate crops 278 303 294 270 1 875 598 715 690 978 1,160 1,257
LIvestock products s89 1,191 1,478 1,611 1 1,754 2,084 2,427 2,640 3S015 s,545 4,070
Foresr.y 1,292 1,412 1,077 990 1 994 89o 938 1,001 1.247 1,448 1,733
Fishery 028 793 976 1,114 1 1,220 1,878 1.595 1,921 2,196 2,528 2,96e

Mining and ouarrvinp 8.800 11.2S8 13.218 12.153 1 10.107 10.938 18.571 1I.50 17.267 17.182 21.730
OU & natural gas 6,541 10,010 12.673 11,048 1 15,103 15,917 12.584 10,502 15,079 15.525 19,453
Other 324 62s 544 505 1 1,004 1.021 987 1,001 1,287 1,637 2,277

4003 oo .SW 7.067 7.482 1 9.89s 18.113 15.503 17.185 21.150 26.253 3o.573
Refinery oll 97 94 18O 155 1 859 1.018 1.864 1,915 1.820 2,026 2,148
'L,G 582 1,198 1,282 1,615 1 1,871 2,707 2,424 1,969 2,097 2,949 8,281
other 8,824 5,061 5,605 5,712 1 7,600 9,894 11,216 18.301 17.233 21,278 25,144

Elactriity, mss & water 180 231 292 341 I 314 854 8sB n47 747 80 1.008

conrstrction 1.945 2.582 asoo .769 4.597 4.757 5-L 5.314 7 7.169 8.884

Trade 5.608 7.323 8781 9.947 1 11.541 13435 15.417 17.122 21.04a 24.379 28.814
Retai & wholesae trade 4,800 6,814 7,586 8,567 1 9,933 11,871 12,962 14,285 17,561 20,869 23.957
Hotels & restaurants So0 1.009 1.94 1,880 I 1,608 2,068 2,455 2,88N 8,487 3.91 4,857

Transort & comunications 1.66 2.211 2.a70 .14 1 4,98 5.01 0J.0 0.407 7M.S 8.140 ss08
Tranport 1.568 2,060 2,182 2,942 1 3.69 4.611 5,s58 5,770 6.630 7,227 s8o.6
CommurIcations 118 150 188 222 1 404 440 582 637 804 912 1,025

Baning,etc. ao680 924 1,408 1.78 I 2.as 8.058 S. 4.037 4.795 5.322 6.551

OwneablD of dwefllns 960 1.228 1.494 1.731 1 2.56 2.57S 2775 2.976 a.349 a.7s0 4.155

Publc admam. & defence 2.e9 3.225 4.203 4.706 1 5.712 6.470 7.925 £,307 8 912 .448 11.174

other serices 1.48 1.872 2as 2.3a9 I .001 L.718 asss 4.15 4.90a 5.351 5.857

Oroes bomestic Product _4.840 48.914 58.127 62.476 I 77.676 39. L s9 102.688 1247 . 166.329

/a In 1989, Guernment released a revised national account ses for the perIod 1963-1988. Since the 1978-1982 series
has not yet been revbed, It Is not directy comparable with the 1988-108l series

/b Preliminary fpures.

Source: Central Bureau of Statics.
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Table 2.2

IN&NES
COUNTRY ECONOMiC REPORT

Gros Domsk Prouct by Industvw a Constat 1983 Marke Prie 1979-1989 /a

1979 1980 l981 1982 1 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 /b

15.249 16.203 17.270 17.407 1 I7Z.60 18.513 10,300 19.799 20 224 21.109 22I00
Farm food crops 8,838 9,061 10,039 10,726 1 11.057 11.080 11,980 12,267 12.415 13.974 13.440
Fam non-food crops 1,860 2,050 2,219 2,274 1 2,295 2,349 2,576 2.581 2,093 2,8s5 2.998
Estaecrope 290 Si7 343 S S 1 375 446 511 562 565 578 60?
uvestock prodts 1,414 1,588 1,034 1,703 I 1,754 1,890 2,037 2.064 2,111 2,212 2,324
Forety 1,790 1,620 1.296 1i165 I 94 8a4 851 s88 968 1.013 1.083
Jehery 1.046 1,110 1,139 1,167 1 1,220 1,253 1,341 1,418 1.472 1,557 1,626

Ming & 1a 6.093 10^078 100 a o 13.876 I 16.107 17.120 15.480 16.309 16.3o 1-5.8s9 16.727
Ol & natural ps 15,590 15,525 15,767 13,249 I 15,106 16,187 14,513 15,237 15.219 14.6091 15,393
Other 502 553 573 027 1 1,004 933 968 1,072 1.140 1,201 1,S3

m _i3tu!12 5.952 7S 7.878 7.973 I 8 12.079 18.431 j4,078 16.26 18,182 Ij3s
Reflney yol 173 IS 170 142 I 350 Ot2 767 927 9ss 981 9o9
LNG 1,230 LO.7U 1,712 1,782 I 1,871 2,790 2,919 2,s23 8.233 3,s55 3,065
Other 4,549 5,447 5,997 0,049 I 7.606 8,663 9,746 10,828 12,064 18,607 15,181

EDetridty. as and waer S12 201 4a2 21 3S1 4 261 4S0 495 N9 n o

n 326 .S AW so se 4 .3409 4.597 J.s4 4.508 4.,009 C 5.259 5.878

Trade SAW 10.303 10l968 11,803 I 11.541 11.811 12 s . 14.a50 15.057 M7.sO
etail & Wholee trade 7.520 8,819 9,436 10,057 I 9,023 10,028 10,412 11.238 12,005 13.035 14,407
.t £ rt 1,387 1,484 1.532 1,540 i,6e0 1,783 1,987 2,161 2,351 2.621 2,824

Transnort & co caon .670 2.1i1 ascs fs"O l 4.008 4.443 4.487 4.e69 4. 5.212 5.067
Trport 2,51 2s,m 3,o03 3,270 3,694 4,006 4,032 4,178 4,34 4,626 5,007
Comunlcalon 137 IS8 226 263 I 404 435 455 490 54s w8e 6S

uw*h- GM 1.15i9 1.20S 1.762 2.079 2.S5 ;LA a20 Lin_ a.os9 Lilt L..

ownesiofd 1.573 1.8 3I 19.29 821.3 L_ 2.3450 5us 2.1104. Liii. 2.8

Puic edmin. & detencea 3.7 jL05 4i3 5. I 5.7s2 1 .5.997 0.455 L.t02 !.1ii7 83 97

o c 2.581 2e3s 2.792 2.a51 3.001 3.117 3.180 J,s 3.422 Ls7 3716

GM Do2 sic Pct §LeU, 0072 ZIR. 71._ I 77.676 s.7 02 90_081 sss 107_ "M

/a In I96, Government relesd a revised national aoum series for the period 19318. Since the 1978198 serisa
ba not yet been reisd, It is not diectly comparae with t 1983-18 sries

lb Preimnay figures.

Soure: Centa Bureau of Sg .taL



COUN ECONOMICO

Ezxsgodi. on GMP at Currnt Market Pm. 1979-1989 /a
(Rp. bgllon)

1979 1980 1981 1982 1 1983 1984 1986 1986 1987 1988 1989 /b

Private consumption 19,516 25,596 32,294 37,924 1 47,063 64,067 57,201 63,355 71,989 81,045 88,752

Government consumpon 3,277 5,148 6,452 7,229 1 8,077 9,122 10,893 11,529 11,764 12,756 15,698

Gross Sied iwesUment 7,668 10,550 14,135 15,822 1 19,468 20,136 22,367 24,782 30,980 36,803 45,650

Changes In stock Ic 2,166 1,345 3,189 1,584 1 2,847 3,406 4,837 4,243 8,166 7,922 12,122

Exprt of goodsan I
nonhct^r services 10,003 16,162 16,177 15,103 1 19,846 22,99 21,534 20,010 29,874 34,666 42,503

I 0'

Less: Imports of goods and I U

nonfactor servoies 7,791 9,886 14,119 15,186 1 19,625 19,845 19,835 21,036 27,956 31,171 38,395

Grow Domec Product 8484Q0 4814 58127 62A476 1 77.676 8OMA 9fA997 102.688 124.817 142.02£ 1MA380

/a In 1989, Govemment released a revied national account series for the period 1983-1988. Sinoe the 1978-1982 series

has not yet been revied, it is not direcy comparable with the 1983-1988 series.

/b Premhn figures.
/c ResiduaL S rt

Souwee: Central Bureau of Statistics. CDid



INDONESIA

COUNTRY ECONOMNC REPORT

Expon on GDP at Condant 1983 Market Prices. 1979 - 19899/a
(Rp. billion)

1979 1980 1981 1982 1 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 /b

P.toe osnmipon 32,491 36,037 39,699 42,172 I 47,063 48,942 49,448 50,530 62,200 54,225 56,476

Guemmed commnpion 5,767 6,801 7,567 8,291 1 8,077 8,353 8,991 9,241 9,226 9,924 10,965

Gross ibd iweitme 12,382 15,646 17,659 18,740 I 19,468 18,297 19,616 21,422 22,597 25,201 28,568

Chgn in sdoc kc 27 (3,077) 6,475 3,239 1 2,847 4,452 e,641 6,333 5,049 1,075 1,230

Epyodfgoods and
nodaIr sWAM 24,458 26,182 21,163 19,242 1 19,846 21,145 19,495 22,460 25,745 26,016 27,851

Lemr hnpos of good
d nJocAn servies 13,625 14,866 20,010 20,323 1 19,625 18,151 19,109 19,906 20,289 16,604 17,768

Gnrss Domedit Produet 01G50 f6,72a 7IJ6a 7161 1 77.676 s3,07 9fi082 90.081 94.18 99js 107.321
l

/a I 1989, Govowe released a reved noiwl acont senes For dhe pod 1983-198& Sice the 1978-1982 serie
has ncd yet bwen ed, b is n d y comparoble wih Ihe 1983-1988 wrIes

/b Pre_nary ligrs.
/C Re.sidua

Sowce: Crullureou cf Statvtcs

t~rt

4'- a

x



INDONES

COUNIRY ECONOMIC REPORT

Ditwution of GOP at Cufntu Market Prices, 1979-1989 /a

1979 1980 1981 1982 1 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 lb

Eanomc seosn1

fihet and ietock 26.9 24.0 23.6 24.1 1 22.8 22.7 23.2 24.2 23.3 23.4 24.1
Minkg&qqnyuna 19.7 23.0 22.7 19.5 1 20.7 18.8 14.0 11.2 13.8 13.1 11.6
Manuhduu9 11.5 13.0 12.2 12.0 1 12.7 14.6 16.0 16.7 16.9 18A 18.5
Edeiciy, go nd w wow 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 I 0.4 OA OA 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
CoetJwdbin 5.6 5.3 6.0 6.0 I 5.9 5.3 5.5 5.2 4.9 5.3 5.0
Tmnqxm & conmekAomS 4 4.5 4.1 5.1 1 5.3 5.6 6.3 6.2 6.0 5.5 5.8
Othe lIMOS 31.1 29.8 30.9 32.8 1 32.1 32.5 34.7 35.8 34.6 33.7 34.4 a

Gs Dm i Pd 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 I 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Pdrve omumplon 56.0 52.3 55.6 00.7 1 60.6 60.2 59.0 61.7 57.7 67.1 53.4
GownwmtcoemampIn 9.4 10.5 11.1 11.6 I IOA 10.1 11.2 11.0 9.4 9.0 9.4
Grss domeck iwtedn 28.2 24.3 29.8 2-7.9 1 28.7 26.2 28.0 28.3 31.4 31.5 34.7
Ne aexox 8A 12.8 3.6 -0.1 1 0.3 3.5 1.8 -1.0 1.5 2.5 2.5

GrEss DMeic Pd 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 I 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 _10.0

/a in t989, Gowerme elased a revd nationl account sedes for th pedoo 1983-1988. Shne te 1978q1982 series has not yet been evised, it is no diely cmprble with the 1983-1988
seris.sr

/b Prelbnmy .ums.

Soure: TaUes2.1 and2.3.



INDONESIA

COUNTRY ECONOMIC REPORT

Didlbutlon of GDP a* Constan 1983 Market Prices. 1979 - 1989 /a
(%N

1979 1980 1981 1982 1 1983 1984 1986 1986 1987 1988 1989 /b

Econaoic Sedkn I

-. bdy. I
iory ond winock 24.8 24A 24.1 24A I 22.8 22.3 22.7 22.0 21.4 21.2 20.6

Mhrk & quanuh 26.2 24.F 22.8 19.4 1 20.7 20.6 18.2 18.1 17.3 16.9 15.6
Mm9 hdwig 9.7 10.9 11.0 11.2 1 12.7 14.5 15.8 16.3 17.2 18.2 18.5
sedcdy, gas and wer 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6 I OA OA OA 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6

Conbuidbn 5.3 6.8 6.1 6.2 1 5.9 5.3 6.3 5.1 5.1 6.3 5.5
Tnrqxd & wwnmunicI 4.3 4A 4.6 5.0 1 5.3 5A 5.3 5.2 5.2 6.2 5.3
Othe SWAms 29.3 29.9 30.8 33.3 1 32.1 31.5 32.3 32.8 33.3 33.7 34.0

Gras Denude t'mdud 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 I 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
00

Pihke. c%unpmn 62.8 64.0 55.5 59.1 1 60.6 58.9 58.1 56.1 65.2 54.3 52.6
Gwineti cmummipn 9.4 10.2 10.6 11.6 I IOA 10.1 10.6 10.3 9.8 9.9 10.2
Gka domes'mo krramert 20.2 18.8 32.3 30.8 1 28.' 27A 30.9 30.8 29.2 26.3 27.8
Nd wqaxb 17.6 17.0 1.6 -1.6 I 0.3 3.6 0.5 2.8 5.8 9.5 9.4

Gra Danedic Pwduct 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 I 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

/a h 1989, GvwnueS relesd a rvsed naknad aco mis for hde prokd 1983.1988. SIne he 1978-1982 sefies ha not yet been rvised, i is ndo diety comparabl with e 
1983-1988 sofe .

A eknina gW

Source: Tabes 2.2 and 2.4.

X



CW ECONOMW EO

Bobne of PftMmL 1978/79 1990/91
(W$ mnA

I9M79 197I S0 198601 196142 I98S 19S 84 19SVS5 IW8016 19867 108788 1088 19894S0 1004I /c

1. Not ell exnzr s L 785 e oB 9,545 8 L379 5 6016 5845 4," 4 1.420 2= 1535 2 A'1 M-.

L Not LNGexnmbrs 25 667 M 1.3 1.378 1.355 1.971 2.119 1.158 1.426 LUS 1.60 2"

S. Non-an exuxb (net) -5165 .4777 470 *12551 -14205 .115 4 -795 465 -547 4019 -5510 -03

xpora fob 3.979 6,171 5.587 4,170 3,028 ,S267 5907 6,175 6.731 9,502 12.184 14.493 15.364

Import.. dt -7143 9028 -11837 -14561 -I1524 .14340 -12321 -11186 -10285 -11763 -13586 -16478 -21270

Secms (n _et) .1601 . 1920 -2220 2160 -2309 2543 -2770 -2944 -2981 .3206 .3517 -3525 -3518

4. (Mrt L is LII3) 1-II S -7029 4151 -1968 -1S2 -45 1707 -1850 109 -2527

5. dMM 1dubt n mol 2.101 Le 2 a21 511OII &M7L 1519 &M 547 4s7s .588 5.516 5.137 1

IOM low7 2.7 2.406 2.415 2o0 4,255 3,160 2,751 3.978 4,368 5.468 4.608 5.060 I-F

Pp aid 04 239 l18 50 21 84 52 38 48 20 23 6 0 *

PR d1 1,473 1.908 226 2.65 3884 4,171 3,37 2,713 3.90 4.338 S,445 4.692 5,060

OD 814 1,306 123 m i.se I'm02 1.442 13 1'02 2807 3a973 4.107 4.444

Non-ODA 65 892 9 1,369 I2 2.26s 1.605 1.581 .996 1,531 13472 s58 6le

Nom-M 534 453 278 1,106 2.106 1.3 330 681 1,494 207 1,120 818 77

C hIIn 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

6. 432 t2 415 40 02 :1L -1129 1644 2129 -300 M 376 3666 -4225

7. O l5e42 -1312 -361 1.140 1.75 J.L1 499 52 IJ 1.709 -211 7 Lou

Dbee i _vegineu 27 217 140 142 311 193 245 no9 253 S44 K 722 1059

Oil 75 -1237 48 791 1.322 nA AA u. u. UA ua

o6mm 198 -292 384 207 162 998 2S 273 980 les -796 -147 3,99 a CD
I-' Ft

8. Ta L (4 UmreM* 6 s56 3 s ass (1.159) MM 759 M 524 1528 755 806 MA 

9. Erronw Miandi oo 42 -1256 .1165 -2050 .2121 247 -91 -4 -1262 57 -142 -558 341

10. M oust mwe.nsuib -94 -1628 -2674 9S 3O -2070 467 -0 738 1585 e73 24 -2784

/c n wo! ClioX

sowus Bon I I, udn 



.

QOWRY ECONOMI C

Non - o Exos. 1984/8S 1989/90

Ve SS mio0) 
Voue (V00 tora)

1i98e 198is isS16 1987S88 luom loiom 1985MM ISs 18@87 s1 7/88 I9SMS S9iO

MS. 3.635 4.493S .74 GIM2 0.97

rwim 1,167 1,217 1,586 2,401 2,694 3,454 5,201 4,670 5,309 6,578 7,S38 7,524

a. Log 15 a 0 0 0 0 1,223 79 0 0 0 0

b. Pywo 607 848 1,160 1,851 2,005 2,430 2,105 2.495 2,959 3,840 4,381 5,051

c. Sawo tbwr 320 340 321 486 592 no 1,780 2,017 1,600 1,872 2,093 1,737

d. Oder 1 16 105 127 197 425 84 79 750 857 H4 736

tubbier 66 714 749 1,037 1,220 952 1,0U 1,082 1.062 1,187 1,220 1,217

pakn ad 95 170 114 214 313 270 175 504 560 703 SW8 943

caG 1S ues 753 4o9 577 448 s4s 2" 3s0 m 2S sss

Tea 211 134 106 119 137 176 91 102 03 08 11o 115

Tob 44 55 72 47 43 44 23 21 24 20 20 17

Pepper 66 8 152 58 14" 94 34 25 33 36 53 44

Cpra aco 18 35 84 41 43 51 213 433 348 384 335 460

Tapiota 31 42 52 03 154 97 418 534 439 s63 1,368 1,297

CIOM 906 O 90 162 37 0 101 92 116 135 30 0 
I

Hkies 40 37 45 5s 68 60 2 a 30 6 4 4 
I

Odin fod 98 3n i22 15 202 245 748 84 1,338 2,122 1,224 1,121 
O

A* W 'pr 219 274 3go 4se 630 774 87 100 132 104 245 ON

of 4J*""sp 1.85 228 207 352 541 81S 44 52 53 s6 91 131

Odw 155 14 221 234 218 200 US 3 n n u na

#&mel 775 799 719 1.112 1.556 1.551

rm 252 248 156 143 165 213 22 23 24 22 24 26

Cpr 12 138 144 16 238 321 242 270 271 200 318 341

Nlkw 121 130 112 152 A8 373 955 043 1,288 1,456 1,502 1,058

Aluinm 205 223 201 245 301 267 155 219 177 151 124 164

GrnIe 9 8 8 6 6 8 1,30o 1,104 I,m m 860 0971

Odlen 53 40 S8 379 407 3s0 n.s 65,546 na n.A na D- a Oft

M &uhd 1.460 1.739 1.519 2.26 S.701 5.s1

T061e 418 677 713 1,128 1,571 2,171 n. 111 na n n.e n.9 . l

Hanfia'a~ 6lie 30 So 67 184 250 na 26 n.a Us n na MA

0 edsic app. 134 109 45 55 105 173 nu. J na na na na

Canemw 14 23 47 54 as 128 516 955 2,012 2,316 3,316 & 00S

Nam 31 109 97 117 Ise 165 208 1,047 1,212 1,2B6 1.011 1,701

ObeM 757 892 585 1,205 1,619 3,084 na 2,494 na na na Da 

LJndrued~~~~~~ed ~0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Takll Non IS " MM O.173 6.731 9502 12.184 14 403

So5mc: B I hidneua based on PMB Epw Dedallon Fohml.



NONESLA

COUNTRY ECONOMIC REPORT

Value of Exfods hi Prye l Countr' of Destination, 1978-1990

(US5$ migion)

Countries 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1083 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1969 1990/A

Asean 1.478 2.233 3.054 3.415 3.499 3.476 2.487 1.982 1.515 1.703 2.079 2429 1.985

Maksi 21 60 07 75 59 5S 98 77 82 94 184 220 193

UIciland is 38 33 35 26 49 98 el 83 87 151 234 157

Plippines 198 165 181 411 293 242 166 199 108 71 87 149 119

Sinapr 1,241 1,964 2,771 2,894 3,121 3,128 2,126 1,426 1,239 1,449 1.653 1,818 1.506

Brunei 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 4 8 8

Ibning 43 98 152 135 145 182 261 348 345 420 554 549 524

jgpan 4.586 7.192 12.042 11.950 11.193 9.078 10353 8,594 6.04 7.393 8.018 9.321 a87

Other Asia 631 807 802 805 970 801 1.254 1.475 1,170 1.869 2.415 2.934 3.116

Aflka 37 32 56 37 57 79 140 16O 179 150 272 217 160

USA 2 71 1 4 42 450 4040 902 349 074 497 2.798

Can1ada 30 28 28 22 19 28 4q 46 60 101 106 118

Ote America 76 43t 956 LO 929 1.015 1.03 826 182 48 47 50 76 a

AwrdlOl 107 190 338 447 674 28 275 149 IN9 810 293 387 324

OiierOceania 7 52 ic 211 278 264 236 81 83 43 3 19 6

EEC 874 1.173 I.3 1.083 894 953 1.030 I.11 40 I.541 2.152 2.3 &M

U,,a.d *gm F54 89 142 131 126 199 166 191 197 212 349 384 400

N_kh d 55 398 415 347 205 28 332 392 45S 493 646 651

Weot Geimany 226 338 369 239 253 252 246 255 334 NI1 456 493 5s

itwnk & Luemur is 8 i 25 is 20 3S 0 $ 45 S G 09 17 173 m 175 

Fmne 54 77 127 52 77 53 49 71 03 1O2 1e4 200 22

Dalxm 40 43 40 is 10 4 6 3 O 13 20 StS 41 et"

t&wI I O I O O t 4 2 2 7 17 22 215 0 

* ~~~~~~~~~12Ct 210 254 168 142 120 1t57' 1522 1522 1m 221 2t4 219 rtm

Clemc 0 03 1 3 3 4 St

Patu 9 e o o e~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0 ol ' 7 10 21t 24 IS w ct

Spai O O O O O O O O 5 78 eoD 107 

Sovid Urion 52 55 73 SO 22 50 S9 78 S2 82 38 100 71 

ot~~~~~~~~~~~~~ils i9110 15 2 l87 102 14S 2 M t 19 174 1St I" 171 145 

Tdal 11.043 I5.50 2Lll50 25,6 22.328 21,4 A Oa587 14&05 17.13O 19.219 I 2D X
/ctebnmaikdmer 1990.

/Ia na.

Italy 126 2102r4 168 14B120 1675o1521s5 222 234 21



COUNRY ECONOMC REPOIt

Value of ImWoN" by InCw Cov ef Of in. 1978-1990
(US5$ mMiin)

Countnes 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 A 1985 19 1987 1988 in 1990 b

Amon 652 839 1.350 1.702 3.202 3.915 I 962 1.121 1.244 5.305 I. 1.184

akIoiao 22 35 36 60 56 60 86 52 50 139 276 369 223

Th oiand 101 219 288 146 199 209 55 48 72 75 96 210 147

Philippines 78 49 90 253 228 12 15 23 iA 82 36 63 53

Singapore 453 536 936 1,243 2,819 3,463 1,791 8s 969 947 896 1,122 781

9wnew 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 0

142 102 139 68 87 6s 8s 53 94 104 133 179 231

2.016 2.103 3.413 3J8 4 279 3.793 a sX 2.0U 3.128 %5" 3.383 3.767 4.195

As______ 995 1.249 M92 MM _2 .452 2.220 2. 1.727 1.81 1.924 3,= sen

Alica 69 132 130 252 202 135 171 I6O 103 153 201 202 158

USA 8S2 7 I. 1.409 1.795 2.417 2"S 2.WO 1.721 1.483 1iA4 1.73B 2.218 2.007

anadoa 83 73 97 102 138 188 319 198 214 30S 274 311 S45

Ol Amriwc 77 56 111 26 16 129 19 191 174 211 224 455 454 N

Ah0ab 218 223 378 302 SO5 402 372 461 413 463 58 92 9SS

OdterOceaflba 36 43 70 98 90 72 78 89 71 80 9s 98 99

EC 1IW7. 1.074 1.445 22G0 2.656 2.234 2&M 5 .700 1.790 2 2.510 2.5S 3.189

Ulited rAt all 208 198 261 547 445 364 297 300 342 S25 340 30 3n

Ndklan 140 119 110 20S 185 2S7 206 215 I1N 316 28 248 4n2

Wesd German y9 402 a8s 90S 1193 741 ON 077 719 e 8S7 9N 1171

Beugirn & Lue^n 33 e3 56 86 97 124 102 101 so 142 159 167 179

Fiwrce 166 143 236 344 571 591 432 284 281 392 465 406 547

Demaik 60 19 12 14 54 21 20 18 26 2 22 31 53

Irekld 2 2 3 4 4 8 8 9 4 6 6 8 11 ' '

taly S9 67 76 9B 104 125 113 101 144 237 248 348 23 ID 2

G em 0 0 0 0 3 4 0 0 2 3 S 5 I r

Paougat O 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 6 3 2 5

Spin 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 66 129 82 123 W Ft

S$*VtWUi L 15 14 20 41 39 25 12 3 5 16 45 51 _4

287 269 274 412 663 64 490 36 435 s10 494 611 636

Toga UN 7.203 10.834 13!272 16.85m 16352 3 10.2 10.719 12.370 134 16.360 iL7 .

/a Snce 1984, aU,dw vcWieo4 pF dea1 s in de ad ecor.
/b6 wary4.Oober 1990.

Saw C*al Buewa of Stiic



- 173 - Statistical Annex
Table 4.1

I1NDONESIA

COUNTRY ECONOMIC REPORT

Bummri of Exteral Debt D°taO 1f80-90 g

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

External debt data (USS milhloat

Disbursed ani outstandins debt
(DOD) L 13.377 1S.90 lS.318 21.494 2Z7Q 26768 3Z628 40.899 41247 41.203 427

BilateralVmultilateral 8.608 10.096 10,913 11,818 12,177 15,053 18,559 24,782 26,S45 28,256 32Z452
Other Lc 4,769 5,813 7,405 9,676 10,063 11,714 14,069 16,117 14,702 12,947 11,823

Total debt outstandin. including
undisbursed (TDO) 21.302 26.953 32.008 35.28 3 2 42.761 50.063 60.421 60.093 59.707 64.2S5

Bilateral/multilateral 14.100 17,705 19,326 20,546 21,486 25,336 29,454 37,310 38,957 41,305 46,275
Other /& 7,002 9,248 12,682 14,741 14,856 .7,425 20.609 23,111 21.1t6 18,402 18,010

Commitments 4.101 4.951 7.070 5.677 4.816 4.627 4.103 S997 6.S7 7.04S S.870
Bilateral/multilateral 2,251 2,157 2,593 2,24 2,745 2,42i 2,004 4,785 4,782 5,632 4,851
Other /c 1,850 279S 4,477 3,393 2,071 2,206 2,099 1,202 1,27S 1,413 1,019

Gross disbursements 1.888 Z672 3.951 4.979 3.S6 356 424 S.4A8 6.439 o.4SS 4.611
BilateraUmultilateral 826 1,362 1,59S 1,737 1,911 1,641 1,904 3,692 4,287 4.274 4,005
Other /L 1,062 1,310 Z,356 3,242 1,953 1,928 2340 1,766 2,U12 2,211 606

Net disbursements 5S4 1.618 Z.847 3.689 22 !2 t.622 2.02 '-Oi 2.142 506
Bilateral/multilateral 555 985 1,126 1,186 1,342 1,026 1,011 2,541 2,951 2,899 2402
Other Lc -1 633 1,721 Z,503 922 213 611 .489 -950 -7S7 -1896

Net resource transfers -216 628 1.715 2.4S6 63S 403 .449 -221 *526 -360 -2034
Bilateral/multilateral 259 654 732 733 776 330 85 1,460 1,642 1,504 800
Other le *475 .26 983 1723 -141 .733 -535 -1680 -2167 -1864 *2S34

Public debt service 2.103 045 2.36 23 3. 3.2 4694 .679 6. 6.84S 6b64
Amortization 1,329 1.054 1.104 1,290 1.600 2,i0 2622 3,406 4,439 4,343 4,10S
Interest 774 991 1,132 1,233 1.629 1,643 2,072 2,273 2,S26 2,501 2,540

Public debt service 2.103 2.04S 2.2 Z23 32 3.972 4.694 SA79 6.96S 6.845 6.645
Bilateral/multilateral 567 708 8$63 1,004 1,135 1,311 1,819 2,232 2,645 2,770 3,204
Other L! 1,536 1,336 1373 1,519 2,093 2,661 Z,875 3,447 4,320 4,075 3,440

Disbursement ind.cators M

Undisbursed debt/TDO /b 37 41 43 39 39 37 35 32 31 31 31
Bilateral/multilateral 40 43 44 42 43 41 37 34 32 32 30
Other L 32 37 42 34 32 33 32 30 30 30 34

Gross disbursements/commit. 46 54 S6 8 80 77 103 79 106 92 n
Bilateral/mullilateral 37 63 62 76 70 68 95 77 90 76 83
Other & 57 47 53 96 94 87 III 147 169 156 59

Gross disbursements/undisbursed
debt and commitments /d 19 21 24 3 24 24 Z2 28 32 S

Bilateralt/multilateral 12 14 14 16 16 13 iS 21 25 23 21
Other L 32 21 24 38 28 24 27 22 28 32 S

Net disbursemnts/gross disbs. 29 61 7 74 S9 35 38 31 33 11
Biiateralmultilateral 67 72 71 68 70 63 53 69 69 68 60
Other & 0 48 73 77 47 11 26 -28 -44 -34 -313

Net resource transfers/cross disbs. -11 23 43 49 16 -11 -11 *4 *8 *6 t44
Bilateranmultiateral 31 4S 46 42 41 20 4 40 38 35 20
Other l! *45 -2 42 53 -7 -38 -23 .95 -101 -84 468

La Data in thi sector refer to public medium and long term loans. Loans with a maturity of leus than one year, credits for LNS expansion, LPO and paraxylene
projects, and gants are not included.

/! End of year.
/C Supplier' credits, loans from financal institutioao, export credits, bonds and nationalization only.
d OGross disbursements as a percentage of undisbursed debt (TDO-DOD) at beginning of year plus commitments durig the year.

Sourwe IBRD Debtor Repornbg System, based on data provided by Bank Indonesia.



- 174 - Statistical Annex
Table 4.2

INDONESIA Page 1 of 2

COUNTRY ECONOMIC REPORT

External Public Debt Outetandina as of December 31. 1990
(USS '000)

Type of creditor/ Debt outstanding Major reported
creditor country Disbursed Undisbursed Total new commitments

Jan 1-Dec 31 1990

Suppliers' Credits
Finland 10,808 3,051 13,859 0
France 38 38 0
Japan 2,661,129 2,214,227 4,875,356 202,933
Korea, Republic of 9,79S * 9,79S 0
Pakistan 5,073 5,073 0
Switzerland 1,258 1,258 0
Yugoslavia 1,383 - 1,383 0

Total suppliers' credits 2.689.484 2.217.278 4.906.762 202.933

Financial Institutions
France 129,319 10,355 139,674 0
Germany, Fed. Rep. of 5,239 5,239 0
Hong Kong 954,370 1,220,417 2,174,787 400,000
Italy 2,68S - 2,68S 0
Japan 3,199,385 758,729 3,958,114 0
Multiple Lenders 281,250 - 281,250 0
Netherlands 2,869 2,869 0
Singapore 114,202 114,202 0
United Kingdom 270,710 192,800 463,510 0
United States 505,439 270,000 775,439 0

Total financial institutions S.465.470 2.4S2.301 7.917.769 400.00

Bonds
Geimany, Fed. Rep. of 200,803 200,803 0
Kuwait 6,864 6,864 0
Netherlands 17,751 - 17,751 0
Switzerland 82,500 82,500 0
United Kingdom 88,100 88,100 0
United States 300,000 300,000 0

Total bonds 696,019 0 696.019 0

Nationalization
Netherlands 133,491 - 133,491 0

Total nationalization 133.491 _ 133.491 0

Multilateral Loans
Asian Dev. Bank 3,138,614 2,397,904 5,536,518 89S,185
EEC 4,297 - 4,297 0
IBRD 9,542,263 4,367,008 13,909,271 1,56S,200
IDA 842,438 842,438 0
Intl. Fund A,r. Dev. (IFAD) 44,176 75,117 119.293 0
Islamic Dev. Bank 691 * 691 0
Nordic Invest. Bank 26,000 49,300 7S,300 10,800

Total multilateral loans 13.598,480 6.889.329 20.487.808 2,471.18S



- 175 - Statistical Annex
Table 4.2

INDONESIA Page 2 of 2

COUNTRY ECONOMIC REPORT

External Public Debt Outstandina *e of December 31. 1990
(US$ '000)

Type of creditor/ Debt outstanding Major reported
creditor country Disbursed Undisburmed Total new commitments

Jan 1-Dec 31 1990

Bilateral Loans
Australia 273,683 223,242 496,925 188,892
Austria 57,138 28,121 85,259 0
Belgium 100,283 1,378 101,661 0
Brunei 100,000 100,000 0
Bulgaria 995 995 0
Canada 339,260 76,525 41S,78S 8,627
China 26,901 26,901 0
Czechoslovakia 33,173 33,173 0
Denmark 30,710 - 30,710 0
Egypt, Arab Republic of 1,433 - 1,433 0
France 708,888 336,330 1,04S,218 45,750
German Dem. Rep. 27,281 27,281 0
Germany, Fed.Rep.of 1,947,364 883,476 2,830,840 276,038
Hungary 8,275 - 8,275 0
India 18,651 4,521 23,172 0
Italy 53,616 36,346 89,962 0
Japan 10,821,334 4,398,056 15,219,390 1,640,682
Korea, Republic of 0 12,480 12,480 0
Kuwait 73,582 58,956 132,538 0
Netherlands 1,155,608 161,273 1,316,881 95,790
New Zealand 1,046 - 1,046 0
Other 20,000 * 20,000 0
Pakistan 3,483 - 3,483 0
Poland 46,595 46,595 0
Romania 6,680 - 6,680 0
Saudi Arabia 76,109 73,019 149,128 0
Spain 128 33,S74 33,702 10,600
Switzerland 286 39,081 39,367 0
United Arab Emirates 5,015 1,713 6,728 0
United Kingdom 49,480 69,680 119,160 0
United States 2,365,039 495,459 ;2,860,498 113,769
USSR 445,655 445,655 0
Yugoslavia 55,849 . 55,849 0

Total bilateral loans 18.853.541 6.933.230 25.786.769 2.380.147

Export Credits
Austria 139,337 48,090 187,427 3S,252
Belgium 118,998 127,088 246,086 S,65S
France 854,279 725,285 1,579,564 107,259
Germany, Fed.Rep.of 226,692 49,576 276,268 30,553
Japan 191,353 73,488 264,841 58,154
Netherlands 275,279 145,548 420,827 7,232
Norway 4,297 - 4,297 0
Singapore 6,143 6,143 0
Sweden 179,649 * 179,649 0
Switzerland 70,121 30,315 100,436 0
United Kingdom 772,514 318,096 1,090,610 171,889

Total export credits 2.838,663 1.517.486 4.356.147 415.995

Total external public debt 4.717 20.00 L§2L

Source: IBRD Debtor Reporting System, based on data provided by Bank Indonesia.



INDONESIA

COUNTRY ECONOMIC REPORT

Service Paymnents. Commitments. Disbursements and Ouitnding Amounts of Exterrai Public Debt

(USS '000)

Debt outstanding at Transactions during period Other aCanges

end of period
Disbursed Including Comnmit- Disbur;e- Service Payments Cancel- Adjust-

only Undisbursed ments ments Prncipal Interest Total lations ment /a

Actual

1980 15,021,487 24,502,044 4,277,373 2,550,505 939,185 823,138 1,762,323 118,261 .19,644

1981 15,908,458 26,953,145 4,951,129 2,672,429 1,054,106 990,708 2,044,814 163,286 -1,669,042

1982 18,317,545 32,007,959 7,069,817 3,951,336 1,104,100 1,132,291 2,236,391 7,043 -903,858

1983 21,493,904 35,287,509 5,676,879 4,979,024 1,289,872 1,233,096 2,522,968 197,669 -909,788

1984 22,239,783 36,342,169 4,816,038 3,863,539 1,599,633 1,628,812 3,228,445 25,234 -2,136,511 £

1985 26,767,503 42,761,302 4,626,913 3,568,931 2,329,754 1,642,524 3,972,278 514,889 4,636,864

1986 32,628,322 50,062,964 4,103,343 4,244,394 2,621,963 2,071,669 4,693,632 183,468 6,003,750

1987 40,899,085 60,421,449 5,986,887 5,458,030 3,405,766 2,272,912 5,678,678 638,080 8,415,444

1988 41,247,150 60,092,914 6,056,892 6,439,036 4,438,606 2,526,007 6,964,613 508,737 -1,438,083

1989 41,202,745 59,706,875 7,044,817 6,485,156 4,343,281 2,501,407 6,844,688 291,576 -2,795,998

1990 44,275,147 64,284,765 5,870,260 4,611,108 4,105,296 2,539,615 6,644,912 636,S98 3,449,925

Projected

1991 45,003,6i5 55,922,461 - 5,12k ,782 4,398,989 2,797,251 7,196,240 3962,025 -1,289

1992 44,619,521 51,501,227 - 4,037,106 4,421,236 2,749,030 7,170,267 - 3

1993 42,69,476 46,840,933 - 2,737,269 4,660,315 2,605,926 7,266,241 - 20

1994 40,477,197 42,896,418 - 1,725,240 3,944,520 2,384,670 6,329,190 - 4

1995 37,869,152 39,183,223 - 1,105,161 3,713,205 2,199,223 5,912,428 - 10 .e u

1996 35,304,454 35,853,681 - 764,873 3,329,571 2,011,626 5,341,197 - 29 X 0

1997 32,503,491 32,672,315 - 380,476 3,181,439 1,833,793 5,015232 - 73 t
S

.1- rtw n

a Thi column show the amount of arithmetic imbalances in the amount outstanding, including undisbursed, from one year to the net lhe most

common causes of imbalance are changes in exchange rates and transfers of debts from one category to another in the table.

Source: IBRD Debtor Reporting Sgstem, based on data provided by Bank Indonesa
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Table 4.4

s2Nl ONESIA.

DEVELOPMENT ARSISTANCZ PLOWS. IflMS0 /a
(US$ mIion)

1005 e108 10n? l0s 1080
COUNTRES Comm. /b Dib. /c Comm. /b Disb. /c Comm. /b Dlab. /c CoMM /b DBab. /c ComnL /b DBab. /e

Gros Net Gross Net Grow Not Grow Not Gos Net

IGGI embeMe:
AUSRALIA 56.6 40.8 46.8 42.1 42.0 42.0 2.2 48.2 48.2 84.0 71.7 71.7 106.2 88.1 83
AUSTRIA 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.2 17.6 0.6 0.6 19.2 10.5 6.0 20.7 15.7 4.4

BELGCIW 2.3 4.7 3.4 5.6 13.4 11.3 7.1 6.6 5.8 11.9 13.3 6.3 10.7 10.7 10.7

CANADA 12.3 35.9 34.1 54.2 54.2 52.1 37.6 45.4 42.0 es.0 43.3 40.1 81.7 38.4 234

FRANCE 26.0 27.7 20.6 8.3 40.0 30.2 46.7 43.5 37.3 187.2 67.6 57.1 218.0 116.3 10.0

GERMANY 136.7 120.0 86.9 44.8 I83.0 126.1 120.0 140.4 61.8 ISI.4 100.2 07.6 170.4 158.0 S54
IrAtY 19.0 1.4 1.2 15.7 12.1 11.8 3.9 18.8 10.4 8.1 28 1.3 48.4 21.2 1T.5

JAPAN 098.8 282.8 101.3 165.6 337.1 10.8 1.336.3 041.1 707.3 1.701.0 1.264.T 084. 1465.2 ;,'07.1 1.145.3

NErERLAND 43.2 70.8 56.6 102.3 108.8 00.6 17 165.0 140.3 254.6 186.5 156.2 222.2 101.0 161.5

- ' ZEALAND 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.2 2.1 2.4 *.' 2.1 2.1 S.4 23 2.3 2.2 2
SPAIN * *Z .S3.0
SW -2ERLAND 5.5 6.0 6.0 20.0 0.7 9.7 16. 7.4 7.4 .8.3 28.4 28.4 7.0 21.4 21A.

UNITED KINGDOM 25.6 41.2 38.0 9.4 10.9 7.3 23.3 14.5 10.4 2.5 21.7 17.2 4S.2 18.2 14.5

UNITED STATES 108.2 101.0 43.0 106.7 104.0 46.0 124.2 e0.0 26.0 70.6 86.0 2O 64.4 07.0 31.0

Other DAC cnmtrles:
DENMARK 11.3 0.0 (0.2) 0.1 0.2 (0.2) 0.8 0.3 1.1 0.5 3.4 11.6 11.1
FENLAND 4.5 1.4 1.4 5.3 1.4 1.4 1.7 1.8 1.8 s8 3.3 l3 0.6 5.8 5.8
MRELAND . 0.1 0.1 0.1
NORWAY 1.6 1.7 1.6 4.6 4.2 4.2 3 . 0.8 0.6 2.2 20 1.2 0.5
SWEDEN - . . . .

ARAB COUNTRES s 2 13 5 12 24 7 SL3 121 to Mt ILl.. 10.7 27. _- o L 5.L

82!BXOIhL 14111 ThU. 5 J. 612.9 8 502 7 9 825.3 1.076.8 A1457.11- ll63310 0 2.023.6 1506.9 2.557.0 L2.2 L3 1.705A

AS.D.B. 203.1 186.2 139.6 457.3 205.3 170.0 570.8 353.1 300.0 564.4 520.9 469.6 507.5 701.2 631.7

.E.C. 0.3 8.0 8.6 24.0 7.3 7.8 37.2 0.3 0.3 2.9 8.3 8s 1.3 14.9 14.8

8RD 1,068.1 738.6 611.3 082.1 810.1 579.5 1,418.0 1.350.9 1,004.1 1,066.0 1.647.9 1,219.3 S 2,7.4 1,256.4 783.4

MDA . 38.4 32.7 . 18.1 12.4 '4.4 8.7 1.3 (4.8) 1.1 (7.0)

IFAD 12.8 13.3 12.1 0.2 17.6 13.2 I3.7 .6.9 15.6 0.3 12.2 10.8 _ I.6 10.1

U.N. kGENCS 93.0 341 34.1 43.9 402o 40. 0 2. , 2 L9 4UA9 47.5 4002 4010 SSI. iL M&l
UNDP 14.3 14.3 15.6 15.6 . 21.2 21 1 - 3o.0 20.6 19.1 19.1

UNTA . 4.6 4.6 3.0 3.6 5.1 51 3.7 3.7 . 5.2 5.2

UNICEF - 7.6 7.6 0.3 9.3 . 10.5 10.5 - 11.9 0 11 11.3 11.3

UNEWA . . . . .

WYP - 4.4 4.4 9.0 9.0 5.2 5.2 - 2.7 2.7 7.7 7.7

UNICR - 3.2 3.2 2.5 2.5 2.0 2.9 1.7 1.7 - 2 2.0
OTHER UL7T.ATERAL 5.9 5.9 4.0 4.0 * S.3 5.3 * 6.7 6.7 8.S 8.

ARAB AGENCIES 7.4 0.3 0.0 .3 4.3 , 0.2 (1.0) - 0.3 (1.4) (1.0)

1.S3916 1.005.5 S44.4 15507.5 1.L076 83s.8 2.css 1010 L3.0 1.081.7 8L247.2 L1742.0 s.e6s s A s s141

trL ,2S04 ~~1763. UILL 2.121.3 2.071.3 1.450.1 4.056,,,, J6 4202.5s SJ;,,Sb2
5

o 5.2163. hJiL&Wl.L

Ia Czae year.
/b Commltments.
/c Diabursements.

Sourer: OECD: *sographical Dtstribution of FIaal Flown to Developing Cowutriee; World nk. Debtor Reporting System



INDONESIA

COUNlRY ECONOMIC REPORT

Cntral Govement Budet Summary, 1978/791991/92

Actual Budge
1978/79 1979/80 1980/1 1981/82 1982/3 1983/84 198445 1985/88 198/87 198743 198849 1989/90 1990/91 199142

1. Domeskc revenues 4,260 6.697 10,227 12,213 12,418 14,433 15,906 19,253 16.141 20,803 23,004 28,740 31,584 40,184

2. Rotine epndtu /a 2,744 4,062 5,800 6,978 6,996 8,412 9,429 11,952 13,559 17,482 20,739 24,331 26,648 30,558

3. Governmet savna 1.2) 1.522 2.635 4427 5.235 .021 6477 7.301 2.581 3.322 2.265 4.40 4.938 96

4. Developmen apenditures 2,556 4,014 5,916 6,940 7,360 9,899 9,952 10,873 8,332 9,477 12,251 13,834 16,225 19,998

S. Blabnce (3-.) (1.033) (1.379) (1.489) (1.705) (1.938) (3.8781 (3.475) (3.572) (5.751) (.156) (9.985) 420 (11.20) (10.372)

Financed by.

6. Prgram aid 48 65 64 45 1S 15 69 69 1,958 728 2,041 1.007 2,885 1.538

7. Proed aid 987 1,310 1,430 1,064 ,925 3,868 3.409 3.503 3,795 5,430 7,950 8.422 8,404 8834 

8. Chanre in balances
= nx'easej (2) (2) (5) (4) (2) (4) (3) (1) (2) (2) (5) (4) (0) 0

/a Indudes debt sexne payent.

Suc: Minit of Fiance.
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NDONESIA

COUNTRY ECONOMIC REPORT

Central g60rnm LReobt. 1978/79 . 1991/92
(Rp billion)

Actual Budget

I1.,?g 19790 198091 198i1 lo2 982/m 1983s4 I4 19 I45 1985/9 86/87 1987/88 1988/89 1989/90 1990/91 1991/92

Tos n inome 29 5.129 as 10.100 10.010 11.606 12.847 .,025 8.798 12.98 139901 17t30 17a919 23.669

hcome taxu122 148 164 207 289 399 451 675 2.271 2,663 3,949 ,488 6,516 8,021

Cupame tax /b a 227 297 448 s59 675 757 1,670 I,638

Coparoa ta ' ad /b 2,309 4,260 7,320 8,628 8,170 9,520 10,430 11,144 6,338 10,047 9,527 11,252 10,783 15.009

Wabhidng tax /b 233 291 434 513 642 62s

FE /pr tax /c 3 71 87 95 105 132 157 168 190 275 424 590 620 839

Odi /d 43 62 78 99 129 1s6 138

Tam an doffmkJ amsumSion 491 537 738 888 1.187 1.392 1.510 3.479 5.156 4.719 6.187 !7A 9.025 10.790

Saks/ edd km 221 192 266 3l 477 575 e67 2,327 2,900 3,390 4,505 5.837 6.25 8.224

Exdses 253 328 438 544 620 773 873 944 1,056 1,106 1.390 1,477 1,911 2,215

Other adq ewes /e0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,010 0 0 0 0 0

Mlscelaneouslevies 17 19 29 33 41 44 0 208 190 223 292 276 289 351

Tomsan Intalonal kade 887 843 48 sm 835 916 s2 658 1.039 1.122 1.348 1.759 2 s 2.695

295 317 i44 s36 522 557 530 607 960 938 1,192 1,587 1,972 2,574

Wses "x on voft /f 129 137 195 223 231 255 241

6pautax 166 389 305 128 83 104 91 51 79 184 156 172 106 121

Nonrm Miph91 187 16S 336 436 S20 687 1.492 1.147 1.977 1.569 2.002 2,so 2.831

Domestic _mumJe J 6.697 10.227 12.213 I2418 14.438 15.906 19.253 16.141 20 8D3 2 8.O04 28740 31.584 40.184

PMOMM2d funds 1.056 1.381 1.494 1.709 IJMO 3. 82 3.478 _.573 5.752 §.158 9.91 94 11290 10.372

nmco. aid 48 65 64 45 15 15 6s 69 1.958 728 2,041 1,007 2,895 1,538

Poet dd /9 987 1,316 1,430 1,664 1,925 3,868 3,409 3,503 3,795 5,430 7,950 8a422 8404 8,834

Total renesuies 5.202 ao7s 11.731 122 Js 18.315 19.384 22ss 21S 289L 32.995 SS916 42.7S 50.55S

ta S 1986/87 induded In kiconm tax.
hb SIne 1984/85, withoding to, tmixted as eparde caegy and combined wfh income tCDC rt

/c Si enuy 1986, Ipeda replacd by ban and buildig taDL 
a 0D

/d clawfication dcnged to der tax _ied in mrisr4oneous las vwh coit of oiher toes and damp duA. 

Aebd d ahdd^sbn a 0aseeme lu RAs brIn i977/78 (see fable 5.3).
if Sie 1984/85 daS laion c d to value.added tX and tax wi klAay oods.
/9 Inudes commerdcia baki ad sppl: ' adits for dvelopmet pot. ds.

Source: Minishy of finance.

0



INDONESIA

COUNTRY ECONOMIC REPORT

Cmntral Gavernme Ebc e. 1978/79 - 1991/92
(Rp. bilrion)

Actul 
Budget

197879 197940 196041 198142 198243 1934 19844S 1985 198647 198748 198l89 1989/90 199091 1991/92

P afsmw ewwxqm L.OD12 1.420 20 2Z 2.418 2.757 3.047 4.018 4.311 4.017 4.98 0.202 8.90 7.753

Wage" and sandes 700 1,054 1,483 1.680 1,749 1,996 2,207 3.073 3,330 3,561 3833 4,826 5.487 e.08s

Rike cow*nc 133 18 0 252 253 290 346 407 402 400 451 518 588 636 769

Food alwonce 51 110 193 241 255 261 271 300 288 299 327 373 381 43B

Oiiet 34 47 61 80 79 88 90 161 177 176 185 243 216 267

E2telmal 24 29 34 43 46 so 72 82 110 130 135 171 190 215

matelitll azpelts 420 569 671 922 1.041 1.057 1.183 1.367 1.366 I.32 1.492 1.702 1.721 2.201

Dometc 398 540 6 891 1,007 1,007 1,134 1.310 1.294 1,239 1,378 1.509 1,568 2.038

Eaermal 21 29 33 32 S4 s0 49 58 73 90 114 133 153 162

Sbsidies to em / 522 670 978 1.209 1.315 1.547 1.83 2.s 2.s50 2.816 3.038 3.50 477 4.0

kioniya 2n 25 34 4 43 42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Oilr ion 500 645 942 1,16 1272 1.505 I,'m3 2,489 2,650 2,816 3.038 3,50 4,227 4,660 1

DeW Ent! PC" 535 6S4 785 931 1.225 2.103 2.777 a 5 .058 82 10.940 11.939 12M98 4 14,81 co

9 .7 31 16 20 30 39 20 0 39 78 149 245 251 °

Edni 526 648 754 918 1,295 2,073 2,737 s.as 5.058 8,1Bi 10,863 11,790 12,739 14,130 1

odw "Wombr m2 719 1.345 1.037 997 948 540 754 174 515 271 923 807 I-303

ood 144 125 282 224 1 0 0 0 29 0 0 0 0 0

Odaibeldy l97 535 1,022 1,316 962 928 507 374 0 0 0 0 627 1,187

Ouhers/b 25 59 42 97 34 20 33 380 145 515 271 92 ISO 37

Rn 3 _ 2.74 4.o$2 SAN0 a" S.J 8,412 9.429 11952 13.559 17!42 20.739 24.s31 26.60 30.558

Dewknien eeiLe 2.45 4.014 5.916 o. !7.38 9099 9.952 10873 sa2 9,477 12.251 1S34 16225 19.99s

Takl me ike 5.299 a 7 11L7 13.918 14S586 18.31 1 19.381 21.91I a 32.s990 s3815 42.973 50.558 lb

/a Sine 194/854 J S , b n"vk6d hb w p-s e ndjyas wthwq /s regpon . t

/b Thi e bo , dew u e tvui . to PFERTAMINA (1976/77 . Rp. 31.0 blUan, 1977/78 Rp. 8 P3ERARMNA skud (1979/80 - Rp. 81.0 bilion) and expendiures an

de gera eedion 11976/77 - Rp. 37.0 blion, 1981/82 - Rp. 81.0 bCbon, 1985/86 - Rp. 40.0 billon. t

/c For ddc see Tabls 5.4 and 5.5.

Soe M qe'. of Fin.
X



COUNTRY ECONOMIC REPORT

De _LO ,ndums 1978/79 - 1W/92
(Rp. bilion)

Adual sudwe
1978/79 197940 1980/81 1912 1982JSS 198I 1984S5 198546 198047 1987/48 19889 1989f90 1990/91 1991/92

1. Dcet 8~~~~~~~~S31 1.480 2.=S 2 t25 3.201 S.220 3.474 L4047 2.a004 2.113 1.801 2.509 4.310 0.447

2. GQwfd WR elt2|tsI182 219 337 448 535 539 540 575 56S 656 714 700 1.058 1.4S5
SubsbcHo to i 87 101 167 215 253 253 253 287 293 290 334 324 486 594

Subdesb io b 71 87 119 163 194 194 195 189 18S 203 267 270 392 591
Subhid etoA 9 es 24 31 51 71 88 92 93 99 86 102 112 112 181 250

3. Sedoni MI&S DlBWa176 252 377 585 4 771 824 754 721 451 429 466 1.274 1.843
Plitxly a ob 7112 156 250 375 207 549 S72 526 490 193 131 100 370 522
Health 27 30 50 79 so 87 65 111 108 74 99 122 189 209
MmAbs 1 12 3 6 5 11 26 4 12 3 3 3 3 3

Ro ai36 41 49 70 SO 59 S1 43 31 16 17 16 33 75
ROach 0 13 26 55 42 65 101 70 7 164 ISO 225 679 975

4. M b 63 71 67 95 105 132 157 168 171 223 344 478 503 679 X

5. hIm i o and EasgTor 10 7 6 7 6 5 4 7 7 0 0 0 0

Totl 12. Trnm to lcal 4o31 49Os N43 54 I.g 1134 190 1.44S 1.S26 1.s0 1.467 1.4 1,486 1.61 2 3a957

6. Far z y 3 1?S5 284 37 420 324 732 477 4. 756 200 278 155 173

7. Goment a*al pabdtgon (PAP) 129 253 477 481 337 s92 336 412 ss 336 125 141 75 95

8.om 75 291 386 565 327 449 475 511 514 515 6 765 _4 to r.

VI ft

(oj. ,
Total ( -8) L seli 5.27 5t .435 e.o 6.543 7ts70 4_s3t 5.04 4.301 s.s43 7.S21 3j.u J z

9. PIh dd /a 987 1.316 1.40 1.O4 1.925 s ss .400 S5so 3.79s 4.4=s 7J= &422 M.04 as83 o

TebliI 11 . 9) 2s 4.014 5.91t fMQ 7t sW 9.9s2 10.8t3 a 2 90.477 251 13.7 ISMS 19.098

/a For 1987/88 elhdg pre dd in Rupicb.
/b Lan ad Bdln kwi - tas frim Cntral Goverme to all g rmenw1t (PEDA pdor to December 1985).

Sworc Ah*hyt of Fha-ce.
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hN4DONESIA

COUNIW ECONOMIC REPORT

Prolec Aid by Sodor, 1978/79 1991192
(Rp. billion)

Actual Budget

1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82 1982/83 1983184 1984/85 1985i86 1986/87 1987/88 1988/89 1989/90 1990/91 1991/92

Agricultue and Irigation 135 155 223 136 101 155 472 180 237 576 1,087 1,675 1,756 1,924

Industry and mning 199 307 226 581 734 1,051 671 668 632 267 327 492 564 597

Electric power 208 267 265 308 506 1,182 653 1,172 791 769 1,783 1,400 1,3S4 1,692

T1sPGrtaion and tourism 250 192 308 264 332 889 601 688 729 845 1,424 2,003 1,376 1,419

Manpower and bansmigration 12 23 31 31 15 45 76 36 123 62 98 174 63 67 1

Regiona development 8 18 24 17 3 7 1 8 25 4 45 308 245 171 A

Education 35 43 50 37 24 211 180 59 346 718 1,236 1,303 992 934

Population & Health 22 34 36 34 24 37 78 56 100 38 99 143 61 56

H°sg and water supply 18 28 33 22 21 51 84 77 139 273 400 560 512 614

General pubec seerces 54 175 154 180 83 152 255 186 257 350 382 641 734 727

Govenment capial
partciaon 33 34 36 28 47 45 160 203 185 168 213 280 128 144 3 X

Otbers /a 14 60 45 29 35 42 179 171 231 355 855 549 589 590

Total prodct aid /b 987 1.316 1.430 1.664 1.925 3867 3.409 3503 3.795 4A23 7.950 9.526 8A04 8 tn n
_' n

/a Since 1979/80 incudes natural resouroes development and environment.

hb Includes cmmadal credits for development programs/projects.

Sourwe. Miistry ot Finance.
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Table 6.1

INDONESIA

COUNTRY ECONOMIC REPORT

Money Supply. 1974 - 1990
(Rp. billion)

End of Total Currency Demand deposits Change over perlod
Amount (%) Amount (%) Amount (%)

1974 937 494 53 443 47 268 40
1975 1,250 625 50 625 50 313 33
1976 1,603 781 49 822 51 353 28
1977 2,006 979 49 1,027 51 403 25
1978 2,488 1,240 50 1,248 50 482 24
1979 3,385 1,552 46 1,833 54 897 36
1980 4,995 2,153 43 2,842 57 1,610 48
1981 6,486 2,557 39 3,929 61 1,491 30
1982 7,121 2,934 41 4,187 59 635 10
1983 7,569 3,333 44 4,236 56 448 6
1984 8,581 3,712 43 4,869 57 1,012 13
1985 10,104 4,440 44 5,664 56 1,523 18
1986 11,677 5,338 46 6,339 54 1,S73 16
1987 12,685 5,782 46 6,903 54 1,008 9
1988 14,391 6,246 43 8,146 57 1,707 13
1989 20,114 7,426 37 12,688 63 5,722 40
1990 23,819 9,094 38 14,725 62 3,705 18

Source: Bank Indonesia.
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INDONESIA

COUNTRY ECONOMIC REPORT

Consolidated Balance Sheet of the Monetarv System. 1980-1990
(Rp. billion)

bndopeaio 1980 1981 1982 1983a 1984 1985 1986/b 1987 1988 1989 1990

Neta fo mist 6-419 6.811 SS 6 U37 1236 14.119 1589 133 1784 1829 j6j1

Dautloak it 37 SA51 8 9.744 10-4 143*5 19.323 2 3 62131 93.142

Chimmi ubhgseto
Ctw t -3,619 -4,330 4193 -5,739 -9,098 -9319 -8798 -8366 -7036 8309 -12202

aaon ollcl aeifim
andp*blo enterprssm 35S5 4,247 499 5,040 5,230 6,034 5,993 6,725 7,381 8,82S 7,904

Oovernmaaz-blokodw aoount -396 -360 -252 -240 -116 -52 -81 -84 -66 -40 -24
co

and idhedamhu 43 6.094 9312 10A6S3 142 17.662 22;20 28.454 3523 61,655 97!464

Loans 4,107 S,844 7,99 10,184 13,550 16,392 20,409 26,072 365M02 55933 90,109

Oddreaiun 232 250 317 499 779 1,270 1,800 2,S82 3,021 ;,722 735S

Asmao - rablbiis 10,398 12,462 14,411 18581 22,713 28,444 35,312 45,162 57686 80,424 109,?64

IVmpt deposIt 365 298 300 242 218 268 402 424 684 632 1,048

Net otber iem 2,342 2,448 3,036 3,676 4,S58 S,29 7,651 11,277 15,688 21,087 23,586

Moaadm r 7.691 9.716 11.07S 14.663 I 3S3 27.Z661 338 41.998 8.0 84630

Moner 4,99S 6,485 7,121 7,56 8,581 10,104 11,677 12,685 14,392 20,114 23,819 0i b

Conq 2,1S3 2,557 2,934 3,333 3,712 4,440 S,338 5,782 6,246 7,426 9,094 t

D nd dpts 2,842 3,928 4,187 4,236 4,869 5,664 6,339 6,903 8,146 12,688 14,25S

Qusmon 2,696 3,231 3,954 7,094 9,3S6 13,049 15,984 21,200 27,606 38,591 60,811 . -

la Idescbangeu ingfrmD the banrate adjustment oMarch 30,1V83 rSom Rp. 702.50 to Rp. 9 70p rUSS.

/b Inlude can rdting othe uangerate adjustmat on September 12,1986 frm Rp 1,134 to Rp 1,644 per USS.

SowR Bnk Indonmi&



INDONESIA

COUNTRY ECONOMIC REPORT

Banking System Cedit by Economi Sector. 1980-1990 l
(RR. billion)

SectOrS 1980 1981 1962 198311 1964 1965 1%6/8 1967 19S8 1989 1990

Aarlculture 539 813 1.025 L226 1318 L6S6 2W7 2656 3.610 35 7.176

In mplah 539 A13 1,5 1,226 1318 1,656 2,097 2,30 3,572 5.214 6,664

In Ibeign exchange 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 26 38 69 292

Mlnina b 1.693 1472 806 34 259 394 35 444 S91 61s

In ruplah 1,S67 1,693 ,472 8 384 2S 394 372 424 456 S70

In foregn exchange 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 20 135 45

Manufactudnh industy /c 2.213 2.762 3.9 S1D7 6.667 7.M 9..O 1lQ917 14.956 203 3Q1

In upiah 1,826 2,376 3,429 4,595 6,205 7,069 8S39 10,SO 1394 17,654 202

In forein exchange 367 366 494 612 462 523 166 409 962 2679 5,500

Trade id 1.976 3.0 4 5.132 634 7255 ft3 1IQ247 S 20.109 2

In fuplah 1,970 3,046 4,009 4,781 6,299 7,214 8,32S9 106S 13.682 19342 27,267 F

In foreign exchange 6 16 120 3SI 4( 41 70 162 206 767 2,470

Sevio rendorina Industry IQ 2% S LS67 2277 3.169 4.183 4345 5.460 t 10,424 1797 

In mplah 939 1,3S2 1,860 2253 3,068 4,047 4,U3 JS1 6,917 9,60 149

In foreign exchange 7 3 7 24 81 136 215 309 465 824 2,f94

Others 333 444 606 651 "I LJU 3.1872 1 m 686 IL76

In wpiah 331 444 606 651 929 1210 2,156 3143 3,667 6,709 11,197

In forign exchange 2 0 0 0 2 3 6 44 54 157 m72

In mpbh 7,472 9,7S4 12,401 14,312 1 21454 2n94S 31,J69 4Z2S5 5t,975 SW,163

In foreign exchange 402 405 62. 9S7 S90 703 457 963 1,745 483 1t3

la Cibt outstning end of pedod. Includes inv ent crdt, WK and KMKP. EBcudes i rbank mcrdt
crdit to centrd govrm ment and to noresidents, and foreign exchange component of project CD dP

/b incude creditob PERTAMINAfor rpymntof foreign bow Sinco Mach 1979, crdi tin fog xchangel b

PERTAMiNA has been converted to mpiah creib.ts
/c Prcesing of agriouura producta b classiied under manudfing indusby accordg tb Inbmailonal Stanard o

Industrial Casficaton #SIC 1968). Stwing 1980, crecGdt for constuction whibh were proul Included in
manufacuring industry are now included In servioe-rendering kidusry. 

/d Includes cedtb for food procure.ient and hote projets. 1

As Cdisb for electricity, gas and w.ter supply aro inluded In ssenorendedng industry osebr. 
It Includes foreign exchange revaluation amouning to Rp. 251 bIllon.
/g Icludes revaluaion adJuent due to the devaluaion of September12, 1986.

Source: Bank Indonesia.



INDONESIA

COUNTRY ECONOMIC REPORT

Banina Credils Oustndina in RwbLh and Foregn Exchanae by Group of Banks. 1901990 /a

(Rp. billion)

1980 1981 1982 1983/b 1984 1985 1986/c 1987 1988 1989 1990

Bank Irndxnesi
direct crmdis d A45 2.649 870 23s8 964 1.144 I 1 696 718

In rupiad 2,454 2,649 2,771 2,356 870 964 1,144 1,347 1,547 696 718

In foegn exchange 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

State commerdial banks le 4. MA 8.031 9.787 13.34S IS:374 17.7B2 21.676 28631 39" SSA6

In fl4plh 3,954 5,S23 7,474 8,910 12,959 14,92S 17,711 21,22S 27,614 37,151 50648

In foreign exchange 341 358 557 877 386 449 71 451 1,017 2,428 S,178

National Private BanksIft 711 1.1 
CD5 .5 .4 A3 11 01 41

NaScnwaS Fbismba E3auhos/f 7ll 1AD81 1!i54 2.294 3S52 4.746 6;27 fL43 IIJO 2U216 3V7WS 

In rupqiAl 705 1,069 1,534 2,279 3,480 4,631 6,061 8f175 11,536 18,95S 31,458

In foreign exhan 6 12 20 1S 72 115 211 248 374 1,261 3R17

EcnvikDn E32u1kos 414 S48 666 862 1.046 1073 I;4 1.406 1.913 3.115 6.177

In n4,iph 3s9 513 622 767 914 934 1,029 1,122 1,559 2,173 3039

In foreign exhange ss 35 44 95 132 139 175 284 3S4 942 3,138

Toted 7m 374a ?O.tS am02 JIMZ9 1lum 22;s i23S 6L669.9

In h 7,472 9,7S4 12,401 14,312 18,223 21,454 2S,945 31,869 42;ZS6 58U975 85863

In forgn exchange 402 405 621 987 590 703 4S7 983 1,745 4,631 11,833

0)rt

/a Credits outancdng at end of period. Includes rnvesm entcets, K and KMP. Excdudes itrbank redit, cdts tD b

Central GoveWnmeit and to non-residents, and foreign exane component of projec aid.

lb Includes foreign xhange revaluation amountng to Rp. 251.0 billion.

/c Includes revaluation adument due to deauaton on September1, 1986. 1

/d Excludes Ikut credits, indudes crets to Pertamina for repayment for forign borfwlng.

/e Includes stat development bank and liquidity credits.

/n Includes liqidity cedits National pivate banks refer to natonal prite commerci banks and regonal deveopment banks,

Souce: Bank Indonesia



INDONESIA

COUNTRY ECONOMIC REPORT

Investment Credits by Economic Sector. 1980-1990 la
(Rp. billion)

End of period 10so 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Credits sooroVed lb 1.675 1.96 2&79 3.900 4%9 S98 7!966 9U814 135!0 I 26.450

Agriculture 277 340 467 734 809 1,402 2.274 2,54 3.393 5,009 6,11

Mining s 40 54 57 179 229 363 382 495 481 50

Manufacturing industvy 911 911 1,369 1983 2,374 2,765 3,253 3.540 S,182 7.615 10,742

Trade 53 87 134 129 237 277 369 355 536 1,012 2,298

Service rendering lndustqy 422 516 641 986 866 1,173 138 2900 3,788 4,021 4,914

Others 7 12 14 11 44 52 69 53 106 125 1.183

Credits outstandinalb 12 1.436 2 L8 3M S.471 6.486 ? 10422 14M292 2

Agriculture 137 202 322 477 555 948 1,292 1,60 2,284 3,35 4,520

Mining 2 26 34 49 178 224 367 342 372 358 373

Manufacturing Industry 820 741 1,09S 1,35 2,102 2,781 3,098 3,567 4,817 6,424 8,920

Trade 41 73 120 115 168 396 443 435 632 1,22 2157 

SerVice renderng Industry 289 390 519 S76 770 1'm 1,215 Im60 2,249 3010 4.307

Othems 7 4 9 9 29 24 71 41 68 121 4S7

/a Excludes investment crts frm Bank Indonesia; Includes -tate Development Bank and Local Development Banks.
Data with the same cdassIficatIon pilor to 1980 are not aw Ae.

/b Excudes Small Scale Investment Credits, Investment credits to the Central Govenrnent and foreign exchange components of project ald

Source: Bank Indonesia

Ota 
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COUNTRY ECONOMIC REPORT

Outstanding Bank Funds In Rupiah and Foreian Exchange by Group of Banks. 1982-1990

(Rp. billion)

1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Deposits

State Banks 6,169 8,381 10,035 12,916 15,193 18,111 257 29,731 40,638

Private Banks 1,284 2,119 3,020 4,550 5,435 8,040 11,167 19,655 33,951

Regional Development Banks 411 498 700 825 797 954 1,300 1,674 2,550

Foreign Banks 1,004 1,398 1,743 1,83 2,86 2,226 2.513 3,315 6,016

Total 8868 12396 15.498 20Q174 23.511 29331 37.510 54375 83.155

Share in Total Deposits

State Banks 69.6 67.6 64.8 64.0 64.6 61.7 60.1 54.7 489 

Private Banks 14.5 17.1 19.5 22.6 23.1 27A 298 36.1 40.8

Regional Development Banks 4.6 4.0 45 4.1 3.4 3.3 35 3.1 31

Foreign Banks 113 113 112 93 8.9 7.6 6.7 6.1 72

Total 100.0 100. 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Annual Growth Rate In Deposits

State Banks 2.2 30.6 18.0 252 162 17. 21.8 27.7 15.5

Private Banks 40.0 50.1 35.4 41.0 17. 392 32.9 56.5 36.6

Regional Development Banks 16.1 192 34.0 16.4 -3.4 1&0 30.9 253 23.1

Foreign Banks 272 33.1 22.1 7.7 6.5 65 122 27.6 35.5

Total 102 33.5 22.3 264 22.1 22.1 24.6 37.1 25.1 C X

/a Total funds are the sum of demand, time and savings deposits. Figures differ from the monetary survey because these include

Central Govemment accounts. Rural credit banks are excluded. 
_ .a

Source: Bank Indonesia.

.
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COUNTRY ECONOMIC REPORT

Inlerat Rates on Deosits at Commercial Banks. 1978-1960 la
P-8)

Time Deposits
TABANAS TASKA Cetifi-

End of Demand Savings Savings cate of State Bank PteNationalBank a

Prlod Depost Depos Deposits D-posits Lethan 3 6 12 24 Lestban 3 6 12 24

lb Jc Id IC 3 l m os ifosQtaom s MOB 3moSK tas mos ao ao

19786 14.3 6-15 9.0 7.6 - 69 9.0 12-IS 12.8 125 S.6 17.2 20.7

1979 13 6.15 9.6 9.8 10.6 S.1 6.0 9.0 12-IS 1.2 16.7 16.3 19.6 19.

19W 163 6.15 9.0 10.2 7.2 S2 6.0 9.0 12.1 14.2 16.1 17.8 201 193

1981 183 6.15 9.0 10.9 12.1 102 690 9.0 125 ISA 17.4 17.9 19.4 19.

1962 183 6-1S 9.0 12.5 7.7 6 6.0 9.0 12IS 16.9 17.1 1L5 193 I8&

19S3/b 1.8.3 12-15 9.0 ISA 14.4 14.8 13. 17.5 125 1&7 17.4 1&S 19.7 193

1984 183 12-1S 9.0 16.5 lS.1 17.1 17.2 1&7 17.2 19.8 20.7 20.7 20.4 210

1985 1.1.3 1215 9.0 14.S 13.4 14.6 16.0 17.8 18.3 14S 159 17 19. 213

1986 1.83 12-15 90 14.0 133 142 14. tS.2 16.0 14.8 tSS 162 17.3 20.1

1987 83 tS.0 90 15.6 tS.$ 17. r.3 170 17.4 173 186 19.3 19.1 19.9

198S Lg83 tS.0 9.0 15.9 15.8 18t 18.4 16.7 1.8 202 20.1 20e3 20.2 20.9

1969 a uns 16.3 15.1 162 17.2 187 t18 17.0 I8. 1&8 19.7 2R5

1990 a a.s as 15.9 20.5 '07 2Q7 20S 20. 20.9 21.3 23 21.2 2.0

/s Wgibted aage rate ofdlteren at seleed bas . r

lb From M?mb 1983.3% for moum abowv Rp. 50 msillon. tS% for Rp. Ito S mRi sonand indMidually determined toramourslestbsm Rp. I milia on.
k TABANAS orTabugan Pwmbaunan Nasionar (Nation l DeWlopmet Sxang) is an ordinoysavingswoue smored bytBth 

Tabung Ntpre (9ate Saing Ban*)and offered byall tate owned and some prvate natio commercidal band& poet w
offes. Until June .19S3: 15% iar smonm ofRp. 200l00 or km 6% above Rp. 20 0From June 1983: 113% for Rp I * t

milion orle 12% Ow morethan Rp. I mllioL Fromn Jl 119S7to November 19S9: 15% for all denomiatonLa beeafter kl to b desenedon.
Id TASKA orrTabuanstanBalIedg im(1 red7lneDeposaits) an andiaydmedepokstssponsoredbyBsTsbT a .u 

NeVarae o crd bythe same kitt degcibed In (c) above
IC Mdpoin otrae for As Month$ rates.:.
NT One montb tIme depostsraed as rqres ve ::rat
k Ectlnnsuy l97& 1S for Rp. 25mlrwenorles 12% for me than Rp.Smilon for 24 moeth Sate Batime deposi.8

lb CeiUnontlmedeposter rateatlateeba rmoed onJue 1. 19S3. X

12% lgl mbimum rate ttlginJune t963 for 24motate AButi depoi

Source: Bank Indonesia.
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COUNTRY ECONOMIC REPORT

Pgida AaIadhwl Products by Substor. 1978.1989
('000 tonA,

Product 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 /a

Food crops
Rice /b 17,525 17,872 20,163 22,286 22,837 35,302 38,134 39,033 39,726 40,078 41,676 44,726
Corn 4,029 3,606 3,991 4,609 3,235 5,087 5,288 4,330 5,920 5,165 6,652 6,213
Cassava 12,902 13,751 13,726 13,301 12,988 12,103 14,167 14,037 13,312 14,356 15,471 17,091
Sweet potatn 2,083 2,194 2,079 2.094 1,676 2,213 2,156 2,161 2,091 2,013 2,163 2,126
Soya beans (sheLed) 617 680 653 704 521 536 769 870 1,227 1,161 1,270 1,301
Groundnuts (sheled) 446 424 470 475 437 460 635 528 642 533 589 615

Fbheries
Saltwater fish 1,227 1,318 1,395 1,408 1,4W0 1,682 1,713 1,822 1,923 2,017 2,170 2,272
Freshwater fish 420 430 456 506 524 633 548 573 807 653 711 754

Meat and dsiA
Meat 475 486 571 596 629 650 742 808 860 9SG 937 1,008
Eggs 151 164 269 275 297 319 355 370 432 452 443 464
Mmk/c 62 72 78 86 117 143 179 192 220 235 266 326

Cash crops
Rubber 884 898 1,020 963 900 1,007 1,033 1,066 1,109 1,130 1,176 1,256
Pahn oil 532 642 701 748 884 970 1,147 1,243 1,350 1,506 1,800 1,879
Coconut/copra 1,575 1,582 1,759 1,812 1,718 1,604 1,750 1,920 2,114 2,075 2,139 2,085
Coffee 223 228 285 295 281 305 315 311 339 380 386 423
Tea 91 125 106 110 94 110 126 127 136 126 137 153
Cloves 22 35 39 40 32 41 49 42 55 58 61 72
Pepper 46 47 37 39 34 46 46 41 40 49 56 60
Tobaco 81 87 116 118 106 109 108 161 164 113 116 106 t cn
Cane sugar 1,516 1,601 1,831 1,700 1,627 1,628 1,810 1,899 1,894 2,176 1,918 2,047 to
CoNon/d 1 1 6 10 13 14 12 45 53 48 39,731 38,374

-JtForestry e P&.a
Teakwood 475 495 613 578 692 718 758 777 798 689 725 725 _
Other Umber 26,256 25,520 21,702 14,024 13,236 24,180 27,716 24,277 27,403 28,256 28,485 19,789

/a Prelmnazy figures.
/b Paddy producton starting 1983.
/c In milon of lites.
Id In tons.
Ie In '000 cubic meters.

Source Supplmnent to the Presidens Report to ParlIment, August 16,1990.
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Table 7.2

COUNTRY ECONOMIC REp

Prduudhon of Maln Croms Type of d Est. 197I 198I

Product 1979 l080 t08l 1082 1085 1984 3085 1986 1087 1088 1ow /A

Small i'odeo
Rube ale 705 740 586 673 704 720 763 705 830 901
Coconut/copra 1,561 1,737 1,789 1,707 1.500 1,757 1,905 2,008 2,055 3.117 2,05
Coffee 209 2es 276 262 287 2Sl 288 316 36s 32 3S4
Cloves 35 so 40 32 40 48 41 53 57 50 70
Teo 17 21 22 17 23 24 S0 31 25 t 44
Sugar 498 749 1.864 1.373 1.249 1,307 1.450 1.417 1.744 1.499 1.625
Tobacco 73 101 103 97 0oo 104 156 150 110 113 103
Pepper 47 37 s3 34 46 40 41 40 40 50 60
Cotton I 6 10 IS 14 1s 45 53 48 40 se

Palm ll o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Palm kemel 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

PrNrob estates
Rube 112 III 114 125 183 121 124 150 135 143 140
Coconut/copra 21 22 23 11 14 is 15 16 20 22 S7
coffee 8 0 6 6 8 9 10 1o 8 10 12
lvovs 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 1 2 2

Teo 16 17 18 16 17 IS 17 18 21 23 a5
Sugar 73 114 11 72 S8 as 106 106 109 103 102
Tobacco 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pepper 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cotton 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Palm oll 168 202 206 285 260 320 330 s3s 3S 435 471
Palm kerel 23 S3 S7 47 68 60 71 73 76 S7 94

Qg!5wnt eslates
Rubber 170 186 192 18 201 208 211 1U0 200 104 206
Coconut/copr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Coee 11 IS IS IS 10 IS IS 13 13 14 17
Cloves 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Teo 92 68 70 61 70 84 80 87 80 88 84
Sugaar 1,030 968 220 182 291 330 S4S 371 323 S81 320
Tobacco 14 IS 15 0 s 4 5 5 3 S S
Pepper 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cotton 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Palm oil 474 499 542 509 713 S81 S04 065 1,154 1,365 1.408
Palm e6nel 85 90 98 110 eS 178 187 103 243 273 282

Total
Lber 898 1,002 1,046 so0 1.007 1.03I 1.055 1,100 1.130 1.176 1.25S

Coconut/copra 1,582 1,7509 1,812 1,718 1,604 1,750 1.020 2,114 2.075 2ass 2.085
Cofee 228 285 295 281 305 315 3ll 3ss s3o 386 423
claom 35 30 40 82 41 49 42 55 5U 61 72
Teo 125 106 110 I4 1o l 127 136 126 IS7 15S
Sugar 1.601 1.831 1,700 1,627 1,628 1,810 1.800 1,894 2,176 1,0198 2,047
Tobacco 87 11 118 106 109 108 161 164 113 le 106
Pepper 47 37 39 34 46 46 41 40 49 50 60
Colton 1 6 10 Is 14 12 45 53 48 40 39
Palm dil 642 701 748 884 9B2 1,147 1.243 1,350 1.506 1,800 1.870
Palmk11 108 126 135 157 166 247 258 2060 s3 360 376

/a Preliminary figures.

Source: Supplement to President's Repot to Padiament, Augud 16, 1990.
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Table 7.3

INDONESIA

COUNTRY ECONOMIC REPORT

Rlce . Area Harvested. Prodmucton and Yield. 1974 1989

Area Average Paddy Rice
Yeor horvested yield output output /a

('000 ha) (tons/ha) ('000 tons) ('000 tons)

1974 8,509 2.64 22,464 15,276

1975 8,495 2.63 22,831 15,185

1976 8,368 2.78 23,301 15,846

1977 8,360 2.79 23,347 16,878

1978 8,929 2.89 26,772 17,525

1979 8,850 2.97 26,283 17,872

1980 9,005 3.29 29,652 20,163

1981 9,382 3.49 32,774 22,286

1982 8,988 3.74 33,584 22,837

1983 9,162 3.86 35,302 24,006

1984 9,764 3.91 38,134 26,933

1986 9,902 3.97 39,033 28,542

1986 9,98R 4.00 39,726 26,784

1987 9,923 4.04 40,078 27,253

1988 10,090 4.13 41,676 28,340

1989 10,531 4.25 44,726 29,072

/a Estimated on the basis of a conversion factor of 0.68 from

paddy into rice for the years prior to 1989, and a factor

of 0.66 for the years 1989 and following.

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics.
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COUNTRY ECONOMIC REPOIT

BULOG Rie Pren. 1978179 - 1990191

1978/79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82 1982/83 1983/84 19W86 1985/86 1986/87 1987/88 1988/89 1989/90 Ic 1990/91 /g

Begini sdack 459 708 888 1,242 1,623 1,046 1,455 2,432 2,172 1,867 755 1,086 1,576

Dasnedi Frocureurw 881 431 1,635 1,952 1,933 1,196 2,382 1,953 1,647 1,216 1,801 2,243 2,000

Wmpat 1.268 2.680 i1.213 437 56 1.115 187 0 41 79 316 150 0

P1-480 304 363 101 46 0 65 64 0 0 0 0 0 0

Oherfood/e 15 327 198 48 0 140 0 0 41 79 315 150 0

Comnada 949 1,900 914 343 56W 910 133 0 0 0 0 0 0

TOW e2S308 9.719 9.794 3 .B 335 4.024 4 385 3.860 3.161 2.871 3.479 3676

D i /a 1.862 2.89 2A480 2.014 2.972 1.872 .612 2.186 1.167 2.372 1.768 1.875 1,898

Govemmud 608 666 649 806 1,320 1,373 1,368 1,414 1,498 1,625 1,512 1,542 1,560 Qn

Seateashpses 106 90 89 95 105 89 59 77 94 97 106 100 114

MUtks mpFmailns IF 1,032 2,036 1,628 1,033 1,618 399 69 277 176 640 142 60 200

Ohsm /d 106 42 114 80 29 11 116 418 200 110 8 173 24

LOOK 46 8 12 26 46 28 22 27 26 34 17 28 28

End dock 708 806 1,242 1,591 1,045 1,465 2,432 2,172 1,867 755 1,086 1,576 1,650

Amnarwndum Ie
Rice poduktn /b 17,325 17,872 20,163 22,286 22,837 24,006 25,933 26,642 27,014 27,23 28,340 29,!96 28,902

/a Sine Jm 1982, oa maims have . fied Ic h knd; fmnndy, sw|plu
rlm revd food abwuan. in mney.t

/b On adar yw bad.. V. I.

/C Priioa fiurs b 
/d hdAdx eqd of 95,O000 k in 1984/85 cnd 400,000 km in 1985/86, 173,750 kmisn 1986/d7

and 100,000 ks in 1987/88.
/e In 1987/88, he fgue shr fe loamns
/IInclde sea sas af reued pces of wbmaa twdard rie of 130,000 os in 1985/86 and 

150,000 bm in 1986/87.

So5c WIOG (Badan ULn tagiks/Slate Logisk Boa.
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Table 7.5

INDONESIA

COUNtRY ECONOMIC REPORT

Area Covered Under Rice lntensi0fcation Programs. 1974-1989
('000 ha)

Year BIMAS INMAS Total Of which
/a /b INSUS /c

1974 2,676 1,048 3,724 0

1975 2,683 1,957 3,640 0

1976 2,424 1,189 3,613 0

1977 2,059 2,181 4,240 0

1978 1,960 2,888 4,848 0

1979 1,571 3,462 5,023 0

1980 1,374 4,142 5,616 1,080

1981 1,384 4,802 6,186 1,706

1982 1,296 5,047 6,343 2,945

1983 1,308 5,387 6,695 3,477

1984 434 6,936 7,369 3,806

1985 200 7,461 7,661 4,100

1985 258 7,533 7,791 4,480

1987 A.. na, 8,035 4,922

1988 u.S u.a 8,283 5,837

1989 ua uA 8,713 6,413

/a BIMAS - Bimbingan massal (Ms rice plantin guidance progrm).
/b INMAS a Intenuftiks massal (Mma intensiecadon progam).
/c INSUS - Intenslflsi khusus (Special Intensificatin program).

Soure: Supplement to the President's Report to Parlament, August 16, 19O.
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Table 8.1

INDONESIA

COUNTRY ECONOMIC REPORT

index of Manufactudng Produdion by Se6dtd Indswl Groupi 198.1990 /a
(1983- 100)

Code of
Industry Descrption /b 1988 1987 1988 1989 1900/c
Group

31121 Condensed and dried milk, creamery
and processed butter, fresh and
preserved cream (6) 87.5 94.0 123.3 122.5 141.7

31330 Malt liquor and malt (5) 94A 113.2 118A 117.2 131.3
31420 Clove cigarettes (80) 147A 168.5 177.7 198.2 227.7
31430 Other cIgarettes (13) 78.8 81.1 79.2 78.2 81.2
32111 Yarn and thread (53) 129.9 130.5 169.0 196.2 263A
32112 Weaving miUs (except jute weAving products (409) 130.7 144.3 172.9 188.0 224.8
32114 Batik (66) 95.8 81.8 83.9 111.1 141.8
32130 KnittIng miUls (73) 219.2 233.3 239.8 312.8 378.1
32400 Footwear (32) 113.1 91.6 111.2 184.9 208.2
33113 Plywood (40) 139.3 192.7 242.1 268.2 244.6
34111 Paper manufacture (aUl kinds) (23) 159.2 159.7 242.0 251.5 292.1
35110 Basic chemicals (except ferilzer) (50) 119.0 166.4 139.0 152.9 172.3
35120 Fertilzer (10) 166.0 121.8 129.7 144.0 155.3
35210 Paint, vanish, and lcquers (25) 135.6 126.5 91.2 129.9 161.3
35232 Matches (8) 108.7 142.3 175.5 154A 163.5
35510 Tyres and tubes (22) 109.5 79.2 109.7 141.2 175.6
38210 Glass and glass productA (21) 178.0 149.3 124.6 145.2 170.6
36310 Cement (7) 144A 150.9 149.8 198.1 192A
37100 Basic Iron and steel industries (16) 154.9 147.1 167A 199.0 287.8
38130 Structurl metal products (59) 110.2 118.7 125.7 180.6 199.0
38312 Drycel batteries (7) 123.9 115.5 168.6 166.3 189.2
38320 Radio, TVs, cassettes, other communicaton

equipment and apparatus (23) 90.6 86.9 118.1 163.9 182.9
38430 Motor vehicles assembly and manufacure (23) 114.7 126.8 115.8 132.5 188.3
38440 Motor cycles and three wheel motor vehicles,

assembly and manufactue (11) 98.0 81.3 76.8 106.0 98.7

Genoeral indet128.4 143.5 142 184.1 211I.

/a The anmnal ftgB shown here are calculated as the average of quarterly indices.
/b Figures in bracet"( ) indicate the number of establishments covered in tlat group.
/c Average of three quarters; very prelmay.

Source: Central Bureau of statstics.
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Produdlon of Minertals 1974.1990

Tin Copper ore Nikel Iron sand Natural

Year Pektreum concentrate concenfrate ore Bau,de Coal concentrate Gold /a Silver /a gas

WmIn bbb) (OOO ton) (kg) (kg) (mo)

1974 502.0 25.7 212.6 878.9 1,290.1 156.2 365.2 265.3 6,464.6 202.2

1975 477.0 25.3 201.3 801.1 992.6 206A 353.0 330.7 4,754.7 222.2

1976 560.0 23A 223.3 1,102.0 940.3 182.9 292.3 355.2 3,397.5 312.1

1977 615.0 26.9 189.1 1,302.5 1,301A 230.6 311.5 255.9 2,831.9 542.8

1978 597.0 27.4 180.9 1,256.5 1,007.7 264.2 233.3 253.9 2,506A 820.1

1979 680.0 29.4 188.8 1,551.9 1,051.9 278.6 79.9 170.0 1,644.6 998A I

1980 677.0 32.5 186.1 1,537A 1,249.1 338.0 62.9 247.C 2,196.0 1,045.7 %O

1981 584.8 36A 188.5 1,543.2 1,203A 392.8 86.6 1L :'. 10.2 1,123.8

1982 488.2 33.8 223.7 1,640.9 700.2 588.0 144.6 9.9 ; v 9 1,111.9

1983 490.5 26.6 206.0 1,278.0 777.9 648.2 132.9 2,391.5 35,473.1 1,186.4

1984 616.5 23.2 190.3 1,066.8 1,003.2 1,468.2 83.0 2,247.1 38,794.7 1,606.7

1985 483.8 21.8 223.4 961.9 830.5 1,491.7 130.9 2,619.4 38,327.3 1,580.0

1986 507.2 24.0 251.2 1,633.1 64&8 1,726A 152.3 3,303.5 46,596.0 1,628.9 e

1987 479.0 26.1 259.8 1,825.7 635.3 1,887.0 194.0 3,752.8 50,485A 1,731.1 ( '

1988 484.7 30.6 294.7 1,733.2 505.8 2,854.5 202.8 4,730.9 61,538.0 1,852.6

1989 5142 31.3 331.5 2,020.9 862.3 4,563.1 142.7 5,239.3 62,395.9 1,926.2

1990 tb 128.2 7.0 84.8 469.5 284.0 1,817.6 37.3 2,050.1 17,142.8 527.3

/a SnMe 1983, production of gold and sliver Incudig priate enterprise.

/b Fist quarr 1990.

Soure. Central Bue of Statstics.
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Crude Oil Production by Company. 1980-1990
('000 bbls)

Production Average
Contract of work sharing daily

PERTAMINA LEMIGAS Cahtex C & T Stanvac Subtotal contract Total output

1980 29,891 205 258,325 2,046 11,578 271,949 274,971 577,016 1,577

1981 29,615 175 255,515 1,799 13,141 270,455 284,693 584,838 1,602

1982 27,375 195 175,928 1,422 13,214 190,564 270,055 488,189 1,338

1983 /a 26,947 233 191,307 1,411 11,766 204,484 286,384 518,048 1,419

1984 31,002 203 - 1,533 4,372 6,906 513,652 550,762 1,505

1985 30,071 170 - 1,358 5,130 6,488 453,190 489,919 1,342

1986 29,328 193 - 1,228 6,085 7,313 478,078 514,912 1,411

1987 26,775 210 - 1, 36 8,354 9,590 475,854 512,429 1,404

1988 24,789 /b - 1,368 13,413 14,781 451,941 491,511 1,343 , "

1989 25567 /b - 2,044 13,233 15,277 473,341 614,186 1,409 rt

1990 24,695 /b - 3,211 10,564 13,775 415,943 454,413 1,245 /c

/a Sice May 1983, contrwt of work data have been consoldated.
/b Since 1988, Lemigas data have been included in Peramina.
Ic November and DeVmber reconcliaoL 

x

Source Miidstry of Mines and Energy, Dirwctore Generd Oi & Gas.
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COUNW ECONOMUC

Do_b Sols of Pdrolim Poduds. 1980.1990 /a
1^0O bl)

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 /b

Akitan gm 130 110 103 83 73 66 63 56 60 60 60

Awkwn hxbo 4,355 4,869 4,899 3,686 4,374 4,442 3,806 4,199 4,445 4,286 4,576

handwn goamab 466 392 238 247 523 738 1,024 1,431 1,838 2,461 1,045

RgUqw gOMa* 23,321 25,648 25,709 24,380 24,909 26,206 27,083 29,048 30,855 33,199 38,950

Kwcui. 48,976 52,497 51,778 48,224 45,213 43,964 43,618 43,352 44,664 43,601 49,607

PR t dbs 40,116 44,737 48,918 49,790 48,567 47,682 47,421 54,075 59,143 64,508 73,257 I

hbihi dua 7,820 9,391 9,311 9,978 10,285 10,329 8,855 8,319 8,809 9,516 10,793

Fud dc 15,739 17,687 19,341 21,149 23,625 22,863 18,004 19,054 18,097 18,329 26,020

TOW 140.031 1665231 160Q297 167.537 157.6B 1669 280 149.874 168.634 167911 178949 203.308

/a rbdug kudal g -lb ad shidar pmduac
/b PhiowliaL

'10

Scum: MhUiy of #mb and Energ, Md=aar Genea 04 and Gm. 0
lt

Sib
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INDONESIA

COUNTRY ECONOMIC REPORT

Consumer Price Index. 1979 - 1990 /a
(April 1977 - March 1978 = 100)

End of Foodstuff Housing Clothing Others Total Chonge (%)

1979 141.1 140.9 168.2 137.7 143.1 21.8 /b

1980 166.6 168.7 190.8 159.1 167.6 16.0

1981 179.3 182.3 198.2 168.8 179.8 7.1

1982 192.7 209.8 205.0 189.3 197.9 9.7

1983 212.7 238.1 214.0 221.5 221.5 11.5

1984 226.A 270.0 220.6 246.5 241.6 8.8

1985 230.9 289A 228.0 259.7 252.2 4.3

1988 263.9 302.9 250.4 275.0 275.3 9.2

1987 296.1 321A 270.4 297.9 300.8 9.3

1988 320.1 335.4 280.0 307.4 317.6 5.6

1989 /c 104.1 109.6 108.1 105.7 106.4 6.1

1990 /e 111.5 128.9 113.4 118.6 117.0 9.9

/a The consumer price Index for Indoneda haa been used commencIng March 1979 to replace
the Jakarta cost of ldivng Index.

/b Percentage change of CPI for the period January through December 1979 using the rate of
nrase of the Jakarta cost of livlng Index for perMod Juary through

March 1979.
/c Using new base period (April 1988-March 1980 - 100).

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics.
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Indonese Wholesale Prie Index. 1983.1990 La
(1983 = 100)

Sectors /b 1983 1984 1986 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Agriculure (44) 100 113 118 128 145 163 177 191

NUning & quarrying (6) 1oo 109 117 125 *32 143 156 169

Manufacuring (140) 100 103 115 123 143 156 166 176

Imports (53) 100 113 119 129 158 164 178 191

Empg& (381 o100 111 112 85 118 118 131 159

Exduding petroleum (34) 100 114 115 130 170 183 195 195

Petroleum (4) 100 112 113 73 103 99 112 148

General index (2811 100 111 116 116 142 149 162 178

General indax excluding
exports (243) 100 111 117 127 149 160 173 186 5 "

0 rt

General index excluding " rd

exports of petroleum (224) 100 110 116 125 146 161 172 182
tw 0

/a This new index replaces the previous WPI based on 1975.
Figures show the average for year.

/b Figures within brackets "( )" indicate the number of items
represented in that sector.

Source: Central Bureau of satistics.



COUNTRY ECONOMIC R

Domesti Pries of Petrolem Products.1980.1990
Rp./B"

1980 /a 1981 1982 /b 1983 /c 1984 /d 1985 /e 1986 1987 1988 1989 199b if

Aviaion gms 10 150 240 300 300 330 250 260 250 250 330

Aviaion turbo 150 150 240 300 300 330 250 250 260 250 330

Premium gasoline 220 220 360 400 400 440 440 440 440 440 /8

Regular gasoline 150 150 240 320 350 385 386 386 385 385 450

Kerosene 38 38 60 100 150 165 165 165 165 156 190

Moordiesel 53 53 86 145 220 242 200 200 200 200 245

Industrial diesel 45 46 75 125 200 220 200 200 200 200 235

Fuel il 45 45 15 125 200 220 200 200 2C0 200 220
IDt

/a From May 1980.
/b Price inaeased on January 1. . n
/c Price increased on January 7.
/d Price inaeased on January 12.
/e Pice increased on April 1, due to the applkaion of 10% VAT.
/f Price inceased on May 25.
/g Discntinued.

Source: Ministiy of Mines and Energy, Diredorate General Oil and Gas.
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COUNR ECONOMIC REPORT

A eDD Foroian Inveshme*n by Sedor, 1977-1990 /a
(USS million)

Secr 1977 1978 1979 1960 1961 1982 1963 1984 1985 19S8 1987 1988 1989 1990

21 3 16 56 25 9 10 0 9 120 117 8 122 117

fE ft 29 39 12 6 115 32 7 0 0 0 5 26 4 20

fisLeM 3 23 21 3 22 3 21 0 11 4 12 46 47 20

Minalln & 201 38 66 3 29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 116

327 276 1.158 771 834 1.120 2.615 1.002 687 537 852 3SW 240 522

Focd 8 6 61 14 41 6 83 77 a 34 54 231 223 99

Tedibs & Iear 71 115 34 76 139 20 12 1 7 9 118 213 581 1.684

Wood & woodpdudS 0 1 a 11 124 5 13 0 0 32 45 104 106 218

Paper & papoduds 1O 0 11 2 49 0 722 0 25 47 109 1.50 211 730

Chemica & ibbe 49 26 34 282 230 217 183 90 338 294 209 1,544 2.512 11o

Not -nmetalbcml b 98 20 77 222 20 57 50 0 3 0 251 30 184 125 0

1sc mews t8 10 501 0 85 3 8# 609 65 39 7 61 108 82

Meal producs 73 92 45 163 141 706 716 210 244 O2 57 129 292 40

Oa*M 0 7 0 1 0 0 1 9 0 0 3 10 30 291

Coniwciion I 5 I _ 49 11 44 17 122 65 42 2 16 n7
Trade & hoe 7 10 3 39 0 17 7B 8K 0 0 196 405 98 874

Whdb tadeo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0

Hoels 7 10 3 39 0 17 78 04 0 196 406 98 874

Tmen & ommulaom 0 0 0 25 0 0 0 4 70 212 3 5 8Ns

0rt
Relesht* ad bmieuvie 20 4 44 0 18 204 S08 0 29 25 20 117 181 902 H t

Tol 09 397 1.320 912 1.091 1.397 2.82 1.107 859 S 1.457 -434S5 4g9 8.5 
.rt

/a Wende Capal krient. Amount reprmeV oginml approai phu epaniom mnu caneUal..

Souc: kumen Caoodntinw Bocrd (BKPN).
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COUNTRY ECONOMIC REPORT

Aporoved Domeslic Investmern by Sedor. 1977-1990 /<
(Rp billion)

Secor 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

Aariculiure. fisheris
and lestock 49 100 39 30 60 62 681 277 899 1.879 2.885 2.698 3.418 6,435

N%ft 64 59 80 115 175 93 149 19 37 21 640 487 252 593

minim 0 18 33 55 13 52 578 8 38 89 290 111 94 147

ManukdkOq 401 531 580 1.093 1.306 1.419 3.792 1.332 1.632 1.842 5.518 9.747 12.931 43.240

Te*Els 75 168 61 162 195 110 104 127 97 263 1,289 2,309 3,563 12,612

Chemkols 99 103 141 57 193 205 766 272 928 773 2,047 3,039 4,062 12,643

Edrkical goods 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Oher manuacurng 228 261 378 874 918 1,104 2,922 933 607 806 2,183 4,399 5,307 17,985 1

Construdion 0 3 5 4 8 16 195 67 270 74 50 31 146 87

Hotels 4 12 13 10 64 76 255 214 412 17 139 537 1.265 4.974.

Realetae 35 15 6 16 5 74 204 31 267 169 174 846 936 1.790

C*b¢ /b 20 24 18 35 70 157 1.151 1 295 325 569 460 651 2.614

Total 574 762 77 1i35 1J691 1U49 7~ a AR-~ 
T_ 6 762 774 1.368 1.691 1.9494 70-06 184 3.750 -4.417 10.2665 14.916 19.694 59.878

/a Figues fer to intended capital inestments, and rpresent originol approvals plus apprved
expansion minvs acellations. Or 0)

/b Inndudes transpodaion sewor.
*I.'.c

Source: Invesmn CooraKng oard.
* 0

x
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